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ERNEST BRAMAH’S
 
THE TRAGEDY AT BROOKBEND COTTAGE:
 AN UNPUBLISHED DETECTIVE PLAY
WILLIAM WHITE
OAKLAND UNIVERSITY
INTRODUCTION
If Ernest Bramah (1868-1942), English short-story writer and
 
novelist, is remembered in literary history, it
 
will probably be for his  
six books centered upon the Chinese story-teller and pseudo
­philosopher Kai Lung: The Wallet of Kai Lung (1900), Kai Lung's
 Golden Hours (1922), Kai Lung Unrolls His Mat (1928), The Moon of
 Much Gladness (1932), Kai Lung
 
Beneath the Mulberry-Tree (1940),  
and Kai Lung: Six (1974). He is listed in The New Cambridge Biblio
­graphy of English Literature and other such reference works, and
 editions of his Chinese stories are still in print (in England);
 
but he has  
received little critical attention except in
 
my forty-odd articles, begin ­
ning with “Ernest Bramah:
 
A First Checklist” [BB, 22 (May-August  
1958), 127-131]. (The most recent appears in the current issue of The
 Bluegrass Literary Review, Midway College, Midway, Kentucky.)
But the most popular of Bramah’s writings — certainly in this
 
country — have to do with a blind detective, Max Carrados, whose
 remarkable exploits are revealed in three collections of short stories
 and a novel: Max Carrados (1914), The
 
Eyes  of Max Carrados (1923),  
Max Carrados Mysteries (1927), and The Bravo of London (1934).
 Evidence of this American interest is
 
seen in the recent publication of  
the Best Max Carrados Detective Stories [Selected with an Introduc
­tion by E. F. Bleiler] (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1972); Max
 Carrados (Westport, Conn.; Hyperion Press, Inc., 1975); and Max
 Carrados [with a Preface by Jacques Barzun and Wendell Hertig
 Taylor] (New York & London: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1976), in the
 Garland Series, Fifty Classics of Crime Fiction 1900-1950.
In addition to his eighteen books, Bramah — who was born Ernest
 
Bramah Smith — wrote countless sketches (for such magazines as
 Punch, Land & Water, The Storyteller, and The London Mercury) and
 at least a dozen plays, all unpublished, in
 
manuscript, in the Humani ­
ties Research Center, The University of Texas
 
at Austin, which holds  
the largest collection of Bramah papers.
Some of these plays we know now have been performed, for in an
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2 THE TRAGEDY AT BROOKBEND COTTAGE
unpublished autobiographical MS. Bramah says: “Two [of my] one-
 
act plays (one in collaboration) adapted from ‘Max Carrados’ stories
 [are] frequently performed at different London variety theatres and
 frequently broadcast.” The collaborator was Gilbert Heron, who wrote
 “In the Dark”
 
with Bramah, adapted from the short story, “The Game  
Played in the Dark,” first published in Max Carrados (1914); it was
 staged in several variety houses in and around London in 1917 and
 1918. Of another adaptation for the theatre we read in a memoir of
 Ernest Bramah’
s
 publisher, Grant Richards, Author Hunting [(Lon ­
don: Hamish Hamilton; New York: Coward-McCann, 1934), p. 274]:
 “There is one thing that I think few Bramah admirers know. On 21
 February 1931 at 2:30 the Men Students of the Old Vic Shakespeare
 Company presented Kai Lung's Golden Hours, ‘a Chinese Comedy,
 adapted for the stage by Allan D.
 
Mainds, A. R. S. A.’ ” Richards, who  
saw the play, adds: “But I prefer my Kai Lung within the pages of
 
a  
book.”
Another adaptation, for broadcasting, was written by Bramah
 
from his Max Carrados with the same title in the collection, “The
 Tragedy in Brookbend Cottage.” This short story is Bramah’
s
 most  
popular;
 
it first appeared in The News of the World [(London), 7 and 14  
September 1913]; was collected in Max Carrados [(London: Methuen &
 Co. Ltd., 1914), pp. 66-98]; appeared in Argosy [1 (March 1927), 76-86];
 in Ellery Queen's Magazine [18 (August 1951), 65-80]; was included in
 eight anthologies between 1926 and 1974, as well as in Dutch, Swed
­ish, Danish, Norwegian anthologies (in translation); and out of
 twenty-six Max Carrados
 
stories, it was one of the ten selected by E. F.  
Bleiler for the Best Max Carrados Detective Stories [pp. 172-191]. How
 often it was broadcast I do not know, but I have seen a
 
record of its  
being aired in
 
Malaya on the Singapore Broadcasting Company on 14  
December 1955.
The first publication of the radio adaptation, as far as I am aware,
 
is made possible here with the kind permission of the Humanities
 Research Center, The University of Texas at Austin, and the holder of
 the Ernest Bramah copyright, the Trustees of the late W. P. Watt.
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THE TRAGEDY AT BROOKBEND COTTAGE
SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR BROADCASTING
BY
ERNEST BRAMAH
FROM HIS STORY OF THE SAME NAME IN
 
“MAX CARRADOS”
CHARACTERS (in order of appearance):
 
Millicent (Mrs. Creake)
 Mrs. Wicks
Lieutenant Philip Hollyer
 
Max Carrados
Louis Carlyle
Inspector Beedel (of Scotland Yard)
 
Austin Creake
Although it is only indicated where essential, thunder, in its
 
various aspects, is to be introduced throughout the play. The best
 periods for this should develop in practice. Thunder, though dramati
­cally one of the most effective noises, is a two-edged weapon, and
 over-stressed it may become bathetic. But it 
is
 necessary to keep the  
actuality of 
a
 terrific thunderstorm crashing around the house persist ­
ently before the listener. The other
 
storm effects of slashing rain and  
the various wind sounds are to be also used. It has not been thought
 necessary always to indicate other sounds that arise naturally out of
 the described action.
This episode in the experience of Max Carrados, the blind ama
­
teur criminologist, takes place at an isolated, old-fashioned cottage
 situated in one of the semi-rural districts of outer London.
The episode begins in the sitting-room of Brookbend Cottage,
 
where Millicent (Mrs. Creake) is seated at
 
the piano, idly and not very  
skilfully playing the latter part of a melancholy ballad. After a few
 bars there is heard a distant roll of thunder.
Copyright © by the Trustees of the
 
Estate of the late W. P. Watt 1983
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MILLICENT: (nervously startled) Oh!
She drops the cover of the piano almost with a bang and crossing
 
the room closes the window and sharply draws the blind. Fumbling on
 the mantelpiece for a matchbox she knocks over a small china orna
­ment which falls down upon the hearth-stone with a smash. This
 elicits another nervous half-checked cry. She finds the box and strikes
 a match. As she is about to light the lamp a door (off) rattles.
MILLICENT: (alarmed but with a defiant front) Who’
s
 there?  
What are you doing —
Steps are heard approaching along the passage. The door, which
 
was
 
~not closed, is pushed further open. Enter Mrs. Wicks.
MRS. WICKS: (soothingly) There, there, m’m, it’s only me. Did I
 
give you a start? I don’t wonder neither
 
— sitting here  all alone in the  
dark. Let me light the lamp for you and it’
ll
 make things look a bit  
brighter. (She strikes a match and lights
 
table lamp.) More cheerfuller  
isn’t it, m’m?
MILLICENT: (with
 
a nervous laugh) Thank you, Mrs. Wicks, but  
1 wasn’t really afraid, only 1 didn’t know that there was anyone else in
 the house. 1 thought that you had left more than an hour ago.
MRS. WICKS: So I had — why it must be near
 
on ten  o’clock now  
—
 
but 1 knew that you  was out of eggs for tomorrow breakfast, so I just  
looked in with half-a-dozen on my way back from the shops. And I’
ll
 be  
round towards eleven in the morning and we’ll give this room a
 regular good old turn-out. Doesn’t half need it, I should say.
MILLICENT: Oh, thank you. I quite forgot about the — (The
 
crackle of nearer thunder) Ah-h!
MRS. WICKS: Dear, dear; what a state you’re in to be sure. It’s
 
nothing to be afraid
 
of: just a bit of thunder. But you’re  all a bundle of  
nerves, as I’ve seen since I first come here. Mr. Creake hadn’t never
 ought to have taken a lonely, tumble-down old place like this for you to
 mope about in. 
You
 want livening up.
MILLICENT: Lonely, Mrs. Wicks! Why, it’
s
 on the electric car  
9
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line. I can lie awake until two o’clock
 
in the morning and hear them  
passing along the high-road.
MRS. WICKS: No doubt you can. But if you’re lying awake a tram
 
car isn’t much company to my way of thinking. Especially if you’re
 lying awake expecting someone who doesn’t come by it. And talking
 about husbands —
MILLICENT: Well, we won’t do that, Mrs. Wicks.
MRS. WICKS:
 
No; there isn’t much to be said for the general run of  
them. 1 often tell Wicks — (Thunder)
MILLICENT: You really must get on home before the storm
 
breaks, Mrs.
 
Wicks. It’ s coming nearer and nearer and soon there’ll be  
an awful deluge. When I looked out just now the sky was as black as
 ink and you have quite a way to go.
MRS. WICKS: I suppose I must. But I don’t like leaving you
 
here  
all alone and that’
s
 a fact.... Excuse me, won’t you, m’m, but is there  
any chance of Mr. Creake getting back tonight?
MILLICENT: I don’t know. He — he couldn’t say. But
 
it doesn’t  
matter. It’s really absurd to talk about me being all alone. I’m — surely
 I’m used to that by now.
MRS. WICKS: I can’t help it. It’s — a feeling. I was just the same
 
the night before Wicks broke his leg through not seeing a cellar trap
­door that was there — at least he didn’t see the one that was there. And
 again when my second eldest —- Maudie — went off with the Italian
 hokey-pokey man I felt it too. I suppose it’
s
 a sort of gift I have. (A great  
crash of thunder near. Millicent calls
 
out and even Mrs. Wicks gasps)  
Oh the lord chief justice!
 
That broke the silence, didn’t it? Well, I may  
just as well be getting on if there’
s
 nothing you’ll let me do.
MILLICENT: There’s
 
nothing to be done, thank you, Mrs. Wicks;  
and tomorrow — (a knock on a door, off) What was that?
MRS. WICKS: Sounds like someone at the front door. I’ll see.
10
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6 THE TRAGEDY AT BROOKBEND COTTAGE
MILLICENT: 
Who
 ever can it be at this hour? I’m not expecting  
anything.
MRS. WICKS: (as she goes out) Nothing much, I’ll wager.
MILLICENT: (apostrophising her exit in a dull monotone) You
 
good-hearted old chatterbox — I’m even thankful for you!
MRS. WICKS: (returning joyfully) Well I never! If it isn’t your
 
brother, m’m. I am glad. He’s hanging up his things. Now it’ll be all
 right.
MILLICENT: (going towards door) Phil! Really?
HOLLYER: (entering) Yes, Millicent, actually! (They kiss)
MRS. WICKS: You’
ll
 stay the night, sir, won’t you? (Hollyer  
laughs) There! that’s me
 
all over. I’m sure I beg your pardon, m’m, for  
letting my tongue run 
on,
 but I’ve been that anxious —
HOLLYER: Thank you, Mrs. Wicks. Perhaps I may.
MILLICENT: Of course he’
ll
 stay. The idea of going back on a  
night like this! Here, take off your wet boots, Phil.
 
There are some old  
slippers in the cupboard, I think. (She crosses the room and opens a
 cupboard door)
MRS. WICKS: (Speaking in a confidential
 
whisper as  she passes)  
She’
s
 all of a edge with the storm and what not, sir. I do hope you’ll  
manage to stay.
HOLLYER: (in the same tone) Righto.
MRS. WICKS: Now I really
 
will  be going. Good night, m’m. Good  
night, sir.
MILLICENT: Good night, Mrs. Wicks. And tomorrow morning;
 
you won’t forget?
MRS. WICKS: Tomorrow morning — as sure as death (Exit, closing
 
door)
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HOLLYER: Don’t trouble about those slippers, Millicent. My
 
boots aren’t really wet.
MILLICENT: You’re sure? How did you come — by the car?
HOLL YER: Yes - by car. Why?
MILLICENT: Oh, only that 1 generally hear one stop and start —
 
just by the gate, you know — and 1 didn’t.
The outer door is heard to close 
as
 it is pulled to smartly.
HOLLYER: No, 
you
 probably wouldn’t.
MILLICENT: And 1 thought that your boat was to sail last Tues
­
day — 
you
 certainly did say so.
HOLLYER: Yes, 1 think
 
1 did. Well, as a matter of fact, my boat —  
the “Martian” — has sailed but I haven’t sailed with her. At the
 eleventh hour
 
I managed to transfer .... The  truth is, my dear, I’ve  been  
very uneasy about you lately.
MILLICENT: Oh — Mrs. Wicks again!
HOLLYER: Oh no; not Mrs. Wicks. What 
you
 told me yourself,  
and what I’ve since found out.
MILLICENT: (fencing) What have I told you?
HOLLYER: You’ve told me in a hundred ways that you’re
 
unhappy, and those few days that I stayed here showed me that you
 and your husband are living on terms of
 
— well, 1 can call it nothing  
else but polite hatred. It’s killing you, Millicent. But even that process
 — killing 
by
 inches — may be too slow for someone else ... Look here,  
my girl, you and Creake are hopelessly unsuited. Do the best thing
 that there is in the circumstances: leave him while you still have some
 of your money safe. There are no children to consider and you will both
 be the happier apart.
12
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MILLICENT: I know —
 
I know. I tell myself so day after day but it  
always comes back to the same thing: 1 can’t
 
leave him. He may leave  
me —
HOLLYER: Not while you have any of the money left that he
 
finds so useful.
MILLICENT:
 
— but 1 am hopelessly in his power. I suppose that 1  
still love him in some unhappy way. I’ve told you all this before: why
 do you bring it up again now, Phil? It can do no good.
HOLLYER: You hadn’t told me then what you told me on that last
 
day I was here — about the changed bottles put out for your supper.
MILLICENT: Oh that was all a mistake, Phil. 1 was overwrought
 
and I — I imagined things.
HOLLYER: (doggedly) It was not a mistake, Millicent; it was far
 
too circumstantial and exact for that and it fits in all too plausibly
 with what I noticed myself while I was here and what I have learned
 since .... It was 
so
 ingeniously arranged that your husband was a  
hundred miles away when you sat down to supper and if you had
 taken one drink
 
of that substituted stuff nothing could have saved you  
and everything on earth would have pointed to you having made a
 mistake with the bottles
 
in the dark. That comes of having a husband  
who is a clever all-round scientist.
MILLICENT: (crying quietly) Forget it, Phil.
HOLL YER:
 
How can I forget it? It would be rank treachery.... You  
and I are the only ones who are left, Millicent, and I promised our
 mother, literally on her death-bed, that I would look after you.
MILLICENT: 
You
 have, Phil. You have been a dear. For years you  
gave up your own prospects to make things comfortable for me.
HOLLYER: (cutting into her speech) Oh nonsense!
MILLICENT:
 
(without any pause) You did. I ought never to have  
13
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let you do 
so
 much, but 1  didn’t really know at the time what you  were  
sacrificing. Now I’m off
 
your hands.
HOLLYER: You can never be that, my dear, so long as 1 have
 
hands. When you married, five years ago, 1 thought certainly that
 then you would have someone better able to protect you. I never
 pretended that I took
 
overmuch to  Creake — a silent, moody inventor,  
nearly twice your age, struck me as rather a queer mate for my light
­hearted little sister — but he seemed to be your choice.
MILLICENT: Not so light-hearted now-a-days, Phil. You see, 1
 
can adapt myself to my surroundings.
HOLLYER: Yes? And 1 suppose a butterfly adapts itself to its
 
surroundings when it gets a pin stuck through its back: it doesn’t fly
 about much, you may notice. Well, if you are willing to be sacrificed
 now that you begin to be in the way, I’m not willing to let you.
MILLICENT: I really don’t think that 1 care very much about
 
anything now, Phil. And you would only make it worse by interfering.
HOLLYER: We’ll see about that.
MILLICENT: Phil, let 
me
 warn you — for my own sake if you like.  
If he’s crossed Austin can be — oh, well, never mind; only please don’t.
HOLL YER: 1 know it’s no good having a row with him or making
 
charges that he could laugh 
at
 — you needn’t tell me that. But I was  
determined to see this through and so I’ve taken other measures.
MILLICENT: Phil, what do you mean? What have you done?
HOLLYER: I’ve had him watched for one thing. For weeks now
 
your husband has been shadowed.
MILLICENT: Do you mean that you have employed someone —a
 
private detective? Oh, Phil, had it to come to this!
HOLL YER: What else was 1 to do? I’m no good at anything clever.
 
This inquiry agent fellow — Carlyle — was recommended to me and he
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is a very decent sort, let me tell you. He earns his fees, too .... Do 
you 
know anything about Hettie M.?
MILLICENT: Hettie M.? Oh, you mean Miss Marsh. She is Aus
­
tin’s typist.
HOLLYER: Yes, she is Austin’s — typist. His confidential clerk.
 
His companion — in fact his travelling companion. Why, you poor
 simple soul, there isn’t a week-end that they don’t go off together while
 you are left moping here.
MILLICENT:.... Of course 1 knew that there
 
must be  someone....  
There always has been someone, almost from the very first. You
 needn’t have wasted your money finding that out, Phil.
HOLLYER: Perhaps this one is rather more serious than the
 
others. She wants Austin to marry her — in fact she’
s
 become rather  
pressing. And he is more than willing.
MILLICENT: More fool she. He can’t while I’m alive.
HOLLYER: No, Millicent, he can’t — while — you — are — alive.
MILLICENT: 1 don’t think that you need fear, Phil. Whatever else
 
he is, Austin is not an absolute idiot and having once tried and failed
 — if, as you say, he has done — he
 
daren’t put his neck into a noose by  
doing anything so obvious again in a hurry. I’m, as it were, immune.
 I’ve been vaccinated against murder.
HOLLYER: Against that sort of
 
murder; yes, Millicent. But the  
next time it will be something far more cunning. It won’t be poison
 again — so Mr. Carr ados warns me.
MILLICENT: Carrados — you said Carlyle just now. What’
s
 this,  
Phil?
HOLL YER: I am going to tell 
you.
 I must tell you everything now:  
so far I’ve only been
 
preparing you  for something.... This Max Carra
dos is a friend of my inquiry agent Carlyle, and his queer taste is to
 take up any kind of baffling
 
crime that promises mystery or unusual  
15
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excitement. For weeks I’ve been acting under his instructions.
 
That’s  
why you — and Austin of course — thought that 1 would have sailed by
 now in the “Martian.” That’s why I pressed you — for Austin’
s
 benefit  
— to be prepared to pay me my share of our legacy when 1 got back
 again. It’
s
 all part of a plan.
MILLICENT: Rather a curious way of helping 
me,
 wasn’t it,  
Phil? If anything would drive Austin to extremities it would be the
 knowledge that 
we
 must find that money.
HOLLYER: That’
s
 exactly what we aim at — to drive Austin to  
extremities.
MILLICENT: 1 don’t understand.
HOLLYER: “We can protect your sister for a few weeks 
or
 even for  
a few
 
months,” Carrados said to me, “but we can’t go on protecting her  
for ever.” (You have been protected, Millicent, although you know
 nothing of it.) “So let us give 
Mr.
 Creake every encouragement to act at  
once,” he said. Well, we have. He thinks the coast is clear; he
 
thinks his  
time is short; and now there comes this thunderstorm.
MILLICENT: You are trying to frighten me into something, Phil.
 
What has this dreadful storm got to do with it?
HOLL YER: Do you really think that of 
me,
 Millie? Have 1 ever  —
MILLICENT: No, no, Phil dear. But I — 1 don’t know what —
HOLLYER: What the storm’
s
 got to do with it I know very little  
more than you do — I don’t think even Max Carrados has got to the
 bottom of it exactly. But 1 know that everything depends
 
upon it  and  
we have
 
been waiting for it  all along. When the Meteorological Office  
predicted a thunderstorm approaching Carrados phoned through to
 me to meet him at once and to bring them down here to be ready.
MILLICENT: Bring them down here? Who? Do you mean that
 
people are —
HOLLYER: 
Yes
 — Max Carrados, Mr. Carlyle and a Scotland
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Yard inspector.
 
At this moment they  are  outside, waiting. He gave me  
five minutes to prepare you in. This is your opportunity, Millicent. If
 nothing happens you have been right and we may have misjudged
 Austin. If it does —
MILLICENT: Very well; it is a challenge. Do whatever you
 
intended.
HOLLYER: Then I will tell them now. But — one word, Millicent
 
— Max Carrados is blind. Be considerate with him, won’t you?
MILLICENT: Blind? Blind, you say!
 
Then can he be — Oh,  just a  
minute, Phil. Is he rather a tall, artistic-looking man, who always
 seems to have a sort of half smile though it isn’t really a smile when
 you look again?
HOLLYER: Yes. Very cool and self-possessed. You might never
 
know that he was blind. Why?
MILLICENT: Then he came only a few days ago! He had a card
 
and I thought that he came from the estate agents. I showed him all
 over the house myself — every room — and the garden too.
HOLLYER: I’m not surprised. He can carry anything off.
MILLICENT: But what an unholy fraud he was! And I thought
 
him absolutely charming.
CARRADOS: (entering quietly) What a foolish saying that is
 
about listeners, Mrs. Creake! — of course I only heard the last part!
 Forgive my intrusion but your time is more
 
than up, Hollyer, and we  
must make a quick decision. Our first report has come in and we know
 that Mr. Creake has cancelled an appointment
 
and is coming here as  
fast as wheels can bring him. Well, what is it to 
be?
HOLL YER: I’ve warned her,
 Mr.
 Carrados, and she will not leave  
him. She puts it to us to prove it.
CARRADOS: So be
 
it. I thought  that  the other way would be the  
simpler — possibly the safer — for her, but this may be the more
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effective. Will you bring the others in here, please?
HOLLYER: Very well, sir. (Exit Hollyer)
MILLICENT: Mr. Carrados. 1 think
 
that you are the sort of man  
who always gets what he wants and invariably proves to have been
 right in the end —
CARRADOS: A most unpleasant type of
 
creature, Mrs. Creake.  
I’ve known that sort of man.
MILLICENT: — but there is one thing that you may have
 
overlooked.
CARRADOS: And that is?
MILLICENT: If I told you what, you mightn’t overlook 
it.
CARRADOS: My dear lady! Are we adversaries sparring for an
 
opening? I am here to —
MILLICENT: To take over for the night. You are in command, 
Mr. 
Carrados. What is my role to be — what
 
are your orders? They will be  
scrupulously obeyed.
CARRADOS: I shall hope to convince you yet. Now there is an
 
empty bedroom, isn’t there — any upstairs room
 
except your own will  
do.
MILLICENT: There
 
are several. You saw — I mean, you explored  
them all the other day. Am I to 
go
 there now?  
CARRADOS: If you please. Any will do. Just wait there. But no
 
light —not the faintest glimmer for a single instant or we are done.
 And, of course, don’t approach the window.
MILLICENT: Quite easy. Just wait! (Exit Millicent)
A prolonged crackle of very near thunder. Reenter Hollyer bring
ing in Mr, Carlyle and
 
Inspector Beedel.
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HOLLYER: Here are 
Mr.
 Carlyle and Inspector Beedel, sir.
BEEDEL: Another message just come through, sir. The party in
 
question has dismissed his taxi at Bolt Corner and he’s making his
 way in this direction by Cobblers Lane.
CARRADOS: Ah, thank you, Inspector. That should give us — ?
BEEDEL: In this weather it must take
 
him the  matter of eight or  
ten minutes to get here. I’m holding the call-box by the cross-roads and
 we should get one more message.
CARRADOS: Eight minutes! Then we will move to the scene of
 
action. Hollyer, I want you first to go up to your sister’
s
 room and draw  
the blind. We will follow.
 HOLLYER: Aye, aye, sir. (Exit Hollyer)
CARLYLE: But 
do
 we know which room it is, Max?
CARRADOS: I have
 
already been over the ground, Louis. I won’t  
mislead you .... Your men quite understand, Inspector, that once
 Creake is sighted from the cross-roads they are to lie close and not
 show as much as a finger, or to enter the grounds here FOR ANY
 CAUSE WHATEVER — whether the final message has come through
 or not?
BEEDEL: They
 
have full instructions, sir, and I think that we can  
trust them absolutely.
CARRADOS: Then come on up. You carry the lamp, Inspector. We
 
leave the lower part of the house deserted and wrapped in darkness.
Exeunt all. The door is closed by the last man
 
and their steps are  
heard departing. They mount the stairs and in Mrs. Creake's bedroom
 the footsteps of three are heard approaching. The door
 
is opened and  
Carrados, Carlyle and Beedel enter.
CARRADOS: Close
 
the door, please. The lamp on the little table,
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Inspector. This is Mrs. Creake’
s
 bedroom and the external indication  
is that
 
she is now retiring for the night. May I suggest,  Louis,  that the  
shadow of a palpably ample gentleman, silhouetted on the blind, is
 indelicate in the circumstances?
CARL YLE:
 
Tch, tch! Yes, by Gad, we must be careful about that.  
Still, the fellow isn’t anywhere near yet.
BEEDEL: (in 
a
 whisper) It’ s a living marvel to me, Mr. Hollyer,  
though I’ve had to do
 
with Mr. Carrados going on pretty nearly twelve  
years
 
now, how he knows things  like that. He doesn’t guess or make a  
lucky shot, mind you; he simply knows 
it.
HOLLYER: (in the same tone) You’re right, Inspector.
BEEDEL: (as 
before)
 Look at the way he’s going about, sir, as  
though he was in his own room at home. Once he’s been
 
over ground  
he knows every inch of it: never forgets a blessed detail. Now he’
s going up to the window and you watch how he keeps the light always
 in a safe direction. It’
s
 a lucky thing, 1 say, that he happened to take up  
crime as a hobby and not as a profession. If he had —
CARLYLE: (breaking 
in)
 H’m, h’m. It’ s always a privilege, my  
dear
 
Max, to be associated with you  in an investigation, but I do wish  
that in the present case you would give us a little more of your
 confidence.
CARRADOS: (absently) Confidence? You have it fully, Louis;
 
fully.
CARL YLE: But what is going to
 
happen?  What is  our —  er — line  
of action? I should
 
hestitate to describe myself as an impressionable  
subject (rain, wind, thunder) but what with the atmospheric condi
­tions outside, the knowledge that an intending murderer is due to
 make his appearance within about — er — six-and-a-half minutes, and
 the undoubted fact that our presence here is extremely ambiguous
 from a legal standpoint —
CARRADOS: Quite so, Louis. 1 feel the same awkwardness
 
myself. After all, if
 
Creake is perfectly innocent in his intentions, it  
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may be rather embarrassing to find an explanation why three abso
­
lute strangers should be discovered in his wife’
s
 bedroom at the  dead  
of
 
night.
CARLYLE: Tch, tch! Really, Max, I sometimes wish that you
 
would take things a little more — er —
CARRADOS: Seriously, Louis? (Sighs) Yes, yes; my old failing.
 
Suppose
 
it should turn out that I’ve brought you three here on a wild  
goose chase after all! What should you say about it?
CARLYLE: Well! Upon my word, Max -
HOLLYER: Surely, Mr. Carrados, you don’t mean —
BEEDEL: In that case I should say that we shall probably get
 
that wild goose before long, sir.
CARRADOS: Confidence, you see, Louis. The Inspector still
 
believes in me. And it’
s
 quite on the cards that he may be right. (His  
voice changes to a practical incision. He is speaking from the win
­dow.) This plate of metal, nailed down by the window. There was
 nothing of the sort when 1 was last here. Hollyer, find out from your
 sister about it.
HOLLYER: Very well, sir. (Exit Hollyer, but he puts his head in
 
again almost as soon as he has gone.) I think there’
s
 another message  
for you, Inspector.
CARRADOS: Look into it, Beedel.
BEEDEL: I will, sir. (Exit Beedel)
CARLYLE: Seriously, Max, if you have any doubt about the
 
situation would it not be better for us to withdraw in good order while
 we still have the chance?
CARRADOS: I am short of two essential links in an otherwise
 
absolutely unassailable chain of logical deduction, and 1 have four
 minutes left to supply them in .... You were remarking, Louis?
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CARLYLE: Um, well, I don’t want to embarrass you, Max
CARRADOS: You don’t, Louis. You invariably stimulate my slug
­
gish imagination .... I said two links. Only one remains. The catch of
 the French window here has recently been carefully filed to ensure
 perfect metallic contact when it is opened. And when that happens —
HOLLYER: (returning) My sister tells me that Creake nailed
 
some tin there a few days ago, 
Mr.
 Carrados. He said the floor was  
dangerously rotten, and as Millicent often uses the balcony —
CARRADOS: He thinks of everything! Yes, Inspector?
BEEDEL: (Reentering) The party has left the lane but he isn’t
 
coming by the high-road. He’
s
 making for a field path that will bring  
him into the garden at the back. It’s a bit further round but he’
s
 safe  
not to be seen.
CARL YLE: On a night like this! H’m, that certainly looks as if he
BEEDEL: My men have all got 
out
 now according to instructions  
... And, if you don’t mind my saying so, Mr. Carrados, I wouldn’t
 stand too near that window. I’ve just been told that a tree 
in
 the road  
has been struck by lightning and it may be a bit risky.
CARRADOS: Not to me, Inspector, but to Mrs. Creake it would be
 
absolutely fatal.... That is the painless end for her that an affectionate
 husband has been contriving.
HOLLYER: Struck by lightning! He’s been a practical electrician
 
I know, but how on earth is 
he
 to direct a flash of lightning? You mean  
that, don’t you?
CARRADOS: Yes, Hollyer, but he only wants to direct it into the
 
minds of the doctor who would make the post mortem and the coroner
 and jury who hold the inquest. A force as powerful as lightning and far
more tractable 
is
 flowing past the gate here at this moment, ready to  
be tapped.
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BEEDEL: The electric tram 
cable!
 Ah.
CARLYLE: By Gad, that’s a bold idea. Can it be done, Max?
CARRADOS: If we weren’t here, five minutes from now would
 
have settled that point.... Out there in the garden a derelict kite hangs
 from a convenient tree and its broken cord brushes across the tram
 wires. That kite masks a length of insulated wire, running under
­ground to a point beneath this window. From the window another
 piece innocently supports a
 
rose-bush. In a jiffy our practical electri ­
cian can make his connection and then when Mrs. Creake stands
 where 1 am standing and moves the window catch — now become a
 switch — she is electrocuted as effectually as if she sat in the con
­demned chair in Sing Sing prison.
HOLL YER: The cold-blooded scoundrel!
CARLYLE: And then, Max?
CARRADOS:
 
Then Mr. Creake will remove his simple apparatus  
and when his wife is discovered by the charwoman tomorrow morning
 it will be obvious by every physiological test and commonsense infer
­ence that she has unfortunately been struck by lightning while stand
­ing at this window during the great storm of the night.
CARLYLE: Tch, tch! Poor lady!
HOLL YER:
 
But what are we to do, sir? He’ll — he’ll swear it’s only  
a scientific experiment or something of the sort now.
CARRADOS: That is the one weak link remaining. Why here?
 
How — how is Creake to know with absolute assurance that he can
 rely on his wife opening that window within the next two hours?
HOLLYER: Oh, I think I can suggest that, sir. It happened once
 
when I stayed here and she told me in the morning. Millicent is too
 nervous to leave the front door unlocked and there’s only one key. So if
 he
 
comes  back after she’s gone to bed he throws a stone up against the  
window and she drops the key down for him to get in by. It’s an
 arrangement.
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CARRADOS: The final
 
detail. Our chain is complete in every link  
now, and there’
s
 three-quarters of a minute still to go, Louis! Quite a lot  
can be done in three-quarters of a minute. Have you ever taken your
 watch
 
out, Louis, and realised how long it seems for three-quarters of a  
minute —
CARL YLE: But we have
 
arranged nothing, Max! That stone may  
come at any moment. How are we to —
CARRADOS: True, true, Louis. You are quite right not to let me
 
wander. But Creake mustn’t be allowed to put our wind up either. He
 may possibly be here in — say twenty-five seconds now, but I don’t
 imagine that he will give his little love-call until he is satisfied that his
 victim is well in bed. Bare feet are admirable for his purpose. So as
 long as
 
we keep the lamp in, we control the situation.... After all, there  
is a sort of grim humour in the idea of keeping him standing out there
 in the downpour — probably picturing what he imagines is going on in
 here — while we comfortably arrange the details.
HOLLYER: I don’t find it so, sir. It’
s
 not amusing to me 1 can  
assure you.
CARRADOS: No; you probably wouldn’t. You are a sailor — a
 
man of action.
HOLLYER: I am her brother.
CARRADOS: And certainly the least unlike her of any of us here.
 
You are now
 
going to play the chief part in the dénouement. You are to  
be Millicent in what follows. Off with your boots and socks and pull
 your
 
trousers well above your knees. Coat as well. Bundle them out of  
sight — yes, under the bed will do.
 
Now  slip this white night-dress on.  
Rumple your hair up. Get right into the bed — if he has a flash-light he
 must see that it has been occupied.... Here is a rubber glove; no danger
 so long as you only use that hand.
HOLLYER: And my instructions?
CARRADOS: When he gives the signal get
 
up just as she would.
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Put on this dressing-gown. Go to the window. Release the blind.
 
Unlatch the window. There will be a spark — probably a flash. Drop
 immediately and draw up your limbs and head — contorted —
 
under  
the dressing-gown. Leave the window
 
open to rattle in the wind. I’ll —  
see that you are properly covered. Then wait, dead.
HOLLYER: I understand, sir.
CARRADOS: Inspector, you stand among the dresses behind
 
that hanging wardrobe — you’ll be convenient to get his right arm
 there.
BEEDEL: Carries a little gun, I suppose, sir?
CARRADOS: Almost certain to. Louis, your place
 
is down in the  
angle behind the chest of drawers, with the arm-chair drawn up before
 
you.
CARLYLE: Rather crampy, Max, for a man of my — er, figure.
 
Never mind. But where are you to be?
CARRADOS: Don’t trouble about me, my friend. I shall be all
 
right in
 
my own element — in the dark you  know. Now, all ready? I’m  
going to put out the light.
He turns the lamp down and blows it 
out.
 Dead silence.
CARLYLE: (in a tense whisper) Max, by Gad! The key won’t be
 
thrown down this time,
 
remember. How the dickins is Creake going to  
get in then?
CARRADOS: (speaking in a deliberate 
low
 tone, but not a  
whisper) He knows that the key won’t be thrown down. Leave it to
 him; he will have made his arrangements, Louis.
Silence. Rain. Wind. One terrific crackle of near thunder. Silence.
 
Then the rattle of a pebble against the window. The bed creaks 
as Hollyer springs to his feet.
CARRADOS: (in a low firm voice) Steady, steady. Your sister
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would have no occasion to hurry. Let him give another knock first.
HOLLYER: (in a rather excited whisper) Right, sir.
Silence. Then a handful of gravel against the window, with some
 
vigour.
CARRADOS: Now.
Hollyer pads across the room. The blind springs up. The metal of
 
the window catch clicks, followed immediately by the crack of an
 electric spark and the sound as of an electric lamp bulb exploding.
 Something of an arrested cry and a thud as Holly er falls to the ground.
 The window begins to bang backwards and forwards and the wind
 and rain are heard more obstrusively. A low roll
 
of distant thunder.
CARRADOS: (in a whisper now) You are perfectly covered, Hol
­
lyer. Hold it. You are our piece of cheese. Now will the cunning rat
 enter?
Wind and rain. Silence. A new sound of wind rushing in the house.
 
Distant sounds from the lower floor.
 
Slow steps approaching along the  
passage. The door opens. A pause. Then a spluttering match is struck.
CREAKE: You fool! 
You
 sulky, wilful, sickly little fool! So you  
wouldn’t, would you? At last I’m rid of you for ever!
A scrape as of a chair being pushed and a
 
sharp “What’s that!”  
from Creake. The sound of a struggle in the dark. The ripping of cloth
 and
 
furniture going over. The crash of glass and china on a marble  
slab. Confused smothered ejaculations and the stamping of feet
 throughout, and then in a comparatively quiet moment a cry from
 Carlyle: “Look out! He’s trying to draw!”
 
Another short bout and in  a  
silence only broken by pants and deep breathing, two distinct metallic
 snaps are heard as of a
 
pair of handcuffs closing.
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BEEDEL: Can we have something in the
 
way of a light now, Mr.  
Carrados?
A match 
is
 struck and the lamp relighted.
BEEDEL: I am Inspector Beedel of the C.I.D. and 
you,
 Austin  
Creake, are under arrest and will presently be charged with the
 attempted murder of
 
your wife Millicent.
CREAKE: Murder! You’re mad, mad, mad, I say. She — my
 
poor  
wife there — has been struck by lightning.
HOLLYER: (jumping to his feet) Oh no, you black scoundrel, she
 
hasn’t! This time you have been too clever. Would you like to see her
 again? You shall! (Exit Hollyer)
BEEDEL: (continuing impassively) And 1 have further to warn
 
you that anything you may say will be taken down and used as
 evidence against you.
HOLLYER: (outside the door). Mr. Carrados! Oh, oh, please come
 
quickly!
Exit Carrados. He and Hollyer stand in the
 
passage.
HOLLYER: (with a sob in his voice) There — there in the next
 
room. Dead, 
Mr.
 Carrados — dead on the floor with this bottle lying  
beside her. Dead, just when
 
she would have been free of that brute for  
ever!
Carrados moves quietly into the next room and stands apparently
 
looking down, with Hollyer following and standing beside him.
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CARRADOS: Yes. That, Hollyer, strange to say, does not always
 
appeal to the woman — to be free of a brute for ever. (In
 
a lower tone)  
She was right: I overlooked it!
THE END
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JOHN LIVINGSTON LOWES, SCHOLAR-TEACHER
Clyde K. Hyder
Emeritus, University of Kansas
For many years after 1918 graduate students in Harvard’
s
 Wid ­
ener Library noticed a man probably no taller than John Keats—one,
 too, who understood that poet’s being sensitive about his stature—
 charging through the stacks with as much speed as stacks permitted,
 not as much as a football field would have made possible; even if he
 was only verifying a reference, observers felt he was making the
 scholastic equivalent of a touchdown. John Livingston Lowes, born at
 Decatur, Indiana, on 20 December 1867, was
 
not a youth even in 1918,  
but
 
in succeeding years his hair and small mustache remained dark,  
untinged by gray, and his movements lively, for there can be no
 loitering in paths
 
that lead to Xanadu. Youths said to have speculated  
that he wore a wig abandoned such notions when they saw a barber
 giving him a shampoo. Sometimes he smoked a pipe as he walked
 across the Yard to a lecture hall. According to tradition, once or twice,
 growing more intent on the coming lecture, often to a large audience,
 he thrust his pipe in his pocket before entirely extinguishing what
 glowed within, setting his coat afire.
To be sure, in a figurative sense the aim of John Lowes was to
 
kindle. He realized how
 
electric effects  require two poles, but he hoped  
to do for others what a great teacher had done for him. He was sure
 that only mastery of a
 
subject could extract from it the highest degree  
of interest but that facts must be interpreted
 
with imaginative  vision  
so as to stir intellectual curiosity. In talking to a large class, perhaps
 consisting of both undergraduates and graduate students, he liked
 
to  
raise
 
questions not always answered either  by his auditors or himself,  
leading at least some to investigate those questions in the library,
 thus taking a step toward intellectual independence. Such a goal apart
 from its vehicle is an abstraction. When Lowes stepped to the
 
lectern  
on which he laid the bag usually containing books (for him reading
 from books was more suitable than quoting from papers) students
 knew they would soon hear a booming voice but not vox et
 
praeterea  
nihil.
A
 few students may  have preferred instructors who did not seek to  
stimulate but only to convey masses
 
of information that such students  
could echo in examinations. When undergraduates tried to offset
  inadequate preparation by seeking help from a commercial group in
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the business of coaching students by using notes made of lectures
 
during a preceding year, Lowes amused the class by quoting from a
 student’s paper passages that he branded as “musty.” When he some
­times allowed undergraduates to bring books to an examination if
 they wished, reporters for a city newspaper wrote of what they consid
­ered a surprising innovation. The students, however, discovered that
 examinations were intended to test powers of synthesis and interpre
­tation necessarily grounded on memory of their reading and that
 limitations of time made much consultation of books unprofitable.
 Undergraduates were sometimes
 
asked to write  essays in class. Grad ­
uate students in classes also open to
 
them  were expected to write more  
extensive papers on topics approved by the instructor, requiring
 research.
The teacher-scholar had been born with extraordinary mental
 
capacity, including an astonishing
 
memory, and, the son of a Presby ­
terian minister, was reared by parents who valued good books. He
 graduated with first honors from Washington and Jefferson College
 (in Washington, Pennsylvania; founded in 1781) and for three years
 after his graduation (1888-91) taught mathematics while earning an
 M.A. degree. Then, with his father’s example in mind, he entered the
 Western Theological Seminary, from which he graduated in 1894. In
 1894-95 he studied at the universities of Leipzig and Berlin. Among
 other advantages in studying abroad was adding a better knowledge
 of German to a linguistic equipment that was to include
 
command of  
the classical tongues, Italian, and French,
 
besides proficiency in oth ­
ers, like Old
 
French and  the older periods of English. Goethe became a  
mentor whom he often quoted. Lowes had been licensed to preach,
 though it is not recorded that he ever occupied a pulpit. After his death,
 John S. P.  Tatlock, a friend and for some years a Harvard colleague,  wrote that Lowes “might be thought an illustration of the frequent
 enrichment of university teaching through the mental and moral
 energy, refinement and cultivation of men
 
who in earlier generations  
would have gone into the Church.”1 Lowes’s intimate knowledge of
 the Bible, of theology and the great divines, left its mark on what he
 wrote; if an essentially religious man may be viewed, as he is in the
 philosophy of John Dewey, as a man devoted to ideal ends, Lowes
 remained religious, genuinely concerned in the welfare of others.
 When he returned from Germany, he was Professor of Ethics and
 Christian Evidences at Hanover College, in
 
his native state, Indiana,  
but the title did not cover all he taught and soon it became (1901-02)
 Professor of English Language and Literature.
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In the fall of 1902 Lowes entered the Harvard Graduate School
 
and at once came under the spell of George Lyman Kittredge, whom he
 always considered
 
one of the two really great teachers he had  encoun ­
tered during a period of eleven years spent in graduate and profes
­sional schools. Those who have studied Shakespeare or Chaucer or
 Beowulf under Kittredge do not need to be told why Lowes was
 attracted to one he always liked to think of as his master, a man of
 overpowering personality who could communicate, and on occasion
 create, the dramatic, whose complete command of a subject under
 discussion could throw light on it from his unique range of reading
 and
 
experience. He could electrify as well as inform, and was a nonpa ­
reil in the direction of graduate students. It is safe to surmise that
 during their discussions of Lowes’
s
 thesis on Chaucer’s Legend of  
Good Women, which Kittredge directed, some cigars, passed from
 master to disciple. At one time most Harvard graduate students in
 English heard that, at the time of Lowes’s doctoral examination,
 Kittredge remarked with satisfaction that it had been more like a
 conference of scholars than an examination.
Before returning to Harvard as a member of
 
the faculty, Lowes  
held two professorships of English literature,
 
the first at  Swarthmore  
College (1905-09) and
 
the second at Washington  University (1909-18),  
St. Louis, where he was briefly also Dean of the College (1913-14), a
 teacher to whom an edition of the
 
annual was dedicated  as  a  token of  
esteem. An appeal
 
to his loyalty, according to  Tatlock, resulted also in  
his serving as Dean of the Graduate School at Harvard during 1924-
 25; he was also Chairman of the Department of English for a short
 time. He was regarded as a skilled administrator but got
 
rid of such  
duties as soon as he could do so gracefully, for he always preferred
 teaching.
In 1912 Lowes published an edition of Shakespeare’s All’
s
 Well  
That Ends Well, a volume in the Tudor Shakespeare series. Few
 readers consider it one of Shakespeare’s better plays—a play in which
 Lowes, like other commentators, found the central interest in the
 character of Helena. One could still turn to the notes and glossary as
 aids to understanding the text, and, if not already versed in such
 topics, could find tidbits like the explanation of “making a leg” as
 bowing by “drawing one leg backward” or of some Elizabethans’
 custom of wearing toothpicks “in the hat or on a ribbon.”
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 Lowes was probably asked to edit the Shakespeare play because
of his articles on Chaucer in learned periodicals. To the satisfaction of
 
 
most scholars, including W. W. Skeat, editor of the great Oxford text of
 Chaucer, Lowes proved that, of the two versions of the Prologue to The
 Legend of Good Women, the  version printed as the earlier version was
really a revision. Study of the French poets Deschamps,
 
Froissart, and  
Machaut made clear the conventions of older verse adapted in that
 Prologue. Modern readers may justly admire Chaucer’
s
 tribute to the  
daisy but should not accept as autobiographical lines some earlier
 commentators interpreted as meaning that the poet—a middle-aged
 diplomat and a shrewd man of affairs—arose early
 
in the  morning to  
see
 
the daisy. He portrays that flower as surpassing others in beauty  
and fragrance, but he must have known that the English daisy is
 odorless and that the wild rose can be more beautiful. French poets
 had developed a cult of the daisy, beginning with praise of a woman
 named Marguerite, in French a word meaning both “daisy” and
 “pearl.” It became conventional to use superlatives
 
of the flower. After  
the poet falls asleep, the god of love and Alcestis, queen of women
 whose fidelity in love gives them a place among Cupid’s saints,
 appear. Alcestis wears a crown of daisy-like flowers above the gold
 ornament 
on
 her hair, the gold corresponding to a color added to the  
white of the daisy, and the crown is made of a pearl (the other meaning
 of marguerite).
In 1918 Lowes returned to Harvard as a professor of English
 
literature. In that year also he delivered the Lowell Institute lectures
 published as Convention and Revolt in Poetry (1919), a book that
 established his reputation far beyond academic circles. It
 
was  timely  
in touching upon a new movement in poetry, his friend Amy Lowell
 being among its leaders, and later pages, treating of poetry as a
 reflection of the English spirit as early as “The Battle of Maldon,”
 recall the great war then raging. But it was concerned with central
 and recurring movements and influences in the history of poetry, and
 is still pleasantly instructive. In illustrating adaptations of conven
­tions and revolt against them, Lowes could draw upon an acquain
­tance with poetry of many centuries and nations; one is
 
not surprised  
that he chose some from his studies of Chaucer. 
A
 salient passage  
shows how cleverly that poet draws upon contemporary conventions
 to indicate the womanly traits of the Prioress, not submerged by her
 status as a nun. Incidentally, anyone who wishes to understand the
 Prioress better should in addition read
 
the  chapter on her in Medieval
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People, a
 
charming book by Eileen Power, and find historical substan ­
tiation. Lowes’s acquaintance with medieval poetic convention was
 not lightly gained; for
 
instance, he had read the 4800 eight-line  stan ­
zas of Deschamps, as well as much else by that poet, more than once.
 His
 
knowledge of another kind of convention was based upon research  
for his article explaining “the lover’
s
 malady of Hereos,” the symp ­
toms of which Chaucer attributes to Arcite in “The Knight’s Tale.”2
 Lowes had found that the malady was described in detail by the famous physicians Chaucer himself mentions. Hereos, related to
 Eros,
 
became associated with other words, including one for “hero,” so  
that for the first time Lowes could explain not only the passage in
 Chaucer but also Robert Burton’s “heroical love,” emphasized in a
 section of The Anatomy of Melancholy that analyzes love
­melancholy. Burton’s literary masterpiece was also, as Sir William
 Osler recognized, a medical book, though Osler was probably unaware
 of the extent of Burton’s indebtedness to medieval medical treatises.
 Polonius’
s
 description  of Hamlet’ s supposed madness also reflects the  
medical ideas about melancholy associated with frustration in love.
 In discussing conventions, Lowes pointed out that the recoil from
 them may be extreme, as when Donne likened a flea
 
to “a marriage  
temple”—a flea biting both the poet and his lady.
Some reviewers considered Convention and Revolt in Poetry the
 
most discerning book on poetry in its generation. The Road to Xanadu
 (1927), the author’s masterpiece, reached
 
a wider audience in America  
and Europe. The Yale Review once included it in a short list of
 
out ­
standing books published in the twentieth century. Imaginative
 vision that
 
made the journey to Xanadu possible for the author, linked  
with skill in exposition, brought to some
 
readers’ minds the analogy  
with a detective novel. No other book had probed so deeply into the
 imaginative processes that create
 
poetry or into a  poet’ s mind. It is an  
adventurous journey on which the reader is led as the author inter
­prets the rich associations out of which two poems by Coleridge
 
grew.  
Encountered were many things besides old voyagers, “alligators and
 albatrosses...Cain, and the Corpo Santo; Dioclesian, king of Syria,
 and the daemons of the elements...meteors, and the old Man of
 
the  
Mountain, and stars behind the moon...swoons, and spectres, and
 slimy seas; wefts, and water-snakes, and
 
the Wandering Jew.”  Unlike  
much
 
source-hunting, often abused—some of which may cast light on  
the nature of an author’
s
 originality or the  extent to which his work is  
autobiographical or even aid interpretation of meaning (as was true of
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more than one of Lowes’s articles on Chaucer)—the long investiga
­
tions for The Road to Xanadu had resulted in a work of art. To the
 revised edition of 1930 Lowes added 
“
Addenda and Corrigenda”; for  
some small additions he was indebted to Alice Snyder, who later set
 forth more ideas of her own about Kubla Khan.
Graces of style are apparent—as in all of Lowes’s other books—to
 
the many readers of The Road to Xanadu. 
A
 masterful memory for apt  
quotations and beautifully adapted phrases did not bring to every
 reader the pleasure of recognition. Lowes once confided that a
 reviewer of Convention and
 
Revolt in Poetry had praised him for a  
phrase used
 
by Emerson. Other authors have had similar experiences.  
Unlike the scientist, the literary scholar cannot claim that the results
 of his research have obvious practical utility, though such a statement
 overlooks the pleasure of knowing. Beauty is useful, 
too,
 and some ­
times literary scholars, in adding to the appreciation of literary
 beauty, have created works that may be read with pleasure. Thus they
 add a grace to the merely factual claim of accuracy.
The scholar’s hope of reaching a wider audience depends on some
­
thing more than expository skill that may suffice for scholarly arti
­cles, as Lowes suggested in an address delivered at a convocation for
 the conferring of advanced degrees at Brown University in June of
 1932. He could not accept a fashionable dichotomy of scholar and
 teacher, though he was aware that learned men can be dull and that
 the superficial can be popular with students and administrators. We
 may suspect a distinction between those who can teach and those who
 create the illusion that they are teaching, though this distinction is
 not at once apparent to their classes. If
 
a pleasant voice  and manner  
disguise superficiality, the hungry sheep may look up but not be fed.
 “You cannot have,” Lowes declared, “too many facts, unless—and
 here’s the rub—you ossify in them.” Those who once espoused the
 critical doctrine that nothing but the text of a poem has anything to do
 with its interpretation might consider an illustration that may seem
 less than pointed to some wielders of Alexandrian jargon. Lowes
 quotes extracts from Dorothy Wordsworth’
s
 journal about William’s  
writing “The Butterfly,” “The Cuckoo,” and
 
“My  Heart Leaps Up” in  
the space of a few days in which he was also concerned with the “Ode
 on Intimations of Immortality.” Lowes found, and felt, new
 
meaning  
in the
 
early stanzas of the great ode. Imaginative vision distinguishes  
the great teacher, Lowes explains. The questing scholar does not
 content himself with the notes of yesteryear in teaching, but imparts
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freshness and spontaneity because he is constantly enlarging his own
 
horizon. Lowes liked to
 
use the incident of Newton’ s observing the fall  
of an apple to suggest the role of learning in research. It was only
 because of Newton’s store of information that the fall of an apple set
 him on the path of his great
 
discovery. Lowes could have used his own  
research as a similar illustration.
 
The word Hereos encountered in his  
reading led him to understand “the lover’s malady,” but only because
 he remembered the relevant passages in Chaucer and Burton. The
 main
 
subject of his lecture, however, was the relation of scholarship to  
teaching. He believed
 
that students should be familiar with the great  
masterpieces
 
before engaging in the kind of research that  attempts to  
unearth new facts. For the sake of perspective, his address, published
 in the American Scholar,3 could be read with profit by any teacher 
or graduate student. Douglas Bush is obviously correct in referring to it
 as Lowes’s credo. Incidentally,
 
I cannot find that Newton’s classes at  
the University of Cambridge were crowded. If they were not, the fact
 could not be related to personality or teaching methods. University
 authorities would not have sought the opinion students might have
 had of their great master; one may remember, too, that Newton’
s
 was  
a century in which Thomas Gray was appointed to a profes orship but
 delivered no lectures.
Early in 1932 Lowes gave six lectures on Chaucer at Swarthmore
 
College; these were published in 1934, according to the terms of the
 William J. Cooper Foundation, with the title Geoffrey Chaucer and the
 Development of His Genius. Lowes enjoyed coming back to the college
 where he had once taught
 
and renewing old acquaintance and friend ­
ship “nat
 
newe  to bigynne.” He dedicated the book to  George Lyman  
Kittredge, “Myn owene maister deere.” Kittredge was pleased with a
 book that he considered a happy supplement to his own lectures in
 Chaucer and His Poetry.4 “Backgrounds and Horizons,” Lowes’ intro
­ductory chapter, helps to bridge
 
the gap between the poet’s time and  
ours. Lowes discussed all the great poems,
 
including The Parliament  
of Fowls, of which Kittredge had said little in Chaucer and His Poetry.
 Lowes’s choice of material is somewhat different, too, in “The World of
 Books” and in treatment of The Canterbury Tales as a Human
 Comedy. Chaucer’
s 
poetry was for him, as for his master, the poetry of  
life. In pointing
 
out the simple folktale pattern Chaucer uses in begin ­
ning his stories, he quotes the first two lines of “The Nun’s Priest’s
 Tale,” which readers will remember as a simple statement that an
 aged widow was living in a small cottage. Lowes adds that he had
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written that part of his lecture at an inn, regrettably not the Tabard,
 
and then had gone upstairs; when he reached the landing he heard one
 woman say to another: “His mother was a widow, and had a little
 trimming store in Chester.” The pattern of the statement reminded
 him again how near Chaucer was to everyday living and conversa
­tion. For his interpreter as for the poet himself, poetry is not some
­thing apart from life; it is life itself—“life taking form.”
This does not mean that poetry must not be artistic. “The
 
Art of  
Geoffrey Chaucer,” originally an address to the British Academy, of
 which Lowes was a corresponding Fellow, appeared in Essays in
 Appreciation (1936), which included “The Noblest Monument of Eng
­lish Prose” (the King James Bible, of course) and “The Pilgrim’s
 Progress,” both
 
worthy  of their subjects. “Two Readings of Earth,” on  
Meredith and Hardy, is a treatment of the outlook of these poets by a
 critic who believed that an interpreter of poetry needs to be poetic in
 spirit. In “An Unacknowledged Imagist” he reflects the relish he must
 have felt in printing several passages from Meredith, selected from his
 prose, as verse, to show how they read like imagistic poems. Amy
 Lowell is also the subject of an essay.
Naturally a scholar whose writings interested a wide public could
 
count on recognition. Lowes became Francis Lee Higginson Professor
 of English Literature at Harvard in 1930, before filling an appoint
­ment to the first George Eastman Visiting Professorship at Oxford
 (1930-31), where he was made a
 
Fellow of Balliol College. In 1933 he  
became a Senior Fellow in the ranks of the Fellows organized by
 President Lowell and in the same year served as president of the
 Modern Language Association of America. He was awarded honorary
 degrees by Oxford, Harvard, Yale, and five other institutions. The
 prestige-conferring organizations that sought him as a member—
 Lowes may have thought of them as “solemn troops and sweet
 societies”—included the American Philosophical Society, of which
 Benjamin Franklin was an organizer, the American Academy of Arts
 and Sciences, and the National Institute of Arts and Letters. In St.
 Louis, New York, and London, he could relax in clubs, being what
 Doctor Johnson would have
 
regarded as a clubbable man; in Boston  
his clubs were the Saturday and the Club of Odd Volumes. A friend
 notes that, unlike
 
an English wit who prepared means to introduce his  
own witticisms, Lowes was inclined
 
to prepare the  ground for others.  
In his writing his wit sometimes manifests itself in adapted phrases.
Even after passing the traditional threescore and
 
ten, a man of  
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Lowes’s energy and enthusiasm as
 
a teacher found it difficult to retire;  
an admiring friend
 
and  colleague, Bliss Perry, who had retired in 1930  
at the age of seventy, gently persuaded him to retire in 1939. His
 family life, like his professional career, had been happy. In 1897 he
 married Mary Cornett of Madison, Indiana; a son was born to the
 couple. Mrs. Lowes was known
 
as an understanding wife and hostess  
in university circles. 
A
 visiting professor, Sir  Maurice M. Bowra, the  
Greek scholar, comments on Lowes’s genial conversation and states
 that during his visits he had not seen Mrs. Lowes. Evidently he did not
 know of her invalidism and increasing blindness during her last
 years. Aware of her husband’s dependence upon her, she expressed
 the hope that she might survive him, as she did, dying only a 
few weeks after him. Lowes had planned to write on John Keats a book
 worthy to stand beside The Road to Xanadu. The Keats room in the
 Widener Library, which contains many books and manuscripts col
­lected by Amy Lowell, may recall for some of us her glowing tribute to
 Lowes as a generous and friendly guide to her own biographical
 research. But while poetry is
 
imperishable or can  perish  only  with the  
race that cherishes it, a fine brain is at the mercy of Time’s chariot.
 Lowes died of a cerebral hemorrhage on 15 August 1945. One may
 think of him as
 
not only a great scholar-teacher but also one who, like  
Keats, enjoyed affinity with “Souls of
 
poets dead and gone.”
NOTES
1
 
From J. S. P. Tatlock’s obituary of Lowes in The American Philosophi ­
cal Society Year Book 1945 (Philadelphia, 1946), pp. 379-381. For some facts
 I am indebted to this summary and to Douglas Bush’s sketch in the D. A. B.
 My personal impressions are partly based 
on
 having three courses with  
Lowes a d auditing others.
2
 
“The Loveres Maladye of Hereos,” MP, 11(1914), 491-546.
3
 
“Teaching and the Spirit of Research,” ASch, 2(1933), 28-38.
4
 
Chaucer and His Poetry has not been superseded. The fifteenth print ­
ing by the Harvard University Press appeared in 1970, containing as intro
­duction a vivid portrayal of Kittredge by B. J. Whiting, Kittredge’s student
 and friend, who succeeded F. N. Robinson as a teacher of Chaucer.
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EDWARD III AND THE COUNTESS OF SALISBURY:
 
A STUDY IN VALUES
SAMUEL M. PRATT
OHIO WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
During the second half of the sixteenth century, numerous ver
­
sions of a story involving King Edward III and the Countess of
 Salisbury appeared in Europe—in France and Italy but notably in
 England. Here I shall sketch the progress of the story from its emer
­gence in the fourteenth century to a point in the late sixteenth century,
 by which time
 
enough modifications had been introduced to make the  
story morally acceptable to the Elizabethans. I emphasize what is
 easily overlooked—that Elizabethan writers were very much aware of
 the moral values embraced by the large center of society, not only
 aware but supportive of these values (I present evidence on the point in
 this study). 
To
 be acceptable, a story had to conform to such values—  
mostly in its
 
ending (the plot had to come out right) but also along the  
way because of the possibility that the story-teller would invade terri
­tories forbidden to him.
Not only shall I sketch the progress of the story;
 
more important, I  
shall sketch the progress of the meaning—what the story meant to
 those who shaped it and what, in turn, that meaning tells us about
 them and, by extension, about their age.
The evidence strongly suggests that what the writer, pressured by
 
his cultural values, wanted to think about an English king and an
English noblewoman determined his treatment of the story ; the illum
­ination that history could give was not really sought. For these
 
rea ­
sons, the story of Edward III and
 
the Countess of Salisbury provides  
an unusual glimpse into the culture of the times. I say “unusual”
 because we can see the writers—Painter and Drayton, for instance—
 struggling with the material, wrenching it into acceptable patterns
 and leaving us their observations on the problems.
Now to the story. During the late autumn of 1341, Edward III
 
marched toward the Scottish border to wage war against his northern
 neighbors, who were then waxing strong in the perennial border
 skirmishing. Among other ventures, the Scots had besieged the castle
 of
 
Wark1 in Northumberland, then the property of the Earl of Salis ­
bury. Unfortunately, some months earlier, while fighting for his lord
 and king, the Earl had fallen captive to the French. During his
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absence, his 
wife,
 the Countess of Salisbury, held out against the  
Scottish invaders, and in due time Edward relieved the castle.
So goes the story up to a point—to the end of chapter one, let us
 
say. That much of it is credible and is the normal prelude to exciting
 and—to
 
some critics—strictly incredible action that follows. Chapters  
two and three—to continue our arbitrary organization—existing in
 numerous versions and in three languages, were preserved in the
 fourteenth century by the chroniclers, Jehan le Bel and Jean Frois
­sart,
 
and retold in the sixteenth century, most memorably in the 1590s.  
The basis of chapters two and three is the passionate love for the
 Countess that smote Edward soon after his arrival at the castle.
 Edward avowed his love. The Countess, being a good English wife,
 resisted him. End of chapter
 
two. In chapter  three, the story  depends  
upon the teller, there existing in print about as many resolutions of the
 conflict as can be imagined.
We
 
start with Jehan le Bel, the Belgian chronicler described by W.  
P. Ker as “an author with a mind and style of his own, who now has
 his proper place among the masters of the French tongue....[who]
 writes like a man of honour and a man of good sense, acquainted with
 great affairs and able to find the right words for them.”2 Jehan was
 contemporary with Edward III, dying about 1370 when more than
 eighty years old. He spent time in England, thereby acquiring much of
 his information first-hand. In view of these facts and of Ker’
s
 opinion,  
it is
 
ironic  and revealing that J ehan’s version of the story, the earliest  
we have, has been either repudiated or disregarded ever since. Jehan
 writes that Edward, not to be denied by the honorable resistance of the
 Countess, took his pleasure of her by force and then returned to
 London. Eventually her husband, the Earl, freed from his French
 captivity, rejoined her, who, grieving greatly, told him of the king’s
 villainy. The story closes with a confrontation scene some time later in
 London: in a spirit of moral condemnation the Earl magnificently
 stands his ground before his king.
According to no less an historian than A. F. Pollard, one key detail
 
in the story is wrong: it was 1340, not 1341, when the Earl became a
 prisoner of the French.3 This point alone injures
 
much of the story as  
Jehan tells it. The story may or may not be injured by biographical
 facts about Edward and the Countess. That Edward was a married
 man and the father of a growing family is probably irrelevant, his
 character being what it was. On the other hand, that the Countess was
 much older than Edward lessens the probability
 
of the story. Consid ­
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ering the story in his life of Edward in DNB, William Hunt concludes:
 
“The friendship that existed between the king and the earl would give
 a peculiarly dark character to Edward’
s
 crime if it was committed.  
Possibly Jehan le Bel may have
 
been mistaken as to the countess, but  
scarcely about Edward’
s
 not committing the crime of which he is  
accused upon some lady or other.”
To check the story for historical probability is one thing (though,
 
after all, Jehan le Bel entitled his work Les Vrayes Chroniques); to
 check it by literary standards is another. As narrative it has merit in
 characterization, dialogue, and structure. Not inconclusive as an his
­torical episode can so easily 
be,
 this story comes to a fine moral  
decision in the Earl’s speech to the King.
 
Of Jehan’ s version entire, W.  
P. Ker wrote, “It remains as one of the finest things in old French
 prose.”4
When Froissart came to this story, he made several changes, a
 
somewhat surprising development since he relied heavily on Jehan le
 Bel for much of his early material. There
 
is no rape of the  Countess.  
Not only did Froissart exclude that episode from his text; he also, in
 the Amiens manuscript, wrote a lengthy note repudiating it.5 Thus,
 when Edward’s kingly tongue and personality go to work on the
 Countess, but without success, Froissart has the King withdraw, a
 frustrated yet noble figure. The chastity of the Countess is inviolate.
 To be sure, some time later Edward holds a lavish tournament in
 London, “for the love of the countesse of Salisbury,”6 as Lord Berners
 says, but again chastity rather than passion triumphs. No more suc
­cessful on his own ground than in the castle of the Countess, Edward
 tries no more.
The climax of Froissart’s story comes in one of his additions to
 
Jehan le Bel’s version, a game of chess played by King
 
and Countess  
in her castle. This charming episode adds depth to the characteriza
­tion of both players. Chess was
 
only the apparent contest. The greater  
one between them continued. How much symbolism Froissart
 intended by this game I wish I knew. That the game ends with the
 King checkmated by the Countess, a result of Edward’
s
 letting himself  
be defeated, is surely a parallel more than accidental. The wagers in
 the game are a pair of rings, a valuable one with a large ruby placed by
 Edward, a much less valuable “light ring of gold”7 placed by the
 Countess. Edward does not win the “light ring of gold,” and the
 Countess refuses to accept Edward’
s
 ring with the large ruby.
Shortly after the game of chess, and after some artfully drawn
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scenes of refreshment and farewell, Edward departs. Several chapters
 
later, the tournament in London is pure anticlimax. There, no scene
 with Edward and the Countess together takes place. The love
 
theme  
evaporates, and soon Froissart is immersed once more in the battles of
 the time.
What I would emphasize is the process of adjustment so clearly
 
under way at this early point in the history of the story: Froissart
 accepts, rejects, or modifies the material coming to him, and he does so
 on moral grounds. Furnivall may be confident (see footnote 5) that
 Froissart’
s
 changes reflect historical fact, but to me  the nature of the  
changes indicates a moral motivation. The tone of Froissart’
s
 repudia ­
tion of Jehan le Bel’s account is one of
 
moral indignation.8
Next, Bandello told the story,9 and his version, written two centur
­ies after the event, became the basis of late sixteenth-century English
 versions. From Bandello the path passed through the Frenchman,
 Boaistuau, to the Englishman, William Painter, whose forty-sixth
 novel in the famous Palace of Pleasure constitutes what I shall call the
 Bandello-Painter point in the development of the story.10 Here we are
 once more amidst questions of historical accuracy
 
and moral accepta ­
bility. In a kind of preface Painter asks the questions and answers
 them in a matter-of-fact way to his own satisfaction. Next, he fairly
 faithfully sets down Bandello’
s
 story as it came to him from Boais
tuau, including those features to which he has objected.
On the historical side, problems arise because Bandello gave the
 
ending a new twist, neither rape nor withdrawal. Edward married the
 Countess! This development, protests Painter, is impossible. “Alto
­gether vntrue,” he writes, “for that Polydore and other aucthors do
 remember but one wife that hee had, which was the sayde vertuous
 Queene Philip.”11 The verdict of history agrees with Painter: Edward
 III did not marry the Countess of Salisbury. Nevertheless, this new
 ending to the story contained one fine moral development that
 appeared in later versions, for which we credit Bandello. It also
 prompted the assertion
 
that it had really not been King Edward who  
lusted for the Countess
 
but rather his son, the famous  Black Prince, a  
theory for which we credit Painter. The moral development more
 emphatically renders the resistance of the Countess, leading to a
 thoroughly acceptable (to the sixteenth century mind) ending of mar
­riage (more on this later). We measure this resistance in the reaction of
 the King; or perhaps we should say that Bandello, like Froissart before
 him, refined the character of the King
 
to make it what he  thought it  
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should be. Either way, the Bandello-Painter Edward contrasts with
 
the depraved Edward of Jehan le Bel and the subdued but unregener
­ate Edward
 
of Froissart.  In a dramatic scene near the end of the story,  
the Countess plucks out a sharp knife hidden under her kirtle and,
 according to Painter, begs the King either to slay her with his sword or
 suffer her to kill herself—death rather than dishonor.
Writes Painter:
The king, burning with amorous heate, beholding this pitifull
 
spectacle, and consideringe the inuincible constancie and chasti
tie of the Countesse, vanquished by remorse of conscience, ioyned
 
with like pitie, taking her by the hand, 
said:
 “Rise vp Lady, and  
liue from henceforth assured: for 
I
 will not ne yet pretende all the  
dayes of my life, 
to
 commit any thing in you against your will.”  
And plucking the knife out of her hand, exclaimed: “This 
knife hereafter shall bee the pursiuant [sic] before God and men of this
 thine inexpugnable chastitie, the force whereof wanton loue was
 not 
able
 to endure, rather yelding place to vertue, which being not  
alienated from me, hath made me at one instant victorious ouer
 my selfe.”12
Here is an Edward with conscience and heart, an Edward to whom
 
virtue is
 
not alien, though a still unsatisfactory Edward to Painter the  
translator. His preface with its objections to and corrections of Ban
­dello concludes with this comment, “Whereof I thoughte good to giue
 this aduertisemente: and waying with my selfe that by the publishing
 hereof no
 
dishonour can dedounde [sic] to the illustre race of our noble  
kinges and Princes, ne yet to
 
the blemishinge of the fame of that noble  
kinge, eternized for his victories and vertues in
 
the  auncient Annales,  
Chronicles and Monuments, forren and domesticall....”13
In this climactic scene, it should be noted, Bandello writes more
 
convincingly than Painter. The Countess plays
 
heavily on the King’s  
promise to grant any request she may make (except that he stop loving
 her). After dramatically pulling but her knife, she begs him to slay her
 with his sword. If he does
 
not and persists in his suit, she asserts that  
she will slay herself—no
 
question of her  ability to  do so, no asking the  
King’s permission.
I have referred to the Bandello-Painter point in the story. As we
 
have just seen, there are differences, of course, in the
 
two versions. I  
find another interesting difference after the action moves from the
 castle to London. Painter involves the King in “Tilt and Torney,
 Maskes, Momeries, Feastes, Banquettes, and other like pastimes”14 in
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his campaign to win the Duchess. This strategy reminds us of what
 
Froissart alleged and is not to be found in Bandello.15 The latter,
 instead, presents an Edward who, wholly enslaved by his passion,
 pursues the prize with single-minded zeal. Following is a sample of
 Bandello’
s
 view of Edward’s condition:
...he fell into such despair of that his love that he was like to go
 
mad. He passed night and day on [sic] like wise, without taking
 any jot of repose; he ate little or nothing, never laughed, but sighed
 alway; nay, whenassoever it was possible to 
him,
 he stole away  
from his company and shutting himself alone in his chamber, had
 no mind unto otherwhat [sic] than his lady’s dire and cruel rigour,
 for thus 
did
 he style her pure and steadfast chastity.16
This is not a man who can participate in tournaments and feasts.
 
What strikes me is that the person wholly consumed by his passion,
 who goes directly to his object, is found throughout the novels of
 Bandello. Do national characteristics show here?
If we take the first quarter of Bandello’s novel, we have the story
 
essentially as Froissart wrote it, with the notable exception of the
 game of chess.17 Since Froissart dropped the story at that point, we
 suppose that he had no more to tell. Bandello, however, has three-
 quarters of his story yet to go. His sense of artistic unity will not permit
 him to
 
be satisfied with the  inconclusiveness of Froissart. The result is  
a tale in which “all ends as happily
 
as  Pamela.”18 To get this ending,  
Bandello shows no concern for historical accuracy. The first require
­ment is that the Countess become eligible for marriage. Thus the Earl
 dies shortly after his release from prison in France, before he can be
 reunited with his wife. In fact, he died in 1344. Bandello elevates the
 Countess in the social scale, making her the daughter of one of
 Edward’s closest counsellors, the Earl of Warwick. This alteration
 was accepted by an unknown playwright and by Deloney in two late
 and important versions of the story. Actually her father was an
 inconspicuous
 
baron. Bandello exploits the opportunity of having the  
parents, to save their own position, urge the daughter to yield. Furth
­ermore, at the time of the King’s passion, writes Bandello, she was
 twenty-six years old. Though we
 
can  not ascertain her birth date, her  
first child was certainly born in 1328, and, even at that time, a
 thirteen-year-old mother was rather unlikely. Throughout, Bandello
 replaces the inconclusiveness of life with the decision of art. His con
­tribution to the story is substantial, though the unknown play
­wright to whom we shall come makes it clear that the role of the
 parents was offensive to the values of the late Elizabeth age.
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The next work to consider is not the next chronologically; instead,
 
it is the pair of epistles written by Michael Drayton and first published
 in 1598. I take this pair next because they show most strongly the
 influence of Painter’
s
 criticism of Bandello. Drayton accepts Painter’s  
assertion that
 
it was Edward the Black Prince, not Edward the King,  
who lusted for the Countess. As a result, Englands Heroicall Epistles
 contains an exchange of letters between the Black Prince and the
 Countess. Not only does Drayton seize upon the wrong man;19 actu
­ally he has the wrong woman as well. Following Painter’s criticism to
 the letter, he thinks that the lady whom the
 
Black  Prince did marry  
was the Countess of the story. She was not; Drayton has confused two
 women. To deal with the involved errors stemming from this confu
­sion, however, is not relevant to this study.
Why did Drayton accept such changes when he knew the estab
­
lished characterization in the story? The general reason was that as a
 poet Drayton consistently had a sharp eye for
 
the moral character of  
his material. He was a man of his times; the conventional standards of
 society were his standards. The particular reasons for his character
 substitutions appear in his notes to the epistles. These notes make
 clear that Drayton thought it impossible for an English
 
king to have  
played such a role as the traditional story assumes. Specifically, he
 blames Bandello for the fame of the story, and his words provide a
 penetrating insight into the proud, moral, very English sense of super
­iority of his age. “Bandello,” he writes, “being an Italian...” (one
 notices the tone of condescension). For
 
the “errors in the  truth of our  
Historie,” Drayton generously excuses Bandello “as being a
 stranger.”20 Indeed, Drayton stands so staunchly on the side of con
­ventional morality that Mrs. Tillotson comments on one of his notes
 as having “the true Richardsonian ring.”21 In part this note reads:
 “Here first the Prince saw her [Drayton refers to her castle, besieged
 by the Scots], whose Libertie had been gained by her shame, had she
 beene drawne by dishonest Love to satisfie his Appetite: but by her
 most prayse-worthie Constancie, shee converted
 
that humour  in him  
to an Honourable purpose, and obtained the true reward of her
 admired Vertues.”22 There, in truth, is the formula of Pamela: be
 steadfast; eventually the lustful one will settle for marriage.
As narratives these epistles are poor, though to say so is
 
unfair to  
Drayton. He did not intend them to be
 
narratives. Rather, his inten ­
tion, consistently found throughout Englands Heroicall
 
Epistles, was  
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to capture a moment near the end of a lovers’ relationship. For the
 
Black Prince and the Countess, the moment he chose came after the
 stay at the castle.
 
Thus the epistles contain only brief allusions to  the  
encounter which is central to this study. Their high point, if I under
­stand Drayton, is the section in which the Black Prince first
 
glorifies  
the chastity of the Countess and then proposes marriage:
When all thy Trials are enroll’d by Fame,
 
And all thy Sex made glorious by thy 
Name, Then 1 
a
 Captive shall be brought hereby,  
T’adorne the Triumph 
of
 thy Chastitie.  
I sue not now thy Paramour to bee,
 But as 
a
 Husband to be link’d to thee.23
I think of Drayton’s
 
treatment as a  diversion, as the creation of anew  
story rather than further
 
development  of the old.  Still, nowhere else in  
the works of this study are tastes and standards more apparent, and
 they are at once the tastes and standards of conventional society
 
and  
the author.
Leaving Drayton, we come to the story as a virtually isolated
 
episode in a play, The Raigne of King Edward the Third, first pub
­lished
 
in 1596.24 Here  the story runs without interruption from  Act  I, 
Scene ii, through Act II. Though the
 
source seems clearly to have been  
Painter, the dramatist has revised
 
the ingredients considerably and,  
unlike Drayton, has rejected Painter’s suggestions about the correct
 cast of characters. Thus the dramatist has the problem of dealing with
 an English king turned lustful. In a series of refinements of the
 Bandello-Painter version he
 
achieves a result worthy of all characters  
concerned and possible, at least, historically. The Countess does not
 become Edward’s queen; therefore, the Earl does not have to die as in
 Bandello-Painter. But less conspicuous changes are equally indica
­tive of the dramatist’s fiber. One of the repugnant features of Painter’s
 novel is what F. J. Furnivall calls “Bandello’s pander-mother.”25 In
 the play the mother of the Countess is not present. The father 
is present and encourages the Countess in her resistance to the King.
The ending of the episode is a polished piece of plotting and,
 
incidentally, a bit of tense, powerful drama. In Painter, we recall, the
 Countess finally appears before the King, apparently acquiescent,
 only to draw
 
a  knife and beg the King either to slay her with his sword  
or “suffer” her to slay herself with the knife. The critical reader may
 think Painter somewhat clumsy. Must the lady ask permission to slay
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herself?
 
Is the formality of request probable in a lady so desperate? No  
such
 
questions arise  from a reading of the play. The Countess appears  
before the King and declares that against the fulfillment
 
of their love  
stand two lives that must be eliminated—the
 
Earl’s and the Queen’s.  
Edward agrees. The Countess responds:
Keepe but thy word, great king, and I am thine.
Stand where thou dost, lle part a little from thee,
 
And see how 1 will yeeld me to thy hands.
(Turning suddenly upon him, and showing two daggers.)
Here by my side doth hang my wedding-knifes:
 
Take thou the one, and with it kill thy Queene,
 And learne by me to finde her where she lies;
 And with this other lle dispatch my loue,
 Which now lies fast asleepe within my hart. (Il, ii. 171-178).
This, the climactic speech of the episode, with the Countess a poised
 
and thrilling woman continues for twelve more lines. Having with
­drawn
 
some distance from the King, she is determined to conclude this  
affair once for all. If Edward moves toward
 
her, she kills herself. If he  
refuses to drop his “most unholie sute,” she kills
 
herself. Magnificent  
in character, she kneels to her sovereign as she ends her speech.
 Though a loyal subject, she is uncompromising toward a desire that
 lies beyond Edward’s law.
Edward is overwhelmed. The Countess has shown him his base
­
ness and her greatness. The episode ends, as the King, recalling the
 rape of Lucrece, exhorts:
Arise, true English Ladie; whom our Ile
 
May better boast of, then euer Romaine might
 Of her, whose ransackt treasurie hath taskt
 The vaine indeuor of so many pens. (II, ii. 195-198).
If the meanings of this episode do not essentially differ from those
 
drawn from other versions, they have at least been sharpened,
 
and the  
narrative elements producing the meanings have been refined and
 improved. Warnke and Proescholdt view the ideas of the episode as
 follows: “The virtue and chastity of the Countess form the bright
 
star  
which leads the king back again to the way of honor and duty. Having
 conquered himself, Edward, truly great, may conquer others....Thus, it
 will seem, the author has tried to show in his play that he only
 deserves
 
to be  crowned with success, and to become a master of others  
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who strives to check his own passions, and to be a master of him
­
self.”26 The Countess, A. W. Ward writes,
 
is “the true representative of  
high breeding united to moral purity. Bright and courteous in word
 and demeanour, she is as firm in
 
her adherence to virtue as the prude  
who has no answer but a shudder to the first suggestion of harm. She
 is the type of what the king acknowledges her to be, when her con
­stancy has overcome his passion: ‘Arise, true English lady.’ ”27
The King-Countess story in the play is an artistic triumph. As
 
such it contrasts with the next work in the chronology, a ballad
written by Thomas Deloney in the last decade of the sixteenth century.
 Having the jogging meter and forced rhymes that characterize so
 much of Deloney’s work, this ballad merits small consideration from
 the standpoint of art, but to the student of the King-Countess story
 Deloney’
s
 work deserves attention, for it represents the last example  
in the long process of story development with which I have been
 concerned. Let us see how Deloney tells it.
Having fallen deeply in love with the Countess (or was it only lust
 
he felt?), Edward presses hard for sexual satisfaction. With nobility of
 character and forceful reasoning the Countess
 
courteously but firmly  
rejects his suit. Her father, asked by Edward to persuade the Countess
 to yield, aligns himself rather with the Countess in her resistance.
 Finally, the Countess confronts the King and, unwilling to yield to
 dishonor, “tooke hir knife: / And desperately she sought to rid her
 selfe of life.”28 Instantly the King senses both the evil he has been
 pursuing and the worth of the lady. He declares:
...line thou still, and let me beare the blame,
 
Liue in honour and high estate
 With thy true Lord and wedded mate:
 
I
 neuer will attempt this suit againe.29
The demands of
 
morality have been met.
In view of the values (Deloney’s) revealed, it matters little that the
 action of the ending will not stand much critical scrutiny, but we
 might note the major flaw. The King is sitting when the Countess
 draws her knife. Edward starts from his chair and stays her hand.
 How long does it take to plunge a knife into one’
s
 heart? Still, as we  
have seen, Deloney was not the first to have difficulty with this
 moment in the action.
In his own artless way Deloney solves problems distressing to
 
most other tellers of the tale: he ends with three virtuous characters—
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the King, the Countess, and a parent—an achievement that most
 
others found beyond their reach. As we finish the ballad, we sense that
 he feels the story has come out right. We realize that the historical
 facts are of
 
no concern. Deloney contributes to a story  (is it folklore?  
legend?) in which the values demonstrated, rather than verifiable fact
 or objective truth, are important.
Returning to the play, The Raigne of King Edward the Third, I
 
would add, in view of our study of the ballad, two points to my previous
 analysis. First, the lack of attention the ballad has received from
 students of the play is remarkable, for the ballad and the play show
 similarities so close that a relationship between the two is unmistaka
­ble. Because 
we
 have no evidence to the contrary, we must credit  
Deloney with the borrowing. On this subject editors of the play have
 no opinion.30 Second, in the ending Deloney introduces a minor depar
­ture from the play. As in Bandello-Painter, the Countess produces
 only one knife.
The
 
very existence of the ballad, poor as it is, supplies conclusive  
evidence of the process that has been going on—the adjustment of
 story to society’s values. This process involves both a view of litera
­ture and a view of history. The
 
Elizabethan ballad was a response to  
what people wanted—wanted not only to hear but also to believe. Time
 after time the Elizabethan ballad testifies both to the popularity of a
 subject and to the tastes and standards of society. Witness ballads on
 Sir
 
Lancelot, Fair Rosamund, and Jane Shore, to mention  only three  
striking examples of character presentations derived from works of
 greater fame and consequence. That the late Elizabethan period was a
 time of nationalistic fervor is a commonplace observation, but I sub
­mit that what in the literature of the age may appear motivated by this
 fervor may actually have had another source. From the time of The
 Mirror for Magistrates31 to the end of the reign, Elizabethan writers
 sought and found in the English past the material for their didactic
 writing. It was not the heroic that they sought (Shakespeare’s Henry
 V
 
is an exceptional rather than a representative work). It was the stuff  
of moralizing. Thus Edward III, however rightly he acted in the
 endings written by Painter and the unknown playwright and Delo
­ney, could not be called heroic. An heroine was present, to be sure, an
 heroine of triumphant righteousness, and her strength together with
 the ultimate decency of the King made possible
 
the endings of those  
versions.
 
Jehan le Bel’s version never had a chance. It was not that an  
English king had been villainous (Elizabethans painted Edward II
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and Richard III in dark colors). It was that J ehan’s version showed
 
the defeat, not the triumph, of righteousness in the person of the
 Countess. When Froissart asserted that there had been no defeat,
 the way lay open for the development of a significantly altered
 story. The two possible courses for a satisfactory triumph of the
 Countess were used: the marriage of King and Countess (Bandello-
 Painter) and the acknowledgment by the King of the wrongness of
 his pursuit (the play and the ballad). Standing by in protest on
 historical and moral grounds, let us recall, was Michael Drayton.
In addition to the inferences we draw from the adjustments and
 
comments made by Froissart, Painter, and Drayton, we may find in
 the views of two influential critics of the sixteenth century, Roger
 Ascham and Sir Philip Sidney, the kind of thinking that the adjust
­ments reflect. In The Scholemaster Ascham lashes out at
 
two cate ­
gories of narratives that he finds very offensive: Italian stories
 recently translated into English and Arthurian stories. Of the
 former he can say no good: "Ten Sermons at Paules
 
Crosse do not so  
moch good for mouyng me to trewe doctrine, as one of those bookes
 do harme, with inticing 
men
 to ill liuing.”32 As for Morte Arthure  
[sic], "The whole pleasure of which booke standeth in two speciall
 poyntes, in open mans slaughter, and bold bawdrye: In which booke
 those be counted the noblest Knightes, that do kill most men with
­out any quarell, and commit fowlest aduoulteries by sutlest
 shiftes.”33 These are moral positions; clearly Ascham dislikes Ital
­ian and Arthurian stories for their episodes and plots. In the pas
­sage on Italian books, from which I
 
have quoted, he openly calls for  
an official ban on their publication.
The relevant position of Sidney is perhaps his most basic: that
 
"the
 
ending end of all earthly learning, being verteous action, those  
skils that most serve to bring forth that, have a most just title to be
 Princes over al the rest.”34 In The Defense of Poesie Sidney argues
 that poesy is the effective teacher of virtue. He repeatedly empha
­sizes the images that promote virtue in the reader. For example, he
 asks "whether it be possible to find any path so ready to lead a man
 to vertue, as that which teacheth what vertue is, & teacheth it not
 only by delivering forth his very being, his causes and effects, but
 also by making knowne his enemie vice, which must be destroyed,
 and his combersome servant passion, which must be mastred.”35
 That is strong stuff. Such thinking cannot permit the image of a
 rapist-king; the image must be altered.
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That the story had vitality is attested by Joshua Barnes, who in
 
1688 published a long history of Edward III. He has no
 
patience with  
the story. The treatment
 
in Barnes is complicated by his finding that  
the tournament held by Edward came before, not after, the alleged
 encounter of the King and the Countess at the castle of Wark. There
­fore his first assault on the story develops from that tournament,
 which he maintains Edward held “to express his Joy in a most Mag
­nificent and Royal Manner at the time”36 of the baptism of his son,
 Edmund of Langley: “1 will not dissemble, that all this by most
 Historians is said to have been done for Love of the Countess of
 Salisbury, with whom they make King Edward to be at this time
 deeply in Love: But this is a most Fabulous and Irrational
 
Tradition  
(as we shall shew in due place) and utterly to be exploded of all
 Discreet Persons....it will appear the next year, how as yet the King
 had not received even that supposed wound of Love, of which many
 Authors make such pleasant Tales.”37
Of
 
the encounter at the castle, Barnes writes:
1 shall wholly wave that Popular, but exploded, Story of the Kings
 
Amours
 with her at this time, and only proceed in a way more  
conformable to Reason, and undeniable Authority. When King
 Edward had unarm’d himself, he took 10 or 12 of his Barons with
 him, and went to the Castle to salute the Countess, and to see the
 manner of the Scots Assaults, and the Defence that was made
 against them. As soon as the Countess heard of the Kings coming,
 she commanded the Gates to be set open, and came forth to meet
 him in her most Rich Attire, so that it is not to be doubted, but that
 the Fame of her Courage preparing Mens minds, and the Splend
­our of her Garb being added to a Person of that Sex, of an high
 Quality, and not too far gone in Years, she might appear charming
 enough to give occasion of much merry talk among the Souldiers,
  who saw her at that time; and did possibly scatter such Reports, as
 might propagate an erroneous Tradition even down 
to
 us. When  
she came before the King, she kneeled upon the Earth, and
 returned her Dutifull Thanks for this his seasonable Succour. The
 King took her up Graciously with 
a
 cheerful and hearty Aire, and  
perhaps (as One of that Sex and Quality, who had Honourably
 acquitted her self in 
a
 Danger, brought upon her upon his account)  
saluted her at the same time. And so taking her by the hand, he
 walk’d her easily toward the Castle, talking no doubt pleasantly
 upon the way, as a King not fully 30 Years old might probably do
 on such an occasion. Whoso 
is
 minded to believe the other account  
of this Story, where the King is made to fall in love with her, him 1
 refer to Froisard who discourses it at large, and is, I must confess,
 as to the main, a very credible Historian: Altho in this he 
is
 not to  
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be followed by those, who seriously confer circumstances of
 
Names, 
Times,
 Places, and Persons.38
What our writers sought, as
 
they worked on this story, was some ­
thing of genuine human interest, and yet, since it involved a king and
 a countess, something through which nobility of character would
 shine. Thus the rape of the Countess
 
appeared in one telling, and one  
telling only. Froissart’
s
 version, excellent though it was in parts,  
lacked the integration and decision that a popular story must have.
 Overcoming the faults of Froissart, Bandello introduced some of his
 own. Though Painter adopted Bandello’
s
 version, he stated his  objec ­
tions, and on the question of marriage his objection replaced error
 with error. Drayton got caught in the tangle created by Painter, with
 the result that in the development of the story his rendering was the
 least important. Finally, the unknown dramatist presented the story
 with scarcely a blemish, either morally or artistically. Deloney then
 compressed this version, substantially, into a ballad.
Surveying the range of versions, one
 
may  well feel that the differ ­
ence between historian and imaginative writer tends to disappear.
 One must conclude that both groups were concerned with the quality
 of the
 
story told rather than historical fact. To some this concern led to  
the creation of literary art—a unified story with beginning, middle,
 and end. To others it meant a stress on moral value, with virtue
 exalted and vice deemphasized. One way or the other, the quality of
 the story—not historical authenticity—was what counted. Jehan le
 
Bel
 (historian) told the story most artistically. Froissart (historian)  
told the story most morally. Joshua Barnes (historian) would not even
 allow a married English
 
king to fall in love with another woman—let  
alone become sexually involved. As Froissart repudiated le Bel,
 Barnes repudiated Froissart. So it went with the historians: the qual
­ity of the story was what counted. If we
 
run through the imaginative  
writers, we find equally striking evidence of the same concern, from
 Bandello’s extension of the story (by means of narrative artistry) to
 the point of moral resolution, then through Painter’
s
 and Drayton’s  
wrenchings
 
on moral grounds, finally to the literary and moral adjust ­
ments of the playwright and Deloney.
NOTES
1
 
“Wark” (or “Werk”) is the name of the castle  in the more respectable  
works, such as the account of Edward in DNB and in Joshua Barnes, The
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History of that Most Victorious Monarch
 
Edward III (Cambridge, 1688), p.  
251. But elsewhere the castle is named Roxborough by Drayton in his
 Heroicall Epistles; Rocksborough in the play Edward III; and, depending
 on the edition, Rosbury or Roxbury in the ballad.
2
 
Introduction to John Froissart, The Chronicle, trans. Lord Berners,  
The Tudor Translations (London, 1901), 27: lxv.
3
 
DNB s. v. “Montacute, William, first Earl of Salisbury.”
1 Froissart, p. lxii.
5
 
This note has been reprinted in Jehan  le Bel, Les Vrayes Chroniques,  
ed. M. Polain (Bruxelles, 1863), 2.29. F. J. Furnivall, The Royal Shakspere
 (London, n. d.), 1: cxiv, sums up this point as follows: “Froissart first
 believed in Jean le Bel’s story that Edward III had used
 
force and violated  
the Countess. Then when he came to England, he inquired right and left as
 to the truth of the story, and having found it, set it down.”
6
 
Froissart, p. 216.
7
 
Froissart, p. l xxiii.
8
 
For a translation of Froissart’s repudiation, see Peter E. Thompson,  
trans. and ed., Contemporary Chronicles of the Hundred Years War (Lon
­don, 1966), p. 13.
9
 
It is Novella 29, “Part the Second.”
10
 
The passage of stories from Bandello through French translators,  
like Boaistuau in the case of the King-Countess story, has been treated in
 René Pruvost, Matteo Bandello and Elizabethan Fiction (Paris, 1937).
11
 
William Painter, The Palace of Pleasure, ed. Joseph Jacobs (London,  
1890), 1: 336.
12
 
Painter, p. 361.
13
 
Painter, p. 336.
14
 
Painter, p. 343.
15
 
That Painter knew Froissart’s account is clear from two precise  
references to it (with Froissart named) in Painter’s prefatory remarks.
16
 
John Payne, trans., The Novels of Matteo Bandello (London, 1890),  
4:200-201.
 
17
 
Actually the game of chess is not present in Lord Berners’ translation  
of Froissart. As W. P. Ker writes: “Some of the liveliest of Froissart’s
 episodes did not find their way into the vulgate
 
text, and so did not reach  
Lord Berners. One of these is the game of chess between King Edward
 
and  
the Countess of Salisbury” (Froissart, p. lxxii). Ker then prints a translation
 of the episode.
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18
 
Notes to the Works of Michael Drayton, ed. J. William Hebel (Oxford,  
1941), 5:109.
19
 
To be sure, it is questionable to write about “the wrong man” when the  
whole story may be fiction. At the same time, the alleged events have a set of
 circumstances that eliminate the Black Prince. For example, in 1341
 
he was  
only eleven years old.
20
 
These quotations are from Drayton, Works, 2:180-181.
21
 
Drayton, 5: 109.
22
 
Drayton, 2: 180.
23
 
Drayton, 2: 187.
24
 
The author is unknown. Some scholars have held the play to be  
Shakespeare’s. Others have thought him responsible only for the King-
 Countess episode. For a good discussion of the authorship, see Karl Warnke
 and Ludwig Proescholdt, eds. King Edward III (Halle, 1886).
25
 
Furnivall, (cf. n 5 above), p. cxiv.
26
 
Warnke and Proescholdt, p. 34.
27
 
Adolphus William Ward, A History of English Dramatic Literature  
(London, 1875), 1:456-457.
28
 
The Works of Thomas Deloney, ed. Francis Oscar Mann (Oxford,  
1912), p. 375.
29
 
Deloney, p. 375.
30
 
In the following studies and editions of the play, no mention is  made  
of Deloney’s ballad: Furnivall (n 5
 
above); Warnke and Proescholdt, (n 24  
above); G. C. Moore Smith, ed. Edward the Third—The Temple Dramatists
 (London, 1897); and C. F. Tucker Brooke, ed. The Shakespeare Apocrypha
 (Oxford, 1908).
31
 
First published in 1559.
32
 
English Works, ed. William Aldis Wright  (Cambridge, 1904), p. 230.
33
 
Ascham, p. 231.
34
 
The Defence of  Poesie, ed. Albert Feuillerat (Cambridge, 1923), p. 12.
35
 
Sidney, p. 12.
36
 
Barnes, op. cit. (n 1 above), p. 246.
37
 
Barnes, pp. 246-247.
38
 
Barnes, p. 254.
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LEONTES’ “AFFECTION” AND RENAISSANCE
 
“INTENTION”: WINTER’S TALE I. ii. 135-146
MAURICE HUNT
BAYLOR UNIVERSITY
Leontes’ turbid speech about affection in the first act of The
 
Winter's Tale is a major crux for any Shakespearean editor. The
 troubled verses immediately follow the King’s doubts about Hermi
­one’s married faith:
Come, sir page,
 
Look 
on
 me with your welkin eye: sweet villain!
Most dear’st, my collop! Can thy dam?—may’  be?—  
Affection! thy intention stabs the centre:
 Thou dost make possible things not so held,
 Communicat’st with dreams;—how can this be?—
 With what’s unreal thou coactive art,
 And fellow’st nothing: then ’tis very credent
 Thou may’st co-join with something; and thou dost,
 (And that beyond commission) and I find 
it, (And that to the infection of my brains
 And hard’ning of my brows). (I. ii. 135-146)1
Charles Frey observes that Leontes “takes shape in our consciousness
 
...from his full-scale attacks upon
 
‘affection’ as leading  to ‘infection’ of  
his brains...because it coacts with the unreal and is fellow to
 ‘nothing’.”2 Leontes’ tortuous musings seem to “prove”—at least in
 the King’s mind—that Hermione is an adulteress. The dense
 
speech  
appears to involve discovery, and the comment about hardening of the
 brows explicitly alludes to
 
being cuckolded. Interpretation has often  
stopped at this point. The passage has been dismissed as no more than
 a madman’s cryptic mutterings. For one group of critics,
 
the speech’s  
incomprehensibility is a measure of Leontes’ delusion.3 Those com
­mentators who attempt to explain the speech have focused, generally,
 upon the obscure process of thought by which Leontes reaches his
 mistaken conclusion as well as upon the King’s peculiar language.4
The difficulty of Leontes’ speech results partly from its unusual
 
Latin diction, which faintly resembles
 
the characteristic style of Troi
lus and Cressida and other linguistically tangled
 
plays of the middle  
period. Of the nine words of Latin origin in the passage,
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many of them are what may be 
called
 low-frequency words in that  
Shakespeare used them very rarely (let 
us
 say, arbitrarily, five  
times or less), if at all, in the rest 
of
 his work. While “affection,”  
“p ssible,” “commission,” and 
“
infection” appear innumerable  
times, “intention” is found only once (and not in this sense), with
 “communicat’st,” “co-active,” and “co-join” used for the only
 time. “Co-active” meaning “acting in concert” 
is
 the first recorded  
usage in this sense in English. 
“
Credent” is used in Measure for  
Measure and Hamlet but not, as here, meaning “
credible.
” “Co ­
join” is recorded only twice in the language.5
Given this abstract diction, the precise meanings of “affection” and
 
“intention” are considered the keys for unlocking the passage’s
 
signif ­
icance. These terms, however, seem to carry special—perhaps
 technical—meanings.6 For instance, Hallett Smith, quoting Cooper’s
 Thesaurus Linguae Romanae et Britainicae (1582 ed.), equates
 Leontes’ “affection” with the Ciceronian
 
notion of affectio: an abrupt  
mental seizure which, in Smith’
s
 reading, the King is addressing in  
the passage.7 Instead of a sudden perturbation of mind or body, ani
­mosity, or lust—all possible seventeenth-century glosses for the
 word—the play suggests that the word “affection” bears its common
 meaning of “liking” or “love.”8
Leontes’ speech does not record his violent seizure of jealousy. The
 
seizure, strictly speaking, has already occurred. When Hermione gives
 her hand
 
to Polixenes, Leontes cries “Too hot, too hot!” His outburst  
signals the appearance of his jealousy at least thirty lines prior to
 
the  
notorious speech concerning affection.9 Leontes is preoccupied in his
 musings on affection with verifying an existing doubt. His doubts
 momentarily vanish under the benign influence of Mamillius’ “welkin
 eye,” into which Leontes gazes. The adjective “welkin” suggests
 “something providential and life-giving and not merely 'clear and
 blue like the sky’.”10 Mamillius’ gracious eye is akin to Apollo’s, with
 which it is associated
 
through the play’ s imagery of sight and blind ­
ness. 11 Under Mamillius’ aspect, Leontes is convinced that the child is
 his son, and in relief he affectionately says, "sweet villain!/Most
 dear’st, my collop!” Unequivocal epithets for intense love express
 Leontes’ faith. When the King’
s
 thoughts return to the question of  
Hermione’
s
 constancy (“Can thy dam?—may’t be—?”), the affection  
that he has been feeling for Mamillius enters them, and he skeptically
 theorizes about love’s nature. Leontes judges that love combines with
 dreams in lovers’ minds and gives birth
 
to fantasies—to nothing real.  
The wispy blending of affection and dream gives Leontes precedent
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for his belief that affection enters into something actual—his wife’
s 
and friend’
s
 scheming: “...then ’tis very credent  / Thou mayst co-join  
with something; and thou dost, / (And that beyond commission)....”
 
 
Swayed by this reasoning, Leontes sets his heart against Hermione.
“Affection! thy intention stabs the centre,” Leontes cries out.
 “Intention” was a technical term in Renaissance philosophy for the
 conceptions of the
 
imagination. “The  images  or conceptions  of phan ­
tasy, possessing a kind of pre-conceptual determination”—Paul
 Oskar Kristeller writes in his account of Neo-Platonic philosophy—
 “are called
 
intentions, after the scholastic tradition. In forming these  
intentions the
 
Soul shows  its productive  force; for it forms the images  
of the sense impressions 'through phantasy and preserves them in
 
 
memory’.”12 In terms of a popular Renaissance doctrine, the word
 “intention” was a synonym for “image”—the product of an active
phantasy. Leontes’ exclamation thus concerns love’s fantastic image.
 In the speech, love’
s
 image, its intention, is primarily a dreaming  
lover’s fantasy. By means of this image, Leontes believes that he
 “stabs the center” (discovers the “truth” about Hermione). The King
 deduces evil from the reality of love’s innocent image. If something
 romantically ideal and ephemeral exists, then something coarsely
 
 
selfish and tangible must be an equal, or greater, possibility. Or so
 Leontes believes. A cynical materialism underlies Leontes’ whirling
 thoughts. Since lovers easily create ephemeral images  in their minds,
 lustful scheming must be a certainty, a “hard” fact. Leontes prosti-
 tutes the image of his love in his unworthy proof, turning a virtue into
 pitch.
 Love’s images, however, are ultimately redemptive in The Win-
 ter’s Tale. Although he re sons corruptly,  Leontes employs his imagi ­
nation, and the imagination finally triumphs in this late dramatic
 romance. Major events and ideas in the Sicilian episodes have
 
their  
repetitions, usually with regenerative differences, in the Bohemian
 
 
scenes.13 At moments, nonetheless, the restaging appears to be a
nightmarish reenactment. For example, the dynamics of Leontes’
 speech about affection reappear at the midpoint of the great pastoral 
 
scene. Shakespeare’s  restaging of the dynamics is neither mechanical
 nor precise, but the dramatization of Leontes’ earlier ideas clearly
 seems to repeat them. After Polixenes has angrily forbidden courtship
between Florizel and a country girl, Perdita exclaims: “...this dream of
 mine— / Being now
 
awake,  I’ll  queen it no inch farther, / But milk my  
ewes, and weep” (IV. iv. 449-451). Perdita describes her projected life
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with Florizel as a
 
dream. In  the language of the passage under consid ­
eration, her affection for Florizel has communicated with a dream—
 one dreamt by a rural girl who would be a queen. Perdita’s affection
 has communicated with what is unreal and finally, in Polixenes’
 banning of the marriage, “fellowed nothing.” Polixenes believes 
that  
Perdita’s affection joins with Florizel’s love beyond the father’
s 
com ­
mission, and that belief infects his brain and harden  his heart
 against the young lovers. Although neither affection nor love is specif
­ically mentioned during this episode, one or the other term must be
 understood here; otherwise, the analogous action remains incomplete.
 The Bohemian staging of the
 
dynamics of Leontes’ early  speech thus  
appears to be a frustrating repetition of it. Again, jealousy and hate
 apparently prevail. Nevertheless, analogous action, one of Shake
­speare’s favorite dramatic techniques, has clarifying virtues.14 Love
 and affection are implicitly equated in the Bohemian episode dis
­cussed above. Consequently, we can
 
more confidently  understand the  
word “affection” to mean “love” in
 
Leontes’ corresponding speech in  
Act One.
In The Winter's 
Tale,
 a pastoral episode exists,  however, in which  
love’s image—its “intention”—is so moving that a world of suffering
 is redeemed. The key episode concerns Perdita as
 
the Roman goddess  
Flora,
 
distributing flowers to her guests at the sheep-shearing festival.  
When Florizel observes her in this heightened role, his love for her
 informs his imagination, creating a fantastic
 
truth beyond the reach  
of Polixenes’ and Leontes’ angry perceptions. Earlier, in Leontes’
 difficult speech, Shakespeare used the verbal form of endearment in the line—“With what’s unreal thou co active art.” This form suggests
 that affection and art combine—“coact”—to
 
produce the illusory. Flo
rizel’
s
 breathtaking vision of Perdita (his illusion), voiced in his  
speech about her royal deeds (IV. iv. 135-146), results mainly from his
 intense love and her role as
 
Flora.  The power of Perdita’ s role derives  
largely from the
 
artistry of her costuming. Made possible by affection  
and art, Florizel’s vision is a Sidneyan view of a golden reality.15 In
 Florizel’s imagination, love makes possible an ideal image—Perdita
 as a wave of the sea, mystically holding motion and stillness in
 eternal tension.
The power of this tantalizing image undermines Leontes’ claim,
 
in his speech on affection, that love and imaginative thinking bring
 forth nothing. Florizel’s “nothing,” his
 
ideal image of Perdita, proves  
to be everything when
 
it confirms and strengthens his feelings for his  
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mistress. Leontes has a
 
similar experience late in the play. The penit ­
ent King is at last shown the “statue” of Hermione, upon which he
 longingly gazes. Prompted by Paulina’s remarks about the rarity of
 the “artifact,” Leontes artistically perceives his motionless wife:
Her natural posture!
Chide me, dear stone, that 1 may say indeed
 
Thou art Hermione; or rather, thou art she
 In thy not chiding; for she was as tender
 As infancy and grace. (V. iii. 23-27)
The artistic vision provokes Leontes’ love; he affectionately
 
remembers Hermione’s exquisite
 
tenderness. Art and love thus bring  
forth an idealized image in Leontes’ mind—that of his compassionate
 and gentle wife. His sensitive imagination resembles that of Florizel
 concerning Perdita. Both images are strong realities created by art
 and affection. In summary, Leontes in Act
 
Five  dramatizes his  origi ­
nal musing about affection and intention in a marvelous way, one
 which, in his rage, he would never have
 
supposed was possible. What  
characters
 
in The Winter's Tale at first dismiss or deny often becomes  
a surprising fact, a cause for joy, in Apollo’s providential design.
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HAMLET
 
AND MATTHEW X: PROVIDENCE IN THE  
FALL OF A SPARROW
LISA GIM
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
In the final act of Hamlet, in response to Horatio’s suggestion that
 
he act upon his intuition of danger, Hamlet says,
...We defy augury. There is special providence in the fall of 
a 
sparrow. If it be now, ’tis not to come; if it be not to come, it will be
 now; if it be not now, yet it will come. The readiness is all. Since no
 man 
of
 aught he leaves knows, what is’t to leave betimes? Let be.1
(V. ii. 208-213).
As critics and editors regularly note, Hamlet’
s
 words allude to  
Matthew x:29—and specifically to Matthew x:29 as it appears in the
 1560 edition of
 
the Geneva Bible: “Are not two sparrowes solde for a  
farthing and one of them shal not fall on the ground without your
 Father?”2 The purpose of this essay is to suggest that the whole of
 Matthew x may have been in Shakespeare’
s
 mind as he wrote Hamlet,  
and to point out ideational echoes of Matthew x in the play. I do not
 mean to propose a “reading” of Hamlet based in Matthew x, but 1 do
 suggest that there is a likeness
 
between the two in some topics each of  
them treats incidentally. There is also a likeness between them in
 
the  
difficulty that they give an audience in attempting to be comfortable
 with the conflicting responses they evoke.
Both Matthew x and Hamlet insist on distinguishing between
 
fathers, but both confuse fathers. Matthew x differentiates the love
 owed to the biological father from that owed the divine father; Hamlet,
 between Hamlet’
s
 natural father and his stepfather, his uncle Clau ­
dius. In Matthew x, an incidental but nonetheless real confusion
 arises between the terms
 
“father” and “Father” for an audience: “For  
it is not ye that speake, but the spirit of your Father which speaketh in
 you. And the brother shal betray the brother to death, and the father
 the sonne, and the children shal rise against their
 
parents, and shal  
cause them to dye” (20-21). This confusion is repeated: both Matthew
 x:29 and x:31 make references to
 
the divine father (“Your Father” and  
“My Father”), but x:35 and x:37 shift the word’
s
 reference to the  
biological father: “For I am come to
 
set a man at variance against his  
father, and the daughter against her mother, & the daughter
 
in law
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against her mother in law. He that loveth father or
 
mother more then  
me is not worthy of me....” The effectively gratuitous momentary
 confusion caused for an audience by the shift between “father” and
 “Father” can result in a momentary confusion of meaning that 
is echoed and enlarged in Hamlet. The confusion begins with Claudius
 reproving Hamlet for mourning his
 
father too  long  and urging him to  
“think of us / As of a father” (I. ii. 87-115). Hamlet’s soliloquy in
 response (129-158), contains an implicit acknowledgement of the
 divine Father in Hamlet’s recognition of “the Everlasting[’s]...canon
 ’gainst self-slaughter” (131-132) and his repudiation of his stepfather
 and mother.3 In the closet scene, the confusion recurs with Gertrude’s
 remark, “Hamlet, thou hast thy father much
 
offended,”  and Hamlet’s  
rejoinder, “Mother, thou has my father much offended” (III. iv. 10-11).
Both Matthew x and Hamlet insist upon a distinction between
 
spiritual and biological fathers but seem deliberately to confuse an
 audience trying to make that distinction. Hamlet continually differen
­tiates his father the ghost from his stepfather Claudius. Yet his obe
­dience to his
 
father’s demand for revenge—a demand Hamlet refers to  
as a “commandment” (I. v. 102), using a word that carries Mosaic
 overtones—suggests a conflict between the biological father’s
 demands and the divine Father’s dictum forbidding revenge:
 “...Avenge not your selves...Vengeance is mine...” (Romans xii:19).
 Resonances of this dictum are contained in Matthew x in a
 
marginal  
editorial note to Matthew x:16 in the 1560 Geneva Bible: “Beholde, 1
 send you as shepe in the middes of wolves; be ye therefore wise as
 serpentes, and innocent as doves.” Annotation “f” supplements the
 second of these two clauses and interpolates the specific idea of
 revenge into the Geneva text of Matthew x; it reads: “Not revenging
 wrong muche lesse doing wrong.”
In Matthew x, Christ advises his apostles before sending them out
 
to preach to unbelievers in Judea. He warns them of the strife they will
 encounter. He gives them power over “uncleane spirits, to cast them
 out” (1) and tells them to “cast out the devils” (8). The topic of evil
 spirits is intermittently urgent in Hamlet in Hamlet’
s
 and Horatio’s  
concern over the ghost’s moral character: the ghost “may
 
be a  devil”  
against which Hamlet must guard (as Horatio advises in I. iv), or an
 “honest ghost” as Hamlet first
 
assumes and then  “proves” by testing  
Claudius with the play within the play in 111. ii.
Although the philosophies behind them are radically different,
 
Christ’s parting advice to the apostles is similar in tone and
 
topic to
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Polonius’
s
 advice  to the departing Laertes in I. iii. Christ says: “Pos
sesse not golde nor silver, nor money in your girdels, Nor a scrippe for
 the journey, nether two coates, nether shoes, nor a staffe: for the
 workeman is worthie of his meate” (8-9). Polonius, 
too,
 is concerned  
about ostentatiousness in attire, and he, too, talks about money:
Costly thy habit as thy purse can buy,
 
But not expressed in fancy; rich, not gaudy
 For the apparel oft proclaims the man,
 And they in France of the best rank and station
 Are of a most select and 
generous
 chief in that.
(I. iii. 70-74)
Christ’
s
 advice to find him who in a town or city “is worthie in it, &  
there abide til ye go thence” (11) may also be distantly echoed in
 Polonius’ “Those friends thou hast, and
 
their adoption tried, / Grap ­
ple them unto thy soul with hoops of steel”(62-63).
Much of Polonius’ advice to Laertes, however,
 
is in precise con ­
trast to Christ’s advice to the apostles. Where Polonius
 
warns Laertes  
against improvidence, Christ recommends it to the apostles. As
 Christ’
s
 focus in verses 8 and 9 is on not providing  for future contin ­
gencies (the apostles are to expect to be fed, clothed, and sheltered by
 those among whom they travel), so, in verses 18-20, he tells them that,
 when they are accused before “governours and kings,” they are to
 “take no thoght how or what
 
ye shall speake: for it sha[ll] be given to  
you
 
in that houre, what ye shal say. For it is not ye that speake, but the  
spirit of your Father which speaketh in thee.” Polonius, on the other
 hand, recommends calculated silence: “Give every man thine ear, but
 few thy voice; / Take every man’
s
 censure, but reserve thy judgment”  
(68-69).
That last quoted line, however, seems—especially if it is consi
­
dered outside its particular context—rather Christlike. It edges
 toward the idea of turning the other cheek and toward the philosophy
 expressed in “Judge not, that ye be not judged” (Matthew vii:l).
 Christ, in contrast, is much less Christlike in his advice to the apostles
 in Matthew x; he recommends quick, decisive censure and judgment:
And if the house be worthie, let your peace come upon it but if
 
it be not worthie, let your peace returne to you.
And whosoever shal not receive you, nor heare your wordes,
 
when ye departe out 
of
 that house, or that citie, shake of the dust of  
your fete.
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Truely I say unto you, it shalbe easier for them of the land of
 
Sodom and Gomorrha in the day of judgement, then for that citie.
(1345).
In dwelling on the casual likenesses between particulars of Mat
­
thew x and Polonius’ stock, copybook advice to young men, I do not
 mean to suggest that those parallel particulars materially strengthen
 my thesis that ghosts of Matthew x lurked in Shakespeare’s mind
 while he wrote Hamlet. Those particular parallels are altogether
 casual—like the possible echo of Matthew x:28 (“And feare ye not
 them which kil the bodie, but are not able to kil the soule...”), in
 
I. iv.  
64-67 of
 
Hamlet:
Why, what should be the fear?
 
1 do not set my life at a pin’s fee,
 And for my soul, what can it do to that,
 Being a thing immortal as itself?
It is not so much the shared particulars of Polonius’
 
advice speech and  
Christ’s advice to the apostles in Matthew x that matter to me as the
 opportunity their
 
comparison gives me to introduce a different kind of  
argument for relationship and to introduce the idea that, as a mental
 experience, reading or hearing Matthew x is like reading or hearing
 Hamlet.
Let me return to Christ’
s
 advice to the apostles in Matthew x:15,  
the last of the three verses quoted immediately above. That verse—like
 Hamlet’s specifically Christian decision not to send Claudius’
s
 soul to  
heaven by killing him while he is praying—is distinctly un-Christian
 in its general spirit: we are asked to delight
 
in the fact that the cities  
that scorn the apostles will suffer eternal damnation. The very next
 verse is the one that prompted the Geneva annotator to point its
 moral—to make a point of the apostles’ Christian patience (“Not
 revenging wrong, muche lesse doing wrong”): “Beholde, I send you as
 shepe in the middes of wolves: be ye therefore wise as serpentes, and
 innocent as doves.”
That verse, verse 16, does indeed justify the Geneva gloss, but, just
 
as
 
its spirit contrasts  with that  of verse 15, so its instruction to be wise  
as serpents—an instruction paired
 
in an artful and effective paradox  
with the contrasting instruction to
 
be innocent as doves—contrasts in  
an artless, casually shambling way with the verses that sound the
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chapter’
s
 most persistent motif—being careless of consequences and  
trusting to God’
s
 providence.
Similarly, but on a broader scale, the verses that immediately
 follow upon the sparrow passage (29-31) do
 
not obviously square with  
the generous, loving spirit
 
of God’ s providence for sparrows. Verse 31  
says: “Feare ye not therefore, ye are of more value then manie spar
rowes.” Verse 32 changes the focus slightly, but is also comforting:
 
“Whosoever therefore shal confesse me before men, him wil I confesse
 also before my Father which is in heaven.” Then, suddenly, verse 33
 brings us
 
face to face with the familiar, just, but jarring idea of the lord  
taking the vengeance that
 
is quite properly his: “But whosoever shal  
denie me before men, him wil I also denie before my Father which is in
 heaven.”
The following verses—verses
 
in  which the Hamlet-related idea of  
enmity among kin occurs—are perfectly consistent with popularly
 conceived Christian doctrine but are here uncomfortable. They dis
­turb our easy (and never really shaken) sense of the gentle Jesus—the
 Christ who, like his apostles, is gentle as a dove:
Thinke not that 1 am come to send peace upon the earth: I
 
came
 not to send peace, but the sworde.
For 1 am come to set a man at variance against his father, and
 the daughter against her mother, & the daughter in law against
 her mother in law.
And a man’s enemies shal be they of his owne household.
 
(34-36).
The implications of
 
Christ’s words in Matthew x are surprising  
and disturbing. Christ here is not gentle and loving but destructive,
 bringing not peace but the sword and setting kin against kin. He
 promises
 
to destroy the family and directs that he must be loved above  
family: “He that loveth
 
father or mother more than me, is not worthie  
of me. And he that loveth sonne or daughter more then me, is not
 worthie of me” (37). No Christian can reasonably be expected to be
 surprised by what Christ asserts in Matthew
 
x:33-37—much less to be  
offended by it. However, the context in which those assertions occur—
 between, on the one hand, the sparrow passage
 
and, on the other, “He  
that wil save his life, shal lose it...” and “He that receiveth you
 
recei
veth me...” (39-40)—
is
 surprising. What is said is unexceptionable, but  
attitudes uneasy in one another’s company are placed there. We are
 made uneasy when we have no reason to be so.
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The audience of Hamlet undergoes similar discomfort in
 
attempt ­
ing to be at ease with the demands of the play—demands that evoke
 conflicting
 
responses. As Stephen Booth points out, the play pulls us  
in two directions at once.4 For instance, we identify ourselves with
 Hamlet, yet
 
we are unable fully to comprehend his actions;  we sympa ­
thize with his motives for revenge in the play, but this response is
 undercut by the insistently present Christian context in which all the
 action of the play occurs. We are
 
besieged by seeming inconsistencies  
and by contradictions that elicit conflicting reactions.
Within the play we are given the impetus to recall—and the verbal
 
means of recalling—several Christian axioms that relate to the
 actions of the play and to their possible moral and figurative signifi
­cance. Like the
 
events of the play, however, these axioms dwell incom
mensurably
 
with one another, both in their scriptural contexts and in  
their application to Hamlet. Thus—although the play repeatedly
 invites our consideration of the
 
ethical applications of Christian con ­
texts to the play by alluding to Christian contexts for ethical
 judgment—the way it deploys these allusions denies us the means of
 resolving our several responses and perspectives on Hamlet and its
 characters into a single, final view.
NOTES
1 All
 
citations from Shakespeare are from the Revised Pelican Text, ed.  
Alfred Harbage et 
al.
 (New York, 1969).
I say that Hamlet’
s
 “fall of a sparrow” specifically  echoes the Geneva  
text because the other text readily available to Shakespeare—The Bishop’s
 Bible of 1568—says not “fall
 
on the ground” but “light on the ground.” I cite  
the Geneva text from the University of Wisconsin Press facsimile, ed. Lloyd
 Berry (Madison, 1969).
3 The confusion between the everlasting Father and Hamlet’s step
­
father Claudius
 is
 reinforced mnemonically by the pun on “canon” and the  
“cannon” that Claudius mentions only four lines before, in the same scene.
1 “On the Value of Hamlet” Reinterpretations of Elizabethan Drama,
 
ed. Norman Rabkin 
(New
 York, 1969), pp. 137-175.
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IMAGINATION IN NORTHANGER ABBEY
PETER L. DeROSE
LAMAR UNIVERSITY
I
Northanger Abbey is not only a bold parody of the Gothic-
 
sentimental fiction popular at the time of its composition but
 
also, as  
many critics agree, a complex parody. In fact, A. Walton Litz claims
 
it 
would be a mistake to read the novel as a
 
“straightforward drama in  
which...the disordered Imagination is put to flight by Reason”;
 paraphrasing Lionel Trilling, he asserts that Catherine’s suspicion of violence and uncertainty lurking beneath the surface of English
 society is “nearer the truth than the complacent conviction, shared by
 the readers of Mrs. Radcliffe, that life in the Home
 
Counties  is always  
sane and orderly.”1 Andrew Wright concludes that though we must
 dismiss the Gothic world as inadequate and false, “we cannot alto
­gether apprehend the real world by good sense alone. Good sense,
 ironically, is limited too.”2 More recently, Alistair Duckworth argues
 that although Northanger Abbey undercuts Catherine’s “imagina
­tive fantasy,” the novel also dramatizes “the fallibility of the rational
 outlook.”3 Implicit in each of these positions is the assumption that
 the Gothic (or sentimental) and real worlds are not altogether differ
­ent, and that together Imagination and Reason will discover this
 similarity. Such an assumption, however, should not be made because
 it misrepresents the Lockean epistemology that underlies the literary
 burlesque in Northanger Abbey and, equally significant, because it
 misinterprets Jane Austen’s moral intention, shared by writers like
 Samuel Johnson, to portray realistically the social dangers of every
­day life.
To claim, as Wright does, that there is “more on earth
 
than mere  
common sense,” or as Duckworth claims, that Catherine’
s
 “imagina ­
tive responses” lead to an “undefined recognition” of the truth, or to
 suggest, as Litz and Trilling do, that Catherine’s imagination comes
 closer to the truth than her reason does, not only places the primary
 burden of knowing on the mental activity of reason or imagination,
 but also attributes to the imagination more truth-finding functions
 than Jane Austen and most other writers of her age would have
 believed possible.1 It is more accurate to say that in the properly
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balanced mind, all mental activity—whether imaginative, rational,
 
judgmental, or volitional—is secondary to the direct experience of
 sensory reality, and is, apart from experience, seriously suspect.5
 Applied to Northanger Abbey, this distinction leads to important conclusions about the parodic and realistic dimensions of the novel.
 First, Jane Austen’
s
 burlesque goes far beyond parody of mere literary  
form—whether Gothic or sentimental—to expose what Samuel John
­son calls in Rasselas the “dangerous prevalence of imagination.”6
 Second, by teaching heroine and reader alike to see things not as they
 are imagined but as they actually are, the comic-realistic episodes of
 Northanger Abbey serve a genuine moral purpose—to provide “the
 young, the ignorant, and the idle,” as Dr. Johnson characterized the
 readers of popular fiction, with “lectures of conduct, and introductions
 into life.”7
II
To appreciate fully Jane Austen’
s
 burlesque of the imagination,  
we must recall the two philosophical premises on which John Locke’s
 highly influential epistemology is built—that the mind at birth is a
 tabula rasa, which possesses no innate ideas, and that all our ideas
 (and all our knowledge) originate in inescapable human experience,
 either through sense-perception or reflection. “All those sublime
 thoughts which tower above the clouds, and reach as
 
high as heaven  
itself, take their rise and footing here,” Locke formulates in one of the
 most famous sentences in An
 
Essay Concerning Human Understand ­
ing; “in all the great extent wherein the mind wanders, in those remote
 speculations it may seem to be elevated with, it stirs not one jot beyond
 those ideas which sense or reflection have offered for its contempla
­tion.”8 Since the mind, in all its rational thinking, can contemplate
 “no other immediate object but its own ideas” offered through sense
­perception and reflection, all knowledge is “nothing but the percep
­tion of the connexion of and agreement, or disagreement and
 repugnancy of
 
any of our ideas.”9
Jane Austen may or may not have read Locke’
s
 Essay, but she  
was
 
familiar with Samuel Johnson’ s essays and with Boswell’s Life of  
Johnson.10 Heavily influenced by Locke’
s
 theory of cognition, John ­
son’s thought reflects the philosophical importance Locke attached to
 the experiential basis of ideas and of knowledge. Johnson once told
 Boswell: “Human experience, which is constantly contradicting the
­
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ory, is the great test of truth. ”11 He is also reported to have told George
 
Staunton, who was about to
 
travel to America for scientific purposes:  
“Trust as little as you can to report;
 
examine all you can by  your own  
senses.”12 Again and again, whether speaking casually or writing
 formally, he asserts that we do not know anything except what we
 have learned from direct or vicarious experience.13
In acquiring knowledge, that is, in the process by which ideas and
 
images are presented to the mind, and are arranged, classified,
 abstracted, and compared, the faculty of imagination (synonymous in
 the eighteenth century with “fancy”) plays a necessary, if somewhat
 humble, function. Primarily a visualizing power, “imagination” is
 defined in Johnson’
s
 Dictionary as “Fancy; the power of forming ideal  
pictures; the power of representing things absent to one’
s
 self or  
others.”11 Imagination, however, frequently leads us into error, for
 although it can accurately represent images or ideas to the mind, it
 can also rearrange
 
their parts in  ways that do not correspond with the  
experienced nature of things—thus the distinction in Locke’
s
 termi ­
nology between “real” and “fantastical”
 
ideas. “By real ideas,”Locke  
explains, “I mean such
 
as have a foundation in nature; such as have a  
conformity with the real being and existence of things, or with their
 archetypes. Fantastical or chimerical, I call such as have no
 
founda ­
tion in nature, nor have any conformity with the reality of being to
 which they are tacitly referred, as to their archetypes.”15
Dr. Johnson’s distrust of the imagination derives, therefore, from
 
the traditional belief that by so transforming real images or ideas this
 mental faculty entices man to escape reality (and to avoid action) by
 withdrawing into an illusory world. In Rambler no. 125, Johnson
 refers to the imagination as a “licentious and vagrant faculty, unsus
­ceptible of
 
limitations, and impatient of restraint” (Works, 4:300). In  
Rambler no. 89 he
 
draws the brief portrait of the dreamer, who “retires  
to his apartments, shuts out the cares and interruptions of mankind,
 and abandons himself to his own fancy.” In
 
his solitude “new  worlds  
rise up before him, one image is followed by another, and a long
 succession of delights dances round him.” When at length he returns
 to society, the dreamer becomes peevish “because he cannot model it
 to his own will....The infatuation strengthens by degrees, and,
 
like the  
poison of opiates, weakens
 
his powers, without any external symptom  
of malignity” (Works, 4:106). The dreamer later reemerges in Rasselas
 with a slightly fuller characterization as the obsessed, paranoiac
 astronomer, who personifies “the dangerous prevalence of imagina
­tion.” As Imlac explains to Rasselas:
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There is no man whose imagination does not sometimes pre
­
dominate over his reason, who can regulate his attention wholly
 by his will, and 
whose
 ideas will come and go at his command. No  
man will be found in whose mind airy notions do not sometimes
 tyrannize, and force him to hope or fear beyond the limits 
of
 sober  
probability. All power of fancy over reason is a degree of insanity;
 
but
 while this power is such as we can controul and repress, it is  
not visible to others, nor considered as any depravation of the
 mental faculties: it is not pronounced madness but when it
 becomes ungovernable, and apparently influences speech or
 action.
* * *
In time some particular train of ideas fixes the attention; all
 
other intellectual gratifications are rejected, the mind, in weari
­ness or leisure, recurs constantly to the favourite conception, and
 feasts on the 
luscious
 falsehood, whenever she is offended with the  
bitterness of truth. By degrees, the reign of fancy is confirmed; she
 grows first imperious, and in time despotick. Then fictions begin
 to operate as realities, false opinions fasten upon the mind, and
 life passes in dreams of rapture or of anguish.16
In all her novels, Jane Austen dramatizes the imagination’s
 
“dreams of rapture” and
 
“luscious falsehood,” which Imlac with such  
alarm describes to Rasselas. When Elinor Dashwood, in Sense and
 Sensibility, refuses to speculate about the fragments of Colonel Bran
­don’
s
 mysterious narrative, for example, her sister Marianne, we  are  
told, would have speedily and mistakenly fabricated an entire story
 “under her active imagination.” In Pride and Prejudice, the high-
 spirited Lydia Bennet, who marries a
 
charming rake, tends to see  the  
world through 
“
the creative eye of fancy.” Edmund Bertram, in Mans ­
field Park, for a long time forms an illusory conception of Mary
 Crawford, who he eventually tells Fanny has been “the creature of
 [his] own
 
imagination.” Emma Woodhouse, an extraordinary “imagi ­
nist” who can
 
take “an idea and make every thing bend  to it,” learns  
after many blunders the necessary “subjection of the fancy to the
 understanding.” Even
 
Anne Elliot of Persuasion,  the most rational of  
all Jane Austen’s heroines, recognizes with embarrassment, “What
 wild imaginations one forms, where dear self is concerned!”17
Catherine Morland, more than any other Austen heroine, is par
­
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ticularly susceptible to the imagination’s “luscious falsehood” and
 
“dreams of rapture.” A few days after her introduction to Henry
 Tilney, for example, she searches for him all over the Upper and Lower
 Rooms of Bath, but her inquiries are futile, for Henry has unexpect
­edly left the city, without even leaving his name in the social register.
 “This sort of mysteriousness, which is always 
so
 becoming in a hero,”  
Jane Austen
 
comment , “threw a fresh grace in Catherine’s imagina ­
tion around his person and manners, and increased her anxiety to
 know more of him” (35-36). Unable to learn anything of Henry’s
 absence from her friends, the
 
Thorpes, but encouraged by Isabella to  
think of him, Catherine indulges
 
her imagination on Henry’s charac ­
ter, and “his impression on her fancy was not suffered to weaken.”
 John and Isabella’
s
 plan to ride to Blaize Castle is especially delight ­
ful to Catherine’s imagination, disappointed as she has been by her
 interrupted engagement with the Tilneys. “The delight of exploring
 an edifice like Udolpho, as her fancy represented Blaize Castle to be,”
 Jane Austen explains, “was such a counterpoise of good, as might
 console her for almost anything” (86). General Tilney’
s
 invitation  
later to visit Northanger Abbey is even more delightful in Catherine’s
 imagination, for her “passion for ancient edifices was next in degree
 to her passion for Henry Tilney—and castles and abbeys made usu
­ally the charm of those reveries which his image did not fill” (141).
 Even after Catherine is disabused of all her fancied expectations
 about Northanger and the General, she looks forward with still
 greater imaginary delights to Henry’
s
 humble parsonage at Wood ­
ston: “What a revolution in her
 
ideas! she, who  had so longed to  be in  
an
 
abbey!  Now,  there was nothing so charming to her imagination as  
the unpretending comfort of a well-connected Parsonage, something
 like Fullerton, but better” (212).
Although Catherine is particularly
 
susceptible to  “dreams of rap ­
ture,” no
 
one in Northanger Abbey, save perhaps Henry Tilney, really  
escapes the deceptions of
 
an active fancy. When her social climbing  
friend Isabella receives James’
s
 letter announcing his parents’  appro ­
val
 
of their engagement, she (mistakenly) “knew enough to feel secure  
of an honourable and speedy establishment, and her imagination took
 a rapid flight over its attendant felicities” (122). Even as reliable a
 figure
 
as Eleanor Tilney  acknowledges her susceptibility to the decep ­
tions of the fancy. Though she recognizes, in one of her many conver
­sations with Catherine, that historians are as capable as literary
 writers of “flights of fancy” and of “imagination,” she claims, “1 am
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fond of history—and
 
am very well contented to take the false with the  
true” (109). As
 
for the imaginary “embellishments” with which histo ­
rians sometimes write, Eleanor concludes: “They are embellishments,
 and 1 like them as such. If a speech be well drawn up, 1 read it with
 pleasure, by whomsoever it may be made—and probably with much
 greater, if the production of 
Mr.
 Hume or Mr. Robertson, than if the  
genuine words of Caractacus, Agricola, or Alfred the Great.”
 Although Eleanor knows that the historian’
s
 pleasurable “flights of  
fancy” are not true, Catherine does not.
Thus far, Catherine’
s
 imagination has been responsible for rela ­
tively
 
harmless sallies  of unreality. It is capable of much worse. As Dr.  
Johnson never tired of pointing out, “All power of fancy over reason is
 a degree of insanity.”18 A faithful representation of the prevailing
 Lockean epistemology, the poet Imlac’
s
 discourse to Rasselas on the  
ideas that despotically take hold of the mind recalls the passage in
 Locke’
s
 chapter “Of the Association of Ideas,” in which he observes:  
“I
 
shall be pardoned for calling [an unreasonable association of ideas]  
by 
so
 harsh a name as madness,  when it is considered that opposition  
to reason deserves that name, and is really madness; and there is
 scarce a man so free from it, but that if he should always, on all
 occasions, argue or do
 
as in some cases  he constantly does, would not  
be thought fitter for Bedlam than civil conversation.”19 Some of our
 ideas, in Locke’
s
 theory, have a “natural” correspondence “founded in  
their peculiar beings.”20 Yet they become so united in men’s minds
 that it is very hard to separate them. “The ideas of goblins and
 sprites,” Locke explains in a characteristic example, “have really no
 more to do with darkness than light: yet let but a foolish maid
 
incul ­
cate these often on the mind of a child, and raise them there together,
 possibly he shall never be able
 
to separate them again so long as he  
lives, but darkness shall ever afterwards bring with it those frightful
 ideas, and they shall be so joined, that he can no more bear
 
the one  
than the other.”21
Jane Austen, it would be fair to say, considers Catherine Mor
­
land’s chance association of ideas in her
 
imagination as  a “degree of  
insanity.” In a comic but significant conversation with Eleanor and
 Henry Tilney, for example, Jane Austen anticipates the “madness” to
 which Catherine’s imagination eventually leads when the young
 heroine informs her friends that “something very shocking indeed,
 will soon come out in London,” that she does not know who the author
 is, that it is to be “more horrible than any thing we have met with yet,”
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and that she “shall expect murder and every thing of the kind” (112).
 
Misinterpreting Catherine’
s
 rather obvious references to the publica ­
tion of a new Gothic novel, Eleanor imagines instead a large-scale
 social riot. Henry therefore steps in to clear the air, and reminds his
 sister
 
of the danger of mental imbalance: “My dear Eleanor, the riot is  
only in your
 
own  brain. The confusion there is scandalous.” Asserting  
that Eleanor has not rationally conceived that “such words could
 relate only to a circulating library,” Henry describes for the two young
 women Eleanor’s imaginary horrors—“a mob of three thousand men
 assembled in St. George’
s
 Fields; the Bank attacked, the Tower threat ­
ened, the streets of London flowing with blood, a detachment of the
 12th Light Dragoons, (the hopes of the nation,) called up
 
from North ­
ampton to quell the insurgents, and the gallant Captain Frederick
 Tilney, in the moment of charging at the head of his troop, knocked off
 his horse by a brickbat from an
 
upper window” (113). Although Elea ­
nor is the immediate object of Henry’
s
 ridicule, the larger butt of irony  
here is the naive imagination, which functions without commonsense
 attention, observation, and experience. To credit Henry’
s
 rebuke of  
imaginary terrors with a larger and “subversive” dramatic irony
 which ultimately vindicates the imagination, since his description is
 constructed out of the actual details of the 1780 Gordon Riots and since
 the entire scene foreshadows the metamorphosis of Catherine’s imagi
­nary horrors at Northanger Abbey into the real social dangers of
 Bath—as several critics have done—is to misread the pervasive, fun
­damental irony that imagination, in operating independently of real,
 factual experience, has led the individual to a kind of intellectual
 disorder, which Henry calls a “riot” in the brain.22
Surely the principal meaning emerging from Catherine’s ex
­
periences at Northanger Abbey is that her imagination—like Elea
­nor’s in this scene—has led to an aptly described mental “riot,” in
 which Gothic expectations are thoroughly entangled
 
in her mind.  Her  
premature ideas about the
 
abbey, for example, are a disturbing collec ­
tion of Gothic ramparts and cloisters, “long damp passages,” “narrow
 cells and ruined chapel,” “traditional legends,” and “some awful
 memorials of an injured and
 
ill-fated nun.” So active are Catherine’ s 
thoughts that even after her inquiries are matter-of-factly answered
 by Eleanor, Catherine is assured of Northanger Abbey conforming to
 her imaginary expectations. Teasing Catherine about these expecta
­tions on the drive to the abbey, Henry smiles and
 
inquires if she has  
“formed a very favourable idea of the abbey” (157). “To be sure I
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have," she replies, “
Is
 not it a fine old place, just like what one reads  
about?” But a “fine old place" and “what one reads about” are hardly
 the same thing. Entering the grounds of the abbey along a smooth and
 level road of fine gravel without obstacle or alarm of any kind seems to
 her “odd and inconsistent” with 
her
 preconceived ideas (161). She does  
not expect to see furniture that displays only modern elegance. The
 fireplace of her imagination, with its ample and ponderous carvings of
 former times, proves to be only a “Rumford, with slabs of plain though
 handsome marble, and ornaments over it of the prettiest English
 China.” The Gothic windows, too, all “so large, so clear, so bright,” are
 “yet less what her fancy had portrayed." In fact, “to an imagination
 which had hoped for the smallest divisions, and the heaviest stone
­work, for painted glass, dirt and cobwebs, the difference was very
 distressing” (162).
Catherine’s habitual association of Gothic structures with the
 
Gothic horrors she has read about is, however, not easily disen
­tangled. Her imagination presses forward to find something distress
­ing in 
her
 situation. In her room she finds a large chest, which to  
Catherine’s imagination is very strange. It does not occur to her that
 the remains of its silver handles have been worn with age. On the
 contrary, her fancy suggests that they have been prematurely broken
 “by some strange violence” (163). On the lid is clearly painted the
 letter “T,” which she might reasonably assume represents “Tilney,”
 but to Catherine’s imagination it is a “mysterious cypher.” She opens
 the chest only to find a white cotton bedspread. On her return to the
 room after dinner, the sight of the old chest is an embarrassing
 reminder of the “causeless fears of 
an
 idle fancy,” yet the sudden  
discovery of 
an
 antique black cabinet only generates her fanciful  
associations once more. The following morning’s examination
 teaches her the “absurdity of her recent fancies”—the corrective to her
 imaginary ideas being the actual material evidence before her eyes
 (173). Glancing over the page with a startled look, Catherine wonders,
 “Could it be possible, or did not 
her
 senses play her false?—An inven ­
tory of linen, in coarse and modern characters, seemed all that was
 before her! If the evidence of sight might be trusted, she held a wash
­ing bill in 
her
 hand” (172).
Though humbled by such 
an
 experience, Catherine fabricates an 
even larger train of ideas about General Tilney. On the flimsy basis of
 the General’s unwillingness to show her a part of the abbey and of his
 refusal to join her and Eleanor on his wife’s favorite walk, Catherine is
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convinced that the General must have
 
tortured and murdered her, or  
at least permanently immured her. Learning that the General was
 dissatisfied with Mrs. Tilney’
s
 portrait and that it hangs in  Eleanor’s  
bedroom, instead of the drawing room where
 
it was intended, Cathe ­
rine most unreasonably surmises, “Here was another proof. A
 portrait—very like—of a departed wife, not valued by the husband!—
 He must have been dreadfully cruel to her!” (181). When the General
 calls her hastily from one end of the house, his “evident desire of
 preventing such an examination” is an additional piece of proof in her
 mind. “Something,” she concludes, “was certainly to be concealed; her
 fancy, though it had trespassed lately once or twice, could not mislead
 her here” (186). As though in mockery of the reasonable exertion of a
 balanced mind, Catherine imagines “in all probability” that the Gen
­eral
 
has  never entered his wife’ s room since his dreadful torture of her.  
Horrible ideas spring into Catherine’
s
 mind, and she finds many  
examples to justify her blackest suspicions. At length Catherine
 decides to explore the rooms and find material proof to satisfy her
 suspicions, but all she discovers is a “large, well-proportioned apart
­ment, an handsome dimity bed, arranged as unoccupied with an
 housemaid’s care, a bright Bath stove, mahogany wardrobes, and
 neatly-painted chairs, on which the warm beams of a western sun
 gaily poured through two sash windows”—metaphorically shedding
 on Catherine’
s
 mind “a ray of common sense” (193). Henry Tilney’s  
pointed reminder to her, when he discovers her in the empty room,
 emphasizes the significant
 
aspect of her cognitive  awakening. “What  
have you been judging from?” he asks; “consult your own understand
­ing, your own sense of the probable, your own observation, of what 
is passing around you....Dearest Miss Morland, what ideas have you
 been admitting?” (197-98). Judgment, understanding, observation, a
 sense of the probable—all play a significant role in Catherine’
s
 release  
from the associations of her imagination. The “visions of romance,”
 we are told, are now over. Completely awakened, Catherine now opens
 her eyes to the “extravagance of her late fancies” and
 
to the “liberty  
which her imagination had dared to take.” That evening, before she
 retires, she reflects on the foolishness which “had been all a volun
­tary, self-created delusion, each trifling circumstance receiving impor
­tance from an imagination resolved on alarm, and every thing forced
 to
 
bend to one purpose by a mind which, before she entered the Abbey,  
had been craving to be frightened” (200). Far from being a source of
 truth, Catherine’
s
 imagination, because of its exaggeration and false  
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association of Gothic-romantic ideas with reality, is invariably the
 
locus of deception.
III
Complementing the broad parody of the imagination in Nor
­
thanger Abbey is Jane Austen’s comic representation of real life,
 which draws bold attention to the way character and behavior actu
­ally or commonly appear, and not the way they are imagined in
 fictional romances. Running counter to the reader’
s
 expectations, the  
comic-realistic narrative of Catherine Morland’s life is an anti
­romance, in which, as Johnson explains in Rambler 
no.
 4, “life [is  
exhibited] in its true state, diversified only by accidents that daily
 happen in the world, and influenced by
 
passions and qualities  which  
are really to
 
be found in conversing with mankind” (Works,  3:19).  “No  
one who had ever seen Catherine Morland in her infancy,” Jane
 Austen opens her anti-romance, “would have supposed her born to be
 an heroine” (14). Not
 
only are her family ordinary and “plain matter-  
of-fact people” who experience the “common feelings of common life,”
 but Catherine herself has “by nature nothing heroic about her.” Her
 father is not a domestic
 
tyrant, and her mother did not die—after the  
fashion of romances—in childbirth. Catherine is not beautiful, and
 she is not prodigiously accomplished. There
 
is no heroic youth in the  
neighborhood to fall in love with, no young lord, foundling, squire’s
 son, no ward brought up in her family.23 Catherine’
s
 entry into the  
public life of Bath, moreover, is marked by nothing unusual or roman
­tic. At her first dance, she is not, in the hyperbolical language of
 romance, called “a divinity” by anyone (23). Her first conversation
 with Henry Tilney in the Lower Rooms involves “such matters as
 naturally arose from the objects around them” (25). Her conversation
 with Eleanor Tilney involves “common-place chatter,” and Eleanor’s
 manner during this exchange shows none of the “exaggerated feel
­ings of extatic delight or inconceivable vexation on every trifling
 occurrence” (56-57).
For all Catherine’s impressionability to her friend Isabella’
s 
affectations and recommended reading, she possesses a common
 degree of common sense. When Catherine sees Mr. Tilney speaking
 with a fashionable, attractive young woman, who is leaning on his
 arm, for example, she immediately assumes the woman is his sister,
 thus losing, in a characteristically anti-heroic manner, an opportun
­
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ity of considering him lost
 
to her for ever, by being already married.  
Jane Austen contrasts the falsifying romance version of such a situa
­tion with the realistic version, founded on probabilities and facts:
Guided only by what was simple and probable, it had never
 
entered
 her head that Mr. Tilney could be married; he had not  
behaved, he had not talked, like the married men to whom she had  
been used; he had never 
mentioned
 a wife, and he had acknowl ­
edged 
a
 sister. From these circumstances sprang the instant con ­
clusion of his sister’s now being by his side; and therefore, instead
 of turning 
a
 deathlike paleness, and falling in a fit on Mrs. Allen’s  
bosom, Catherine sat erect, in the perfect use of her senses, and
 
with
 cheeks only a little redder than usual. (53)
Often, in fact, guided not by her active imagination but by what is
 
“simple and probable,” by “circumstances,” by observation and
 remembrance, and by the “perfect use of her
 
senses,” Catherine’s life 
is used to demonstrate, as Jane Austen says, that “strange things
 
may  
be  generally accounted for if their cause be fairly searched out” (16).  
Consequently, after a bewildering and short-lived excursion among
 the fantasies of romance at Northanger Abbey, Catherine resolves to
 act with “the greatest good
 
sense” and learns  to accept the “anxieties  
of common life” instead of the “alarms’ of romance” (201). When
 General Tilney dismisses her from the abbey, having learned of her
 ordinary background, Catherine realizes that the anxiety thus
 
caused  
is “mournfully superior in reality and substance” than any she has  
encountered in Mrs. Radcliffe’s romances, for it has “foundation in
 fact” and “in probability.” With her mind now focused on “actual
 
and  
natural evil,” she returns to her home in a hack post-chaise
 
“without  
[heroic] accident or alarm.” A “probable circumstance” (Eleanor’s
 marriage to a man of fortune placates the General’s greed) facilitates
 her wedding with Henry (25). Henry’s affection for Catherine,
 moreover, we are told, has originated in “nothing better than grati
­tude” for Catherine’s affection for him. “It is a new circumstance in
 romance, and dreadfully derogatory of an heroine’s dignity,” Jane
 Austen reminds us, “but if it be as new
 
in common life, the  credit  of a  
wild imagination will at least be all my own” (243).
The comic realism in Northanger Abbey serves an obvious moral
 
purpose, best described by Johnson’s Rambler no. 4, in discussing
 novels that “serve as lectures of conduct, and introductions into life.”
 Unlike romances, in which “every transaction and sentiment [is] so
 remote from all that passes among men, that the reader [is] in very
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little danger of making any applications to himself" and in which
 
 
“virtues and crimes [are] equally beyond his sphere of activity,” nov-
 els which portray the life of an adventurer who is “levelled with the
 rest of the world” and who “ acts in such scenes of the universal drama,
 as may be the lot of any other man” can be morally instructive (Works,
3:21):
The purpose of these writings 
is
 surely not only to show man ­
kind, but to 
provide
 that they may be seen hereafter with less  
hazard; to teach the means 
of
 avoiding the snares which are laid  
 by Treachery for Innocence, without infusing any wish for that
 superiority with which the betrayer flatters his vanity; to give the
 power of counteracting fraud, without the temptation to practice
 it; to initiate youth by mock encounters in the art of necessary
 defence, and to increase prudence without impairing virtue.
(Works, 3:22-23;
The “mock encounters” that the innocent Catherine experiences in
 
 
her relationships with her false friends, the Thorpes, and with Gen-
 eral Tilney illuminate for her and for the reader at once that real
 people are more complex than imaginary heroes and that real life
 situations ironically can be more deceptive and treacherous than
 those encountered in fiction.
 That Catherine is the innocent in this moral paradigm  is evident
from her naive, uninformed responses to lifelike situations. When she
 first leaves home, she goes “looking forward to pleasures untasted and
 unalloyed, and free from
 
the apprehension of evil as from the knowl ­
edge of it” (237). Almost at the close of her story, too, Henry is referring
 
 
to Catherine when he  asks Eleanor to be ready to welcome a sister-in-
 law who is “open, candid, artless, guileless, with affections strong but
 simple, forming no pretensions, and knowing no disguise” (206). At
 every turn in her development, Catherine displays her innocence, as
 when with childlike simplicity, she tells John Thorpe that to marry for
 money is “the wickedest th ng in existence” (124). Estimating charac-
 ter and behavior in terms of her own naive imagination, she imputes
 nothing but good nature to the impudent, conceited, and disingenuous
 Thorpe and to his selfish, shrewd, and calculating sister Isabella; and
 for a while she is completely deceived by the smooth social hypocrisy
 and mercenariness of General Tilney.
 Catherine and the reader alike learn two  significant lessons  from
 her encounters with the Thorpes and General Tilney. Both learn what
 Johnson calls the “art of necessary defence” against the real fraudu-
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lence and treachery of human society. More
 
significantly, their intro ­
duction to the ways of the world teaches them that human nature is
 more complex and difficult to understand than one naively
 imagines.21 They both recognize, to use Johnson’s words, the limits of
 “virtues and crimes” that exist within the probable “sphere of
 [human] activity” (Rambler 4, Works, 3:21). For a time both Catherine
 and the reader believe, for example, that the General is one of those
 “unnatural and overdrawn” characters of the imagination, who are
 represented in fictional romances
 
like The Mysteries of Udolpho, and  
who are capable of unalloyed 
evil
 (181). As Dr. Johnson observes,  
however, “to imagine that every one who is not completely good is
 irrecoverably abandoned, is to suppose that all are capable of the
 same
 
degree of excellence; it is indeed to exact, from all, that perfection  
which none can attain” (Rambler 70—Works, 4:6). Catherine’s awak
­ening into the real world of experience gives the
 
lie to this imaginary  
assumption:
Charming as were all Mrs. Radcliffe’s works, and charming
 
even as were the works of all her imitators, it was not in them
 perhaps that human nature, at least in the midland counties of
 England, was to be looked for....Among the Alps and Pyrenees,
 perhaps, there were no mixed characters. There, such as were not
 spotless as an angel, might have the dispositions of a fiend. But
 
in 
England it was not so; among the English, she believed, in their
 hearts and habits, there was a general though unequal mixture of
 good and bad. Upon this conviction, she would not be surprised if
 even 
in
 Henry and Eleanor Tilney, some slight imperfection  
might hereafter appear; and upon this conviction she need not
 fear to acknowledge some actual specks 
in
 the character of their  
father, who, though cleared from the grossly injurious suspicions
 which she must ever blush to have entertained, she did believe,
 upon serious consideration, to be not perfectly amiable. (200)
Though there is much irony at Catherine’
s
 expense,  in believing that  
unnatural characters may yet live in the Alps and Pyrenees, Cathe
­rine’s reflections, thoroughly consistent with her unsophisticated
 character, nevertheless represent a major advance in her moral educa
­tion. Catherine acquires the Johnsonian view that the heroes and
 villains
 
of imaginary  romances are  really “beings of another species”  
whose actions are “regulated upon motives of their own, and who
 [have] neither faults nor excellencies in common” with humanity
 {Rambler 4— Works, 3:21). Recognizing through experience the com
­plexity of human character and behavior, Catherine, as well as the
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reader of Northanger Abbey, learns that real people are not usually
 
murderers, but are more frequently mercenary, cunning, hypocritical
 and vain—and sometimes, as with Eleanor and Henry, even habitu
­ally, though not perfectly, good.
Common sense, experience, and observation, then, are ultimately
 
what rescue
 
Catherine Morland and the reader from the illusory world  
of the imagination, and restore them to a sobering apprehension of
 reality. To say more than this—that Jane Austen’s irony, directed
 primarily against the
 
active imagination and the Gothic-sentimental  
romances that nurture it, turns upon itself to undercut even
 
the direct  
experience of sensory reality—is to misrepresent the Lockean episte
­mology upon which her parody is built, and to misconstrue her evident
 moral intention. In Northanger Abbey Jane Austen narrates the
 amusing story of an ingenue encountering and learning from the
 deceptions of the real world; with a traditional moral purpose and an
 eighteenth-century epistemology she achieves a complex fusion of
 bold parody and broad comic-realism.
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WORDSWORTH’S USE OF NEGATIVE DEFINITION IN
THE PRELUDE
K. E. MARRE
THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
As a poem that so painstakingly persuades the reader to accept its
 
world
 
view, The Prelude might not appear to be what it really amounts  
to: poetic definition. It defines the ideas that shaped Wordsworth’
s life. In it,
 
the poet refines numerous autobiographical episodes in such  
a way that they define himself. In those “interpretive passages” in
 which he explains the significance of selected episodes in his life, he
 defines—first for himself, and
 
then for the reader—those mysterious  
processes by which his poetic sensibility was nurtured.1 Such pas
­sages are made memorable for us by any means at the writer’s dispo
­sal. Many, in
 
fact, are cast into the rhetorical mode of Definition; and  
of
 
these passages, a notably high percentage are in what I will call  
“negative definition.”
Although
 
the poem was ostensibly addressed to Coleridge, I have  
in this instance interpreted the “reader” of the poem to be anyone
 genuinely interested in the subject of the poetic sensibility. Meyer
 Abrams has
 
noted that “Coleridge...is an auditor in absentia, and the  
solitary author often supplements [direct address] with an interior
 monologue, or else carries on an extended colloquy with the landscape
 in which the interlocutors are ‘my mind’ and ‘the speaking face of
 earth and heaven’
.
”2 In such instances, especially, Wordsworth is  
keenly aware that he is
 
being overheard. Thus, his resources of rhetor ­
ical persuasion are fully employed, so that we may come as close as
 possible to a re-creation of his experience. The critical distance
 afforded to the writer by the act of recollection allows him to refine and
 shape his
 
experiences  so that they define the nature of poetic sensibil ­
ity as he understood it—but there
 
is the problem of making his expe ­
riences and ideas
 
memorable for  a reader. In order to bring the reader  
to see the
 
full significance of Wordsworth’s experiences, he very faith ­
fully and carefully defines them. Only if he successfully defines his
 ideas can the significance of them be internalized by the reader—
 Coleridge or whomever. The rhetorical mode of Definition, then, has a
 particular significance for The Prelude. It is not only a method for
 developing ideas, but also the end to which all other methods tend.
 Kenneth Johnston points to the oddities of some of Wordsworth’
s 
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descriptive language, such as “bothersome double negatives,” and
 
explains that these “are probably the key to, and the highest expres
­sion of Wordsworth’
s
 verbal artistry.  Taken together, they are a body  
of idiomatic expressions with their own grammatical consistency,
 and they constitute Wordsworth’
s
 successful realization of his theoret ­
ical claim to have written in the language of common men as it is
 modified by passion
 
and high emotion.”3 Verbal artistry (and particu ­
larly double negatives) all tend toward Definition.
Wordsworth’
s
 basic method of definition in The Prelude is not far  
removed from the scholastic method, a procedure defined as a process
 for reaching the truth through disputation:
In these disputations a question was raised on which negative and
 
affirmative sides might be taken. In ordinary disputes the master
 or his students might uphold the negative side while a young
 teacher...would give arguments for the affirmative and answer
 the question. Throughout the debate the master was in charge,
 and it was his duty to settle the question according 
to
 his opinion.4
Wordsworth, of course, does not directly employ the method of debate,
 
nor do his definitions usually concern academic subjects.5 He does
 exercise rigorous control, however, over the way in which we are to
 share his experiences,
 
so that we may arrive at the proper conclusions.  
He clarifies concepts at length, anticipates unwarranted
 
conclusions  
or undisciplined speculation and assumptions,
 
and tries to forestall or  
limit error. These procedures he quite frequently accomplishes by
 stating what his experiences were not: limiting and defining that
 unique experience 
so
 that we may not mistake it for something else.  
This process, quite literally one of “defining” or setting limits, is the
 rhetorical hallmark of this ambitious poem.
Johnston observes that Wordsworth’
s
 frequent use of negative or  
double negative expressions is “of a piece with his habit of defining
 his experience by saying what it is not, as in the Ode and ‘Tintern
 Abbey,’ ” and he
 
correctly identifies Wordsworth’s use of double nega ­
tives, like his use of oxymorons, as a way “to exert his particular
 species of control.” Taking as an example the phrase “not undis
­turbed” from 
“
A Night-Piece,” he explains that “it allows the poet to  
acknowledge emotion while simultaneously asserting that the emo
­tion was not overwhelming—not, in a word, unnatural.”6
The negative means of stating a point is crucial to Wordsworth’s
 
strategy of defining—in the sense of limiting—our response to a given
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described experience. He neutralizes strong contrasts and goes all
 
around the situation so that his idea of it, examined perhaps nega
­tively, ultimately emphasizes the affirmative. Both the negative and
 affirmative sides are displayed, but the negative is usually present to
 draw our attention to the ultimate affirmative answer. One of the most
 striking examples of neutralizing contrasts occurs in The Prelude,
 Book 4:153-158:
While on I walked, a comfort seemed to touch
 
A heart that had not 
been
 disconsolate:  
Strength came where weakness was not known to be,
 At least not felt; and restoration came
 Like an intruder knocking at the door
 Of unacknowledged weariness.7
These lines carefully define
 
the limits of this experience. The comfort  
“seemed” to touch his heart; and in each of the three independent
 clauses, the positive influence is balanced precisely by the series of
 “not...not...not...un” which concludes them. The positive influences
 gain the upper hand rhetorically as well as in life, by virtue of their
 position of initial emphasis. The negatives, however, help to define the
 precise and unusual event, re-creating for us some of the surprise—if
 only of novel locution—-which was a part of the original experience.
Another use of negation as a defining device is for helping to
 
differentiate parts
 
of a long series, exemplified by the passage in Book  
1:146-157, in which Wordsworth says that upon “rigorous inquisition”
 he finds that he does not lack those things that are vital to a poet’
s work:
When, as becomes a man who would prepare
 
For such an arduous work, 1 through myself
 Make rigorous inquisition, the report
 Is 
often
 cheering; for I neither seem  
To lack that first great gift, the vital soul,
 Nor general Truths, which are themselves a sort
 Of Elements and Agents, Under-powers,
 Subordinate helpers 
of
 the living mind:  
Nor am 1 naked 
of
 external things,  
Forms, images, nor numerous other aids
 Of less regard, though won perhaps with toil
 And needful to build 
up
 a Poet’s praise.
By enumerating
 
some of his gifts as things not lacking, Wordsworth  
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tactfully avoids having to assume the pose of a catalog enumerator,
 
which might sound like boasting, and thus defeat his aim of persua
­sion. Furthermore, the series of
 
qualities that he finds upon inquisi ­
tion is not just a list of what he has, but a catalogue of what every poet
 should have. The negative statement “neither seem to lack,” which
 precedes the list of essential ingredients, puts the poet in comparison
 to some stipulated General Requirements of the Poet and then pro
­ceeds to declare that he has them, without, however, ostentatiously
 listing them as “Good Things I Have” or something similar. The
 negative statement helps avoid undue
 
emphasis on ego, and places it  
on the necessities of
 
any poetic life. In addition, each element in the  
series of poet’
s
 qualities is subtly differentiated by the necessary  
multiplication of concepts inherent in negative definition. He does not
 say merely “H, Y, and Z,” but rather enumerates “not
 
a lack  of X, nor  
of Y, nor am I without Z.”
We may, of course, define an idea in terms of what it is not. That is
 
true negative definition. The definition of solitude in Book
 
1:391-400 is  
precise in this regard, which is not merely a tactful rhetorical strategy
 to avoid some unwanted consequences of a positive statement, but
 rather essential to the meaning of the experience itself:
But after I had seen
That spectacle, 
for
 many days, my brain  
Worked with a dim and undetermined sense
 Of unknown modes of being; o’er my thoughts
 There hung a darkness, call it solitude
 Or blank desertion. No familiar shapes
 Remained, no pleasant images 
of
 trees,  
Of sea or sky, no colours 
of
 green fields;  
But huge and mighty forms, that do not live
 Like living men, moved slowly through the mind
 By 
day,
 and were a trouble to my dreams.
The perceptions are stated precisely, if negatively: solitude is the
 
absence of certain things. Even an apparent shift to the positive at
 line 398, “But huge and mighty forms,” is hedged with negative
 qualifiers: the forms “do not live/ Like living men.” The use of nega
­tives, and of words with negative connotations, for making state
­ments is a deliberate method for Wordsworth, in this case a matter of
 decorum, or logical appropriateness. The essential quality of solitude
 is, after all, the absence of the usual and familiar.
Another interesting use of the negative occurs in the argument
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posed
 
at Book 2:440 and following. Acknowledgement of the gifts that  
nature has
 
given the poet is set up as a Hypothetical question, to avoid  
the appearance of
 
egotism:
If, in this time
Of dereliction and dismay, I yet
 
Despair not of our nature, but retain
 A more than Roman confidence, a faith
 That fails not, in all sorrow my support,
 The blessing 
of
 my life; the gift is yours,  
Ye winds and sounding cataracts! ’tis yours,
 Ye mountains! thine, O 
Nature!
 Thou hast fed  
My lofty speculations; and in thee,
 For this uneasy heart of ours, I find
 A never-failing principle of joy
 And purest passion.
The whole affirmation is conditional—"if ’ he retains faith. Nature’s
 
gifts of faith and joy
 
do prevent despair and doubt, those states which  
would be the ordinary lot of one without the gifts. The elaboration
 which defines those gifts given to the poet is affirmative in the
 extreme: but it is delivered with the rhetorical emphasis of negation,
 i.e., "despair not,” "fails not,” and "never-failing.” Since this is an
 instance of highly emotional affirmation, it is worthy of note that
 Wordsworth enhances the effect with judicious use of negative locu
­tions, almost as a signal to the reader that something more than
 routine diction is being employed for emphasis.
Something like
 
the use of negative definition for a quality  that is 
essentially negative—Solitude—which has already been noted, occurs
 in Wordsworth’s definition of Innocence in Book 12. It goes a bit
 beyond the previously cited example, however,
 
in a way that takes us  
into deeper waters. Wordsworth sets
 
forth his  understanding of Inno ­
cence as a quality not unlike the "natural piety” of a maid
 
among his  
acquaintance. Like her, he had learned to love "whate’er the scene
 presented to her view” because "that was the best, to that she was
 attuned/ By her benign simplicity of life” (12: 159-161):
Even like this maid, before 
I
 was called forth  
From the retirement 
of
 my native hills,  
I loved whate’ er I saw: no  lightly loved,  
But most intensely; never dreamed of aught
 More grand, more fair, more exquisitely framed
 Than those few nooks to which my happy feet
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Were limited. 1 had not at the time
Lived long enough, nor in the least survived
 
The first diviner influence of this world,
 As it appears to unaccustomed eyes. (12: 174-183)
The images here record, appropriately, the state of Innocence as a
 
negative state—the state of not knowing anything else. This state,
 however, surpasses mere decorum. In a discussion of
 
Cowper’ s rela ­
tionship with the Augustans and the Romantics, J. F. Musser defines
 the syntax of limiting sentences such as Wordsworth here employs,
 thus: “sentences constructed with such modifications are like small
 paths themselves by which the reader moves forward with the poet,
 attracted in varying degrees to alternative
 
paths that are considered  
and rejected, and guided by hedges and fences of assumption that line
 the way.”8 The hedges and fences in the definition of innocence are
 “nor lightly loved” (lest we assume
 
that he  is merely simple, like  the  
maid); “never dreamed” (lest we think that he was unimaginative, he
 says he was happy, even if limited); and the complex of “not...nor...un
­accustomed” at the end which very precisely limits us to a comparison
 between the state of Innocence then, and experience now, without
 being unfair to either. We really are kept on the right track, with
 negatives.
Wordsworth in fact makes extensive use of the “hedges and fen
­
ces” variety of negative definition. With it, he corrects possible mis
conceptions, anticipates reader response, answers objections, or
 appeals to our common experience, as in
Ah! is there one who ever has been young,
 
Nor needs a warning voice to tame the pride
 Of intellect and virtue’s self-esteem?
One 
is
 there, though the wisest and the best  
Of all mankind, who covets not at times
 Union that cannot be;—who would not give,
 If so he might, 
to
 duty and to truth
The eagerness 
of
 infantine desire? (2: 19-26)
As in “Tintern Abbey,” so in The Prelude is the poetic voice quite
 
certain about the way in which he wants the reader to
 
understand his  
points. We are
 
given only the essential permutation and evolution of  
the reasoning behind conclusions, so these must be put to us in the
 most memorable fashion possible. Paul Sheats has shown that in
 “Tintern” as well
 
as in the early  poems of 1798 Wordsworth  carefully  
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and self-consciously predicates his views. Sheats examines lines 93-
 
102 of “Tintern” to show that
 
the speaker meticulously qualifies and  
modulates his assertions with terms that inform the reader of the
 effort to define them. “All
 
such terms,” Sheats  notes, “focus our atten ­
tion on the mind of the observer, whose perspective on a given object is
 both defined and dissociated from ours. We are
 
urged, that is, to look  
into another mind
 
from a point of view that is self-consciously exter ­
nal to that mind, a point of view that is critical and normative.”9 In
 line with this idea, we should note that negative qualifiers are also
 employed
 
to  this end. They carefully state the erroneous reasons that  
we might assume, in order to move us toward a
 
clear definition of the  
speaker’s own. Lines 85-93 of “Tintern Abbey” typify this method:
Not for this
Faint I, nor mourn nor murmur; other gifts
 
Have followed; for such loss, I would believe,
 Abundant recompense. For I have learned
 To look on nature, not as in the hour
 Of thoughtless youth; but hearing oftentimes
 The still, sad music of humanity,
 Nor harsh nor grating, though of ample power
 To chasten and subdue
Each negative emphasizes the speaker’s absolute conviction in the
 
correct assessment of his condition, and persuades what that assess
­ment is by simple emphasis: “not...nor...nor...not...nor...nor....” The
 negatives also emphasize that the speaker’
s
 assessment is not the  
usual one of regret at
 
the loss of youthful intensity, but rather moves  
us relentlessly beyond that premature conclusion to let us discover the
 “abundant recompense,” which is itself qualified and modified before
 being left as fully defined.
Similar negative definition is found in The
 
Prelude:
A boy I loved the sun,
 
Not as I since have loved 
him,
 as a pledge  
And surety 
of
 our earthly life, a light  
Which we behold and feel we are alive;
 Not for his bounty to so many worlds—
 But for this cause, that I had 
seen
 him lay  
His beauty on the morning hills...(2: 178-184)
Each of the negative reasons is one that the reader would, perhaps,
 
think of independently
 
and would be in error. Wordsworth firmly says  
that those are not his reasons. Praising the sun, he makes the
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distinction that he did not love it for adult but for childlike reasons; not
 
in the ordinary way, but in his own extraordinary one. It is crucial that
 we not supply our own reasons, and negative definition sees that we do
 not. One may
 
note a similar construction in the “Intimations Ode” at  
stanza ix, where negative reasons elaborate why Wordsworth’
s
 recol ­
lections of childhood elicit from him perpetual thankfulness:
Not indeed
For that which is most worthy to be blest; 
Delight and liberty, the simple creed
 
Of Childhood, whether busy or at rest,
 With new-fledged hope still fluttering in his breast:—
 Not for these 
I
 raise
The song of thanks and praise;
But for those obstinate questionings
 
Of sense and outward things,
 Falling from us....
Such negative reasonings and
 
negative qualifiers allow Wordsworth  
to entertain two perspectives on a subject: the erroneous and the true.
 The connection with the scholastic disputation, which featured all
 sides of the question in order to arrive at the true position, is apparent.
 This rhetorical device, as Sheats observed in the passage above, is a
 matter of perspective. We see the poet’
s
 mind as different from our  
own, and we are persuaded to accept his definitions rather than our
 own. We arrive at Wordsworth’
s
 truth, one perhaps quite different  
from our own, with the aid of negative definition.
Simple error-preventive use of the negative can be much more
 
elaborate when it becomes necessary to anticipate reader criticism,
 rather than mere wrong assumption. In order to head off misunder
­standing about the nature of the poet’s visionary powers, in Book 2,
 Wordsworth makes a carefully worded distinction. He says that
 “those fleeting moods/ Of shadowy exultation” were valuable, not
 because they were “kindred to our purer mind/ And intellectual life,”
 but “that the soul/ Remembering how she felt, but what she felt/
 Remembering not, retains an obscure sense/ Of possible sublimity.”
 The pedagogic tone of the sentence states his
 
perception of the nature  
of the
 
visionary power very masterfully, and the two carefully placed  
negatives isolate anticipated misresponses, immediately followed by
 two carefully affirmative qualifications. The clarity and rigor of the
 definitive tone in such statements invite the reader to abandon him
­self to the
 
speaker’ s special way of understanding—to agree with the  
master’s definition of the topic:
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Thence did I drink the visionary power;
And deem not profitless those fleeting moods
 
Of shadowy exultation: not for this,
 That they are kindred to our purer mind
 And intellectual life; but that the soul,
 Remembering how she felt, but what she felt
 Remembering not, retains an obscure sense
 Of possible sublimity, whereto
With growing faculties she doth aspire,
 
With faculties still growing, feeling still
 That whatsoever point they gain, they yet
 Have something to pursue. (2: 311-322)
Two other points remain
 
to be considered. They are (1) use of the  
negative
 
as an aid to  synthesizing large bodies of material, and (2) use  
of negatives
 
for various kinds of elaborate emphasis. Like a scholastic  
master, Wordsworth selects and arranges his materials to settle the
 question according to his opinion. To this end, he frequently stops
 
in  
The Prelude to synthesize large concepts so that the development of
 his
 
ideas  in a Book may be more easily grasped. For example, we have  
the synthesis of
 
Book 3:
And here, O Friend! have I retraced my life
Up to an eminence, and told a tale
Of matters which not falsely may be called
 
The glory of my youth. Of genius, power,
 Creation and divinity itself
1 have been speaking, for my theme has been
 
What passed within me. Not of outward things
 Done visibly for other minds, words, signs,
 Symbols or actions, but of my own heart
Have I been speaking, and my youthful mind. (167-176)
We
 
are gently reminded of what has been the theme,  and what has not.  
As an aid to
 
synthesis, the use of the unobtrusive negative is a tactful  
way to remind the reader to stay on the right path.
Extensive use of negative definition is also common as a device
 
for achieving proper emphasis in an important episode, in addition to
 the other uses already described. It is this employment that the
 remainder of this paper will consider. The encounter with the soldier
 in Book 4 is a particularly good example of use of the negative for
 emphasis, particularly because definition in negative terms 
is
 in fact a  
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part of that character. He is defined in terms of what he lacks, rather
 
than what he has, so that his deprivation and its extraordinary
 impression on the young poet are thereby given added emphasis:
A more meagre man
Was never 
seen
 before by night or day.
...Companionless,
No dog attending, by no staff sustained,
He stood, and in his very dress appeared
A desolation, a simplicity,
To which the trappings of a gaudy world
Make a strange back-ground.
...at his feet
His shadow lay, and moved not. From self-blame
Not wholly free, I watched him thus;
...and when I asked
His
 history, the veteran, in reply,
Was neither slow nor eager; but, unmoved,
And with a quiet uncomplaining voice,
 
A stately air 
of
 mild indifference,
He told in few plain words a soldier’s tale. (393-421)
Similarly, Wordsworth’
s
 portrait of his mother in Book 5 is given  
strong emphasis by the use of negative definition. In his estimation,
 “my honoured Mother” was a woman of most praiseworthy character,
 a strong guiding force during
 
her life, and an influence long  after her  
death. Here, negative definition is employed to emphasize her freedom
 from what might be assumed the common shortcomings of her
 station:
No presumption, 
no
 such jealousy,  
Nor did by habit of her thoughts mistrust
 Our nature... (5: 269-271).
Was not puffed up by false unnatural hopes,
Nor selfish with unnecessary 
cares, 
Nor with impatience from the season asked
 More than its timely produce....(5: 282-285)
As with the definition for his mother, Wordsworth often uses
 
negatives to emphasize the affirmative side of a subject. In Book 13,
 for example, he asserts his reverence for “Nature, and the power of
 human minds,” and predicates his task to record “truth/ And sanctity
 of passion,” so
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That justice may be done, obeisance paid
 
Where it 
is
 due: thus haply shall I teach,  
Inspire; through unadulterated ears
 Pour rapture, tenderness, and hope,—
my
 theme  
No other than the very heart of man,
 As found among the best of those who live—
 Not unexalted by religious faith,
 Nor uninformed by books, good books, though few—
 In Nature’s presence: thence may 1 select
 Sorrow, that 
is
 not sorrow, but delight;
And miserable love, that 
is
 not pain  
To hear of, for the glory that redounds
 Therefrom 
to
 human kind, and what we are. (237-249)
These statements, negative in form, clearly emphasize the affirmative
 
side of the subject. But elsewhere—in
 
Book 10  for instance—the use of  
the negative in direct, categorical statement can be used to define
 really negative qualities, such as tyranny:
That tyrannic power is weak,
Hath neither gratitude, nor faith, nor love,
 
Nor the support of good or evil men
 To trust in; that the godhead which is ours
 Can never utterly be charmed or stilled;
 That nothing hath a natural right to last
 But equity and reason; that all else
 Meets foes irreconcilable, and at best
 Lives by variety of disease. (200-208)
Here,
 
four balanced clauses beginning with “that”  isolate those desir ­
able qualities which the tyrannical
 
power lacks. In such passages, the  
definition, though carried out by negatives throughout, is neverthe
­less direct, pointed, and unequivocal, without the use of the negative
 as a qualifying or mollifying agent. In contrast, there are (particularly
 in Books 7 and
 
8) frequent uses of negative prefixes, such as “un-” or  
“dis-” or “in-” that
 
are in a lower key than the explicit “not...nor” sort  
of formulation in the definition of the tyrannical power. The less
 obtrusive negatives are not employed in definition per se, but do
 
help  
assure us of the speaker’s reasonable
 
nature. In a passage in Book 8,  
we observe the poet reflecting imaginatively on the end of things—
 specifically, on the last bell remaining on a foxglove stem:
Through quaint obliquities I might pursue
 
These cravings; when the foxglove, one by one,
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Upwards through every stage of the tall stem,
 
Had shed beside the public way its bells,
 And stood 
of
 all dismantled, save the last  
Left at the tapering ladder’s top, that seemed
 To 
bend
 as doth a slender blade of grass  
Tipped with a rain-drop, Fancy loved to seat,
 Beneath the plant despoiled, but crested still
 With this last relic, soon itself to fall,
 Some vagrant mother, whose arch little ones,
 All unconcerned by her dejected plight,
 Laughed as with rival eagerness their hands
 Gathered the purple cups that round them 
lay, Strewing the turf
'
s green slope. (392-406)
In these lines, the unobtrusive negatives “dismantled,” “despoiled,”
 
“unconcerned,” and “dejected” all focus attention on the stripped
 flower stem, but also imply an appreciation of the beauty of the
 foxglove in its full bloom. No definitions are attempted in this brief
 imaginative excursion; consequently no qualifications are set forth 
or assumptions dispelled. The discreet use of a negative mode gently
 reminds us, however, that the poet’
s
 sensibility is finely tuned.
An alternative way of explaining negative definition, one may
 observe, is connected with an observation by Stephen Prickett, to the
 effect that Wordsworth essentially affirms in the experience of
 selected spots of time “a unity or 'wholeness’ that is immediately
 apprehended as religious in quality....This vision of wholeness
 involves both confirming and denying at
 
the same time; it is a  unity  
constantly under tension.”10 Wordsworth indeed seeks not to empha
­size unduly any one side of an argument when he wishes to give both
 sides, as, for example, the passage about his love for the sun in Book 2.
 Negatively defining some subjects as carefully as he defines the
 
affir ­
mative in some others
 
is one way he has of dramatizing the activity of  
his thinking on any subject, thus validating his credentials as a
 scrupulous autobiographer—one concerned deeply with the truth,
 even if that involves contradictions or, in extremes, affirming and
 denying in the same breath...i.e., negative definition.
Part of the reason for the varying employment Wordsworth found
 
for negative definition is connected with his strong rhetorical sensibil
­ity, which Stephen Parrish succinctly notes in his discussion of
 
the  
Preface to the Lyrical Ballads:
This concern with the reader’s response and hence with the
 
artful means by which the poet plays upon it aws, I suggest Words
­
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worth’s central concern through all his critical writings, altering
 
little throughout his career.11
Nothing could better demonstrate a strong concern for reader
 
response, a defining impulse that leads
 
the poet to construct hedges of  
negatives around our speculations, than that long passage in Book
 
8  
in which the poet explains how, as
 
a youth, he was taught by nature to  
love man. He learned, he says, to love the ordinary rustic shepherd
 through direct experience, and not through literary representations.
 Each negative clause corrects the literate reader’
s
 possible misconcep ­
tion, making it impossible for us to stray from the experience of
 Wordsworth into some of
 
our own:
And Shepherds were the men that pleased me first;
 
Not such as Saturn ruled ’mid Latian wilds,
 With arts and laws so tempered, that their lives
 Left, even to us toiling in this late day,
 A bright tradition of the golden age;
Not such 
as,
 ’mid Arcadian fastnesses  
Sequestered, handed down among themselves
 Felicity, in Grecian song renowned;
Not such as...
Culled the best fruits of Time’s uncounted hours...
Nor
 such as Spenser fabled. (128-144)
Various kinds of negation, but particularly negative definition,
 
are employed by Wordsworth—especially in The Prelude—with great
 rhetorical effectiveness. It is evidence of his constant effort to define
 and articulate his deepest beliefs, and to present
 
them as  reasonably  
and as persuasively as he possibly could.
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SWINBURNE’S BORGIAN MUSE:
 
“A BALLAD OF LIFE” AND “A BALLAD OF DEATH”
linda e. McDaniel
THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Swinburne opens his 1866 Poems and Ballads with companion
 
pieces portraying a woman addressed as Borgia.1 Among several
 instances of the poet’
s
 continued fascination with the notorious fig ­
ure,2 the paired poems develop an unusually enigmatic version of
 Lucretia: “A Ballad of Life” describes a beautiful, sweet songstress
 playing a cithern in the company of Lust, Shame, and Fear; and “A
 Ballad of Death” pictures Venus mourning the same lady’
s
 death.  
Imagery and characterization suggest that Swinburne selected from
 and blended literary, historical, and Rossettian sources to present this
 Borgia as his own Muse, an idealized goddess of poetry who trans
­forms evil and ugliness into beauty. In this context, the first ballad
 analyzes the life his lady brings to poetry as she plays on all the
 strings of the instrument and sings of love and pleasure, sin and
 sorrow. The second ballad laments her demise in an age that ignores
 or restricts
 
his Muse of sensuous experience. Although these introduc ­
tory poems generally receive only cursory attention, they merit
 further examination as prologue and apologia announcing and
 explaining the author’
s
 methods and themes in his first collection of  
poetry.
In “
A
 Ballad of Life” and “A  Ballad of Death,” the poet calls  the  
songstress “Borgia” only once, at the end of the first
 
poem; and in a  
letter he asked his publisher to print “In honorem D. Lucretiae Esten-
 sis Borgiae” under the first title and under the second, “the same
 inscription, substituting the word ‘obitum’ for ‘honorem.’
 
”3 Even with  
these aids to identification, the lady in
 
these poems bears  little resem ­
blance to the popular notions of the Renaissance figure.4 Instead of
 presenting a legendary or historical characterization in the ballads,
 Swinburne attaches his own associations to a well-known name and
 uses it in his analysis of contemporary poetry. Implicated in her
 family’s
 
intrigues and crimes  by birth and proximity, Lucretia Borgia  
knew sin, sorrow, and death. The apparently contradictory qualities
 that history also records of her benevolence, compassion, and love for
 the arts combine with her knowledge of sin and evil into an appro
­priate symbol for Swinburne’s Muse. The Borgia of the ballads creates
 rather than destroys, becomes victim instead of murderess.
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Musical and literary associations in the first poem characterize
 
Borgia as a lady of poetry. “A Ballad of Life” opens with imagery
 reminiscent of the Romantics’ versions of the essence and sources of
 poetry. Like Keats and Coleridge, Swinburne discovers his lady in
 dreams:
I found in dreams a place of wind and flowers,
 
Full of sweet trees and colour of glad grass,
 In midst whereof there was
A lady clothed like summer with sweet hours, (p. 1)
This backdrop also recalls the Romantics’ descriptions of winds
 
symbolic of poetic inspiration and resurrection. Flowers reappear
 often, along with leaves, in Swinburne’
s
 works as metaphors for  
poetry. In a southern country of wind and flowers, the speaker
 
sees a  
beautiful lady, whom he compares to the moon, another symbol for
 poetic inspiration. Then he explains his own impassioned response to
 her vision: “Her beauty, fervent as a fiery moon, / Made my blood burn
 and swoon / Like a flame rained upon”
 
(p. 1). Her face, however, is not  
filled with the ecstasy the Romantic poets found; instead, in the Victo
­rian sixties: “Sorrow had filled her shaken eyelids’ blue, / And her
 mouth’s sad red heavy rose all through / Seemed sad with glad things
 gone” (p. 1). The “glad things gone,” according to Julian Baird, are the
 pagan freedoms of love in the golden age.5 More specifically, the “glad
 things gone” are the poetic freedoms of the poets to sing of love and
 life.
The second stanza further suggests that the ballad
 
deals with the  
subject of poetry. The beautiful lady holds a heart-shaped cithern with
 strings made of the hair of “some dead lute-player / That in dead years
 had done delicious things”
 
(p. 1). Each of the seven strings  represents  
a necessary element of
 
poetry as Swinburne envisions it:
The first string charity,
 
The second tenderness,
 The rest were pleasure, sorrow, sleep, and sin,
 And loving-kindness, that is pity’s kin
And is most pitiless, (p. 1)
Swinburne defines poetry as the golden poets wrote it, the kind to
 
which he aspires.
In following stanzas, Swinburne dramatizes
 
his lady’s relation to  
and effect upon poetic subjects disparaged or forbidden by many of his
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contemporaries. First, he introduces her three allegorical compan
­
ions; and the grouping of the cithern player surrounded by three men
 recalls
 
one  of Dante Gabriel Rossetti’s paintings of the Borgia subject.  
In 1858 (the year after meeting Swinburne), Rossetti reworked and
 converted a drawing of a woman playing a lute as three men observe
 and listen. The resultant painting shows Lucretia playing the lute,
 with two men (her father and brother) leaning over her.
 
6The rich color  
and lavish details of Rossetti’s work also appear in the similar scene
 in “A Ballad of Life.”
Like Swinburne’
s
 Borgia, the three men depicted in the ballad  
personify aspects of poetry. Learning that
 
these dusty, feeble men in  
gold are Lust, Shame, and Fear, the speaker expresses wonder in
 stanza five that
 
“the air’s face is not so delicate”  (as his c ntemporar ­
ies
 
insist) nor “the sun’ s grace so great” if a lady of poetry and sin “be  
kin or amorous” (p. 2). The narrator’s soul says in effect: “This is
 marvellous”—to find poetry without the social and religious strait
 jackets in which the Victorians bind it. On inquiry, he learns more of
 the men’
s
 identities and their  relationship to poetry: “Fear said: 1 am  
Pity that was dead. / And Shame
 
said: I am Sorrow comforted. / And  
Lust said: I am Love” (p. 2).
In stanza six, the speaker witnesses the transforming effects of
 
his Muse on Lust, Shame, and Fear:
Thereat her hands began a lute-playing
And her sweet mouth a song in a strange tongue;
And all the while she sung
There was no sound but long tears following
 
Long tears upon men’s faces, waxen white
 With extreme sad delight
Her singing brings life and “extreme sad delight” (a paradox Swin
­
burne often associates with poetry) even to these weary men:
But those three following 
men
Became as men raised up among the dead;
Great glad mouths open and fair cheeks made red
 
With child’s blood come again. (p. 3)
From this scene, the speaker learns that this Muse transforms the
 
evil,
 ugliness, and tragedy of  life into beauty:
Then 1 said: Now assuredly I see
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My lady 
is
 perfect, and transfigureth
All sin and sorrow and death,
Making them fair .... (p. 3)
If she permits him to continue writing songs under her aegis, her
 
beauty and righteousness will transfer to him: “Now therefore, if her
 pity further me, / Doubtless for her sake all my days shall be / As
 righteous as she is” (p. 3). This last stanza before the envoy attests the
 speaker’s commitment to a poetry of life and a life of poetry. 
In the envoy, Swinburne
 
addresses not the  usual prince or patron  
of the dedication, but
 
the ballad itself, personified. He commands  his  
own poem to pay tribute to his lady by carrying her these verses
 (ultimately the sixty-two in Poems
 
and Ballads) and asking her to kiss  
the poet for each one. In effect, Swinburne invokes his Muse
 
to bless  
this bouquet of verses, with "A Ballad of Life” as the distinguished
 blossom or lead poem:
Forth, ballad, and take roses in both arms,
Even till the top rose touch thee in the throat
Where the least thornprick harms;
And girdled in thy golden singing-coat,
 
Come thou before my lady and say this .... (p. 3)
If the ballad pleases as the poet wishes, it will receive the Muse’s kiss:
Then it may be, seeing 
how
 sweet she is,
That she will stoop herself none otherwise
Than a blown vine-branch doth,
And kiss thee with soft laughter on thine eyes,
 
Ballad, and on thy mouth, (p. 3).
In this context—Borgia as an idealized lady of poetry praised by a
 
young man committed to putting real life into his verse—the words the
 poet gives his ballad to sing to her become an invocation to his special
 Muse:
Borgia, thy gold hair’s colour burns in me,
Thy mouth makes beat my blood in feverish rhymes;
Therefore so many as these roses be,
 
Kiss me so many times, (p. 3)
The poet’
s
 dream and invocation to his Borgian Muse in “A Ballad of  
Life” serve as Prologue
 
to the volume and announce the rebel poet’s  
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new directions. He will play upon all the strings and choose any
 
subject he wishes because poetry transfigures even the loathsome
 subjects into beauty. In the first ballad, Swinburne analyzes the life of
 poetry.
The second ballad examines the deadening effects upon poetry of
 
avoiding such subjects as
 
love and sin.  “A Ballad of Death” continues  
themes and images
 
introduced in its companion piece; just as contem ­
porary poets no longer play on all the strings of the instrument, they
 neglect essential subjects of poetry. The ballad opens with an apos
­trophe to Love, Time, and Sin to grieve for their mistreatment in the
 poetry of the age; then follows a waking vision of Queen Venus, in
 tears and in poor health, mourning the death of her lady of poetry.
Stanza one indicates how the age restricts Love, stifling her mirth
 
and pleasure: “Kneel down, fair Love, and fill thyself with tears, /
 Girdle thyself with
 
sighing for  a girth / Upon the sides of mirth” (p. 4).  
The “soft raiment” of “woven sighs,” the pains and sorrows for
 “armlet and for gorget and for sleeve,” as Baird points out,7 indicate
 the covering-up of Love. In stanza two, Love’s lute hangs silent on
 trees in the land of death, for no one now plays the instrument.
In the apostrophe in stanza two, Swinburne
 
summarizes his view  
of the
 
treatment of three classic subjects in Victorian poetry: “O Love  
and Time and Sin, / Three singing mouths that mourn now under
­breath, / Three lovers, each one evil spoken of ” (p. 4). Despite their
 banishment, the persona pleads with them to remain for the sake of
 poetry: “Abide a little for our lady’
s
 love” because “The kisses of her  
mouth were more than wine,
 
/ And more than peace the passage of her  
days” (p. 4).
Praise for his Borgian Muse continues in stanza three: Love
 
knows “if she were good to see.” Time cannot find in any land
 “Another woman fashioned like as
 
this” (p. 5). Finally, in a delightful  
image echoing the theme in the first ballad that his Muse transfigures
 “sin and sorrow and death / Making them fair,” Swinburne addresses
 Sin: “thou knowest that all thy shame in her / Was made a goodly
 thing; / Yea, she caught Shame and shamed him with her kiss” (p. 5).
Stanza four pictures Queen Venus mourning the death of her
 
favorite Muse; and Venus herself appears in failing health:
By night there stood over against my bed
Queen Venus with a hood striped gold and black,
 
Both sides drawn fully back
From brows wherein the sad blood failed of red,
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And temples drained of purple and full of death.
Her eyes were as a dove’s that sickeneth. .. . (p. 5)
No longer in her naked splendor, Venus nevertheless shows vestiges
 
of her
 
former self, suggesting she  yet has some life. Despite a change  
in the color of her raiment, “the secret ways of love / And covered
 things thereof’ appear painted upon her dress—things still holding
 “delight as grape-flowers hold their wine” (p. 5).
In following stanzas, the persona gradually realizes the
 
cause of  
Venus’s grief. Observing her countenance and raiment, he under
­stands merely (when stanza six begins) that Venus mourns and
 weeps; he can surmise why only from her words. Echoing songs of
 praise in the Psalms, Venus addresses him: “Arise, lift up thine eyes
 and see / If any glad thing be or any good / Now the best thing is taken
 forth of us” (pp. 5-6). As the observer learns, the “best”
 
is a “she,” his  
and Venus’s Borgian Muse of poetry: “Even she to whom
 
all praise /  
Was as one flower in a great multitude, / One glorious flower of many
 and glorious” (p. 6). The seventh stanza more specifically identifies
 the object of Venus’
s
 sorrow: “Even she whose handmaiden was  
Love—to whom / At kissing times across her stateliest bed / Kings
 bowed themselves” (p. 6). Since further images in the stanza—the
 kisses better than wine, the “honey with a honeycomb,” the “spike
­nard bruised”—recall verses in the Song of Solomon, Swinburne per
­haps reminds his Victorian readers that even in the Bible, kings
 bowed to his lady of
 
poetry and sang songs of sensuous love.
After Venus ends her lament, the speaker sees (in stanza eight)
 the object and cause of her mourning: “Then I beheld, and lo on the
 other side / My lady’s likeness crowned and robed and dead” (p. 6).
 Since he beholds her likeness, the poet may refer to the lifeless imper
­sonation of his lady in contemporary poetry. An analysis of how poets
 mistreat the Muse follows; poetry is now vitiated:
Sweet still, but now not red,
Was the shut mouth whereby men lived and died.
 
And sweet, but emptied of the blood’s blue shade,
 The great curled eyelids that withheld her eyes.
 And sweet, but 
like
 spoilt gold,  
The weight 
of
 colour in her tresses weighed.  
And sweet, but as a vesture with new dyes,
 The body that was clothed with love of old. (p. 6)
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Though still sweet, the
 
poetry written by  his contemporaries for girls  
and children appears lifeless.
Stanza nine continues imagery initiated in the first ballad—
 
apparently describing the female anatomy. Since a literal reading of
 these passages ultimately evokes in “A Ballad of Death” the image of
 leaves suddenly sprouting on a woman’
s
 chest, a metaphorical read ­
ing may be suggested. Although the conceit Swinburne develops pos
­sibly discomfits modern students just as much as a picture of a
 woman’
s
 unclothed body embarrassed Victorians, the images further  
develop his theme as Swinburne expresses his impassioned physical
 responses to poetry. His vision of Borgia in the first ballad, for exam
­
ple,
 makes his “blood burn and swoon” (p. 1). In pertinent terms,  
Lionel Stevenson discusses the poet’
s
 passionate feelings about works  
of art:
The range of Swinburne’s personal experience was so narrow, and
 
indeed so conventional, that he had to depend almost wholly on
 literature and art to provide his imaginative stimulus. 
His
 emo ­
tional reactions, however, were so abnormally intense that a poem
 or 
a
 statue could stir him as profoundly as a love affair or a  
disaster for an ordinary person.8
The poems and essays indicate how Swinburne indeed often looked
 
upon poetry as an ordinary person regards a lover or a friend.
Such intense responses may be revealed
 
in Swinburne’ s compar ­
ing the physical aspects of poetry as printed in books with the physi
­cal attributes of a woman. When he compares poetry to a lover,
 margins of a page appear, for instance, as “sweet white sides”; the
 bosom or “parted breast flowers” represent the
 
twin, parted pages of  
an open book, “cloven apart” at the “interspace” where the pages are
 bound; the mouth or lips, the printed words themselves through which
 poetry speaks; the hair, the lines falling across the page; the eyelids,
 perhaps the cover of a book.
For example, in “A Ballad of Life,” his Borgian lady transfigures
 
“sin and sorrow and death”:
Making them fair as her own eyelids be,
 
Or lips wherein my whole soul’s life abides;
 Or as her 
sweet
 white sides
And bosom carved to kiss. (p. 3)
Swinburne strains the conceit to its limits in “A Ballad of Death.” As
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the speaker weeps over the poetry he reads, his tears
 
fall “Even where  
her parted breast-flowers have place, / Even where they are cloven
 apart—who knows not this?” 
(pp.
 6-7). An impish young man would  
enjoy the notion of hypocritical or prurient readers getting snagged on
 lines saying only that people who never opened a book “know not
 this.” A serious, learned poet would realize that such mischievous
 word-play misleads even sympathetic readers. Swinburne therefore
 awkwardly, but ingeniously, mixes his metaphors as he more
 seriously continues describing the changes in poetry:
Ah! the flowers cleave apart
And their sweet fills the tender interspace;
Ah! the leaves grown thereof were things to kiss
Ere their fine gold was tarnished at the heart. (p. 7)
He shifts to his alternate imagery for printed poetry—moving from
 
“breast flowers” to “flowers” to “leaves”—to imply that the golden
 pages of poetry, so beautiful they can make him weep or prompt him to
 kiss
 
the printed page, have in his day become tarnished because they  
are not of real gold, i. e., poetry about sin or sorrow or love as it actually
 occurs.9 Whatever Swinburne’
s
 purpose in these passages, he delin ­
eates no ordinary mortal woman.
As if continued on the metaphorical level, however, the stanza
 
before the envoy presents a convincing description of a young poet’s
 responses to
 
the  great body of sensuous poetry, whose body he found  
“more virtuous / Than souls of women fashioned otherwise” (p. 7).
 Here the conceit would serve a loftier purpose:
Ah! in the days when God did good to me,
 
Each part about her was a righteous thing;
 Her mouth an almsgiving,
 The glory of her garments charity,
 The beauty of her bosom a good deed. . . . (p. 7)
In those “good days,” before the Victorians took the life from poetry by
 
banishing his Muse, “Love lay upon her eyes” (p. 7).
In the envoy, a ballad again receives instructions, now to “gather
 
poppies” and carry them to Death, along with the
 
dead pages  of verse  
men publish and call poetry:
Now, ballad, gather poppies in thine hands
And sheaves of brier and many rusted sheaves
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Rain-rotten in rank lands,
Waste marigold and late unhappy leaves
And grass that fades ere any of it be mown. . . . (p. 7)
The persona directs the ballad to take an unsightly bouquet of “late
 
unhappy leaves” and poems that fade before their time to Death: “And
 say ‘My master that was thrall to Love / Is become thrall to Death.’ /
 Bow down before him, ballad, sigh and groan” (p. 7). In an age that
 forbids a poet to serve a Muse of sensuous experience, the persona sees
 the death of great poetry as the alternative. The composer of “
A
 Ballad  
of Life” and “A Ballad
 
of Death” imagines  that poets in his time have  
two options: to serve a Muse playing all the strings of poetry, or to
 enter thralldom to a sweet nursery Muse and
 
set up a  death watch for  
poetry. Swinburne
 
resolves to deal with the Muse who permits him to  
write of sin, sorrow, and death, and who makes “all things fair.”
“A Ballad
 
of Life” and “A Ballad of Death”  forecast major motifs  
in the entirety of Poems and Ballads, where the poet exercises his
 artistic freedom to choose his own subjects. The volume will include
 verses about Love, Time, and Sin. Venus, one of his principal female
 leads, will go on stage next in the third poem, “Laus Veneris.” The
 portrait of a Borgia prepares readers for the ladies of pleasure and
 experience who parade through the verses. The paired ballads also
 prefigure poems transforming loathsome subjects into beauty.
 Finally, the poet’s description of his Borgian Muse and his analysis of
 a golden poetry filled with life are clues toward some of the most
 valuable, and most neglected treasures in the collection—the songs
 and revelations of the conflicts and
 
ways of a poet’ s soul. Swinburne  
emphasizes his aesthetic concerns in these poems by opening
 
with a  
vision
 
of his  Borgian lady  and announcing that she rates high among  
the Muses he serves.
NOTES
1
 
The Poems of Algernon Charles Swinburne (London, 1904), 1:1-7.  
References to “
A
 Ballad of Life” and “A Ballad of Death” are to this edition  
and appear in the text. 
I
 thank Professor Clyde K. Hyder, doyen to all  
Swinburnians, of Greenwich CT, for his generous counsel an dinformation.
2
 
See Swinburne’s Lucretia Borgia: Chronicle of  Tebaldeo Tebaldei, ed.  
Randolph Hughes (London, 1942), pp.
 
74-75, for comment upon Swinburne’s  
long-enduring interest in Borgian themes. Julian Baird in “Swinburne,
 Sade, and Blake: The Pleasure-Pain Paradox,” VP, 9 (1971), 56-62, argues
 that the Borgia of the ballads parallels the Borgia of the Chronicle.
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3
 
The Swinburne Letters, ed. Cecil Y. Lang (New Haven, 1959-62),  
3:199-200.
4
 
Swinburne’ s discussion of Byron’ s transformation of the legendary  
Don Juan appears relevant in regard to Swinburne’s use of the Borgia
 name: “It is just worth a word of notice that Byron, like Fielding before him,
 has caught up a well-known name and prefixed it to his work, without any
 attempt or desire to retain the likeness or follow the tradition attached to
 it.”—rpt. Swinburne 
as
 Critic, ed. Clyde K. Hyder (London and Boston,  
1972), pp. 47-48.
5
 
Baird, p. 56.
6
 
See Virginia Surtees, The Paintings and Drawings of Dante Gabriel  
Rossetti (Oxford, 1971), 2: Cat.
 
No. 47. The drawing and painting appear in  
Surtees’s Catalogue, 1: Plates 35 and 36.
7
 
Baird, p. 61.
8
 
The Pre-Raphaelite Poets (Chapel Hill, 1972), p. 219. Probably the  
most familiar example of Swinburne’s comparing a book to the human
 anatomy appears in 
“
Ave Atque Vale,” where he says that holding Baude ­
laire’
s
 book is like holding his hand (Poems, 3:50-57).
9
 
Selections and Excerpts in Swinburne as Critic, provide ample evi ­
dence in prose of Swinburne’s association of leaves and flowers with poetry.
 See, for example, pp. 46,107,135, and 275. Swinburne’s sonnets and elegies
 on writers provide numerous illustrations of this imagery in poems. “On
 Lamb’
s
 Specimens of Dramatic Poets,” for instance, includes both flowers  
and leaves of poetry (Poems, 5:239).
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DEFYING THE OLD LIMITS OF POSSIBILITY:
 
UNCONVENTIONAL ASPECTS OF TWO GASKELL NOVELS
MISSY KUBITSCHEK
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA, OMAHA
The emerging critical recognition for a tradition of women writers
 
both rests on and demands a sophisticated understanding of the
 interplay between conventional and subversive social roles in each
 author and her works. Elaine Showalter’
s
 A Literature of Their Own  
and Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar’s The Madwoman in the Attic,1
 for instance, have pointed to the subtle and symbolic forms of rebel­lion in both popular and classic women’s literature of the nineteenth
 century. Critical definitions of “rebellion” or “unconventionality”
 have matured and expanded during the last decade; George Sand
 represents, we now recognize, only one form of the unconventional.
 Those less willing
 
to break openly with social premises masked their  
resentments in their lives and in their novels, sometimes by “punish
­ing” heroines’ transgressions with madness or death, sometimes by
 merely “curing” their temporary independence with a conversion to
 convention. Elizabeth Gaskell chose this latter alternative, so that, for
 example, the realistic depiction of economic issues and a factory strike
 in Mary Barton dissolves into personal penance and Christian con
­version in the happy ending. North and South and Sylvia's Lovers
 share
 
this shift in  focus; they veer from a resolution outside the  social  
structures of religion and marriage. These conventional endings have
 been thoroughly and rightly criticized;2 Barbara Hardy notes of North
 and South, for example, that “the problems of love and industrial
 failure are solved and dismissed by coincidence and that favorite
 device of the bourgeois novel, the unexpected legacy.”3 Such endings,
 along with Cranford, have engendered a conception of Gaskell as a
 writer severely limited by conventionality.4
The ending, however, is not the whole of the novel. Reader after
 
reader comments on the dissonance between the explicit, standard
 moral authorial commentary and the implications of Gaskell’s plots.5
 Terry Eagleton observes: “It is in this putting of its own controlling ideology into question that the achievement of Sylvia's Lovers lies.”6
 Such discord makes
 
Gaskell’ s novel  second- rather than first-rate, of  
course; a novel confused about its ideology is an artistic Klein bottle.
 Conventional endings obscure but should not blind us to courageous
 originality
 
in other parts of North and South and Sylvia's Lovers. In a  
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series of innovative analogies, North and South suggests a radical
 
rejection of social repression, a repression which Sylvia's Lovers
 explores primarily in terms of its effect on her heroine’
s
 growth into  
and understanding of her own sexuality.
Gaskell’
s
 first novel, Mary Barton, offended manufacturers who  
felt that it promoted working-class discontent and offered sympathy
 to strikers. North and South placated these businessmen
 
by showing  
the
 
factory  owners’ financial vulnerability  and by featuring an owner  
as its
 
heroine’ s romantic interest. Ironically, this “conciliatory” novel  
has as its basis the rejection of the ruling social, religious, political-
 economic, and military orders.
The critic expecting a conventional, straightforward narrative
 
will be puzzled by North and South and think its technique halting.
 Martin Dodsworth suggests, for example, that “The novel starts three
 times—in Harley Street, in Helstone, and in Milton—and only really
 gets under way at the third attempt”;7 he feels that the first two
 openings are dismissed, merely to reshape the sentimental readers’
 expectations. Dodsworth’s idea is ingenious, but many incidents in North and South would be so completely to that audience’
s
 taste  
(particularly the ending) that warning seems unnecessary.
 
The novel  
really works with a series of analogies rather than an unbroken
 narrative line; the “first two beginnings” justify the more extreme
 rebellions later. Margaret’s engaged cousin Edith looks like
 
Titania,  
“a soft ball
 
of muslin and ribbon, and silken curls, and gone off into  a  
peaceful little after-dinner nap” (p. 35). Drowsiness verging on enerva
­tion pervades the scene, and the description very nearly transforms
 Edith into a slightly superior sort of cat. In
 
more than one sense she is  
reminiscent of Titania, since her conventionality
 
leads away from all  
motion and energy, really from all humanity. Margaret’s two rejec
­tions of Henry Lennox, who comes from this world, make a deeper
 kind of sense because of this opening; Margaret’s rejection of the
 social opportunities inherent in this marriage does not come out of
 bitter feelings of exclusion, like Jane Eyre’
s
 or Lucy Snowe’s, but from  
the knowledge of its superficiality. Though Margaret retains many
 class prejudices from her Harley Street upbringing, she has begun to
 break away.
The Helstone
 
incident broadens the attack on social institutions  
and also enlarges the notion
 
of the rebel. When Margaret’s father, Mr. 
Hale, reveals that he can no longer make a declaration
 
of conformity  
to the Liturgy of the Church
 
of England, he emphatically  denies that  
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he has religious doubts. He has, therefore, developed a personal defini
­
tion
 
of religious  truth which he cannot reconcile with the institutional  
definition. His crisis of conscience has intensified with his bishop’s
 offer of another living: if he accepts, he must affirm the Liturgy. An
 analogy to Lennox’
s
 offer to Margaret, this opportunity for  advance ­
ment crystallizes a rejection already fundamentally decided. Though
 Margaret and her father
 
can exist within the confines  of conventional  
social roles, an explicit acceptance of those roles would
 
violate their  
integrity. Vitality and imagination characterize both the young and
 the middle-aged rebel. The bookish Mr. Hale
 
does not adapt perfectly  
to his new life in industrial Milton, but he has enough flexibility to
 make friends there and find himself employment. 
A
 Titania deprived  
of her milieu, in frail health, with no intensity of personality or will,
 Mrs. Hale effectively curses God and dies by refusing to look for any
 source of employment or companionship beyond her servant Dixon,
 the remnant of the old life.
The third
 
rebel, Frederick, faces more serious consequences than  
the others, since he confronts military rather than drawing-room or
 religious authority. Even the conservative Mrs. Hale thinks
 
her son’s  
behavior right, though her support is based on maternal love rather
 than any real philosophic position. Ironically, she voices
 
the Roman ­
tic objection against system when she tells Margaret of the events
 leading up to the
 
mutiny in  which Frederick  participates: “Is that the  
letter in which he speaks of Captain Reid’
s 
impatience with the men,  
for not going through the ship’s manoeuvres as quickly as the
 Avenger? You see, he says that they had many new hands on board
 the Russell, while the Avenger had been nearly three years on the
 station, with nothing to do but to
 
keep slavers off, and work her  men,  
till they ran up and down the rigging like rats or monkeys” (p. 52). In
 the interest of show, worthless competition, the captain wishes to
 reduce his men to animals (as the simile notes) since his system uses
 only their animal traits. In the mutiny which follows a crewman’s
 death caused by the captain’s harshness, the captain and his adher
­ents are left in a small boat and later rescued. The conventional
 mind’s inherent limitations in comprehending and reacting to indi
­vidual assertion find expression in the newspaper account of the
 mutiny: the paper assumes
 
that despite their avoidance of bloodshed,  
the mutineers have become pirates, an assumption that a rejection of
 conventional authority always amounts to anarchical selfishness.
 When the state
 
captures some of the mutineers, it hangs them, so that  
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authority has killed twice, while individual
 
conscience remains pure.
The strikers’ revolt against the political and economic system
 profitable for the mill owners receives far more qualified approval
 than the individual rebellions. First, Gaskell simply does not see
 
the  
system as morally bankrupt. Though limited, for instance,
 
in artistic  
appreciation, the owners talk much more energetically than their 
Harley Street counterparts; they misdirect this energy, but its very
 
presence bespeaks a potential for change absent in Henry Lennox. In
 addition, the love between the industrialist John Thornton and his
 mother runs
 
far  deeper than the affection of Mrs. Shaw for her daugh ­
ter Edith (an affection rather confused with spinets and Indian
 shawls) or for Margaret, whom the family politely inquires about
 
and  
then politely forgets when the Hales move to Milton. Second, the
 issues of this struggle are more complex, simply because the number of
 people directly involved is much greater than in the other, more indi
­vidual choices. Mary Barton shows a strike that cannot possibly
 
hurt  
the owners, but that will starve the
 
workers. North and South shows  
the owners, already hard-pressed, driven to the brink of bankruptcy.
This vulnerability, which pacified the real-life manufacturers
 
who had castigated Mary Barton, inverts the earlier novel’s premises:
 trusting that increased tolerance and a desire to change social condi
­tions would proceed from education, Mary
 
Barton presents working ­
class life to the middle class; North and South really presents
 middle-class reasoning to all others. The middle-class ignorance in
 Mary Barton receives John Barton’
s
 famous attack: “Don’t think to  
come over me with th’ old talk, that the rich know nothing of the trials
 of the poor; I say, if they don’t know, they ought to
 
know. We’re their  
slaves as long as we can work; we pile up their fortunes with the sweat
 of our brows, and yet we are to live as separate as if we were in two
 worlds; ay, as separate as Dives and Lazarus, with a great gulf
 between us.” The manufacturers’ ignorance here is self-serving; the
 middle class seeks to isolate itself, limits its knowledge, in order to
 avoid its obligations. The workers’ oversimplified idea of their
 employers’ lives and powers in North
 
and South does nearly as much 
harm as its inverse in Mary Barton, but the mollified industrialists
 seem to have overlooked Gaskell’
s
 quiet assignment of responsibility,  
for the middle class must again accept the blame. An exaggerated
 bluster consisting of never having to justify or discuss one’s inten
­tions constitutes Thornton’s original conception of independence.
 This
 
designed isolation has  a fancied  superiority as its basis: “I agree
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with Miss Hale so far as to consider our people in the condition of
 
children, while I deny that we, the masters, have
 
anything to do  with  
making or keeping them so...I will use my best discretion...to make
 laws and come to just decisions in the conduct of my business—laws
 and decisions which work for my own good in the first instance—for
 theirs in the second; but I will neither be forced to give my reasons, nor
 flinch from what I have once declared to be my resolution” (p. 167).
 Thornton’
s
 arrogance probably arises from his steady climb from  
factory boy to mill owner;
 
financial ruin, as well as  Margaret’ s assev ­
erations, finally convinces him of his fallibility.
Within this context of revolt against tryannous social authority,
 
Thornton and Margaret’
s
 love story shows Gaskell’ s awareness of  
what revolt entails: Margaret must slough off the class
 
prejudices  she  
acquired in Harley Street, learn to accept as well as tolerate the less
 formal manners of Milton, above all, recognize
 
and embrace her own  
capacity for passion. In short, she must construct for herself
 
moral  
rules and develop the potential which justified her rejection of conven
­tion. Some critics assume that Margaret’s feelings simply represent
 another of Gaskell’
s
 limitations—Ganz remarks, for instance, that “in  
Margaret a Brontëan spirit of self-assertion is weakened by a rather
 meretricious coyness and reticence in deference to Victorian prud
­ery.”8 The first description of Margaret’s reticence shows that
 assumption to be too simple: “Margaret felt guilty and ashamed of
 having grown so
 
much into a woman as to be thought  of in marriage”  
(p. 65). Gaskell’
s
 language is too strong to denote coyness: Margaret  
here retreats
 
from her own  sexuality, though she cannot quite deny its  
existence. When she attends the Thornton dinner party, Margaret
 rejoices when the men rejoin the women after dinner, because “She
 liked the exultation in the sense of power which these Milton men had.
 It might be rather rampant in its display, and savour of boasting; but
 still they seemed to defy the old limits of possibility, in a kind of fine
 intoxication...” (p. 217). “Rampant,” “intoxication”—this is the lan
­guage of sexual attraction. Margaret consciously enjoys the men’s
 display of power, and she associates it with new areas of experience, in
 a kind of
 
subconscious code for sexuality. Later, when she considers  
her behavior in physically shielding Thornton from the rioters, she
 bitterly regrets this new area of experience and attempts to
 
deny it: “  
'I, who have despised people for showing emotion—who have thought
 them wanting in self-control—I went down and must needs throw
 myself into the melee, like a Romantic fool!...it is no wonder
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those people thought I was in love with him, after disgracing myself in
 
that way. I in love—and with him too!” (p. 247).9 Clearly Margaret
 reacts against the whole idea of 
love,
 and yet she  does not  seem coy or 
merely bashful—the strength of revulsion is too great. Margaret’s
 feelings show distaste for the conventionally melodramatic with
 “Romantic fool” and a strong, perhaps unhealthy, concern with
 power. Just as Thornton accepts the vulnerability brought by his
 economic position, so Margaret must learn to accept the risk that
 accompanies sexual love in order to “defy the old limits of possibility.”
This reading may be more persuasive if North and South is placed
 
not with the antiseptic Ruth, which has special reasons for avoiding
 sexuality, but with Sylvia's Lovers, in which Gaskell herself defies the
 old limits of sexual frankness. Contemporary critics had scorned
 Charlotte Bronte’
s
 novels as coarse and indelicate  for indicating  the  
presence of sexuality in their heroines, and Gaskell’
s
 biography  
acquiesces in the judgment and offers by way of excuse an explana
­tion of its origin in Branwell’s influence. Despite this apparent yield
­ing to the popular standard, Gaskell’
s
 practice intensifies Bronte’s  
tendencies. Expressed indirectly or symbolically, sexuality provides
 the major motivation for the characters’ action in Sylvias Lovers.
Kinraid’
s
 first extended speech in Sylvia’ s hearing establishes his  
sexual interests, by way of a sea yarn:
“And says our captain—as were a daredevil, if ever a man were—
 
‘There’ll be an opening in yon dark grey wall, and into that open
­ing I’ll sail, if 1 coast along it till th’ day 
of
 judgment.’...All at once,  
th’ man as were n watch gave a cry: he saw a break in the ice, as
 we’d begun to think were everlasting; and we all gathered towards
 the bows, and the captain 
called
 to th’ man at the helm to keep her  
course, and cocked his head, and began to walk the quarter-deck
 jaunty again. And we came to a great cleft in th’ long weary rock of
 ice: and the sides o’ th’ cleft were not jagged, but went straight
 sharp down into the foaming waters. But we took one look at what
 lay inside, 
for
 our captain, with a loud cry to God, bade the helms ­
man steer nor’ards away fra’ th’ mouth o’ Hell. We all saw wi’ our
 own eyes, inside that fearsome wall o’ ice—seventy mile long, as
 we could swear to—inside that grey, cold ice, came leaping flames,
 all red and yellow wi’ heat o’ some unearthly kind, out o’ th’ very
 waters o’ the sea’ making our eyes dazzle wi’ their scarlet blaze
 that shot up as high, nay, higher than the ice around, yet never so
 much as a shred on
 
’t was melted. They did say that some beside 
our captain saw the black devils dart hither and thither, quicker
 than the very flames themselves; anyhow, he saw them.”10
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The ship’
s
 voyage into the glacier, the foaming waters, the hot  
geyser—these clearly represent intercourse and the frightening dis
­covery of passion. Sylvia appears to understand Kinraid’
s
 message  
subconsciously: “All night long Sylvia dreamed of burning volcanoes
 springing out of icy seas. But, as in the
 
specsioneer’ s tale, the flames  
were peopled with demons, there was no human interest for her in the
 wondrous scene in which she was no actor, only a spectator” (p. 91). At
 seventeen, Sylvia has only just met a man capable of awakening her
 sexuality, though Gaskell has suggested Sylvia’
s
 potential—her  
insistence on a scarlet rather than a grey
 
cloak, her inclusion of a rose  
to set off a dish sent to Kinraid indicate a sensuous if not yet
 
sensual  
nature.
Philip’s love cannot engender a return from Sylvia because he
 
cannot express his sexual nature. Gaskell notes, though without a
 specifically sexual application, that “The whole atmosphere of life
 among the Friends at this date partook of this character of self
­repression, and both Coulson and Hepburn shared in it” (p. 111). One
 detail takes on particular significance from its proximity to the fire
­passion equation in Kinraid’s story. While trying to educate Sylvia,
 Philip
 
forces  her to  copy the single word “Abednego” for a whole page,  
and she rebels. The name remains a name to both of them, even in
 each
 
other’ s presence; associations with the fiery furnace do not occur  
to them. Philip can comprehend only the form of sexual passion, not
 its essence. Sylvia laughingly says that if she ever writes Philip a
 letter, it will consist of nothing but “Abednego”; later when he has left
 to look after her imprisoned father’s interest, he begs her to write.
 Though Gaskell does not reveal if Sylvia replies, her letter really could
 be nothing but “Abednego,” the hollow form, which is all that Philip
 receives from their marriage.
 
This concern with sexuality  evaporates
when Sylvia refuses to break her marriage vows and leave Philip, and
 the rest of the novel is quite flat, much like Wuthering Heights after
 Heathcliff
's
 death.
Except in Sylvias Lovers (and there the pessimism comes as
 much from the unchangeable natures of individuals as from social
 oppression), Gaskell’
s
 appreciation of individuality and her Unitar ­
ian optimism determine her vision of communities embracing rather
 than crushing individuals.
 
A workman in North and South explicitly  
states the necessity of considering individuality when attempting any
 social change: “And I’m not one who thinks truth can be shaped out in
 words, all neat
 
and clean, as  th’ men at th’ foundry  cut out sheet-iron.  
Same bones won’t go down wi’ every
 
one. It’ll stick here i’ this man’s  
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throat, and there i’ t’others. Let alone that, when down,
 
it may  be too  
strong for this one, too weak for that. Folk who sets up to doctor th’
 world wi’ their truth, mun suit different for different minds; and be a bit tender in th’ way of giving it too, or the poor sick fool may spit it out
 i’ their faces” (p. 293). Geoffrey Tillotson rightly calls kindness the
 ultimate virtue in Gaskell’s vision,11 and for Gaskell, kindness
 requires clear-sightedness in recognizing, as well as gentleness in
 dealing with, individual eccentricities. Her
 
constant recurrence to the  
catch-phrase, “We have all one common
 
heart,”12 accents  the unity  of  
mankind without denying its diversity, as do all the novels. At the
 conclusion of a bereaved workman’
s
 visit to the Hales, for instance,  
“Margaret the Churchwoman, her father the Dissenter, Higgins the
 Infidel, knelt down together. It did them no harm” (p. 297).
 
The image  
is
 
fine, though the authorial  gloss  coarsens it. This harmonious blend  
has a later analogue in Thornton’
s
 factory dining room (pp. 445-447),  
about which a speaker comments: “ 'Nothing like the act of eating for
 equalising men. Dying is nothing to it. The philosopher dies
 sententiously—the pharisee ostentatiously—the simple-hearted
 humbly—the poor idiot blindly, as the sparrow falls to the ground; but
 philosopher, and idiot, publick and pharisee, all eat after the same
 fashion—given an equally good digestion. There’
s
 theory for you!’ ” (p.  
446). Mankind apparently has, in addition to a common heart, a
 communal stomach.
Only communication can preserve this harmony in diversity.
 
Though Mary Barton and North and South assert the necessity of
 communication, Sylvia's Lovers has a much more personal sense of
 its primacy, since Gaskell is no longer self-consciously depicting eco
­nomic classes in conflict and feels no obligation to include broadly
 representative characters. Nearly every page of Sylvia's Lovers con
­tains a melancholy sense of how often people mistake one another,
 even when they honestly try to
 
communicate. Emotional withdrawal  
and secrecy guarantee even more
 
pain, since  they produce ignorance  
and more misunderstanding. Thus, to mention only two examples,
 Philip wounds Hester Rose continually because he remains unaware
 of her love for him, and the Robsons’ concealment of Sylvia’s engage
­ment leads to Philip’
s
 disastrous lie that his rival is dead. Gaskell  
suggests no origin for the problems in communication; their very
 ubiquity and the novel’
s
 resignation to suffering show her despair of  
finding a cure.
In chapter one, which describes the setting in detail, Gaskell
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observes that “The cattle in the pasture fields belonging to these
 
farms looked half-starved; but somehow there was an odd, intelligent
 expression in their faces...which is seldom seen in the placidly stupid
 countenances of
 
well-fed animals” (p. 3). This comment sounds very  
like the bitter consolation of Villette—suffering brings knowledge—
 
 
and later Gaskell withdraws even that pittance. Though Bell’ s and
Daniel Robson’
s
 different temperaments frequently make their mar ­
riage painful to Bell, she loves him and often enjoys his company.
 Though she despairs of teaching him, she has learned the means of
 
 
managing him, a certain sad knowledge. His hanging, however,
 brings no sort of compensating enlightenment—only unbearable pain
 leading to senility. Likewise, Sylvia’s loss of Kinraid (when she thinks
him drowned) causes a kind of
 
suspended animation; although she  
marries Philip, her spirit has withdrawn
 
so completely  that she never  
expresses any wish and seldom any definite reaction.
The last quarter of Sylvia's Lovers changes this circumstance, of
 
course, and even the most credulous reader will reject it
 
as bogus. The  
novel’
s
 frustrating ending reminds me somewhat of an author’s wistful
 comment that “Great Expectations” is a title that every writer
wishes were still available: probably every critic yearns after F. R.
 
Leavis’ original ex cathedra pronouncement that the Gwendolen
 Harleth portion of Daniel Deronda should be separated from what he
 considered its damaging context. As this possibility of a literary
 caesarian has been eliminated, one can only state that if Gaskell had
 stopped writing when she tired of the work,13 if she had not resorted to
 recounting a parable of a crusader and his wife and then twisted
 
her  
characters to fit that parable, Sylvia's Lovers would be a much
 
better  
and a much better-known novel.
Even weakened by its ending, the work powerfully presents com
­
munication as the central necessity for
 
tolerable, let alone enjoyable,  
lives. Lies, of course, subvert communication, and in Sylvia's Lovers
 Philip’s
 
lie ruins his life and Sylvia’ s too. As many critics note, lying is  
a leit-motif in Gaskell’
s
 novels—John Barton lies by omission when  
he allows Jem Wilson to be
 
tried for Carson’ s murder; Margaret Hale  
lies directly to protect her brother; the Reverend Benson and his sister
 Faith lie to set up a socially acceptable identity for Ruth; Osborne
 Hamley hides his marriage; and of course, Hyacinth’
s
 entire emo ­
tional life consists of fabrication. Gaskell’s treatment of this issue in
 Ruth
 
assumes her audience’s endorsement of the Unitarian belief that  
lies blur and deny God’s design,14 and North and South does only a
 little better with the issue.
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Sylvia’
s
 Lovers shows a tremendous increase of insight into a lie’s  
effect on the liar; it
 
shows,  for instance, the renewed consciousness of  
the lie every time an external circumstance forces Philip to hear
 Kinraid’
s
 name, and  thus demonstrates the  remorse claimed but not  
made
 
convincing in Ruth. We do not know how much direct experience  
with lies
 
Gaskell  had had when  she wrote North and South and Ruth;  
we do know, however, that she lied in The Life of Charlotte Brontë by
 suppressing Charlotte’s love for M. Héger and by both exaggerating
 the effect of and changing the dates of Branwell’
s
 decline  to explain  
Charlotte’
s
 depression  on leaving Brussels. Gaskell wanted to present  
Bronte as a supremely admirable woman rather than a great artist,
 and in order to do so, she felt impelled
 
to falsify one of Brontë’ s most  
important, formative experiences. Perhaps that experience led
 
to the  
more complex and satisfying analysis of
 
lying in Sylvia’s Lovers.
Sylvia’s Lovers includes an almost impersonal deceit directly
 linked to the
 
oppressive  social system. When the people have grown so  
wary of the press gang’
s
 illegal seizures that the men barely venture  
outside their homes, the gang
 
rings the fire bell at night, separating  
and securing its prey in the resulting confusion. Though of course they
 have been irritated by the gang’s previous activities,
 
the townspeople  
particularly resent the use of
 
the bell: “Then the fire-bell had been a  
decoy; a sort of seething the kid in its mother’s milk, leading men into
 a snare through their kindliest feelings” (p. 221). The means of com
­munication, which construct a community capable of
 
protecting its  
individuals, have been abused for narrower interests. Sylvia’s Lovers
 has the most dramatic and fully developed sense of how an oppressive
 system perverts communication, but the earlier novels have proto
­types. Margaret Hale considers a lie necessary to guarantee her broth
­er’s safety from an unjust legal system, for instance, and that lie
 damages her communication with Thornton. The Bensons likewise
 feel that a lie is their only refuge from rigid public opinion. Thus,
 overly authoritarian political or social systems erode the only basis
 for the individual’
s
 happiness, unrestrained communication.
A novelist, particularly a pre-Jamesian novelist, cannot be judged
 solely on the basis of his or her novels’ finales. We would not hesitate
 to call
 
Gaskell revolutionary if she ended her novels as their premises  
demand; 
we
 ought not to forget those premises and dismiss her as  
conventional. Gaskell only ended her novels in the usual
 
way; North  
and South and Sylvia’s Lovers stand as
 
her defiance of the old limits.
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HOW THE SCREW IS TURNED:
 
JAMES’
S
 AMUSETTE
JAMES B. SCOTT
THE UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT
When Henry James described his novella The Turn of the Screw
 
as “an amusette to catch those not easily caught (the 'fun’ of the
 capture of the witless being ever but small...),”1 he was not kidding.
 Several generations of readers have stranded themselves on what
 James deceptively denigrated as a “pot-boiler.” Oddly enough, critical
 focus has aimed at the wrong phrase (“to catch those not easily
 caught”), just as in reading this delightful and essentially humorous
 tale, readers are lured into focussing on the wrong characters. James’s
 amusette (for that is the telling word) has caught just
 
about everyone  
precisely because it is, indeed, “a plaything.”2
James’s theory of art as organic
 
postulates that no words neces ­
sary are omitted, but also that no unnecessary words are added. Why
 should he have expended so many words to describe the children’s
 activities, if they are to be seen as static “victims?” Readers have
 apparently attributed all those details of the children’
s
 games, cos
tumings, and whispered confabulations to “verisimilitude,” and for
­gotten about them. 
If,
 however, James honored his own definition of  
art as organic, these details must be necessary. Rather than static
 victims of evil, the children emerge under close observation as active
 perpetrators of a series of hoaxes. The governess, their victim, is
 actually the static figure.
If
 
we choose to ignore James’ s many hints concerning  the child ­
ren’
s
 play, the governess’ subjective narration indeed sounds like a  
ghost story. For Harold Goddard, the tale affirms childhood’s
 innocence:
The evil leaves its mark, if you will, but no trace 
of
 stain or smirch.
The children remain what they were—incarnations of loveliness
 and charm. Innocence 
is
 armor plate: this is what the story seems  
to say. And does not life bear out that belief? Otherwise, in what
 but infamy would the younger generation ever end? Miles and
 Flora, to be sure, are withered at last in the flame of the governess’
 passion. But corrupted—never!3
Edna Kenton sees a deep psychological study of the governess’
 
psyche:
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There are traps and lures in plenty, but just a little wariness will
 
suffice 
to
 disprove, with a single survey of the ground, the tradi ­
tional, we might almost call it the lazy version of this tale. Not the
 children, but the little governess was hounded by ghosts, who, as
 James confides with such suave frankness in his Preface, merely
 “helped me to express my subject all directly and intensely.”
So, on The Turn of the Screw, Henry James has won, hands
 
down, all round; has won most of all when the reader, persistently
 baffled, but persistently wondering, comes 
face
 to face at last with  
the little 
governess,
 and realizes, with a conscious thrill greater  
than that of merely automatic nerve shudders before 
“
horror,”  
that the guarding ghosts and children—what they are and what
 they do—are only exquisite dramatizations of her little personal
 mystery, figures for the ebb and flow of troubled thought within
 her 
mind,
 acting out her story.4
Robert Heilman sees the ghosts as real, and in contact with the
 
children: “I am convinced that, at the level of action,
 
the story  means  
exactly what it says: that at Bly there are apparitions which the
 governess sees, which are consistent with her own independent ex
­perience, and of which the children have a knowledge which they
 endeavor to conceal.”5
Leon Edel thinks the governess imagines she sees apparitions,
 
but is sure that the children do not:
The governess’ imagination, we see, discovers 
“
depths” within  
herself. Fantasy seems to be reality to her. Anything and every ­
thing can and does happen, in her 
mind.
 The attentive reader,  
when he is reading the story critically, can only observe that we
 are always in the realm of the supposititious [sic]. Not once in the
 entire story do the children see anything strange or frightening. It
 
is
 the governess’ theory that they see as much as she does, and  
that they communicate with the dead. But it 
is
 the governess who  
does all the seeing and all the supposing. “My values are posi
­tively all blanks save only so far as an excited horror, a promoted
 pity, a created expertness,” James explained in his Preface. But
 we have one significant clue to the author’s “blanks.” In his
 revision of the story for the New York Edition he altered his text
 again and again to put the story into the realm of the governess’
 feelings. Where he had her say originally “I saw” or “I
 believed”  
he 
often
 substituted “I felt.”6  
Eric Solomon, having applied the
 
methods of Sherlock Holmes,
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announces: “Never again need there be another explication of The
 
Turn of the Screw...
,
” and proceeds to frame Mrs. Grose as the perpe ­
trator of 
evil,
 accusing her of having bumped off both Miss Jessel and  
Quint. Her motive? She wanted to be governess herself!7 Mark Spilka
 sees the apparitions as “sex-ghosts” arising out of the governess’
 severely repressed libido: “The intruder supplants another object of romantic fancy, her master and the children’s uncle, whom she
 dreams of
 
meeting now on the path, smiling and approving, as in a  
‘charming story.’ Instead she sees the sex-ghost, Peter Quint.”8 For
 Charles
 
G. Hoffman the ghosts are real, and Wayne C. Booth is of the  
same opinion: “I may as well begin by admitting—reluctantly since
 all of the glamor is on the other side—that for me James’ conscious
 intentions are fully realized: the ghosts are real, the governess sees
 what she says she sees.”9
Let us begin by reassembling the actual data of the story. All
 
readings of The Turn of the Screw that conclude the governess is an
 ogress for various reasons having to do with her romantic self-image,
 her deeply repressed libido, her unbalanced childhood, her strict reli
­gious training—perhaps true in themselves—fly in the face of the
 stated
 
testimony in the story. That testimony  must be  accepted, or we  
have no story. The young governess was recalled, years later, as
 having been an excellent person. Douglas found her to be “the most
 agreeable woman I’ve ever known in her position; she would have
 been worthy of any [presumably any man’
s
 affection] whatever.”10 In  
a succession of meetings and conversations he found her “awfully
 clever and nice....I liked her extremely and am glad she liked me too.”11
To this clever and agreeable woman, authorship of the narrative
 
is attributed. Surely this feat, with its concomitant attempts at accu
­racy and honesty, even when the evidence puts her in a bad light,
 suggests a person of above average qualities. The data as given by the
 governess, who wrote the account years later—that is to say, did not
 dash it off on the tide of hysteria—is to be taken as essentially accu
­rate. James himself assures us in the
 
Preface that the story depends  
upon trusting the accuracy of the governess’ observations, if not of her
 interpretations of them: “It was ‘deja tres-joli’,‘in “The Turn of the
 Screw,” please believe, the general
 
proposition  of our young woman’s  
keeping crystalline her record of so many intense anomalies and
 obscurities—by which I don’t of course mean her explanation of them,
 a different matter.”12
Now what had been going on at Bly prior to the arrival of this
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inexperienced twenty-year-old governess? The real existence of one
 
Peter Quint, deceased, formerly a personal servant to the Harley
 Street bachelor, and of Miss Jessel, also deceased, a former governess,
 must be accepted. Was Peter Quint named for Peter Quince of “A
 Midsummer Night's Dream” as has
 
been suggested?13 Certainly  this  
is an inviting possibility, although not a necessary one. Peter Quince
 the clown—that is “not a gentleman”—aspired to dress up in costume,
 impress the “quality”; produce his poor play for the amusement of
 dukes and courtiers. Peter Quint of James’s tale was a gentleman’s
 gentleman who purloined coats and vests from his master’s wardrobe,
 to play the urbane playboy at bucolic Bly. He pinched bottoms, this
 Quint, or “was too free,” in Mrs. Grose’
s
 phrase, with the young female  
help. One has every reason to surmise, in fact, that he managed to get
 poor Miss Jessel pregnant, as a consequence of which she was obliged
 to leave her position. Very likely she died in connection with
 childbirth.
Peter Quint taught little Miles everything he knew, no matter how
 
inappropriate that knowledge might be to one of Miles’s tender years.
 Young Miles thus became a prodigy, altogether too knowing in the
 ways of the world, and precociously in advance of the innocent gover
­ness who would shortly be hired
 
to take care of him. A little scholar,  
mathematician, pianist and actor, he could memorize yards of verse
 as well as plan and execute simple but effective stratagems. At school
 he amused himself at the expense of everyone he found amusing. He
 “said things,” he finally admits, for
 
which he  was a length expelled.  
This expulsion was not upsetting to Miles; he was far too
 
mature to be  
ruffled by trifles. The world, he knew, is
 
filled with schools; one could  
always be sent to another. A great little imitator, Miles was cursed
 with his precociousness, for he found himself living in a humorless
 world.
Imagine, then, his delight upon returning in enforced fashion to
 
dull Bly at meeting a new governess, one who is chockful of insipid but
 beautifully idealistic banalities as to what she shall do for her little
 charges. The governess is simply too enticing a target for Miles’
s feeble resistance to withstand. He decides to throw a little mystery
 into her life. He does not wish her ill—at least not at first—he just
 craves a bit of amusement to while away the time until fall. An
 amiable rascal, Miles really likes his new governess.
Significantly, the governess sees no “apparitions” until little
 
Miles returns to Bly. Then one fateful evening after tucking her
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charges in
 
bed, the governess strolls out on the  grounds.  These strolls  
have become a habit with her, something that
 
Miles no doubt would  
notice. She likes to amuse herself with the almost-proprietary feelings
 she is beginning to allow herself. During this twilight hour while the
 governess romances her fantasies, Miles is busy preparing one of his
 own. He dons one of the late Peter Quint’s coats, one which Quint had
 previously stolen from his master. The governess will later report to
  Mrs. Grose that her apparition was dressed “in somebody’s clothes.
They’re smart, but they’re not his own.”14 How could the lady possibly
 
know this? Because, of course, the clothes do
 
not fit. Then Miles, bent  
on impersonating his
 
late friend, stuck himself up with some whiskers  
and clapped upon his head an audacious mop of “red hair, very red,
 close-curling.” The clear-eyed governess also took note that the eye
­brows were “somewhat darker,” thus letting us know that Miles had
 trusted to distance and twilight to average out the wig and his own
 darker coloring.
 
The governess was also able to make out that the eyes  
of her apparition were sharp and strange: “I only know clearly that
 they’re rather small and very fixed.”15 Of course they are small; the
 little imposter is only ten years old! As for the clarity of the eyes, we
 can only
 
note that by the time Miles has worn himself out scaring the  
governess, his eyes will not seem 
so
 bright. The governess sums up her  
impression by
 
concluding: “He gives me  a sort  of sense of looking like  
an actor.”16 Her perceptions, as James has indicated, are crystalline;
 for essentially she is right. Still, one might wonder how Miles could
 impersonate the height of an adult? Miles knew that his inferior
 stature must give him away. His solution was two-fold. First, he would
 depend heavily upon sharp angle-divergences from the horizontal—
 these would throw off the observer’s perspective; just to be sure, he
 would employ distance. Finally, he would conceal the lower torso just
 enough to confound
 
any possible estimation of his own shortness.  We  
see, then,
 
for our first apparition, the ludicrous sight of Miles support ­
ing himself upon the parapet of the tower by hands “stiff-armed” upon
 the ledge, and “walking” himself along by shuffling his hands:
He was in one of the angles, the one away from the house, very
 
erect, as it struck me, and with both hands on the ledge. So 1 saw
 him as I see the letters I form on this page; then, exactly, after a
 minute, as if to add to the spectacle, he slowly changed his place-
 passed, looking at me hard all the while [Miles must make sure she
 looks at his face, not his hands as he 
“
walks”] to the opposite  
corner of the platform...and I can see at this moment the way his
 hand, as he went, passed from one 
of
 the crenellations to the  
next.17
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Not too difficult a feat of gymnastics
 
for a ten-year-old. The governess  
saw, as James assures us, but was unable
 
to interpret correctly  what  
she saw. Miles must have been sufficiently satisfied with the results to
 put in the back of
 
his mind the notion of staging a reappearance.
On a rainy Sunday, the sort of day when kids chafe with boredom,
 the governess prepares for the late service
 
at church. She tidily recalls  
her mended glove which she had stitched in the dining room, as she
 says: “with a publicity perhaps not edifying—while I sat with the
 children at their tea....”18 That is, the children took note of her sewing,
 and knew she would retrieve the glove before going to church. By this
 time, the light is fading; it it a good time for deceptions. Reentering the
 dining room, the poor lady is presented with a second vision of the
 dead Peter Quint. She sees him more closely, but not more clearly, and
 again in half-view: “He was the same—he was the same, and seen, this
 time, as he had been seen before, from the waist 
up,
 the window,  
though the dining room was on the ground floor, not going down to the
 terrace on which he stood.”19
Alack! Our sharp-eyed governess makes her first mistake. She
 
assumes that he stands on the terrace, although she only sees the
 upper half of her apparition. Of course she is
 
wrong. Miles’ s little legs  
are not that long. He hangs from the vines, or possibly stands on a box
 or ledge—and he again wears his Peter Quint outfit.
The governess’ terrors now engage like gears with her early train
­
ing. She regresses. She decides that since the figure coolly surveyed
 the room, it was not looking for her, but “someone else.” It’s a spook
 right out of a ghost story,
 
in other words, out to “get” the children. She  
runs out of the house and around the corner to confront...nothing:
 “The terrace and the whole place, the lawn
 
and garden beyond it,  all I  
could
 
see of the park, were empty with a great  emptiness.  There were  
shrubberies and big trees, but I remember the clear assurance I felt
 that none of them concealed him. He was there or was not there; not
 there if I didn’t see him.”20 Mistake number two, and really serious
 this time. Ghosts never hide behind trees or bushes, it is true, but little
 boys up
 
to mischief do. The governess, not James,  believes in  ghosts.  
Here again, as James promises us in the Preface, the governess is
 accurate, but
 
she is starting to misinterpret everything.  That is where  
James was having so much fun with his readers, who were busily
 populating his story
 
with their own themes of good and evil, or moral ­
izing upon their own Freudian bogeymen. Why should we insult the
 author’
s
 intelligence with our own superstitions? Brother to William
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James, Henry was well aware of the various theories of the nature of
 
reality, as well as of the “psychical phenomena” that James under
­stood were created by autosuggestion. Had the governess been less
 romantically given to frissons, and had she immediately searched the
 grounds, she would have infallibly dragged out of concealment one
 small boy, rather ridiculous in “somebody’
s
 clothes,” glued-on red  
chin-whiskers, and a red wig. Instead of seeking her tormenter, the
 badly shaken governess begins to identify with him. She places her
­self against the window, standing now where she had seen the appari
­tion: “It was confusedly present to me that I ought to place myself
 where he had stood. I did so; I applied
 
my face to the pane  and looked,  
as he had looked, into the
 
room.”21 Her  image, distorted by  the faulty  
glass, scares the bejesus out of Mrs. Grose, who now enters the room.
 Why, we wonder, does the
 
governess so stand, and so frighten? She is 
now ready to reveal her two visions of
 
spirits, and this unconscious  
identification with the “ghost” helps her stage
 
the occasion. We next  
learn from Mrs. Grose that the Harley street bachelor had departed
 Bly a year ago, leaving behind his servant, Peter Quint. The
 
chapter  
ends with Mrs. Grose’
s
 dramatic disclosure: “Yes, Mr. Quint is  
dead.”22
James had now drawn his slip noose around the necks of many
 
thousands of coneys, and only those “not easily caught” can hear the
 high, tinkling laughter, the silvery voice, as George Meredith des
­cribed it, of the Comic Spirit. Under the pressure of their own insecuri
­ties and spectral imaginings, governess and housekeeper, two women
 “alone
 
in a haunted house,” reaffirm a moral world of “good” people  
and “bad” people. These are categories that James’s fiction often
 hoots at in mirthful derision. In The Art of Fiction he denies
 
that one  
can “carve a moral statue,” or “paint a moral painting.” In the Pre
­face, he announces that his “values are all blanks.” His task, as he
 saw it, was to produce the perfect work of art, not to preach. Peter
 Quint, according to Mrs. Grose, was “bad” because he liked pretty
 girls and, heaven help us, booze! Mrs. Grose says of this “bad” man
 that “he did what he wished...with them all,”23 that is, with Miss
 Jessel and the rest of the female help. Unfortunately for him, he died of
 a “visible wound to the head.”24 
A
 fall on a slippery slope, a blow by a  
jealous rival or outraged father would explain the matter.
 
The gover ­
ness settles for the icy slope. Their moral rectitude will work adversely,
 however, effectually blinding the two women to the truth until the
 governess reaches a state of frenzy.
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James was at pains to point out that his apparitions are essen
­
tially “imps.”25 Because of the story’s popularity and success, James
 was obliged to write comments on it to editors, correspondents and
 readers; yet was careful not to disclose the
 
center of his mystery. Why  
should James reveal
 
his mechanism when his express purpose was  to  
hoodwink everyone he could? Indeed, it was easier for James to
 deceive his readers than it was becoming for little Miles to fool the
 governess. That lady’
s
 personal courage in giving pursuit to the  
second “ghost,” rather than cringing in a corner and screaming,
 mandated the refinements that were to follow.
Miles has learned
 
that the governess is a lot braver woman than  
he had reckoned 
on.
 If there is to be a third manifestation, he must  
arrange matters so that he cannot be pursued. The plan, briefly, is
 this:
 
Flora, by now a  co-conspirator, is to decoy  the governess down to  
the lake whilst Miles arranges himself in disguise on the other side.
 Object in view: to scare hell out of the governess. He will now imper
­sonate the late Miss Jessel, but at a sufficient distance to discourage
 pursuit. We start with the usually
 
restless Miles for once deeply buried  
in a book: “We had left Miles indoors, on the red cushion of a deep
 window seat [from which he can see
 
when the coast is clear]; he had  
wished to finish a book, and I had been glad to encourage a purpose 
so laudable in a young man whose only defect was an occasional excess
 of the restless.”26 The over-active Miles indoors reading, and in that
 window—this already sounds suspicious. The governess tells us, as
 she strolls out with Flora:
I was aware afresh, with her, as we went, of how, like her
 
brother, she contrived—it was the charming thing in both
 children—to let me alone without appearing to drop me and to
 accompany me without appearing to surround....I walked in a
 world of their invention... so that my time was taken only with
 being, for them, some remarkable person or thing that the game of
 the moment required.27
We note the unconscious irony here, for the “game” invented for today
 
is to show the governess a resurrected Miss Jessel. Reaching the
 marge of the lake, the governess becomes aware by a process of
 presque-vu that someone is on the other side. By the end of the chapter
 she will have steeled her courage to
 
“face what I had to face.” That is, 
she raises her eyes to see the distant figure of impudent-imp Miles,
 now dressed in a cast-off black Miss-Jessel-dress, standing on a hid
­
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den stump or box and staring at his sister. At his sister! We see that
 
Miles is indeed refining upon the game. As the governess becomes
 increasingly protective, Miles senses that her romantic nature tends
 to project her into heroic postures. He knows right where to aim at the
 lady’s psyche. Having borrowed a page from the ghost stories of
 childhood, he now appears to be the ghost of Miss Jessel, longing for
 the soul of tiny Flora. He knows, as well, that the governess will not
 likely offer pursuit at the expense of abandoning Flora.
By the end of Chapter 7 the governess is convinced that the
 
children are “lost”: possessed by the wicked spirits she supposes to be
 walking the earth. As she weeps, little
 
Flora reproaches her in wide, 
blue-eyed innocence. This open gaze effectually aborts a half-formed
 conclusion the governess is unwilling
 
to allow herself: “To gaze into  
the depths of blue of the
 
child’ s eye  and pronounce their loveliness a  
trick of premature cunning was to be guilty of cynicism in
 
preference  
to which I naturally preferred to abjure my judgment and, so far as
 might be, my agitation.”28 The governess sees that the girl is pretend
­ing innocence, but denies the testimony of her own observation
 because it contradicts a cherished nineteenth-century theory that
 children are tender innocents. Yet we might ask if any of James’
s
 child  
characters are
 
really childlike. Invariably they tend to be both “old”  
and precocious (cf. “The Pupil” as a rather autobiographical instance
 of childhood maturity). The reason for Miles’
s
 precocity is not difficult  
to find. We learn from Mrs. Grose that for a period of months Quint
 and the boy
 
had been “perpetually together...quite as if Quint were his  
tutor—and a very grand one—and Miss Jessel only for the little lady.
 When he had gone off with the fellow, I mean, and spent hours with
 him.”29 Miles apparently absorbed a good deal more than was good for
 him.
Chapter 9 provides the most explicit information the author
 
chooses to impart concerning the mechanics of the children’s esca
­pades. Here we can observe all of the requisite skills for mounting
 special effects. The children build their games around the static gover
­ness, “telling her stories, acting her charades, pouncing out
 
at her, in  
disguises, as animals and historical characters...there were confabu
­lations in corners, with a sequel of one of them going out in the highest
 spirits in order to ‘come in’ as something new....Sometimes, indeed,
 when I dropped into coarseness, I perhaps
 
came across traces of little  
understandings between them by which one of them should keep me
 occupied while the other slipped away.”30 The governess is a
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willing plaything for the children, who, she observes, delight in
 
secrets, are adept at disguises, live in a world of make-believe and have
 an extensive wardrobe of costumes. She sees them stage distracting
 maneuvers, yet makes no connection between their play and the spe
­cific conditions and costuming of the apparitions.
The fourth appearance of Miles as Quint is a shocking turn of the
 
screw. The governess
 
will be shown not only that spirits can penetrate  
the house itself, but also confirmation that Flora is being sought. On
 this occasion, reading
 
Amelia most of the night, the governess  hears  
movement in the hall. Locking
 
the door behind her, she travels to the  
stairwell, where she sees the figure of Quint on the landing below.
 Again, the dimness of the light and the deep perspective help Miles
 bring off
 
his effect. The figure the governess describes as absolutely  
human, palpable and substantial, turns its back and descends
 “straight down the staircase and into the darkness
 
in which the next  
bend was lost.”31 We have no way of knowing, of course, whether Miles
 intended to be overheard in the hall; he may have been surprised in the
 act of exiting the house, bent on making his appearance on the lawn
 outside. This latter possibility seems likely, for upon returning to her
 room the governess
 
discovers that Flora has artfully arranged her bed  
to give
 
the impression she’s sleeping in it, when in  fact she’ s hanging  
out the window, as though being “called” by the spirit of
 
Quint. In  
response to the question “You thought I might be walking the
 grounds?” Flora replies: “Well, you know, I thought someone was,”
 and sweetly explains why she arranged the 
bed:
 “Because I don’t like  
to frighten you!”32 Th  governess, however, takes this wickedly ironic
 comfort literally.
Following this episode, the governess sits awake nights, waiting.
 
We may suppose that such wakefulness will have a damaging effect
 upon the lady’
s
 general health and equanimity. What even worse  
damage, then, must the children be doing themselves by their perverse
 tactics? By the end of the story little Flora will have become feverish
 and hysterical, and Miles will be so debilitated as to succumb to a
 heart attack. For in order to turn the screw on the governess, the
 children must stay awake, too.
Stay up the governess and children surely do. One night the
 
governess “recognized the presence of a woman seated on one of the
 lower stairs with her back presented to [her], her body half bowed and
 her head, in an attitude of woe, in her hands.”33 We shudder to think of
 the hours of patient sitting on the stairs necessary for Miles to show
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the governess this fifth
 
and latest horror. On still another night Miles  
engineers what may well
 
be his tour de force, a supernatural manifes ­
tation done entirely without costuming. In clear moonlight the gover
­ness sees
on the lawn a 
person,
 diminished by distance, who stood there  
motionless and as if fascinated, 
looking
 up to where 1 had  
appeared—looking, that is, not so much straight at me as at
 something that was apparently 
above
 me. There was clearly  
another person above me—there was a person 
on
 the tower [of  
course she’s wrong here, Miles 
is
 pulling a very old gag, that of  
“looking up,” in order to make others foolishly gawk at nothing]
 but the presence on the lawn was not in the least what I had
 conceived and had confidently hurried to meet. The presence on
 the lawn—I felt sick as I made it out—was poor little Miles
 himself.34
Miles explains his presence as a determination to
 
show  the governess  
that he could be “bad.” She, however, is persuaded by her own inner
 fears that he was somehow lured outside by a ghost — indeed, that he
 was looking above her at one. How, we might wonder, was
 
the gover ­
ness to know Miles was out there, so that she should look? Miles
 explains, “Oh, I arranged that with Flora....She was to get up and look
 out....So she disturbed you, and, to see what she was looking at, you
 also
 
looked—you saw.” Here is the culprit’ s own admission  of staging  
this sixth appearance, yet again, as before, the governess
 
sees events  
with clarity, but is unable to interpret them properly.
By
 
Chapter 12, in trying to explain her ghost-theory to Mrs. Grose,  
the governess can summarize certain common conditions under
 which the
 
apparitions occur: “They’re seen only across, as it were,  and  
beyond—in strange places and on high places, the top of towers, the
 roof of houses, the outside of windows, the further edge of pools.”36
 Perspective, distance, angles; Miles employs whatever will compen
­sate for his features and size, and whatever will discourage pursuit.
 We have seen that rather than realize why she sees “ghosts” only in
 such places, the governess consistently chooses a metaphysical and
 “moral” interpretation of the events: a distant, spectral threat is
 moving closer and closer. By all logic, however, if that word can be
 used in connection with the traditions of ghost stories, there is no
 necessity for “real” ghosts to make use of the logistical oddities the
 governess has observed.
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II
Now as fall approaches and the children pump their governess for
 
details about her home, her “eccentric” father (still another red
 herring from James’s inexhaustible larder of deceptions), the days
 pass with no more appearances, although often conditions appear
 favorable: “The place with its grey sky and withered garlands, its
 bared spaces and scattered dead leaves, was like a theatre after the
 performance—all strewn with crumpled playbills.”37 This theatrical
 image is extremely unlikely for a young lady who has never in her life
 seen a play! It
 
is not at all unusual, however, for  the socially gregar ­
ious author, who, working through his
 
heroine, announces the end of  
the supernatural performances. Miles had evidently tired of the game;
 his thoughts are turning, with the leaves, to school, and to new fields
 of enterprise. He demands to know when he is to go back to school,
 only to learn that no enrollment plans have been made. He faces the
 prospect of spending an inactive year as a virtual prisoner of
 Bly.Miles’s performance has ended or, to be more exact, has been
 suspended, and now hallucination replaces the staged appearances to
 which the governess has been subjected, and with a self-induced
 vision. The governess is now under severe emotional pressure, and
 Miles turns the screw still another quarter-turn. At the church door
 Miles demands that the governess “ ‘clear up with my guardian the
 mystery of this
 
interruption  of my studies, or you cease to expect me to  
lead with you a life that is so unnatural for a boy’.”38 The governess
 fears failing with Miles, with her position, and ultimately with the
 Harley Street bachelor who has figured so richly in her fantasies of
 success. Thus rather than sit beside Miles
 
in the unbearable pew, she  
returns to Bly. Her head is filled with the temptation to take flight,
 simply to disappear from Bly; but
 
at the same time she is in a state of  
near-collapse:
I remember collapsing down at the foot of the staircase—suddenly
 
collapsing there on the lowest step, and then with revulsion, recal
­ling that it was exactly where more than a month before, in the
 darkness of night and just so bowed with evil things, I had seen
 the spectre 
of
 the most horrible of women.39
Self-hatred overcomes the governess as she begins to relive what may
 
well have been the final
 
moments before Miss Jessel’s departure from  
Bly. Her tendency to identify
 
with Miss Jessel,  both  emotionally and  
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in posture, reminds us that the governess had behaved in very much
 
this same way
 
when,  after her second sighting of Miles  as Peter Quint,  
she had placed herself where her tormentor had stood and looked into
 the dining room. The governess is now in a dangerously unbalanced
 state of mind. We see her enter the classroom to pick up her few
 possessions, preparatory to flight, and there we witness, for the first
 time, the
 
governess  in a state of actual hallucination. An image gener ­
ated out of her own despair, that of Miss Jessel, is sorrowfully seated
 at the teacher’s desk, her head propped in her hands. The image 
is quite unlike those of
 
previous appearances, for it “passed away” or  
vanished, where in every other sighting the figures of Quint and
 Jessel remained fully palpable while walking out of the range of
 vision. The governess cries out to this “terrible, miserable woman,”
 again, a self-condemnation, and we become aware of the evanescence
 of the figure: “She looked
 
at me as if she heard me, but I had recovered  
myself and cleared the air. There was nothing in the room the next
 minute but the sunshine and a sense that I must stay.”40 This appari
­tion behaves as ghosts should. Screamed at, it disappears; or, stated
 more exactly, after discharging a quantity of overwrought emotion,
 the governess is partially restored to her normal senses.
As we have been witness to the previous
 
scene, it becomes appar ­
ent to us that in reporting this sighting to Mrs. Grose, the governess 
is either deliberately or unconsciously lying. No words, we know, were
 spoken by the apparition; yet in response to Mrs. Grose’
s
 question,  
“ 'A talk! Do you mean she spoke?’ ” the governess replies:
“
It came to that. I found her, on my return, in the schoolroom,”  
“And what did she say?” 1 can hear the good woman still, and
 the candour of her stupefaction.
“That she suffers the torments—!”
 
It was this, of a truth, that made her, as she filled out my picture,
 gasp.
“
Do you mean,” she faltered, “—of the lost?”
“Of the lost. Of the damned. And that’s why, to share them—”  
I faltered myself with the horror of it. But my companion, with less
 imagination, kept me up. “To share them—?”
“She wants Flora.”41
At this point 
we
 are dealing  with a form of hysterical  psychosis. The  
governess is reporting what happened, not in the schoolroom, but in
 her own troubled imagination. The setting is most
 
appropriate to this  
hallucination, for school is the key to the whole problem; Miles
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belongs in one, and wants to be sent to one. The governess can not
 
advance his education herself, yet stands in the way of his escaping
 Bly. How, then, can Miles be sent to school? Clearly, he must force
 intervention into his case. He cannot communicate with his uncle, and
 
the
 only other adult of sufficient authority to help him is Mrs. Grose.
With Chapter 18, Miles reluctantly resumes his torture of the
 governess. We readily infer his reluctance from the many signs he
 shows, both before and after this next apparition, of his real affection
 for her. His method 
is
 to distract the governess while Flora rows the  
boat across the 
lake.
 Once she misses Flora, and finds the boat gone,  
the governess can be expected to hurry around the lake to rescue Flora.
 By this 
time,
 Miles will have costumed himself as Miss Jessel and will  
appear on the near side of the lake, the Bly side. The difference
 between this and other appearances is that with Flora missing, the
 governess will naturally assume that the child 
is
 with Mrs. Grose.  
Mrs. Grose will thus be made aware by the governess that the child is
 gone, and can be depended upon to assist in the search. The needed
 witness will then be present to force the issue of the mystery of Bly 
out into the open, or, as Miles puts it to the governess: 
"
'My uncle must  
come down and you must completely settle things’.”
As though they were on the best of terms, Miles offers to entertain
 
his governess musically. After half an hour of song, the governess
 asks where Flora is and Miles responds: " 'Why, my dear, how do I
 know?'—breaking moreover into a happy laugh.”42 His behavior is
 obviously intended to trigger the governess’ alarm. Yes, Miles is a
 little devil, all right, but not because he is possessed by spirits from
 beyond the grave—James knew better than that—but because his
 natural precocity has been abetted by unfortunate factors: his having
 no parents, his guardian’s indifference to him; and piled upon neglect,
 he has had too much of the wrong kinds of attention from substitute
 parental figures like Quint. Last in line is the well-intentioned 
but ineffectual governess, who now stands between the boy and his future.
It may be objected that Mrs. Grose denies seeing this seventh
 
apparition, the figure of Miss Jessel across the lake:" 'She isn’t there,
 little lady, and nobody’s there
—
and you never see nothing, my sweet!  
How can poor Miss Jessel
—
when poor Miss Jessel’s dead and bur ­
ied’?”43 Again, James catches more coneys. Mrs. Grose does 
in
 fact see  
the figure, but moves to protect the child Flora by denying the pres
­ence. The following day, however, in the absence of the children, she
 admits to the governess that she has 
at
 last witnessed and now  
believes in "such doings.”
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We see why Miles, after having retired it, has again gotten out his
 
supernatural machinery. In modern terms, the children desire a “con
frontation” with their governess, but in the presence of a second adult
 
witness, one who can be expected to take the desired action of report
­ing to the children’s uncle about these “goings on.” The confrontation
 involves causing the governess to name Miss Jessel—a dead woman-
 in the presence of both Flora and Mrs. Grose, and to state that this
 dead woman now stands in plain sight. Flora’s carefully rehearsed
 part of the plan is to turn against the governess in deadly hatred.
 Indeed, so well does she act that the governess observes that Flora
 speaks “exactly as
 
if she had got from some outside source each of her  
stabbing little words.” Yet Flora manages to make one revealing
 mistake: “I don’t know what you mean. I see nobody. I see nothing. I
 never have’.” No one has suggested, at any time, that Flora has ever
 seen anything spooky. Her denial implies her knowledge of other,
 previous manifestations. Yet both the governess and Mrs. Grose have
 maintained throughout that little Flora is innocent, and must be
 protected from the knowledge of what they suppose to be evil. Flora’s
 sudden turning against her governess is a calculated move, the logical
 climax to the scenario Miles generated for that purpose, rather than
 being, as it appears, a spontaneous demonstration. We may be certain
 the whole scene was previously rehearsed, right down to that rhyth
­mic triplet, “ 'Take me away, take me away—oh, take me away
 
from  
her’!”
III
We are now in a position to unravel the final and fatal “appear
­
ance.” This one is not the eighth; if we count only those
 
productions  
mounted by Miles, there are seven. The governess’ hallucinatory
 image of Miss Jessel in the schoolroom and the final manifestation of
 a “white face” at the dining room window while she attempts to shake
 the truth out of Miles are two events quite outside of Miles’s manipula
­tions. Indeed, Miles is
 
now powerless  to continue the game. The gover ­
ness insists that Flora be removed from Bly at once, to prevent the
 “contamination” of Flora from spreading to Miles. Unwittingly, she
 has taken the right step to solve the mystery, for without Flora’
s assistance Miles will be unable to stage his little surprises. The odd,
 but artistically
 
correct climax James conceived will balance in ironic  
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perfection the misunderstanding of the governess against the final
 
and fatal hallucination to which little Miles will become subject.
With Flora and Mrs. Grose removed,
 
Miles and the governess are  
brought to a final
 
showdown in the dining room. The governess seeks  
some admission of guilt from Miles; she wants him to admit he has
 seen ghosts of the dead. For his part, Miles seeks to conceal his
 hoaxing. The governess asks if Miles intercepted a letter she had
 mailed to the boy’
s
 uncle; but before he can reply, she sees “Peter  
Quint” at the window. She makes no mention, this time, of the red hair
 and red whiskers she had been careful to describe previously. All we
 are shown in the way of details is the “white face” of “damnation.”
 This is the distorting glass through which Mrs. Grose, upon seeing the
 governess,
 
was given such a fright. There are two good possibilities for  
what the governess sees at this moment. She may see a self-induced
 hallucination. This tempting explanation is encouraged by James,
 who has the governess’ questioning of Miles timed in cause-effect
 fashion to the appearance of the face at the window. A second expla
­nation is even more likely. Miles has just said that he must go out
 
to  
see the servant Luke. Waiting in the yard, Luke may stroll to the
 window to see if the little master is
 
through talking. We already know  
what the glass does to any face appearing behind it, so if we prefer a
 palpable image, Luke’
s
 will do.
Seeing the face at the window,
 
the governess pounces upon Miles  
to shield his eyes from the sight, but Miles does not know that. He
 thinks she is seizing him because he admitted taking her letter. He had
 imagined it would reveal some of his carryings on, and is puzzled that
 it contained “nothing.” When the governess attempts to connect this
 purloining to his expulsion from school, Miles denies that he stole
 while there. But for what reason was he expelled? Apparently for
 precisely the sort of behavior he delights in at Bly: impersonation.
 Miles admits he “said things” to his friends. The governess is
 
utterly  
confounded, for she had been expecting him to say “said things” to
 those he disliked, that he showed insubordination—“talked back.”
 The explanation for Miles’s expulsion is simple enough:
 
he mocked the  
school’s staff for the
 
entertainment of his friends. This behavior came  
to light through letters his schoolmates wrote home to their parents.
 Miles was
 
perhaps given a  warning or two, then, toward the end of the  
school year, expelled. When the governess, again seeing the face at the
 window, springs upon Miles with an outcry, he asks “Is she here?” and
 names Miss Jessel. Now it is clear that Miles actually sees nothing
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at the window and is only guessing. Based upon his own evocation of
 
Miss Jessel the day before, he is beginning to suspect that his late
 governess’ spirit has been awakened
 
by his impersonation of her. The  
governess at this point tells him it is not Miss Jessel, so Miles now
 guesses “ 'It’
s
 he’?” The question form tells us that he still sees  
nothing. When the governess queries: “ 'Whom do you mean by he?’ ”
 Miles cries out: “ 'Peter Quint—you devil’!” He still sees nothing, as
 his supplication " 'where’?” lets us know, but he clearly believes
 
that  
an evil spirit is somewhere present. The tables are turned, now, with
 the governess momentarily gaining strength against the “appari
­tion” while the screw is turned mercilessly on little Miles. She can
 shield his body, but she cannot shield his imagination
 
from the kind  of  
psychotic hallucination which is about to occur in Miles, at the very
 moment the governess becomes free of it, as she says, “ 'forever’
.
” Her  
ecstatic triumph builds upon her acceptance of Miles, sins and all.
 Because she now feels vindicated by Miles’s naming of Peter Quint,
 she can transcend fear and so clear her mind. Alas, we now observe
 Miles undergoing the same hallucinatory experience:
But he had already jerked straight round, stared, glared again,
 
and seen but the quiet day (so the governess thinks, for she is
 reporting that she sees nothing, and so assumes that Miles sees
 nothing, at the very moment when he imagines he sees 
Quint]...he uttered the cry of 
a
 creature hurled over an abyss, and the grasp  
with which I recovered him might have been that of catching him
 in his fall.15
Miles has just seen the face of Quint, in his mind’s eye, of course, but
 
projected upon the window. Or he has seen the distorted face
 
of Luke.  
Since he had used Quint’
s
 image to frighten the governess, he now  
supposes that Quint’
s
 spirit has come to “get” him. Miles collapses  
into
 
the governess’ arms, dead of a terror-induced heart-stoppage. The  
governess has a different explanation, saying that “his little heart,
 dispossessed, had stopped.” Irony dominates here, for Miles dies not
 dispossessed, but “possessed.” He has finally seen what he had
 caused the governess to see seven times. Since he is more susceptible to
 fright than the governess, who has shown herself to be a terribly brave
 woman, and since he is exhausted
 
from a summer’ s sleeplessnes , the  
shock of that single appearance proves fatal.
We can be certain that no one mourned Miles’
s
 death more than  
the governess; after all, no one cared more for him. In later years, she
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proved her competency in her profession, at least when the children
 
were less impishly given to playing tricks on her, for she became
 governess to Douglas’s younger sister.
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THE COMIC-HUMANIZING CHARACTER OF
 
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
AND THE LITERATURE OF WORLD WAR I
LAWRENCE W. MARKERT
THE UNIVERSITY OF BALTIMORE
Stephen Spender points out in his autobiography, World Within
 
World, that “[his] parents and the servants
 
talked of pre-war days, as 
poets sing of a Golden Age,”1 and certainly for modern
 
consciousness  
the pre-war world has assumed a somewhat mythical status. In many
 ways, the Edwardians and early Georgians tried to live the same myth
 that is now projected onto them in retrospect,
 
but World War I came as  
an unnecessary, harsh reality and “knocked the ball-room floor from
 under middle-class English life.”2 As the war continued from 1914 to
 its conclusion in 1918, the divergence of worlds and accompanying
 disillusionment became increasingly apparent. Memoirs written
 during this time, such as Arthur Graeme West’s Diary of a Dead
 Officer (1919) and C. E. Montague’s Disenchantment
 
make the
tragic opposition painfully clear—as Caroline E. Playne observes, a
 sort of “callous ignorance prevailed.”3
During this same time, the films of Charlie Chaplin began to be
 
popularly recognized. Chaplin, in fact, appeared in films as early as
1914, but not until 1915 and 1916, perhaps the bleakest and most
 disillusioning moments of the war, did his real popularity emerge and
 he begin to work his way into modern consciousness.4 Chaplin’s
 appeal, however, involves more than a momentary diversion from
 bleaker events, a bit of comic relief; his characters can be seen as
 focusing and identifying important social characteristics of the
 period, particularly in relation to the war and the experiences of the
 frontline soldiers, who were learning, as Ezra Pound suggests, that
 they were dying “for a botched civilization.”5 Chaplin’s ability to
 describe simultaneously comic and tragic dimensions, while
 accenting what is
 
human and sympathetic, allowed him to  reflect the  
predicament society found itself in during World War 1. Over the
 destructive landscape, Charlie Chaplin projected his comic and
 humanizing character.
In Chaplin, Roger Manvell points out the coincidence of Chaplin’s
 
emerging film career and the beginning stages of the war:
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The First World War, which was to commence in Europe within
 
six months of Charlie’s debut on the screen, was a watershed in
 the developing social attitudes of the greater mass of the peo
ple....The war...cut like a knife through the complacencies of the
 
Victorian and Edwardian eras, and gave an entirely new slant to
 social values which had seemed 
to
 many, if not to most people,  
impregnable.6
Manvell
 
goes on to describe the disillusionment that followed the war  
and to suggest that Chaplin spoke for
 
this period, as, indeed, he did.  
This conflict
 
between illusion and reality, in fact, still dominates our  
understanding of the period. On the one hand, pre-war society appears
 to be stable—civilization has “resolved itself
 
from past history, cor ­
rectly, like
 
a sum”;7 but there are also antithetical social realities  that  
tend to belie this
 
view. As  Caroline E. Playne shows, these two forces,  
among others, rioted together, culminating in World War I.8 The same
 conflict of forces is
 
responsible for much of the literature of the period.  
The poetry written from 1912, the publication date of the first Geor
­gian Poetry, through to 1922, the publication date of The Waste Land
 and, appropriately, of the last Georgian Poetry, describes a radical
 shift in perspective and poetic perception. The war 
is,
 perhaps, the  
major cause
 
of this shift. Poetry prior to World War 1, even given that  
the Georgians were
 
in their historical context considered to be some ­
what revolutionary, tended to express narrow and illusory percep
­tions. The so-named trench poets, if not already skeptical about
 civilization, were forced either to alter their perspectives or to become
 aware of a horrifying confirmation of their worst imaginings. As a
 result, a whole way of 
life,
 as well as the poetic mode which reflected it,  
was called into question. As Richard Ellmann says, “Eliot, after
 politely mocking Edwardian politeness in ‘Prufrock,’ becomes impo
­lite in The Waste Land.”9
Chaplin, in this context, spoke more particularly for the war
 
years. He is often identified as emblematic of the front-line soldier.
 Edmund Blunden, for example, uses the comic figure of Chaplin’s
 tramp in his memoir, Undertones of War:
I remember the familiar song of my old companion Doogan, now
 
for the last 
time,
 ‘Everybody’s doing the Charlie Chaplin walk.’  
He broke off, and without self-pity and almost casually he said,
 ‘It’s the third time. They’ve sent me over, this 
is
 the third time.  
They’ll get me this time.’10
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On an immediate, physical level Chaplin’
s
 tramp mirrors the soldiers’  
problems and suffering. The expression, “everyone’s doing the Char
­lie Chaplin walk,” refers to the difficulty soldiers suffering from
 trench foot had in walking. But the allusion to Chaplin involves more
 than the physical parallel.
As Paul Fussell observes
 
in The Great War and Modern Memory,  
popular forms of entertainment influenced the perception of the war
 experience. The use of various forms of entertainment as a means of
 escape, of course, was extremely important. More important, as Fus
­sell points out, “the dramaturgic
 
provided a dimension within which  
the
 
unspeakable could to a degree be familiarized and interpreted.”11  
Certainly, how one deals with the unspeakable is an essential ques
­tion of this period, for
 
the front-line soldier found the  realities of war  
overwhelming.
The influence of the theatrical was, in fact, extensive. Not only
 
were there live music hall acts in the rest areas, but “camp-kinemas,”
 as
 
they were called, brought various films, including Chaplin’ s, to the  
front-line soldiers. Lord Chandos, for example, sets up a reference
 
to  
Chaplin in opposition to the harsher realities described in From Peace
 to War: “Cinema. Charlie Chaplin at a music hall. Quite admirably
 funny.”12 References to Chaplin also filtered down into the 
“
folk  
songs” of the period, and almost every occasion stresses the connec
­tion between
 
Chaplin and the common soldier. Children, both British  
and American, sang the following play song:
One, two, three, four,
Charlie Chaplin went to war,
 
He taught the nurses how 
to
 dance,  
And this was what he taught them:
 Heel, toe, over we go.
Heel, toe, over we go.
Salute to the King
And bow to the Queen
And turn your back on the Kaiserin.13
In the trenches the fighting troops sang another, even more interest
­
ing, song, which associates Chaplin’s tramp with the front-line
 soldier:
For the moon shines bright on Charlie Chaplin
His shoes are cracking
For want of blacking
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And his baggy trousers will want mendin’
Before they send him
 
To the Dardanelles.14
These allusions to Chaplin and his film characters point up his
 
growing popularity, particularly among the troops. They are also
 emblematic of the need for
 
some form  of comic relief during this black  
time. Chaplin’
s
 films, however, spoke for more than the comic spirit.  
The quality and complexity of his presentation
 
offered an interpreta ­
tion of experience that the soldiers found sympathetic. Even in his
 early films, Chaplin was not satisfied with
 
“custard pie  commedies.”  
The “little man” Chaplin projects is, in a real sense, a soul at the mercy
 of fate, of an alien environment. His humor, therefore, should be
 appreciated on several levels. As Raymond Durgnat aptly observes,
 “a good joke includes all kinds of sub-jokes, that the conscious mind
 doesn’t notice, but that the laughing mind does.”15Durgnat goes on to
 identify a curious aspect of Chaplin’s
 
films, particularly in relation to  
It's A Dog's Life
 
(l918: “Such humor may be charmingly ‘picturesque’  
nowadays, but it must have
 
had a  much more realistic edge for  slum-  
and-immigrant audiences of the time.”16 This film, in fact, related
 closely to the war-time experiences of
 
many soldiers. In the opening  
scene, Charlie faces a cold dawn trying to sleep in a corner on waste
 ground. The entire opening sequence could easily be relocated in the
 trenches, describing the soldiers’ predicament. The bleak environ
­ment, the isolation
 
and obvious suffering mirror the tragic consequen ­
ces of the war experience. Chaplin, however, does not want to focus on
 the tragic level only. We are left with a sense of the sympathetic. As
 Manvell says, “The film is at once harsh and sentimental, sharp and
 sweet....it is a near perfect blend of laughter with a wholly realistic
 observation of the meaning of life in which destitution, hunger and
 unemployment predominate.”17 This applies equally to the soldier
­audiences who watched Chaplin’s films.
Chaplin tried to develop this dual
 
quality in a more sophisticated  
comedy than was generally attempted. It was, in fact, in marked
 contrast to the Mack Sennett comedies of the day. Max Eastman, in
 Enjoyment of Laughter, describes comedy that derives from “playful
 pain,” and he goes on to quote Chaplin as saying,
 It seems to me that there are two different kinds of laughter.
Superficial laughter 
is
 one escape....Subtle humor shows you that 
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what you think as normal, isn’t. This little tramp wants 
to
 get into  
jail. The audience thinks at first that he is ridiculous. But he isn’
t. He’s right. The conditions are ridiculous. If I make them laugh that 
way,
 it’s what I call subtle laughter.18
The interaction of personality with environment is essential to Chap-
 lin’
s
 humor, and the same interaction is essential to the  writers who  
deal with the war experience. The tramp figure, so often associated
 with the front-line soldier, was, in fact, developed during this time,
 especially in two films of 1915, The Bank and The Tramp. In these
 films the down-and-out character is more victim than victor. Circum
­stances and environment seem always to wear away at the human
 spirit. An essential humanity, however, is continuously maintained, a
 human sympathy. The David and Goliath allegories that form the
 basis of many of Chaplin’s films show humanity, the David figure,
 triumphing over almost impossible adversity. We are reminded, as
 well, of Robert Graves’
s
 pessimistic poem about World War I, “Goliath  
and David,” in which he reverses the outcome of the story. The soldier,
 David, is overwhelmed by the circumstances of
 
war.
In relation to
 
these characteristics, a pattern of conflict  between  
illusion and reality often develops. The Tramp is an excellent case in
 point; in it, the tramp is caught between a romantic daze and the
 harsher truth of reality. This must have struck home
 
in a number of  
ways to an audience of disillusioned soldiers. After the tramp learns
 that his love of the farmer’s daughter, whom he has saved from
 thieves,
 
is  hopeless, he writes a farewell note and prepares to leave. At  
the conclusion
 
he is a small figure isolated  against the horizon,  but he  
suddenly kicks up his heels and ambles off hopefully into the
 
future.  
Implicitly, what is human and sympathetic surfaces again. The
 romantic vision is
 
retained. In  our own time, this same pattern is used  
by Samuel Beckett in Waiting for Godot, although the two tramps
 probably relate to the
 
work of Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy, “whose  
troubles with such things as hats and boots were notorious, and whose
 dialogue was spoken very slowly on
 
the assumption that the human  
understanding could not be relied on to work at lightning speed.”19
The same, important conflict between romantic belief and disillusion-
 
ment upon which Chaplin develops his tramp figure holds true.
 Human values maintained in the face of a dehumanizing environ-
 ment are particularly significant during the war years, as is the
 contrast between romantic illusion and reality. Chaplin’
s 
films spoke  
to both of these issues. As Robert Graves states in The Long Week-
 j  
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End, describing Chaplin’
s
 later films, “Chaplin was no longer merely  
the funny little man with baggy trousers and the stick: ‘The Kid’ and
 ‘The Gold Rush’ had made him emblematic of the gay spirit of
 laughter in a cruel, crazy world.”20 Hart Crane also identifies this
 quality in Chaplin in his post-war poem, “Chaplinesque” (1922):
For we can still love the world, who find
 
a famished kitten on the step, and know
 Recesses for it from the fury of the street,
 Or warm torn elbow coverts.21
As I have shown, however, these same themes exist in the films
 
Chaplin made during the war; they spoke to the same desires.
The writers associated with the war saw in Chaplin issues with
 
which they were also concerned. Edmund Blunden’
s
 statement above  
relates to more than the “funny little man”; it alludes to the comic-
 tragic nature of his work in relation to the front-line soldier’
s predicament. Doogan, like Chaplin, is a victim of his environment.
 When he goes up to the front this time he is sure he will be killed. Given
 this sort of situation, how does one maintain any sense of human
 integrity? Graves describes the same concern in relation to Siegfried
 Sassoon and his own poetry: “We defined the war in our poems by
 making contrasted definitions of peace.”22 Blunden’s narrative, and
 the poems that follow it, deal quite clearly with this problem and the
 contrasts implied in it. A short poem in A Supplement of Poetical
 Interpretations and Variations, for example, contrasts a romantic
 vision with the war landscape: “Trenches in the moonlight, allayed
 with lulling moonlight/ have had their loveliness.” The poem
 concludes: “But O no, no, they’re Death’
s
 malkins dangling in the  
wire/ For the moon’
s
 interpretation.”23 The quality of the poem is  
based upon the tension between perceptions. A like drama occurs in
 the narrative; what appears to be
 
pastoral and human becomes alien  
and dehumanizing.
 
The same issue evolves throughout the narrative,  
which also echoes Pilgrim's Progress. In this case the final goal seems
 to be the maintenance of human values, an essential innocence in the
 face of the destructive environment.
 
The final sentences  center on the  
conflict:
1 might have known the war 
by
 this time, but I was still too young  
to know its depth of ironic cruelty. No conjecture that, in a few
 weeks Buire-sur-Ancre would appear much the same as the 
cata- 
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clysmal railway cutting by Hill 60, 
came
 from that innocent green ­
wood. No destined anguish lifted its snaky head to poison 
a
 harm ­
less young shepherd in a soldier’s coat.24
We are reminded of Chaplin here, another innocent. He is the stand
­
ard
 
character of the ironic phase of Northrope Frye’ s system, the man  
who is victimized. He is also George Sherston, Siegfried Sassoon’s
 persona, Robert Graves in Good-bye to All That, and Edmund
 Blunden.25 Graves’
s
 narrative, in fact, is treated extensively by Fus ­
sell, his point being that of all
 
the war memoirs Graves’s is the “stagi ­
est”: “Graves eschewed tragedy and melodrama in favour of farce and
 comedy.”26 The comedy and farce, however, often center on victims
 and victimization. Suicide actually frames his life
 
at the front: “This,  
it turned out, was the last dead
 
man I saw  in France and, like the first,  
had shot himself.”27 Wilfred Owen describes the same sort of situation
 in a letter to his mother:
But chiefly I thought of the very strange look on all the faces in
 
that camp; an incomprehensible look, which a man will never see
 in England, though wars should be in England; nor can it be seen
 in any battle. But only in Etaples. It was not despair, or terror, it
 was a blindfold look and without expression, like a dead rabbit’s.28
The soldier, like Chaplin’
s
 tramp, is described as a victim, one who  
lacks control over his own fate. Owen’s poems, such as “Dulce Et
 Decorum Est” and
 
“Anthem for Doomed Youth” in which the soldiers  
“die as cattle,” deal with the loss of control, with victimization, in
 order to eliminate conventional attitudes toward the war. The former
 poem, in fact, enters on the assumption of responsibility, as well as a
 description of the soldiers as tramps: “Bent double, like old beggars
 under sacks.”29 In this poem, a vision of
 
death haunts the author’s  
dreams, with a combined sense of helplessness and guilt.
Chaplin’s war film, Shoulder Arms, released on the eve of the
 
armistice, shows even more definitely how he spoke for and to the
experiences that defined the war years. The emotions common to all
 men in the trenches were epitomized by Chaplin’
s
 diminutive, sympa ­
thetic figure. The heroic action of the film, his penetrating German
 Army headquarters and, disguised as a German, arresting the Kaiser,
 is, as is often the case, a dream sequence. He awakens to find that he
 has gone nowhere and accomplished nothing. His is a no-man’s-land
 of despair and emptiness. The war itself was defined by this same
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inaction and conflict between romantic heroics and trench warfare.
 
Apparently, Chaplin himself saw the connections between his films
 and the social experience that made up this time.
For the society, particularly British society, the “little man” did
 
define the nature of their world, and, as we have seen, what is comic
 and sympathetic in his work represents what is human, and what 
is tragic represents what is alien, dehumanizing. This conflict of forces
 is recognized by the writers of the period and
 
alluded to in their work.  
Within his humor, in fact, the troops identified the human qualities
 they wished to maintain. Hart Crane says much the same thing in
 “Chaplinesque”: “We can evade you, and all esle but the heart;/ What
 blame to us if the heart live on.”30
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TO BEWILDER SENSATION: SURREALISM IN
AS
 
I LAY DYING
MARY ROHRBERGER
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY
In interview after interview William Faulkner seemed reluctant to
 
talk about As
 
I Lay  Dying in the usual way. Most often he used a pat  
response: “That was simple tour de force. That was written in six
 weeks without changing a word because I knew from the first where
 that was going,”1 or again: “Sometimes technique charges in and
 takes command of the dream before the writer himself can get his
 hands on it. That is tour de force and the finished work is simply a
 matter of fitting bricks neatly
 
together, since the writer knows proba ­
bly every single word right to the end before he puts the first one down.
 This happened with As I Lay Dying.”2
“Tour de
 
force. ” One wonders what he really meant by that. To my  
knowledge no one asked. In the interviews at the University of Vir
­ginia, Faulkner used the phrase four or five times, coupling it with the
 idea that the novel just came out. Several times he said that he should
 have reread the novel before the interview and when asked to com
­ment on meaning, he speculated as though the characters and the
 novel were separate from him. Addie probably never told Jewel about
 his father, Faulkner said, but Jewel wouldn’t have cared anyway.
 Whether Jewel’s horse is a substitute for Addie, Faulkner said, is
 “something for the psychologist” to answer;3 Vardaman is a child
 “trying to cope with this adult’
s
 world which to him, and to  any sane  
person,” Faulkner said, “was completely mad.”4 Yet
 
at the same time  
that Faulkner called
 
the world of As I Lay Dying insane, he insisted  
that Darl was mad. Now a madman in a
 
mad  world must be indistin ­
guishable from its other inhabitants, but Darl is distinguishable by
 being mad; thus the other inhabitants must be something other than
 mad, and the world they inhabit must be something other than
 insane; or so
 
everyday logic would insist. But whether Darl is or is not  
mad, he had a life of his own. “He did things,” Faulkner said, “which it
 seemed to me he had to do or he insisted on doing. His reasons I could
 try to rationalize to suit myself, even if I couldn’t rationalize his
 reasons to please me I had to accept
 
the act because Darl insisted on  
doing that....I couldn’t always understand why he did
 
things but he  
did insist on doing things....He was under his own power.”5
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But Faulkner never denied the importance of the non-rational.
 
Question: “You apparently believe in extra-sensory perception.”
 Answer: “Yes,
 
1 probably depend almost completely on it. 1 don’t have  
a trained mind, I’ve got to depend on extra-sensory perception.”6
 Again: “But what symbolism is in the books is evidently instinct in
 man, not in man’s knowledge but in his
 
inheritance of his old dreams,  
in his blood, perhaps his bones, rather than in the storehouse of his
 memory, his intellect.”7
Faulkner never called himself a surrealist, or, apparently,
 
thought of himself as one, and may not have known
 
of André Breton.  
Nor, apparently, has a critic used the term in reference to Faulkner’s
 writing, though many describe qualities of his fiction characteristic of
 surrealist work. Jean-Jacques Mayoux says of the typical Faulkner
 scene that it does not “affect us as if set in a book or through words; it is
 before us; rather it surrounds us. It is around us as though we were in
 the process, not so much of living it as of dreaming it.”8 Faulkner’s
 characters,
 
Mayoux says, “rise to the surface. They are materialized.”9  
Warren Beck says that Faulkner’s works create the “logic and reason
 flouting quality of a dream.”10 Olga W. Vickery speaks of the halluci
­natory effect of his work and of his use of intricate imagery and “the
 poetic rhythms of the unconscious.”11 But it is Walter J. Slatoff who
 comes closest to aligning Faulkner with surrealism. He says that
 some
 
writers and painters, “the surrealists and dadaists,” were led to  
deny reason, “to protest against disorder with disorder.” And, he
 continues, a part of Faulkner is “content with disorder.”12 But Slatoff
 seems to
 
misunderstand surrealism and so, I believe, is led to a conclu ­
sion inconsistent with surrealists’ aims and Faulkner’
s
 achieve ­
ments. Surrealists are not content with disorder; they seek a
 
different  
kind of
 
order; and Faulkner does not leave us with contradictions; if  
his “suspensions are not resolvable in rational terms,” as Slatoff says,
 they are resolvable in surrealist terms.
As Slatoff and others point out, Faulkner’
s
 style is characterized  
by the use of rapidly shifting points of view, more or less incoherent
 narrators, disordered time sequences, juxtapositions of the appar
­ently contradictory, and, often, unsyntactical, marathon sentences.
 By means of these devices, Slatoff suggests, Faulkner induces in his
 reader a state of “partial trance.”13 Yet, one may argue, As I Lay
 Dying seems more, not less, linear than other Faulkner novels: the
 plot
 
is arranged more or less  in simple chronological time. Richard P.  
Adams considers the point and concludes that the appearance of
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linearity is deceptive. He mentions the substantial flashbacks, the
 
chronological displacement of Whitfield’
s
 section,14 the continual  
overlapping or recapitulations, the whole effect being reinforced by
 Darl’s account of things he hadn’t seen and the use of language often
 inappropriate to the speakers. These devices, Adams says, create a
 sense of
 
“temporal and epistemological disorientation.”15
The characteristic devices and the effect they create on the reader
 are similar to the several criteria for determining whether a work 
is surrealistic. Paul Ilie says: “Probably
 
the most infallible is the subjec ­
tive effect [the work] has upon the observer, the feeling that the
 observer is in the presence of a strange disturbing world.”16 “We must
 not hesitate,” Breton says in the Manifestoes of Surrealism, “to
 bewilder sensation.”17 This kind of derangement of the senses
 
results  
in a derealization of the everyday world and can be accomplished by
 distortions in form and perspective, space-time dislocations, absurdi
­ties resulting from the juxtaposition of words, ideas, images in rela
­tionships not bound by laws of logic, causality, or syntax, unusual
 encounters, dream images, simulation of insanity, dissimilar planes
 of reality. The result is a work of art uncanny, incongrous, and absurd,
 characterized by as Mary Ann Caws puts it, “a basic double center—
 reality and dream, presence and absence, identity and distance, inti
­macy and loneliness, unity and multiplicity, continuity and
 discontinuity, language and silence, mobility and immobility, clarity
 and obscurity, and so on.”18 But the polarities are not left suspended.
 Rather, the basic drive of the surrealist is to a reconciliation of oppo
­sites, to a point sublime where the contraries are identified. Breton
 says: “Everything tends to make us believe that there exists a certain
 point of the mind at which life and death, the real and the imagined,
 past and future, the communicable and the incommunicable, high and
 low, cease to be perceived as contradictions.”19 This point sublime is
 where the “yes” and the “no” meet.
In As I Lay Dying Faulkner makes use of a dizzying number of
 
narrators; viewpoints shift rapidly; lengths of sections vary. The
 immediate effect is kaleidoscopic, but the arrangement is fugue-like in
 alternation, resulting ultimately by the time the last voice is heard in a
 polyphonic composition. The multiplicity of voices reverberate, inde
­pendent, but harmonizing as the themes emerge in contrapuntal
 order. This arrangement allows for both linearity and simultaneity,
 distancing the immediacy, polarities similar to those achieved by the
 use of the other devices. Darl’
s
 voice carries the major theme. He has  
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almost twice as many sections as
 
his nearest competitor, Vardaman,  
and together their voices carry half the novel. It is in the voices of
 these two characters that most of the mystery resides. Darl’s extra
­sensory perception allows him to perceive what he logically cannot
 know. He penetrates to secret places, reports events he has not wit
­nessed. Tull says of Darl: “He is
 
looking at me. He don’t say nothing;  
just looks at me
 
with them queer eyes olf hisn that makes folks talk. I  
always
 
say it aint never been what he done so much as how he looks at  
you. It’s like he had got into the inside of you someway. Like somehow
 you was looking at yourself and your doings outen his eyes.”19
In this novel it is mainly in Darl’s sections that we find the
 
sentences elsewhere typical of the Faulknerian idiom. Early critics
 worried about the credibility of a character thinking in words and
 syntax
 
inappropriate to his education and station and different from  
his actual speech. Faulkner sometimes argued that since Darl was
 mad it was appropriate for his language to be different. Later critics
 explain Dar
l
 as embodying the concept of poetic madness or as encom ­
passing all possible modes of response and awareness.20 But Darl 
is, more than anyone else, the medium through which the two worlds
 pass. When his language is most poetic we seem deepest inside the
 subconscious and the contraries and space-time dislocations are most
 clearly discernible. Darl says: “We go on, with a motion so soporific, so
 dreamlike as to be uninferent of progress, as though time and not
 space were decreasing between us and it.” It is “as though we had
 reached the place where the motion of the wasted world accelerates
 just before the final precipice....It is as though the space
 
between us  
were time.” “How
 
do our lives ravel out into the no-wind, no-sound, the  
weary gestures wearily recapitulant: echoes of old compulsions with
 no-hand on no-string” (pp. 101, 139, 196).
Much of what Dar
l
 reports seems etched on his eye’ s nether side  
and what he says seems a
 
revelation of a truth based in dream logic.  
Vardaman’
s
 totemistic thinking is similar to Darl’s. Indeed, at one  
point in the novel, Chapters 48 through 51, their voices follow each
 other in strict counterpoint—Vardaman, Darl, Vardaman, Darl. The
 child, whose mind is at least temporarily deranged, is similar
 
to the  
man who is called insane. They are bothered by similar confusions.
 Vardaman worries about identity, reality and non-reality, cause and
 effect. Darl conjugates the verb “to be.” The two brothers function to
 reveal the subconscious, the primordial, the nether side of life.
The other voices, those representing the conscious, the “sane,” are
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split equally. Anse, Dewey Dell, Jewel, Cash, Addie, Whitfield have
 
fifteen sections between them. Cora, Tull, Peabody and the others,
 also fifteen. The first of these groups is composed of insiders. Their
 voices carry themes as well as overlap with each other and with the
 voices of Dar
l
 and Vardaman. The second group is composed of  
outsiders. Their voices comment and recapitulate. Thus the
 statements of theme, together with the overlappings and
 recapitulations, create an effect of linearity as well as simultaneity;
 the voices of insiders and outsiders create an
 
effect of identity as well  
as distance; and the voices of the “insane” mesh with the voices of the
 “sane” to create whatever authenticity there
 
is in the surreal vision.
The double-center is the base of the surrealist world view. This,
 together with the insistence that inner perception be presented
 visually, resulted in the primary of the surreal image, which is
 composed of two or more elements having no logical relationship with
 each other. Caws says: “The surrealist
 
aim could be loosely defined as  
the intention of transforming (with all the deliberately alchemical
 forces which attaches to the latter verb)
 
sets of static polar contraries  
into potentially powerful juxtapositions, intellectually uncomfortable
 to contemplate, shocking to the normal perception in their intense
 irrationality.”21 This kind of juxtapositioning of distant entities
 results in a sudden confrontation and forms an entirely new object
 where contraries are identified. The greater the disparity, the more
 shocking the image that results. Breton, agreeing with Dali, calls the
 process paranoiac. He continues: “Obtaining such a double image (for
 example, the image of a horse that is at the same time the image of a
 woman22) can be prolonged, continuing the paranoiac process, the
 existence of another obsessive idea then being enough to cause a third
 image to appear...and so
 
on until a number of images, limited only by  
the degree of paranoiac capacity of thought, converge.”23
Perhaps the most striking effect that Faulkner achieves in As I
 
Lay Dying results from the use of this kind of double-image. The
 theme is announced early by Dar
l
 in the opening episode. Typically,  
there emerges from the narration a small, set scene, highly stylized.
 The three brothers—Darl, Jewel, Cash—are set in juxtaposition.
 Straight lines and circles, soft right angles
 
describe the path Darl and  
Jewel walk along. At first Jewel is behind Darl, but Darl describes
 Jewel
 
as though he can see him, as  though the tableau has been lifted  
out of reality and projected as an image
 
that Darl sees. Jewel is tall,  
rigid, like a cigar store Indian, moving only from the hips down.
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Instead of following the path, Jewel steps through the cottonhouse
 
and emerges in front of Darl. There
 
is a kind of mathematical preci ­
sion in the relationship set up between Jewel and Darl, a relationship
 defined in terms of Cash’s building of the coffin, measuring, fitting
 boards together. Though the brothers are clearly in
 
motion, the effect  
is of stasis, like the figures frozen in time on Keats’s urn, and though
 the brothers are here clearly separated, by the end,
 
all the children will  
be superimposed, laid one on top of another.
The method can be seen more clearly if we select the most obvious
 
examples: Jewel and the horse in montage; Addie, the horse, and the
 fish in montage; the seed and the sack in montage with all the exten
­sions the seed and sack represent—Lafe helping Dewel Dell load,
 Jewel helping Dar
l
 load, Whitfield helping Addie load, Darl, somehow  
in everyone’s sack, penetrating knowing their secret loads, Addie
 
in  
the coffin, Addie in the earth, Dewey Dell, who feels like “a wet seed
 wild
 
in the hot blind earth.” The images  multiply crazily, coalescing,  
and creating new images each time a new term is added.
It is
 
difficult to say  that Darl is more or less insane than the rest of  
Addie’s children. Cash, ostensibly the most reasonable, measures to
 the half inch the distance he fell. The point it seems to me is made
 clearly in Chapters 18 and 19. In Chapter 18 Cash lists thirteen points
 in explanation of why he made the coffin on a bevel. In immediate
 juxtaposition, Faulkner places the shortest chapter in the novel: “My
 mother is a fish.” The juxtaposition creates montage and makes the
 identification clear. All the children have much in common. By the
 time they get Addie buried they have each lost something—Jewel, his
 horse; Cash, the phonograph he wanted to buy; Dewel Dell, her ten
 dollars; Vardaman, the train he did not see; Darl, his “freedom.” None
 can be said to be more or less
 
violent than the others. Jewel seems the  
most openly violent, but the others suppress violence and turn it to
 other ends. Vardaman watches the buzzards, Dar
l
 sets the barn on  
fire, Dewey Dell wishes Dar
l
 dead, Cash allows his leg to be set in  
cement. Nor can any of their actions be seen as clearly selfless. Each
 loved Addie, but with the same love-hate that Jewel feels
 
for his horse  
and that Addie felt for them. The burial they afford her is an
 
obscene  
caress. The last time we see Dar
l
 he is on the train on his way to  
Jackson.
 
Although Dar l recounts the episode, he uses the third person.  
In the section he laughs and conjectures why he is laughing. Somehow
 it seems tied
 
up with grotesque  sexual behavior. The train passes  the  
wagon on or
 
by which are the other Bundren children. Cash, Dewey
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Dell, and Vardaman are eating bananas. “Yes yes yes yes yes yes
 
yes,” says Darl. The montage is complete. Addie has been laid in the
 hot blind earth and only Darl, the apprehending mind, knows why.
The role that Addie plays in the novel can be seen as surrealist in
 
concept. Sexual love is a unique goal of human search because, as
Ferdinand Alquie says: “It contains all the obscurity, all the prob
­lems, all the ambiguity of man.”24 Women are the bond, a bridge
 between waking and dream, the source of
 
wonder, the repository of  
unique and overpowering knowledge hidden
 
from men. The woman is  
often the female counterpart of the centaur image of man, because she
 is
 
presented as woman and serpent.25 Addie fits the role. In her is also  
the merger of life and death and the material and the immaterial.
 Peabody says: “I can remember how when I was young I believed
 death to be a phenomenon of the body; now I know it to be merely a
 function of the mind” (p. 42).
The surreal image also carries within it the potential for humor as
 
a necessary consequence of its makeup. The juxtapositioning of dis
­tant realities on an inappropriate plane, the montage of contradic
­tions and incompatibilities of experience, leads to absurdity, not in the
 “nauseating sense of the word,” as
 
Anna Balakian  puts it, “but sofar  
as ‘absurd’ designates the forces that out-distance the narrow limits of
 logic.”26 Maurice Nadeau quotes Jarry, “Laughter is born out of dis
­covery of the contradictory.”27 Wallace Fowlie writes: “There is a kind
 of humor which is visible at the most solemn and even tragic moments
 of experience. Nerves can’t stand too much tension and often are
 relieved by a paradoxical explosion.”28 This kind of humor was termed
 black humor or dark humor by Breton, who considered it the “superior
 rebellion
 
of the mind.”29 And this kind of humor is typical in As I Lay  
Dying. There is much that is absurd—Cash building Addie’s coffin
 under her window, Vardaman boring holes in the coffin, the ineffec
­tive Anse directing a huge, complicated journey, the Bundrens being
 tested by fire and flood (and all the ironies resulting from the comic
 juxtapositioning of this family and its journey with various archety
­pal journeys and
 
rituals), Cash lying on the coffin, his leg encased in  
cement, the grotesqueries resulting from Darl’
s
 identification of Addie  
and the fish, Anse at the end with new teeth and a new wife. It is the
 peculiar paradoxical quality of this kind of humor that accounts for
 the frustration of readers who insist on calling the novel either affir
­mative or pessimistic, heartwarming or grotesque, tragic or comic.
 The fact is, it is all of these things — not first one and then
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another, but at
 
the same time. Nor are the paradoxes frustrating. As  
Breton says: “The mind of the man who dreams is fully satisfied by
 what happens to him.”30
Surrealists set out to bewilder sensation and thus to revitalize
 
matter by resituating objects in relation to themselves and their
 audience. The object was to unsettle cliched habits of thinking and
 elevate the subconscious to a position of power. In this way the see-er
 became the seer, who alone is free. The structure and effects of As I
 Lay Dying suggest that Faulkner must have agreed.
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“THE KINGDOM OF EARTH” AND
 
KINGDOM OF EARTH: (THE SEVEN DESCENTS OF
MYRTLE)
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS’ PARODY
KATHRYN ZABELLE DEROUNIAN
THE UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS, LITTLE ROCK
Tennessee Williams critics know that
 
this  playwright’ s composi ­
tion process is more complex than most. The writer himself long ago
 revealed his usual procedure in producing full-length drama: “My
 longer plays emerge out of earlier one-acters or short stories I may
 have written years before. I work over
 
them again and again.”1 The  
relationship between a completed short story and a final play is
 especially significant, for although many playwrights sketch out
 prose notes before composition, Williams seems to require a gradual
 expansion of material from one genre to another. His process of writ
­ing, as he shifts content or theme from one genre to a different one,
 therefore appears unique.
In “The Short Stories of Tennessee Williams: Nucleus for His
 
Drama,” Tom Reck identifies three ways Williams uses his short
 fiction in his plays: to transfer an otherwise unrelated element; to
 maintain a certain theme but with different characters and situations;
 or to make a more direct transposition.2 In the third category, as Reck
 points out, six Williams plays evolve from single short stories: The
 Glass Menagerie (1945) from “Portrait of a Girl in Glass”; Summer
 and Smoke (1948) from “The Yellow Bird”; Cat on a Hot Tin Roof
 (1955) from “Three Players of a Summer Game”; The Night of the
 Iguana (1961) from a short story of the same title; The Milk Train
 Doesn't Stop Here Anymore (1963) from “Man Bring This up Road”;
 and Kingdom of Earth: (The Seven Descents of Myrtle) (1968) from
 “The Kingdom of Earth.” The range of changes as these short stories
 metamorphose into plays encompasses character, incident, tone,
 theme, structure, and style; and the types of shifts are multiple and
 unpredictable.
Despite this organic development, at their best the short fiction
 
and drama are autonomous and valuable within their respective
 genres. In fact, the more carefully Williams crafts a tale (“Portrait of a
 Girl in Glass” and “Three Players of a Summer
 
Game”  for instance),  
the more likely the resulting play (The Glass
 
Menagerie and Cat on a
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Hot Tin Roof) will also succeed. Conversely, a badly written story will
 
lead to an unsatisfactory play. If these correspondences are indeed
 valid, an examination of the last short story-play pair may help
 explain the writer’
s
 lack of  literary direction in his later years.
“The Kingdom of Earth” was first published in a limited edition of
 Williams’ second short story anthology, Hard Candy (1954), omitted
 from the trade edition (also 1954), and later included in his third
 collection of stories, The Knightly Quest (1966). Kingdom of Earth:
 (The Seven Descents of Myrtle), however, was not printed until 1968,
 fourteen years after the tale’s first appearance. As the playwright
 aptly says of an incident which suggested the play: 
“
the germ for  
Kingdom of Earth...fecundated in my dramatic storehouse.”3 The
 time-lag between short story and play (the longest among the story
­play pairs) and Williams’ shifting thematic concerns probably
 account for his very different treatment of the same
 
basic plot. Apart  
from plot, the short story and play are linked
 
by their common use of  
parody. Williams uses two levels of parody here—one to mock estab
­lished genres (the fabliau, for example) or other literary works, the
 other to mock his own previous work. In the tale, Williams’ parodic
 touch
 
is light and relatively subdued, but in the play, it becomes heavy  
and less controlled.
The most immediate evidence of parody in the story lies in the
 
figure of the anti-heroic, anti-poetic Chicken, who tells his earthy
 story in the first person. He clearly contrasts
 
with the narrator of two  
earlier tales—Tom Wingfield in “Portrait of a Girl in Glass” and the
 unnamed narrator of “Three Players of a Summer Game.” In these
 stories, both tellers are
 
restless, nostalgic, sensitive artists who delib ­
erately distance themselves from their stories and narrate in fluent,
 literary prose. But Chicken is legally and emotionally tied to his farm,
 is very much a creature of the present, and narrates in gusty, col
­loquial, obscene language. Furthermore, he forms the central figure,
 whereas the other two narrators involve themselves in the plot only
 incidentally. Chicken’
s
 egocentricity and activity determine his lively  
narration. He confides fully in the reader (for example about his
 part-Cherokee mother) and his confession has an air of spontaneity
 quite opposite to the restrained lyricism and structural frame of 
“
Por ­
trait of a Girl in Glass” and “Three Players of a Summer Game.”
 Because Chicken writes therapeutically, however, his story parodies
 the craft of other Williams tales. In other words, “The Kingdom of
 Earth” is not an especially successful short story.
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In his Memoirs, Williams calls Kingdom of Earth
 
“a funny melo ­
drama.”8 Melodrama parodies tragedy, and Williams’ apt term sug
­gests the element of parody inherent in the play. Most obviously,
 Kingdom of Earth is an Absurd parody of three favorite Williams
 types: the determined, desperate Southern woman; the poetic artist;
 and the carnal man-as-beast. Myrtle’
s
 counterparts from earlier plays  
are such characters as Amanda Wingfield, Alma Winemiller, and
 Maggie the Cat. These three women all possess weaknesses coupled
 with an unshakable positive strength. Desperate but determined,
 defeated yet undaunted, they maintain a certain dignity and stature.
 Myrtle, however, is a product of the modern South—good-natured but
 vapid, deluded by the media, and morally weak. Her
 
suffocating ma
ternalism really forms a guise for her own insecurity,
 
which Chicken  
fully arouses. In her passivity
 
Myrtle allows Chicken to engulf her, as  
she fears the flood will also. Her show-business background and her
 seduction by television emphasize her pliability. Incapable of defend
­ing herself, Myrtle “descends” (note the play’
s
 subtitle) further and  
further into Chicken’
s
 power as she depends on him to save  her from  
the flood.9
In contrast to the story, we have no sense in the play of the
 
positive aspects of Myrtle’
s
 role as procreative female. She cannot  
satisfy Lot, whose needs are the perverted ones of the transvestite,
 
and  
although she does satisfy Chicken, she does 
so
 only by the sterile act of  
fellatio. Furthermore, at the end of the play, when Chicken asks
 Myrtle to produce a son for him, it is not as the ultimate expression
 
of  
love (however earthy that love may 
be)
 but as revenge on the white  
race: “Produce me a son. Produce a child for me, could you? Always
 wanted a child from an all-white woman” (p. 214).10
In the play, Lot and Chicken are no longer the Lawrentian sym
­
bols for the emasculated aesthete and the virile male; Williams has
 debased and parodied their original roles. Although tied to the past by
 memory, Williams’ other artists (Tom Wingfield and Christopher
 Flanders, for example) transcend their past links and live in the
 present, for that is the only way to survive. Like Blanche DuBois,
 however, Lot cannot exist in the present, so his memory distorts his
 past into a golden age. In Lot, Williams caricatures the impotent
 aesthete by exaggerating his physical characteristics (dyed blond
 hair and frail, exotic prettiness) and completely ignoring the aes
­thete’s intellectual side. Lot’s cleverness arises only from his over
­riding jealousy of
 
his masculine half-brother which enables him to  
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marry Myrtle to deprive Chicken of the farm. Not content to remember
 
the past, Lot dies in ecstasy as he
 
“recreates” his mother by dressing  
in her
 
clothes. In death, Lot suggests a final parody of the artist,  who  
also dedicates his life to recreation, often of the past.
Chicken parodies the virile male whose sexuality is a fulfilling
 
and liberating life-force. He appears to gain only an animal
 
satisfac ­
tion, not genuine fulfillment, and his sexual development is retarded.
 For example, twice he is about to masturbate, and he carves an obs
­cene picture on the kitchen table for Myrtle to see (when she notices the
 freshly carved picture, Myrtle says, shocked, “A thing like this’
s understandable in a, uh, growin’ boy in the country but you’re past
 that” (p. 164). Myrtle is mistaken, though: Chicken is not “past that”).
 Throughout the play, he makes explicit sexual references and ges
­tures, to the consternation
 
of the audience, which can understand his  
function in the play without such obvious prompts. For instance, he
 smirks about Myrtle’
s
 show-business days: “You kick with the right  
leg, you kick with the left leg, and between your legs you make your
 living?” (p. 147). Later, he
 
hands Myrtle a guitar, asking, “Don’t you  
like a man-size instrument?” (p. 174) and, during the same scene, he
 symbolically throws a cat into the flooded cellar, then later descends
 to retrieve it, calling, “ ‘Pussy, pussy, pussy?’ ” (p. 176).
The climax of the play prior to Lot’
s 
death, however, occurs when  
Chicken and Myrtle perform fellatio. Williams drops as many hints as
 he can,
 
culminating in  Myrtle sitting directly in front of Chicken, who  
hoists himself onto the kitchen table, spreads his legs wide, and
 
says  
savagely “You don’t have to look in my face, my face ain’t all they is to
 me, not by a long shot, honey...”(p. 202). The lights fade out and
 thunder (!) sounds. When the lights come up again, Myrtle is described
 in
 
a stage direction as sitting on a chair “so close to the table that she’ s 
between his boots, and [looking] as if she had undergone an expe
­rience of exceptional nature and magnitude” (p. 203). As representa
­tive of the white race, Myrtle has been enslaved and humbled
 
by  the  
representative of the black race, Chicken. By performing fellatio, they
 parody the regenerative aspect of
 
sexual intercourse.
In his article on Kingdom of Earth, Albert E. Kalson observes:
While fellatio as sterility may be a valid equation, the shockingly
 
explicit act and its necessary foreshadowing dictate the language
 and incident 
of
 the entire play and lower it disastrously to the  
mental level of the sub-human characters who are involved in the
 act. Numbed by the characters’ empty minds and emptier souls,
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the Williams audience once again must be forgiven its failure to
 
see past perversion to theme, even one as valid and vital as King
­
dom
 of Earth’s—that those who survive are so dead of spirit that  
they have nothing to offer a new world but their own sterility.11
In Kingdom of Earth, Williams’ primary interest is theme,
 
and he  
therefore sublimates plot and characters to this end.12 To a large
 extent, Williams parodies—consciously or unconsciously—the themes
 of his earlier drama, particularly procreation and vitality as
 
positive  
forces, which Summer and Smoke, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, and espe
­cially A Streetcar Named Desire advocate. Williams’ continuing pes
­simism extends to the bleak theme of a “despairing vision of existence
 without hope,” a theme well suited to Absurdist treatment.13
In the
 
short story, the flesh-versus-spirit battle is aptly contained  
within the narrator, who accounts for the shifts in his own character
 and conveys his own decision to renounce the struggle and whole
­heartedly embrace the flesh. Although this decision has elements of
 parody, it genuinely arises from Chicken as narrator. In the play,
 though, the author superimposes the struggle between heaven and
 earth on the grotesque and mindless character of Chicken in a series of
 mini-monologues at the end of the play (pp. 210-211). Williams literally
 transposes almost word-for-word Chicken’
s
 references to flesh and  
spirit in the story. There, Chicken punctuates his whole tale with
 comments on the flesh and spirit so that his story and
 
philosophy are  
unified. The play, however, does not adequately prepare us for
 Chicken’s monologue
 
series,  grandly described in a  stage direction as  
“the
 
expression of his  credo” (p. 210). Williams subjugates his charac ­
ters to theme so entirely
 
that they are incapable of spontaneous and  
convincing philosophy, analysis, or action.
Finally, Kingdom of Earth can be seen as a supreme parody of
 
drama itself, whether or not the playwright intended this theme. The
 plot actually progresses little, and the cast endlessly refers to and
 waits for the impending flood, reminiscent of Beckett’s tramps in
 Waiting for Godot. Presumably, Williams hoped that the threat of
 flood was sufficient cause for his characters’ actions, but the audience
 realizes that no causal link exists between the flood and the sequence
 of events. Contrary to dramatic convention, genuine conflict is min
­imal, for both Lot and Myrtle are obviously at Chicken’s mercy.14
 Other nondramatic devices include Myrtle’s account
 
of her show busi ­
ness days (pp. 145-146) and her appearance on television (p
 
the false  
prophet beast has two horns, one is dominion and the other is false
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at the end (pp. 210-211), and lengthy stage directions (pp. 126-127,154,
 
and 211-212).
Although “The
 
Kingdom of Earth” is a fairly early story, its loose,  
therapeutic, first-person narration anticipated Williams’ later fic
­tional problems in works like his short story anthology Eight Mortal
 Ladies
 
Possessed (1974) and  his novel Moise  and the World of Reason  
(1975). His drama too became static and formless, as the failures of
 Small Craft Warnings (1972) and The Two Character Play (1975)
 attest. The parody in “The Kingdom of Earth” and Kingdom of Earth
 is at least a distinct literary form with a clear function, but latterly
 Williams seemed confused about his writing’
s
 direction. He called a  
recent play, Clothes for a Summer Hotel (1980),
 
which closed after an  
embarrassingly short New York run, a “ghost” play. And indeed
 Williams’ work in the last
 
decade or so drifted from  parody to a ghost  
of its former 
self.
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(The Seven Descents of Myrtle) (New York, 1968). Typically, though, when
 the play was revived in 1975, Williams made some revisions. The revised
 text (from which 
I
 take page references) is in The Theatre of Tennessee  
Williams (New York, 1976), vol. 5.
11
 
Albert E. Kalson, “Tennessee Williams’ Kingdom of Earth: A Sterile  
Promontory,” Drama and Theatre, 8(1970), 92. This article discusses par
­ody in Kingdom of Earth.
12
 See
 Memoirs, p. 212, where Williams refers to the play’ s “strong  
thematic content.”
13
 
Kalson, p. 93.
14 Williams’ distrust of audience stems from his early work: for instance,
 
the slide show in the original version of The Glass Menagerie, designed to
 repeat and stress important lines or themes.
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FICTIVE FREEDOM THROUGH
THE FRENCH LIEUTENANTS WOMAN
STEVEN G. KELLMAN
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS, SAN ANTONIO
History is a nightmare from
 
which
I am trying to awake.
—Stephen Dedalus
When we dream that we
 
dream, we
 are about to awake.
—Novalis
The title of John Fowles’
s
 The French Lieutenant’s Woman hints  
at some sort of servitude or at least dependence, but an epigraph from
 Karl Marx’s Zur Judenfrage marks freedom as the earliest theme of
 the work: “Every emancipation is a restoration of
 
the human world  
and of human relationships to man himself.” Though betrothed to the
 ironically named Ernestina Freeman, Charles Smithson is, from the
 opening pages, fatally drawn to Sarah Woodruff, who is popularly
 known not only as “the French lieutenant’
s
 woman,” but also as  
“Tragedy.” An amateur paleontologist, Charles sees himself as a
 disciple of Charles Darwin and
 
Charles Lyell, whose theories  aspired  
to reveal laws determining every phenomenon in nature. Charles’
s fondness for collecting ammonite fossils is responsible for his encoun
­tering Sarah in rough woods, and the fossils themselves come to
 function as
 
a kind of poetic conceit, somewhat in the manner of Henry  
James’s golden bowl,
 
throughout the novel. By the forty-third chapter  
of
 
the book, the metonymic link between the static fragments of the  
past and
 
their collector is made explicit: “There was no doubt. He was  
one of life’s victims, one more ammonite caught in the vast move
­ments of history, stranded now for eternity, a potential turned to a
 fossil.”1 While examining the possibility of freedom of choice and
 action in the lives of Charles and Sarah, The French Lieutenant’s
 Woman
 
makes use  of a highly self-conscious fiction in order to force us  
during our reading to experience the tension between freedom and
 necessity that is the novel’s central concern.
A sense of the individual’s ammonite vulnerability to huge imper
­
sonal forces is thoroughly worthy of Thomas Hardy. It is reinforced by
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Fowles’s decision to set his 1967 novel in 1867 Lyme Regis, a section of
 
that bleak Wessex landscape of which Hardy became novelist lau
­reate. In a professional salute to il miglior
 
fabbro, an invocation of  
“the shadow, the very relevant shadow, of the great novelist who
 towers over this part of England of which 1 write” (215), Fowles
 himself calls attention to the fact that it was in 1867 that Hardy
 finished his architectural studies in London, returned to Dorset, and
 fell momentously in love with his cousin/niece Tryphena. Along with
 such contemporaries as Arnold, Clough, Darwin, Marx, and Tenny
­son, Hardy furnishes epigraphs to several of the chapters in The
 French Lieutenant's Woman. His characters, solitary human beings
 among elemental settings, are helpless victims of an indifferent cos
­mos. As poet, Hardy
 
repeatedly capitalized the noun “Time,” personi ­
fying it as a callous villain who imposes his own cruel necessity on
 human lives. Fowles is attracted to Hardy as “the perfect emblem of
 his age’s greatest mystery” (216); in his own life, as well as in his
 writings, he is seen as the focus of a rich tension “between lust and
 renunciation, undying recollection and undying repression, lyrical
 surrender and tragic duty, between the sordid facts and their noble
 use” (216). In his own complex fashion, Hardy is a champion of
 emancipation from Victorian repression. Fowles’s own novel is
 informed by a sense of history as an
 
overpowering  mechanism, and it  
is appropriate that he
 
turn to the inspiration of this particular figure  
from
 
the past. A recognition of time’ s despotism, The French Lieuten ­
ant's Woman is at the same time
 
an attempt to liberate us through the  
weapon of narrative.
Fowles focuses much of his scorn and terror of “the petty
 
provin ­
cial day” (11) of the Victorians on the figure of the tyrannical hypo
­crite Mrs. Poultenay. An emblem of duty as despot, she embodies
 
the  
repressive conventions of 1867 that the narrator contends still govern
 Anglo-Saxon culture, especially in the area of sex. He sees the Renais
­sance as “...an end to chains, bounds, frontiers....It was all, in short,
 that Charles’
s
 age was not” (60). Charles Smithson is caught in  
another time zone and within the limited universe of discourse,
 
but the  
narrator hopes that by making us aware of the constraints which
 defeated the Victorians he can at least free us from them. The French
 Lieutenant's Woman provides a confrontation of 1967 with 1867, two
 moments possessed by remarkably similar preoccupations. Fowles’s
 manifestly polemical intent
 
is to liberate the reader twice—both from  
the confines of a fictive 1867 and from the parochialism of 1967. He
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purposes to employ the story of Charles’s love for Sarah as an alarm to
 
awaken us from the nightmare of history still intimidating us. Lord
 Acton’s familiar adage about the study of the past casts historio
­graphy in the role of emancipator, as if narration were a means of
 transcending time. Aware, we need not
 
be condemned to repeat any ­
thing. The nineteenth century’
s
 own  discovery of  the Middle Ages  can  
be viewed as an effort to escape from a banal, sordid present to an
 epoch viewed as more exciting and
 
more free. And the historical novel  
created by authors like Scott, Vigny, Gautier, Pater, or Reade is an
 exhilarating experience because, like time travel, it temporarily
 unshackles us from
 
the fixed patterns of the present and immerses us  
in another, more vibrant world.
Fowles entertains no Victorian illusions
 
about the attractiveness  
of an earlier era, least of all the Victorian. For him, it is a
 
picturesque  
prison whose shackles still bind his 1967 reader. Although he depicts
 the Victorian period in particular as oubliette, all historical periods
 are now irrevocably finished. The past is
 
not only deadening but dead  
as well, inert to any Orphic gestures of the future. It
 
is too late for its  
residents, “adrift in the slow entire
 
of Victorian time” (19), to  exercise  
any options, and they are frozen for eternity into the particular pat
­terns they have enacted. It is not yet too late for us,
 
though, so long as  
we have the capacity, provided by self-conscious histories, to keep
 moving and to determine our own relationships to time. Perhaps more
 satisfactorily than for
 
Emma Bovary,  literature emerges  as escapism  
for the reader of The French Lieutenant's Woman.
The preeminent tense in literature is the perfect tense. The preter
­
ite,
 
used to  construct a determinate discourse with beginning, middle,  
and end, is
 
not free precisely because it is over and done with, because  
no options remain for the actors trapped in a claustrophobic past. It is
 a closed book. The French Lieutenant's Woman, however, begins with
 and often reverts to the conditional—“a person of curiosity could at
 once have deduced several strong probabilities about the pair who
 began to walk down the quay at Lyme Regis” (9), “However, if you had
 turned northward and landward in 1867, as the man that day did, your
 prospect would have been harmonious” (10), “and why she knew a
 little more about sin than one might have suspected at first sight of her
 nineteen-year-old face; or would have suspected had one passed
 through Dorchester later that same year” (216). The conditional mood
 stands outside the finite structure
 
of past, present, and future.  Sugges ­
tive of Vaihinger’
s
 “as  if’ concept of fiction,2 the conditional resists  
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the forces of determinism, whether Darwinian or Homeric. Hypothe
­
sis is an emancipation from thesis; if
 
indeed the poet nothing affir-  
meth, then he is free to range over a wide expanse
 
of possibilities. By  
refusing the glib hypostasis of past tense assertion, Fowles stresses
 the insurgent spirit which he in any case finds latent in the very genre
 of the novel. In an article published in 1968, he declares:
The truth is, the novel is 
a
 free form. Unlike the play or the film  
script, it has no limits other than those of the language. It is like a
 poem; it can be what it wants. This is its downfall and 
its
 glory;  
and explains why both forms have been so often used to establish
 freedom in other fields, social and political.3
The railroad train is an important machina ex deo throughout
 
this novel, a device by which Fowles both transports his major charac
­ters between Dorset
 
and London and reminds  his  readers of how easy  
it is to become tracked in time. In Chapter 55, in fact, the novel’
s
 fictive  
author, later depicted with Breguet watch in hand, even shares a
 railway compartment with his protagonist Charles. Throughout the
 book, Charles, fearful of being trapped within fixed limits, is a compul
­sive traveler. Like the contemporary poets whose quickening chal
­lenge to the deadly constrictions of bourgeois society is “L’lnvitation
 au voyage,” Charles finds his freedom in movement, a denial of the
 immobility that is fatal and is the mark of fatalism: “That was why he
 had traveled so much; he found English society too hidebound, Eng
­lish solemnity too solemn, English thought too moralistic, English
 religion too bigoted” (107). Yet it is the railroad that Charles most
 conspicuously employs
 
as a tool to assert his independence.  For all the  
melancholia of the Byronic wanderer earlier in the century,
 
his travels  
were depicted through organic metaphors, while Charles’s journeys
 are, ominously, on a machine.
An integral part of the Industrial Revolution transforming
 
nineteenth-century
 
Europe, the train is an appropriate emblem for the  
engine of history impelling the individual in directions he might not
 choose. It is the railroad, seen in Dombey and
 
Son transforming the  
face of Britain, that, from the opening pages of Tolstoi’s novel, signals
 Anna Karenina’
s
 doom and that serves as the instrument of her  
destruction. Frequent allusions to le nouveau roman suggest that
 Fowles is probably familiar with Michel Butor’
s
 La Modification, a  
novel whose main character is able to assert his individual freedom
 precisely by stepping outside the railroad compartment he occupies
 throughout the book. And it is
 
in pushing Fleurissoire off a train  that  
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Lafcadio bids to perform his celebrated acte gratuit in Gide’s Les
 
Caves du Vatican.
If the image of the train, then, points to time as an impersonal and
 
irresistible mechanism, the possibility still remains of constructing
 another, unusual apparatus that would enable us to move at will
 within time and thereby assert human independence of mechanical
 laws. The late-Victorian H. G. Wells based an entire novel on the
 premise that it is not necessary to remain captive of one epoch, and
 The French Lieutenant's Woman often recalls The Time Machine in
 its invention of a device to transcend temporal barriers. Fowles’
s narrator deliberately refuses to mesh with the mechanism of history.
 His weapon of rebellion is the narrative equivalent of traveling shots.
Much of this novel conveys the sense of a guided expedition
 
through a quaint, remote setting. In
 
Chapter 39,  for example, we tour  
Victorian London’s red light district, and Chapter 16 provides those of
 us who are curious with
 
a side trip to observe how evenings were spent  
in a middle-class Victorian home—“Those gaslit hours
 
that had to be  
filled, and without benefit of cinema or
 
television....So let  us see how  
Charles and Ernestina are crossing one particular such desert” (94).
 Fowles persistently plays on the illusion that we are indeed seeing
 such nineteenth-century fauna in their natural habitat, that, a
 creature of the twentieth century, The French Lieutenant's Woman
 is to be
 
our Baedeker to the Victorian world, a lively compan on “on  our  
travels back to the nineteenth century” (288). Such expeditions should
 be no less an act of transcendence for us, confined to
 
our own moment  
and milieu,
 
than Charles’ s journeys through Europe and America are  
for him. Similarly, Sarah Woodruff, by choosing to be associated with
 a foreigner—“I did it so
 
that I should never be the same  again. I did it  
so that people should point at
 
me, should say, there walks the French  
Lieutenant’s Whore” (142)—hopes to escape the Victorian prison,
 “that claustrophilia we see so clearly evidenced in their enveloping,
 mummifying clothes, their narrow-windowed and -corridored
 architecture, their fear of the open and of the naked” (143).
Fowles’
s
 narrator perpetually flaunts his autonomy from time,  
his ability to move freely back and forth through history.
 
When a clock  
strikes in Act II:i of Julius Caesar, it only underscores how much a
 product of the Elizabethan age Shakespeare really was. When,
 however, in the process of recounting a story set one hundred years
 ago, the narrator of The French
 
Lieutenant's Woman coyly alludes to  
such later figures as Robbe-Grillet, Sartre, Freud, or McLuhan, he
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aspires to elude any temporal nets. For him, and for those readers
 
willing and able to follow his example, freedom is anachronistic,
 precisely in the individual’
s
 ability to defy historical sequence. On the  
very first page of the novel, in the description of The Cobb as “as full of
 subtle curves and volumes as a Henry Moore or a Michelangelo” (9-
 10), the willful telescoping of prochronism and parachronism
 immediately challenges time for sovereignty here. We are gleefully
 informed that, though the word might apply to Charles, “agnostic”
 was not to be coined until 1870 (18) and that, however much a
 perambulator might fit the scene at the opening of Chapter 57, it
 would still be a prochronism by ten years. When, moreover, in a
 description of the martinet Mrs. Poultenay, we are told that “There
 would have been a place in the Gestapo for the lady” (23), we are safely
 removed from both oppressors.
Such playful movements into and out of historical verisimilitude
 
prevent us from being stranded in either 1867 or 1967. A similar
 strategy is involved in transporting certain characters
 
to the modern  
world. Speculations over how many children Lady Macbeth suckled
 confound distinctions between art and life; so, too, does
 parachronistic mention of the fact that Ernestina “died on the day
 that Hitler invaded Poland” (28), that her servant Mary’
s
 “great ­
great-granddaughter, who is twenty-two years old this month 1 write
 in, much resembles her ancestor; and her face is known over the entire
 world, for she is one of the more celebrated younger English film
 actresses” (65), or even that Sarah’s Toby jug “was
 
cracked, and was  
to be recracked in the course of time, as I can testify, having bought it
 myself a year or two ago for a good deal more
 
than the three pennies  
Sarah was charged” (220). This narrator,
 
however, like the narrator of  
Walden, seems to be most triumphantly proclaiming that: “Time is
 but the stream I go a-fishing in.” The solitary angler is in control, in
 this case by means of narrative anachronism.
The French Lieutenant's Woman begins with a sighting of
 
Charles and Ernestina at The Cobb through the lens of an imaginary
 telescope. As with a cinematic iris effect, we are thus immediately
 distanced from the unfolding drama, as 
we
 are from this antique  
setting. Later, when
 
Sarah reads to Mrs. Poultenay from the Bible,  we  
are told that she did not create “an unconscious
 
alienation effect of the  
Brechtian kind” (51). The novel about her, however, exults in the
 multiple opportunities for Verfremdungseffekt; and this prochronistic
 reference to the modern German playwright is itself certainly one of
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them. Lest 
we
 lose ourselves in the melodramatic love story of Charles  
and Sarah, the narrative is continually interrupted by a variety of
 epigraphs, footnotes, commentaries, and digressions whose effect is to
 foreground the work, to prevent us from ever forgetting that this is
 only a novel. As if he were a research scholar compelled to acknowl
­edge bibliographic debts and not an artificer trying to project the
 illusion that his creation arrived fully formed from the Muse, Fowles
 at the outset salutes E. Royston Pike’s Human Documents of the
 Victorian Golden Age. 
He
 confesses to frequent borrowings from  that  
collection and commences his fiction by reminding us that that is
 indeed what it is: “1 recommend this brilliant anthology most warmly
 to any reader who would like to know more of the reality behind my
 fiction” (8). Later authorial intrusions editorialize about the actions of
 the major protagonists, but they also furnish what is in effect a
 network of diverse treatises on such topics as Victorian fashions,
 paleontology, psychotherapy, birth control technology, slang, and
 social structure. When Sam begins contemplating the blackmail of his
 employer Charles Smithson, we immediately jump to an entire para
­graph of etymological speculation on the word “blackmail” as an
 import from Old Norwegian into Old English by means of the Vikings.
 The narrator prefaces this digression by archly soliciting our
 indulgence—“if I may add to your stock of useless knowledge” (169).
By proceeding to insert such wondrously extraneous material into
 
his book, the narrator blithely defies accepted
 
notions of “relevance.”  
But
 
“revelance” was, after all, more an obsession of 1967 than of 1867,  
when
 
the fiction of Eliot,  Meredith, or Thackeray provided an encyclo ­
pedic
 
compendium of observation and information, a Procrustean bed  
capable of keeping a drowsy Empress of India awake. By aligning
 himself with the traditions of Victorian fiction, Fowles declares inde
­pendence from his own age of suspicion. By choosing the freedom of
 impertinence, however, Fowles likewise extricates himself and his
 reader from
 
the restrictive nineteenth-century world in his fiction. His  
novel aspires to be the “free form” he proclaims the genre to be.
Yet freedom from a specific time and place and from specific social
 
and literary conventions is expanded into a freedom from fiction
 itself. Just as Fowles’
s
 next published work, The Ebony Tower, fea ­
tures a character reading Fowles’s own earlier book The Magus, The
 French Lieutenant’
s
 Woman frequently calls attention to its own  
status as artifice and thereby liberates us from yet another possible
 enthrallment. Lewis Carroll is another Victorian who furnishes epi
­
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graphs to chapters here, and
 
his 1865 masterpiece Alice's Adventures  
in Wonderland concludes with Alice’s liberating realization that
 
the  
threatening figures she has been
 
taking so seriously are “nothing but  
a pack of cards.” With that, she and we are able to awaken from our
 nightmare, as the book ends, and we can each take our solitary way
 beyond what the author has invented for us.
Like
 
Jacques le fataliste or Great Expectations, The French Lieu ­
tenant’s Woman offers more than one conclusion. Chapter 44
 declares: “And so ends the story” (264) and follows with an account of
 how Charles married
 
Ernestina and  never saw Sarah again. The next  
chapter informs us that this was only the fantasy of Charles, “what he
 spent the hours between London and Exeter imagining might
 happen” (266). Fifteen chapters later, Charles has a final interview
 with Sarah, but the novel concludes
 
with two distinct accounts of that  
meeting. In fact, the most appropriate punctuation at the end of this
 period piece would seem to be ellipsis.
Fowles’s refusal to delimit the options of his novel, even on its
 
final pages, is a final affirmation of liberty, both for his characters
 and for his readers. Wolfgang Iser argues that all works of literature
 are to some extent indeterminate, that they all contain some gaps
 which the free reader must contend with as he will:
In other words, a literary object can never be given final defini
­
tion. This is borne out, 
for
 example, by the endings of many novels  
which 
often
 resemble a tour deforce simply because the book must  
come to an end. Indeterminacy is then counterbalanced by the
 author himself with an ideological or utopian solution. There are
 other novels, though, which articulate this inconclusiveness at
 the end.4
John Fowles’s The French Lieutenant's Woman is just such an articu
­
late novel. Iser suggestively concludes his own
 
essay with an affirma ­
tion
 
of that relationship between narrative indeterminacy and human  
possibility that makes this particular novel so engaging: “Thus it is
 perhaps one of the chief values of literature that by its very indetermi
­nacy it is able to transcend the restrictions of time and written word
 and to give to people of all ages and
 
backgrounds  the chance to enter  
other worlds and so enrich their own lives.”5
Ultimately, Fowles’
s
 allegiance is to the party of Heraclitus. His  
last written paragraph has Charles facing “The river of life....out
 again, upon the unplumb’d, salt, estranging sea” (366). Throughout
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the novel, movement represents a positive value, as if mobility in itself
 
were transcendence. The villains are constriction and stasis, and, if
 life is indeed a flow, they are lethal. Charles Linnaeus’ system of
 classifying species is attacked as “a foredoomed attempt
 
to stabilize  
and fix what is in reality a continuous flux”
 
(45). Faced with a mecha ­
nism of containment, life becomes synonymous with disobedience, a
 fact which Fowles himself emphasizes during a digression on literary
 theory. The metaphor of machine becomes inaccurate as a description
 of the dynamic world within and without fiction:
We know a world is an organism, not a machine. We also know
 
that a genuinely created world must be independent of its creator;
 a planned world (a world that 
fully
 reveals its planning) is a dead  
world. It 
is
 only when our characters and events begin to disobey  
us that they begin to live. (81)
The prescription is for literature as a moving experience.
A
 portrait of the nineteenth century which itself refuses to stand  
in either the nineteenth or the twentieth, The French Lieutenant's
 Woman becomes an historical novel which vigorously denies history.
 At the conclusion of Chaucer’
s
 poem, Troilus, transported to the  
eighth sphere, is able to gaze back down on our petty planet and
 realize what an abject slave to time and place he had been. Through its
 energetic shifts in time and in subject matter, Fowles’
s
 novel, too, 
asserts a Boethian view of all delusion and frustration as merely
 temporary. The imagination is fluid and sovereign, and in Fowles’s
 changing cosmos its need to rescue us from paralysis is chronic.
NOTES
1
 
John Fowles, The French Lieutenant’ s Woman (New York, 1970), p.  
262. All numerical references within the text are to pages of this edition.
2
 
See Hans Vaihinger, The Philosophy of “As If”: A System of the  
Theoretical, Practical and Religious Fictions of Mankind, trans. C. K.
 Ogden, 2nd ed. (New York, 1952).
3
 
John Fowles, “Notes on Writing a Novel,” Harper’s, 237(July 1968), p.  
92.
4
 
Wolfgang Iser, “Indeterminacy and the Reader’ s Response in Prose  
Fiction,” in J. Hillis Miller, ed., Aspects of Narrative: Selected Papers from
 the English Institute (New York, 1971), pp. 10-11.
5
 
Ibid., p. 45.
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THE TOUCHING OF LOVE AND DEATH
 
IN URSULA LE GUIN
WITH COMPARISONS TO JANE AUSTEN
DONALD M. HASSLER
KENT STATE UNIVERSITY
I
Although she seems reluctant
 
to  label herself simply as a science  
fiction writer and is publishing now outside of the genre, Ursula Le
 Guin’
s
 most successful  novels, The Left Hand of Darkness  (1969) and  
The Dispossessed (1974), contain
 
many of the usual characteristics of  
science fiction.1 They are set on far planets and include journeys
 across the long distances of space. Both novels, however, are also
 great love stories that journey through the inner space of courtship
 and marriage, and here they may be compared to the courtship and
 marriage minuets of Jane Austen. Here 1 argue that both novelists
 make a deliberate use of love, courtship, and marriage as a hedge
 against death. The theme is not uncommon in literature. In addition to
 noticing the carpe diem theme, 1 argue that Le Guin and Austen in a
 strikingly similar way use death as a way of enhancing love. The
 details of
 
narrative illustrate this method, particularly in Le Guin’s  
work, but also in
 
several key passages in Austen.  Finally, 1 argue that  
certain similarities in the use these two writers make of balance and
 fabrication suggest a common artistic purpose. This purpose is com
­municated
 
organically and symbolically in the“literaryness” of their  
fictions as well as in dialogue and plot. Only recently have science
 fiction writers merited the kind
 
of comparison being made here, but as  
the genre progresses in artistic depth and in seriousness of intent more
 such comparisons will undoubtedly be needed. Also, the more com
­plete implications of Le Guin and Austen’s treatments of love and
 death, which, I suggest, may be developed as well as the appropriate
­ness of those themes to science fiction itself. This essay is part of
 
a  
relatively new beginning of science fiction criticism.
 
In the meantime,  
Le Guin may also add to our reading of the classic Austen.
In a recent collection of essays about Jane Austen, her continuous
 
interest in humans reaching out toward one another in love is glossed
 by E. M. Forster’
s
 later observation that in the modern world of  
isolation
 
and loneliness love  will become more and more important as
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a source of meaning, “the heart’s last stand against rootlessness.”2 I
 
would twist this observation a bit further to suggest that only because
 of our growing sense of rootlessness and only because of a profound
 awareness, in fact, of death can love and human relationship have
 meaning. In this sense, then, the happy marriages of Shevek and
 Takver, of Genly 
Ai
 and Estraven as well as fictional marriages in  
Austen, of which I shall mention only one or two, are absolutely
 dependent upon a deep insight into the nature of cold death and not
 merely a protection against loneliness and
 
death.  Le Guin makes this  
point
 
most explicitly in the dialogue between Shevek  and Takver that  
comes shortly after they discover
 
mutually that they have both been  
seeking a bond, not just
 
a casual though meaningful human relation ­
ship, but a total bonding—what our counselors
 
in a less Utopian state  
would call a solid marriage. They establish the bond, and then Shev
 discusses on what basis it can have meaning for them:
“
All you have to do to see life whole is to see it as mortal. I’ll die,  
you’ll die; how could we love each other otherwise? The sun’s
 
going
 to burn out, what else keeps it shining?”
“Ah! your talk, your damned philos phy!”
“Talk? It’s not talk. It’s not reason. It’s hand’s touch. I touch
 the 
wholeness,
 1 hold it. Which is moonlight, which is Takver?  
How shall I fear death? When I hold it, when I hold in 
my
 hands  
the light—”
“
Don’t be propertarian,” Takver muttered.
“Dear heart, don’t cry.”
“I’m not crying. You are. Those are your tears.”
“
I’m cold. The moonlight’s cold.”
“Lie down.”
A great shiver went through his body as she took him in her
 
arms.
“
I am afraid, Takver,” he whispered.
“Brother, dear soul, hush.”
They slept in each other’s arms that night, many nights.3
If the precondition for love is an awareness of mortality and
 
perhaps even of rootlessness, then, the fictions of science fiction would
 seem particularly appropriate for communicating this precondition.
 The sense of vast spaces, the multiple worlds, plentiful time frames,
 and fanciful though often very real varieties of death all combine to
 isolate and to uproot individual men so that, if the opportunity pres
­ents itself, they
 
will reach out to establish a bond with a fellow individ ­
ual. If this bond can be established, moreover, it 
will
 mean much  
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to the individuals involved in direct proportion to how isolated and
 
lonely they are to begin with. For this reason, the image of the bonding
 between two individuals, the love story, that Le Guin creates in her
 earlier great novel is a magnificent love story. And even though there
 can be no sexual consummation and no
 
marriage bond except insofar  
as the true bond that Shevek and Takver discuss does indeed exist,
 Genly Ai and Estraven do have a deep love after they have crossed the
 Gobrin Ice together. Even more than the strange love that Le Guin
 images, and which I shall discuss in more detail in the latter
 
half of  
this essay, she images the precondition of cold death most success
­fully in their lonely journey across the icecap of the planet, Winter. As
 they begin their journey
 
across the Ice, which will be a journey  also to  
love, Le Guin writes
 
beautifully about the symbolic meaning of death  
that her setting contains; and this death includes joy:
Estraven 
stood
 there in harness beside me looking at that  
magnificent and unspeakable desolation. "I'm glad 
I
 have lived to  
see this,” he said.
I felt as he did. It is good 
to
 have an end to journey towards;  
but it is the journey that matters, in the end.
It had not rained, here on these northfacing slopes. Snow
­
fields stretched down from the pass into the valleys of moraine.
 We stowed the wheels, uncapped the sledge-runners, put on our
 skis, and took off—down, north, onward, into that silent vastness
 of fire and ice that said in enormous letters of black and white
 DEATH, DEATH, written right across a continent. The sledge
 
pulled
 like a feather, and we laughed with joy.4
Later,
 
just a few moments before  the narrative will tell of Estraven’ s 
sacrifice of his own life for the sake of his friend and his friend’s
 mission, Genly Ai narrates how close they felt and reminds us again of
 the Ice:
We huddled in the dark hollow under dark trees, in the snow.
 
We lay right together 
for
 warmth. Around midday Estraven dozed  
off for a while, but I was too hungry and too cold 
for
 sleep; I lay  
there beside my friend in a sort of stupor, trying to remember the
 words he had 
quoted
 to me once: Two are one, life and death, lying  
together....It was a little like being inside the tent up on the Ice, but
 without shelter, without food, without rest: nothing left but our
 companionship, and that soon to end.5
This image of the journey
 
across the Ice, in which Le Guin asserts  
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through Genly Ai and Estraven that the journey itself is important
 
and not
 
the end of the journey, becomes elaborated in the later novel  
through Shevek’s Simultaneity Theory. The interlocking time ref
­erences of the theory, as they relate to the narrative time in Le Guin’s
 series
 
of fictions about the Ekumenical Empire, create another dimen ­
sion to the awe and sense of rootlessness in the face of vast time
 
and  
space that leads us as individuals to reach out in the cold for each
 other. Without the successful development of Shev’s theory, the com
­munication device called the ansible that Genly Ai uses on Gethen
 could not have been invented. Similarly, Shev’
s
 theoretical thinking is  
indebted
 
to the work of an ancient Terran who had sought a “unifying  
field theory”—the old Ainsetain.6 Thus in her larger and, hopefully,
 continuing narrative of the Ekumenical Empire, the Simultaneity
 Theory is placed centuries following the Terran civilization and the
 physics we are familiar with, but several hundred years prior to Genly
 Ai’s mission to and relationship with Estraven of Gethen. But the
 images from the theory itself as they are elaborated in The Dispos
­sessed help us
 
to understand the relationship between  love and death  
that is the topic of this essay.
As an ethical,
 
rather than a physical, theory Simultaneity repres ­
ents the indeterminacy of process, of always going out but not neces
­sarily coming back. The motif does appear several times in the novel
 that “true journey is return.”7 The movement that the characters (and
 especially Shevek and Takver) continually embrace, however, is sheer
 movement with no predetermined end, movement outward, movement
 toward greater uncertainty and death. This daring movement allows
 their love to have meaning. Near the conclusion of the novel, as Shev
 is formulating in his mind a clearer notion of his
 
work as it relates to  
the ongoing Odonian Revolution as well as to his Simultaneity The
­ory,
 
he speculates  also about his love for Takver, their commitment to  
each other, their bond: “For her as for him, there was no end. There
 was process: process was all. You could go in a promising direction or
 you could
 
go wrong, but you did not set out with the expectation of ever  
stopping anywhere. All responsibilities, all
 
commitments thus under ­
stood took on substance and duration.”8
 
Earlier in this tenth chapter,  
the story is told of
 
Shev’s long journey back to Takver after a work  
assignment in a remote part of Anarres. This journey is, in fact, a
 microcosm of the larger journey of Shevek’
s
 to Urras and  back  home  
again to
 
Takver that frames the entire novel. Just as in The Left Hand  
of Darkness, the journey is
 
an image  for death as well as an image for  
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return. Rather the journey always seems to suggest death as well as
 
love. Without the death there would not be the possibility for love. Just
 before Shev reaches the settlement where Takver and their child are,
 the reference to death is made explicit:
He went on; the road stayed lying down. He had been in no danger,
 
but
 he had never in any danger known himself so close to death.  
Death was in him, under him; the earth itself was uncertain,
 unreliable. The enduring, the reliable, 
is
 a promise made by the  
human mind. Shevek felt the cold, clean air in his mouth and
 lungs. He listened. Remote, a mountain torrent thundered some
­
where
 down in the shadows.9
That final muted image of the torrent of rushing water (rapid flow
 
in  
nature) echoes strongly for me, at least, the famous Simplon Pass
 passage in Book VI of The Prelude by Wordsworth in
 
which death  and  
imagination are linked:
...downwards we hurried fast,
 
And enter’d with the road which we had miss’d
 Into 
a
 narrow chasm; the brook and road  
Were 
fellow-travellers
 in this gloomy Pass....  
And 
giddy
 prospect of the raving stream,  
The unfetter’d clouds, and region 
of
 the Heavens,  
Tumult and peace, the darkness and the light
 Were all like workings of one mind, the features
 Of the same face, blossoms upon one tree,
 Characters of the great Apocalypse,
 The types and symbols of Eternity,
 Of first and last, and midst, and without end.10
William Walling’
s
 recent study of Jane Austen suggests the  
importance to her overall effects (and
 
hence to  her notion of what the  
preconditions must
 
be for love) of a profound awareness on her part of  
motion, journeying, even rootlessness. The concluding sentence of
 Walling’s essay, I think, expresses this interpretation best; this is, of
 course, the same interpretation I have been making of Ursula Le
 Guin—the fact of movement and death allows us to love: “Within the
 increasing accelerations of a turning world, without still point or
 certain center, the best selves reach out for their fellows, and help to
 preserve, as much as they can, the integrity of a human ideal."11
 Obviously, Jane Austen’s world is not the world of 
the Ekumenical  
Empire; and
 
the accelerations are very slow indeed by comparison. In  
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fact, the least rootless, the least accelerated of her novels, however,
 
contains an unnecessary and gratuitous little glimpse of death that I
 find absolutely chilling in its coincidence; and I shall end this first
 section of my essay by describing and quoting from this small piece of
 Austen’s vision that reminds me 
so
 poignantly of Le Guin’s vision.  
Mansfield Park is, by general consensus of
 
Austen critics, her most  
conservative and “ordered” novel. Walling most recently quotes an
 opinion of Lionel Trilling’s from several decades ago that still holds:
 “Mansfield Park is most
 
particularly characterized by his preference  
for rest over motion....It’s praise is not for social freedom but
 
for social  
stasis.”l2 The story is, nevertheless, a love story in which the reaching
 out of Fanny for Edmund is placed firmly in the context
 
of potential  
death. Similarly, when Fanny is separated from Edmund, visiting her
 parents in Portsmouth and in the process of seeing more deeply into
 human limitation than she had thought possible, the following short
 paragraph appears in the narrative for no apparent reason:
Fanny was silent; but not from being convinced that there might
 
not be a remedy found for some of these evils. As she now sat
 looking at Betsey, she could not but think particularly of another
 sister, a very pretty little girl, whom she had left there not much
 younger when she went into Northamptonshire, who had died 
a few years afterwards. There had been something remarkably ami
­able about her. Fanny, in those early days, had preferred her to
 Susan; and when the news of her death had at last reached Mans
­field, had for a short time been quite afflicted—The sight of Betsey
 brought the image of little Mary back again, but she would not
 have pained her mother by alluding to her, 
for
 the world—13
II
I could continue to quote somber passages about death and about
 
love and to suggest from my reading
 
of those  passages what I think is  
the relation between the two as it
 
is expressed by Le Guin and earlier  
by Austen; but I
 
believe also there is another significant way in which  
the fabrications of Le Guin, anticipated
 
and manifested brilliantly by  
the fictions of Austen, communicate the kind
 
of double attitude of joy  
and awe in the face of love and death. This way of communicating also
 has less to do with the overt meanings of words and more to do with
 the overall structure of the fabrications. Northrop Frye in his 1976
 Presidential Address to the Modern Language Association describes
 this non-literal way in which the best literature communicates as “the
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locations are Mansfield itself and the town of Portsmouth. They
 
represent extreme contrasts in the lives of Fanny and Edmund, and
 their love matures and is finally defined by the contrast and by the
 journeys between Mansfield and Portsmouth.
Whether Le Guin is aware of Austen’
s
 techniques in structuring  
narrative fictions or not, the structure and overall configuration of
 The Dispossessed contain a striking parallel to the contrast and iro
­nies of Mansfield and Portsmouth. Urras and Anarres and the jour
­neys made by Shevek going out and coming back represent to me the
 dominant and lasting image of that fiction. Similarly, the two con
­trasted nation states on the planet Gethen
 
in The Left Hand of Dark ­
ness and the magnificent journey across the icecap from one
 kingdom to the other, the journey during which Estraven and Genly
 Ai learn fully of their love and also of their separateness as well,
 represent an even more striking manifestation of what might be called
 the
 
image cluster that I am talking about in this essay. Furthermore,  
in the latter novel, which was written first, Le Guin underlines the
 concept of balance and separateness somehow ironically being also
 the only context for total and fulfilling love through her extrapolation
 on the sexual relationships that are
 
possible.  One more longish para ­
graph from The Left Hand
 
of Darkness clarifies further what I see in  
this set of images and in this concept, and it will be best to end my
 essay simply with these words from
 
Le Guin. The concept is that love  
can never be as total as we
 
would want, but that the facts of death and  
limitation and separateness are what make love necessary and even
 possible in the first place. The images are the pairs and balances
 between separate and distinct locations as well as the journeys and
 bridges that both link and hold apart these locations. 1 suggest
 
that  
there is something instructive in the similarities I have observed
 between
 
the use made by Austen of this concept with these images and  
the use made by Le Guin. Finally the concept and the images must
 speak for themselves as they do, I think, in the following paragraph
 about a great and limited love, a prototype and symbol perhaps for
 many of
 
our reachings for love. Genly Ai is speaking:
For it seemed to me, and I think to him, that it was from that
 
sexual tension between us, admitted now and understood, but not
 assuaged, that the great and sudden assurance of friendship
 between 
us
 rose: a friendship so much needed by us both in our  
exile, and already so well proved in the days and nights 
of
 our  
bitter journey, that it might as well be called, now as later, love.
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But it was from the difference 
between
 us, not from the affinities  
and likenesses, but from the difference, that that love came: and it
 was itself the bridge, the only bridge, across what divided us. For
 
us
 to meet sexually would be for us to meet onc  more as aliens. We  
had touched, in the only way we could touch.19
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AFFIRMATION IN PYNCHON’S V.
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 Critical investigation of Thomas
 
Pynchon’ s first novel, V., generally
depicts it as apocalyptic, even nihilistic.1 Accepting Pynchon’s
 major philosophical assertion as the primacy of accident has enabled
 critics to locate V. within a twentieth-century literary trend which
 denies deterministic continuity. Indeed, Weissman, monitoring sfer
­ics with Kurt Mondaugen in German-occupied Southwest Africa in
 1922, decodes the recorded impulses to yield Proposition 1 from Witt
­genstein’
s
 Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, “Die Welt ist alles was der  
Fall ist” (The world is all that the case is).2 With no objective reality,
 any connective plots
 
become paranoid inventions. The answer is that  
there is
 
no answer, or that it is too horrible to see. Hence, the approach-  
and-avoid tactics of Benny Profane, and ultimately of Herbert Stencil,
 confirm the anti-visionary sense of the novel that has dominated the
 criticism of it to date. I contend that within his framework of inani
­mate totems and inert decadence, Pynchon implants an alternative to
 the death wish. Through the character of Paola Maijstral, he offers a
 Pentecostal affirmation that, while not negating the dark humor of V.,
 suggests an ascent after the fall.
Affirmation of human values is evident in Rachel Owlglass,
 
McClintic Sphere, Fausto Maijstral, and his daughter, Paola. Further
­more, this affirmation is rendered especially poignant due to their
 experience with the inanimate values represented by the incarnations
 of V. and their subsequent rejection of these values.3 Of these four
 characters, Paola is ultimately the most important. As a foil to the
 religious parody that V. exhibits, Paola emerges as a figure of salva-
 tion. Robert Graves’s The White Goddess, to which Pynchon specifi
­cally alludes (p. 50), calls for the reestablishment of a humanistic
 mythology to reverse the technological corruption of the modern
 world. By investing Paola with the qualities of the White Goddess, a
 tri-fold goddess of Aegean beginnings who presides over birth, love
 and death, Pynchon offers a repudiation of the decadence fostered by
 V.4 With the crucifixion of the Bad Priest, the final incarnation of V.,
 the novel presents the possibility of a rebirth of humanistic myth
 through Paola.
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Not accidentally, V. begins on Christmas Eve, for there is a
 
need  
to restore faith in the principles of a humanistic tradition which are
 embodied in myth. Myth has given way to sinister disguise as an
 attribute of V., a testimony to a new consciousness which invokes the
 laws 
of
 science to replace those of men. Disguises are indications of the  
multiplicity of chaos and of degeneracy into the inanimate, and the
 death
 
force is active in their rainbow mockery. Faith in any possibility  
of a conversion from the void to the animate is invested in Paola,
 whom we first encounter as a barmaid named Beatrice (as are all the
 barmaids)
 
at the Sailor’s  Grave. In The Divine  Comedy, Beatrice is the  
idealization of wisdom through faith who guides Dante through
 
Para ­
dise. In V., she has left her husband, Pappy 
Hod,
 and is undergoing a  
protean quest for a
 
sense  of unity and peace. She tells Benny Profane,  
“isn’t that what we all want, Benny? Just a little peace. Nobody
 jumping out and biting you on the ass” (p. 8).
Paola’s relationship to a Paraclete, a transcendent and unifying
 
figure in the Trinity, is immediately hinted at: “She could be any
 
age  
she wanted. And you suspected any nationality, for Paola knew
 scraps it seemed of
 
all tongues” (p. 6). The idea of tongues becomes a  
recurring motif in V.5 Early in the book, we encounter V. in a bierhalle
 as “the triangular stain [which] swam somewhere over the crowd like
 a tongue on Pentecost” (p. 79). We later see the Bad Priest speaking in
 tongues at her crucifixion. The significance becomes more apparent
 upon referring to Acts 2:1-4:
And when the day of Pentecost was fully come, they were all with
 
one accord in one place. And suddenly there came 
a
 sound from  
heaven as of a rushing mighty wind, and it filled all the house
 where they were sitting. And there appeared unto them cloven
 tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon each of them. And they were
 all filled with the Holy Ghost, and began to speak with other
 tongues, as the Spirit gave them utterance.
This Pentecostal wind is reflected in Paola’s last name, Maijstral,
 
which is a Maltese wind. Furthermore, it is a wind which blows once
 every three
 
days, thus underscoring the relation to the Trinity. Sidney  
Stencil refers to a
 
Third Kingdom emerging in apocalyptic fashion as  
well:
The matter of a Paraclete’s coming, the comforter, the dove; the
 
tongues of flame, the gift of tongues: Pentecost. Third Person of
 the Trinity...The Father had come and gone. In political terms, the
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Father was the 
Prince;
 the single leader, the dynamic figure whose  
virtu used to be a determinant 
of
 history. This had degenerated to  
the Son, genius of the liberal love-feast which had produced 1848
 and lately the overthrow of the Czars. What next? What Apoca
­lypse? (p. 444)
A restoration of moral considerations in human actions and, there
­
fore, a reestablishment of the tension between good and evil may be
 gained through Paola’
s
 apocalyptic gift. To a century which has  
sought the entropic void of the “V,” she offers redemption through the
 necessary mutuality of
 
the two legs.
V.’
s
 transformations from Victoria Wren to the  Bad Priest signify  
a parody of religious metamorphoses in their tendency toward the
 inanimate. In The Grim Phoenix, William M. Plater offers an excel
­lent
 
account of the religious development of V.,6 and  her incarnations  
have been summarized in much
 
of the critical literature concerning V.  
as well. They have not been traced in terms of a descent that is  
mirrored in the ascent of Paola, however, nor have the possibilities
 inherent in Paola’s role as a Paraclete figure in
 
opposition to V. been  
considered. Paola does not descend into the realm of the inanimate:
 “The girl lived proper nouns. Persons, places. No things. Had anyone
 told her about things?” (p.
 
40). As Victoria, V. acquires the name of the  
queen, the practitioner of divisive colonialism, who marks the evolu
­tion of the female counterpart to man ruling over decadence. She
 whimsically obtains an ivory comb, the teeth of which are in the shape
 of five crucified British soldiers (V. is, of course, the Roman numeral
 for five). Graves speaks of an ivory
 
comb as an accessory of the White  
Goddess, and we 
will
 see the comb restored to its rightful owner when  
it is passed to Paola at the death of
 
the Bad Priest.
The sinister negation that V. represents is most grimly implied
 when V. appears in Paris in 1913 at the age of thirty-three (the age of
 Christ when crucified) as a Lesbian fetishist in love with Melanie
 (black) 1’Heuremandit (the cursed hour). Their lovemaking takes place
 through mirrors so that V., Melanie and the mirror image create a
 trinity in which “dominance and submission didn’t apply; the pattern
 of three was symbolic
 
and  mutual” (p. 385). In  this inert parody of the  
Paraclete, V. exists in direct opposition to Paola. Whereas Paola
 learns to offer caring and comfort, V. makes fetishism a totem and
 brings the death drive to the act of love: “Dead at last, they would be
 one with the inanimate universe and with each other. Loveplay until
 then thus
 
becomes an impersonation of the inanimate, a transvestism  
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not between
 
the sexes  but between quick and dead, human and fetish”  
(p. 385). The relation of the “W” in “womb” to a double “V” acquires
 horrific connotations in this context and can only 
be
 offset by Paola  
returning to her mother country, Malta (the “M” an inverted “W”),
 where the powers of the comb which she procured there can be realized
 in the service of a myth which is part of her father’s legacy.
Fausto perceives the need for unity through myth, for a “resur
­
gence of humanity in the automaton, health
 
in the decadent” (p. 316).  
He takes temporary solace in the rock of Malta but, for him, the
 metaphor of
 
Malta is part of the “Great Lie,” a necessary misology to  
preserve sanity. Fausto is too tainted with V., who presides over the
 hothouse of his room as a dark grey stain on the ceiling (p. 285), to
 partake wholly in a humanistic mythos. Although as Fausto IV. his
 “curve is
 
still rising” (p. 286), his role is to preside over the void and, as  
a priest, transfer the destructive energies of V. to a source
 
of potential  
unity.
Fausto writes and sleeps in the sewers of Malta during the raids
 
and, whereas Stencil and Profane both fail to gain knowledge from
 their experiences in the sewers, Fausto, by immersing himself in the
 metaphor of Malta and investing the matriarchal rock with human
 qualities,9 is able to emerge from his period of incubation capable of
 presiding over the death of
 
the Bad Priest as a priest himself and of  
allowing death to take place through “a sin of omission” (p. 324). In
 The Great Mother, Erich Neumann refers specifically to this arche
­typal situation in Malta:
We have repeatedly referred to the spiritual aspect 
of
 the feminine  
transformative character, which leads through suffering and
 death, sacrifice and annihilation, 
to
 renewal, rebirth, and immor ­
tali y. But such transformation is 
possible
 only when what is to be  
transformed enters wholly int  the Feminine principle...as in
 Malta long before the days 
of
 healing in the Greek shrines of  
Asclepius, the sick man undergoes a slumber of ‘incubation,’ in  
the course of which he encounters the healing godhead.16
Fausto’s transformations project into those of Paola. His prayer
 
for her heralds her eventual grasp of a unity that exists beyond the
 Great 
Lie,
 a unity that depends on a resurgence of humanity for its  
existence: “May you be only Paola, one girl: a single given heart, a
 whole mind at peace” (p. 294). Fausto emerges as a
 
modified John  the  
Baptist figure who does not proclaim, but quietly hopes for the
 
possi ­
bility of a whole person to issue from the
 
rubble of the cellar in which  
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the Bad Priest lies and from the ashes of his world:
 
“Myself: what am I  
if not a wind, my very name a hissing of queer zephyrs through
 
the  
carob trees? I stand in time between the two winds, my will no more
 than a puff of air” (p. 291). Later, we learn that records of Fausto III.’s
 return to life are indecipherable except for “sketches of an azalea
 blossom, a carob tree” (p. 323). It is noteworthy that carob is referred to
 as St.
 
John’ s bread in Mark 1:6, hence underscoring Fausto’s role as a  
forerunner of a figure of
 
salvation.
This potential salvation occurs through the crucifixion of the Bad
 Priest, V.’
s
 final incarnation, which leads to a rebirth through Paola.  
The Bad Priest attempts to convince Elena to abort Paola,
 
but is foiled  
when she accidentally meets Father Avalanche. As an opposing force
 to the Bad Priest, Father Avalanche is referred to as “A,” an inverted
 “V,” in Fausto’
s
 journal.
Although Elena sees the mouth of Christ in the sinister Bad
 Priest, she
 
also notes her even teeth.11 Recurring references to teeth in  
relation to V. project the sterility
 
image of the vagina dentata which  
Neumann documents as teeth inhabiting the vagina of the Terrible
 Mother: “the hero is the man who overcomes the Terrible Mother,
 breaks the teeth
 
out of her vagina, and  so makes  her into a woman.”12  
The children do overcome the Bad Priest and remove, among other
 things, her false teeth, thus permitting her transference to a woman in
 the person of Paola.
In a sense, the children of Malta resemble Fausto II. in decline,
 
“being poets in a vacuum, adept at metaphor” (p. 318). To these
 children who grow up playing RAF games, “the combination of a
 siege, a Roman Catholic upbringing and an unconscious
 identification of one’s own mother with the Virgin all sent simple
 dualism into strange patterns indeed” (p. 317). Like Herbert Stencil,
 they pursue a Manichean quest designed to eradicate evil which is
 ubiquitous in the form of the Bad Priest. They keep her under
 surveillance for, significantly, three years. Paola is among them.
On the Day of the Thirteen Raids, the Bad Priest is
 
discovered in  
the
 
basement of a ruined building pinned by an accidental cross. From  
holes in the roof, Fausto watches the children dismantle her.
 
When her  
hair is removed, a two-colored Crucifixion is discovered tatooed on her
 bare scalp. When her feet, the star sapphire sewn in her navel, false
 teeth, and glass eye follow, Fausto wonders how long the disassembly
 might endure: “Surely her arms and breasts could be detached; the
 skin of her legs be peeled away to reveal some intricate understructure
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of silver openwork. Perhaps the trunk itself contained other wonders:
 
intestines of parti-coloured silk, gay balloon-lungs, a rococco heart”
 (p. 322).
During the course of the dismantling, the ivory comb
 
is passed to  
Paola who will bear it with her during her protean quest for
 
fruition  
until, as an avatar of the White Goddess, she may employ its powers as
 an expression of trust and comfort necessary for the resurrection of a
 humanistic myth. Further evidence for Paola’
s
 psychic succession of  
V. may be found
 
by referring to Graves’s explanation of the tanist, or  
twin, who succeeds the leader of orgiastic rites. The leader is first
 bound to an altar stone in a “five-fold bond” and then hacked into
 pieces.13 Aside from the grisly
 
correspondences of bodily disjunction,  
we should note that
 
the comb is in the shape of five crucified British  
soldiers, a five-fold bond which, given V.’s transmutative powers,
 provides ample grounds for linking the two situations.
As twin, Paola stands in mirrored opposition to V.
 
V. injects black  
parody into the animate, adorning what Fausto finds to be a young,
 healthy body with inert objects so that she becomes a microcosm of the
 twentieth-century death wish. The two-color Crucifixion which embel
­lishes her skull demonstrates a further attempt to
 
supplant humanis ­
tic myth with a multiplicity which would render it chaotic and sterile.
 However,
 
her lamentations, spoken in tongues at her death, insure the  
completion of the transference to her mirror self. Through her mourn
­ful confession, reminiscent
 
in sound of the Maijstral wind, the Para ­
clete can emerge: “she must have been past speech. But in those
 cries—so unlike human or even animal sound that they might have
 been only the wind blowing past any dead reed—I detected a sincere
 hatred for all her sins which must have been countless; a profound
 sorrow at having hurt God by sinning; a fear of losing Him which was
 worst than the fear of
 
death” (p. 322).
In
 
his own priestly preparation of the Bad Priest for death, Fausto  
symbolically confirms the transition from
 
the realm  of the inanimate  
to that of the animate. Instead
 
of using  oil from a chalice to anoint her  
sense organs, Fausto dips blood from her navel. Out of
 
the wound,  
caused by the removal of the inert star sapphire, comes the latent
 healing impulse which marks its return from the province of the
 plastic to the dominion of
 
the human.
According to legend, the apostle Paul was
 
shipwrecked  on Malta  
in
 
60 A.D. where he converted the inhabitants to Christianity. Paola is  
Italian for Paul and it is her own conversion to the role of Paraclete
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that offers the possibility for recovery from the
 
inertia that has been  
sustained since the crucifixion of the Bad Priest. Paola undergoes
 several transformations in V. including that of the black prostitute,
 Ruby, which permits her to acquire the philosophy of McClintic
 Sphere—"keep cool, but care.” Her
 
capacity to love permits a temper ­
ance which resolves the polarity of indifference versus fanaticism
 prospering in V.’
s
 realm. In caring, she also represents the literal  
translation of Paraclete—comforter.
Returning to Malta, the place of her birth
 
and of the Bad Priest’s  
demise, Paola reaches the culmination of her psychic quest and, per
­haps, of the psychic history of V. as well. Malta is the hub of fortune’s
 wheel “where all history seemed simultaneously present” (p. 452).
 Here the dynamo of the twentieth century focused its assault
 
on the  
Virgin as sex and death conjoin in this “immemorial
 
woman. Spread  
to the explosive orgasms of Mussolini bombs” (p. 298), Malta is also
 the source
 
of a metaphor  which offers salvation. As a matriarch,  she  
passively accepts these incursions while incubating life beneath her
 streets.
In entrusting the ivory comb to Pappy 
Hod,
 Paola assumes the  
role
 
of the White Goddess unifying the marriage bond once more and  
offering her comforting spirit to a disjointed husband and, through
 him, to a disjointed world. As a hod is a receptacle used for carrying
 supplies to builders at work, Pappy becomes a carrier of a symbol of
 unification to the builders of a humanitarian world. Paola, as Pene
­lope faithfully spinning at home, offers them a myth in which to
 believe until their voyage ends and their work is completed which,
 Pappy says, ought to occur, as we might expect, in December.
As Paraclete, White Goddess, and myth incarnate, Paola offers an
 
affirmative alternative to the decadence of V.
 
Although V. concludes  
without the fulfillment of this alternative having yet occurred, we are
 given cause to hope, like Pappy Hod (p. 417), that we’ll be soberer when
 
we
 reach the other end of our walk across the long brow  of the twen ­
tieth century.
NOTES
1
 
Although the critical works that fall into this category are too numer ­
ous to
 
list here, the reader might refer specifically to the  following: R.W.B.  
Lewis, “Days of Wrath
 
and Laughter,” Trials  of  the Word:  Essays  in Ameri
can Literature and the Humanistic Tradition 
(New
 Haven, 1965), pp. 228-  
234; Joseph W. Slade, Thomas Pynchon (New York, 1974), pp. 48-124; Tony
 Tanner, City of
 
Words: American Fiction, 1950-1970 (New York, 1971), pp.  
153-180; William M. Plater, The Grim Phoenix (Bloomington, 1978), pp.
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64-180; Don Hausdorff, “Thomas Pynchon’s Multiple Absurdities," Con L, 7(1966),
 
258-269; James Dean Young, “The Enigmatic Variations of Thomas Pynchon,
” Crit, 10(1967), 69-77; John W. Hunt, “ComicEscape and Anti-Vision: The
 
Novels of  
Joseph Heller and Thomas Pynchon," Studies in Recent American Literature, ed.
 Nathan A. Scott, 
Jr.
 (Chicago, 1968), pp. 87-112.
2
 
Thomas Pynchon, V. (New York, 1964), p. 258. All subsequent references to 
this book appear parenthetically in the text.
3
 
Robert O. Richardson, “The Absurd Animate in Thomas Pynchon’s V.: A  
Novel,” St TCL, 9(1972), 35-58; and Catharine R. Stimpson, “Pre-Apocalyptic
 Atavism: Thomas Pynchon’s Early Fiction,” Mindful Pleasures: Essays on Tho
mas Pynchon, ed. George Levine and David Richardson (Boston, 1976), pp. 31-48.
 
Although Richardson does point to Rachel Owlglass, McClintic Sphere, Fausto
 Maijstral, and Paola Maijstral as potentially affirmative characters, he uses Paola
 primarily as a transition to more elaborate discussions of Sphere and Fausto.
 Furthermore, he does not discuss any of the characters’ relationship to a religious,
 archetypal, 
or
 mythic realm within the novel. While Stimpson does allude to the  
mythic, the focus of her discussion is to denounce the simplicity and conservatism
 inherent in Pynchon’s depiction of his female characters. Although Stimpson does
 mention that Rachel Owlglass has affirmative potential, her discussion of Paola is
 brief and fails to recognize the central role which Paola plays in the wider thematic
 framework of V.
4
 
Roger B. Henke, “Pynchon’s Tapestries on the Western Wall,” MFS 17(1971),  
207-220. Although Henke fails to link the White Goddess to Paola, a connection
 which is of crucial significance to understanding the affirmative aspects of V., he
 does offer some important insights which relate Graves’ book to Pynchon’s. In
 particular, he relates Herbert Stencil’s fantasies of V. to the decline of the White
 Goddess as the dominant myth in western European culture.
Stimpson, Mindful Pleasures, also discusses The White Goddess and specifi
­
cally mentions the ivory comb worn by the White Goddess in association with
 Paola.
5
 
W. T. Lhamon, Jr., “Pentecost, Promiscuity, and Pynchon’s V.: From the  
Scaffold to the Impulsive,” TCL, 21(1975), 163-176. Lhamon sees tongues function
­ing thematically in V. as representing the difference between entropy and
 Pentecost.
6
 
The Grim Phoenix, pp. 142-149.  '
7
 
Robert Graves, The White Goddess, amended and revised edition (New York,  
1959), p. 453. Graves refers to Queen Victoria as a secular, debased White Goddess.
8
 
Ibid., pp. 438ff.
9
 
The cult of the White Goddess is thought to have achieved its highest and  
most intricate form in Malta. Cf. Jacquetta Hawkes and Sir Leonard Woolley,
 Prehistory and the Beginnings of Civilization (New York, 1963), p. 338.
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10
 
Enrich Neumann, The Great Mother (Princeton, 1963), pp. 291-292.  
For purposes of discussing V., Neumann’
s
 book is especially rich in its  
documentation of mythic feminine
 
sources for ritual transformation of the  
human personality.
11
 
References to teeth pervade V. Indeed, the action at the Sailor’s Grave  
begins with a description of Ploy who, in revenge for the Navy’s decision to
 remove his teeth, spent two months trying
 
to kick officers in the teeth and  
who now amuses himself by sinking his newly filed dentures into the
 swaying buttocks of the barmaids.
12
 
Neumann, p. 168.
13
 
Graves, pp. 145-146.
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AMORETTI 79 AND I PETER 3:1-4
EDWARD C. AND KAREN R. JACOBS
LOUISIANA TECH UNIVERSITY
In sonnet 79 Spenser, as he has several times done previously,
 
praises the beauty of his love, conventionally acknowledging the
 superiority of her inner beauty over her outer beauty. Her physical
 beauty is real enough to the senses. All, including the lady herself,
 observe it “dayly.” Such beauty is finite, however, subject to “frayle
 corruption.” Like all other beauty of its kind, it must “lyke flowers
 vntymely fade.”1 Only his love’
s
 inner beauty is  “the  trew  fayre,” the  
“true beautie” enduring “permanent and free / from frayle corrup
­tion,” for it comes from God—“that fayre Spirit, from whom al true /
 and perfect beauty did at first proceed.” Of what qualities this “trew
 fayre” consists, 
we
 have no doubt. The poet tells us plainly that his  
love’s “trew fayre” is her “gentle wit, / and vertuous mind.” But what
 has gone unnoted is the similarity between Spenser’s definition of true
 beauty and that of I Peter 3:1-4. This passage, quite familiar to Eli
­zabethans, is clearly a Christian locus for the view expressed in
 sonnet 
79.
2
Spenser’s “trew fayre”—“the gentle wit, / and vertuous mind”—
 resembles the description of the virtuous wife in I Peter 3:1-4 who is
 urged to cultivate not physical beauty, but
 
a “pure” or “chaste conver ­
sation coupled with feare,” and “a meeke
 
and quiet spirit.”3 Verses 1-2  
instruct wives to so order their lives in “subjection to [their] hus
­bands” that even if husbands “obey not the word” of Christ, they
 “may without the word be woon, by the conversation of the wives:
 After that they have beholden your chaste conversation coupled with
 feare.”1 Such emphasis upon woman’s chaste speech modulated by
 the biblical quality of “feare”—commonly understood in contexts
 such as
 
this one  to mean “reverence”—calls to mind Spenser’s “gentle  
wit, / and vertuous mind.”5
We need not, however, restrict our reading of a “gentle
 
wit, and  
vertuous mind” to only that of gentle conversation expressing the
 inner beauty of a virtuous mind. Certainly both Spenserian qualities
 can be understood as
 
parallel expressions of that ideal beauty defined  
in the
 
sonnet and  spoken of similarly in verses 3-4 as the putting on of  
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"a meeke and quiet spirit.” Just as Spenser tells his love that her
 
perfect beauty is inner and not simply her outer appearance, so also
 does 
the
 speaker in these verses advise wives to put on not the “appa
rell” of outer but inner beauty:
Whose apparell, let it not be that which is outward, with braided
 
haire, and hanging on of gold, either in putting on of gorgeous
 apparell: But let the hid man, which is in the heart, be without all
 corruption, of a meeke and quiet spirit, which
 
spirit is before God  a  
thing much set by. (vv. 3-4)
God prizes highly inner beauty, “the hid man,” “the heart...without all
 
corruption,” “a meeke
 
and quiet spirit” Such is Spenser’s argument to  
his lady—his future wife: it is your inner beauty of “gentle wit, / and
 vertuous mind...free from frayle corruption...that doth argue you to
 be” highly prized by God, “to be diuine and borne of heauenly seed.”
Spenser’s argument 
is
 one that, in all likelihood, was quite famil
iar to Elizabethans, even to 
the
 illiterate. For the text of I Peter 3:1-4  
was preached to churchgoers throughout Elizabeth’s reign. It serves
 as 
the
 concluding part of the matrimony ceremony in The Book of  
Common Prayer, 1559, and it is part of a sermon entitled “An Homily
 Against Excesse of Apparell” that appears in Certaine Sermons or
 Homilies Appointed to be Read 
in
 Churches in the Time of Queen  
Elizabeth L The rubrics for matrimony in the Prayer Book state that
 “after the Gospel shall be said a sermon, wherein ordinarily...
the office of a man and wife shall 
be
 declared, according to Holy Scripture;  
or if there be no sermon, 
the
 minister shall read this that followeth.”6  
Here follow selections from Ephesians, Colossians, and I Peter. Con
­cluding the service are the verses from I Peter 3:
Let wives be subject to their
 
husbands, so that if any obey not the  
Word, they may be won without the Word, by the conversation of
 the wives, while they behold your chaste conversation coupled
 with fear, whose apparel let it not be outward, with broided hair
 and trimming about with gold, either in putting on of gorgeous
 apparel, but let the hid man which is in the heart, be without all
 corruption, so that the spirit
 
be  mild and quiet,  which  is  a precious  
thing in the sight of God«7
And from the book of Homilies we again 
read
 verses 3-4 in the sermon  
against excessive dress:
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Heare, heare, what Christes holy Apostles doe write, Let not the
 
outward apparell of women (saith Saint Peter) bee decked with the
 brayding of haire, with wrapping on of golde, or goodly clothing:
 but let the minde, and the conscience, which 
is
 not seene with the  
eyes, be pure and cleane, that is...an acceptable and an excellent
 thing before God.8
Given, then, Spenser’
s
 familiarity with these verses,9  
their repetition in the sermon and matrimonial literature,
 and Spenser’
s
 phrasing which echoes these  verses, I Peter  
3:1-4 clearly serves as a Christian locus for the definition of
 beauty—“gentle wit, / and vertuous mind”—in sonnet 79.
NOTES
 The Works of Edmund Spenser, A Variorum Edition: 
The
 Minor  
Poems, ed. Edwin Greenlaw, et 
al.
 (Baltimore, 1947), 2:228. Subsequent  
references to the poem are from this edition.
2 This is not to disallow Platonic influences in Spenser’s concept of
 
beauty, only to emphasize an unnoted Christian source quite close to
 Spenser’
s
 idea.
3 The text of I Peter 3:1-4 is cited 
from
 the Bishops’ Bible (1568) 1602  
edition found in The New Testament Octapla: Eight English Versions of the
 New Testament in the Tyndale-King James Tradition, ed. Luther A. Weigle
 (New York, 
n.
 d.), p. 1323. We have compared the Bishops’ Bible text with  
other Tudor translations that Spenser certainly knew. These verses remain
 much the same from Tyndale through the Rheims translation. Even the
 subsequent King James, the RV and the RSV verse readings change very
 little from the earlier versions.
1 The Tyndale and the Geneva translations read '‘pure” rather than
 
“chaste.”
5 OED, col. 114, sb., 3d., “Holde fast his feare, and growe
 
therin.” (1535  
Coverdale Bible, Ecclus, 2:6); “A perpetuall feare...of thy holy name” (1548-
 49 Bk. Com. Prayer, p. 75).
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AMORETTI
 
79 AND I PETER 3:1-4  
6 The Book of Common Prayer, 1559: The Elizabethan Prayer Book, ed.
 
John C. Booty (Charlottesville, 1976), p. 297.
 
7 The Book of Common Prayer, p. 298.
 Certaine Sermons or Homilies Appointed to be Bead in Churches in
 
the Time of Queen Elizabeth I (1547-1571}: A Facsimile Reproduction of the
 Edition of 1623,..Two Volumes in One, eds. Mary E. Rickey and Thomas B.
 Stroup (Gainsville, 1968), 2:107.
 
Naseeb Shaheen, Biblical References in The Faerie Queene (Memphis,
 
1976), p. 
214,
 notes Spenser’s use of I Peter 3:1,5,6 in FQ, 5.v. 25. (4-8). James  
C. Nohrnberg, The Analogy of The Faerie Queene (Princeton, 1976), p. 160,
 n. 159, calls attention to Spenser’s knowledge of I Peter 3:7. See also John E.
Hankins, Source and Meaning in Spenser's Allegory (Oxford, 1971), p. 166,
 
n 1.
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NETTA SYRETT’S SISTER AND “UNCLE”:
 
A BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE ON THE NINETIES
JILL T. OWENS
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY, BATON ROUGE
The flamboyant poseurs on the British literary scene in the 1890s
 
present special problems for their biographers. Oscar Wilde, Ernest
 Dowson, Arthur Symons, and Aubrey Beardsley are among those who
 hid their vulnerabilities and inhibitions behind a decadent, dandified
 pose and who thus have made an accurate biography difficult to
 formulate. As biographers busily dig beneath the cultivated surface
 images to reveal the individuals beneath, we gain a clearer, sharper
 perspective on these people as
 
well as on this vibrant, seminal period.  
Such increased study naturally brings to light misconceptions and
 factual mistakes made by previous biographers and critics. The pro
­ductive writer Netta Syrett, who was published by John Lane and a
 member of the Yellow Book coterie, is the victim of two such miscon
­ceptions that need correction.
One factual error exists in The Dictionary of British Book Illustra
­
tors and Caricaturists 1800-1914 (Woodbridge, Suffolk, 1978). This
 entry on page 474
 
reads: “SYRETT, Nellie or Netta. Illustrator. Artist  
drawing in the black and white style of L. Housman (q.v.).
 
She contrib ­
uted to The Yellow Book and The Quarto, 1896. Exhib: SWA.” The
 information suggests that Nellie and Netta are names used by the
 same person. In truth,
 
the entry describes Helen Syrett, Netta’ s sister,  
who was an artist trained at
 
the Slade. Her family called her Nellie,  
and she used that name professionally. Her husband, Joseph Peter
 Thorp (“T” of Punch), wrote a warm tribute to her in the “Envoi” to his
 reminiscences Friends and Adventures. Netta
 
is another person, who  
was not an illustrator.
In John Lane and the Nineties (London, 1936), J. Lewis May
 
catalogues the talented
 
authors whose writings  John Lane published  
at the Bodley Head and entertained in his
 
home, among them Netta  
Syrett. She is designated “Grant Allen’
s
 niece” in  a quotation from E.  
H. New’s
 
diary. In a letter to May, dated 23 October 1936, Netta Syrett  
corrects this misconception regarding her kinship to the well-known
 novelist [this letter now reposes in the William Andrews Clark Memor
­ial Library, UCLA. Gracious permission to quote from it is acknowl
­edged]. Syrett writes: “1 am interested to find myself ‘the niece of
 Grant Allen’! A very distant connexion is all 1 can claim by way of
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relationship—but it doesn’t matter! I knew him, & his wife very well
 
and often stayed with them when I was a girl.” John Lane and the
 Nineties is “a delightful book.” She tells May that he has “captured
 the atmosphere of the nineties admirably.” Coming from an active
 participant in the exciting intellectual and social world surrounding
 Lane, such comments are high commendation.
May’s book continues to be an important and influential
 
work on  
the nineties, but the error regarding Syrett remains uncorrected. In
 fact, Katherine Lyon
 
Mix, in A Study in Yellow (Lawrence, KA, 1962),  
confidently asserts that “Grant Allen was her [Syrett’s] uncle” (p.
 237). Syrett in her reminiscences, [The Sheltering Tree (London, 1939)]
 tells of her delightful visits to the Allens, but she does not clarify the
 relationship. She says: “Our respective families were connected by
 marriage” (p. 42). Only in this heretofore unpublished letter to May do
 we learn that that kinship was not close. Through Grant Allen she met
 George Meredith and
 
heard intimate talk of Allen’s friends Stevenson  
and Swinburne. Allen provided an intellectual stimulus to the young
 woman by exposing her to such writers and to ideas about sexual
 freedom and evolution. He was an influential figure in her youth, but
 he was not her uncle.
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EDWARD W. SAID. THE WORLD, THE TEXT, AND THE CRITIC.
 
CAMBRIDGE, MA: HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS,
 1983. 327 pp. $19.95.
Literary theory as currently practiced in the
 
American academy  
finds itself at a difficult impasse: whatever insurrectionary implica
­tions Derrida and his followers may have portended in the early 1970s,
 post-structuralist theory is now solidly entrenched in the American
 academic power structure, and its rarefied discourse is as removed
 from historical realities as the New Criticism it displaced. New Criti
­cism proclaimed literature to be an autonomous object in order to
 celebrate a universal humanism, an ahistorical
 
transmission of “cen ­
tered” moral values.
 
Deconstruction, in eclipsing New Criticism as the  
dominant theoretical mode in this country, has retreated into an an
 ahistorical labyrinth of “textuality,” an operation which
 
occurs  at no  
particular place or time, and in which language refers to itself rather
 than historical circumstance. Textuality allows only misreadings and
 misinterpretations. History, according to the deconstruction theory,
 has become a series of anxieties of influence in which all moments of
 literary production betray the same aporias of thought, the same
 desire for a logocentric white mythology, the same naming and
 renaming of the abyss, and so 
on.
 Deconstruction, in practice, has  
replaced one synchronic formalism with another.
Edward Said is one of a handful of theorists
 
attempting to insert  
the post-structuralist critique into an historicist methodology, radi
­cally to historicize literary theory. In the last decade, Said writes, “a
 precious jargon has grown up, and its formidable complexities ob-
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scure the social realities that, strange as it may seem, encourage a
 
scholarship of ‘modes of excellence’ very far from
 
daily life in the age  
of declining American power” (p. 4). Contemporary theory, which
 Said refers to several times as the “new New Criticism,” has become
 “worldless.” Said argues for a methodology which, as the title sug
­gests, places the production of a text, along with the enterprize of
 criticism itself, in their respective historical moments, connected to
 the “world.” By “world,” Said means the material conditions of his
­tory, a concept on which contemporary theory
 
has largely turned its  
back.
Said’s theoretical sympathies are mainly Marxist, yet he comes
 
down especially hard on recent American “leftist” criticism for forfeit
­ing its active, oppositional role in the academic power structure. He
 charges that 
“
literary studies on the Left, far from producing work to  
challenge or revise prevailing values, institutions, and definitions,
 have in fact gone too long
 
a way in confirming them” (p. 168). Marxist  
theory, as it
 
has traveled from Georg Lukacs to Lucien Goldmann to  
Raymond Williams to Louis Althusser, has become lost in an ahistori-
 cal, asocial formalism. It no longer speaks of the relations of power
 and authority—it too has become tamed, a silent critic of the world.
The business of the critic, then, is
 
to reestablish the relationship  
between the text, as a material object, and its historical means of
 production. Said’
s
 concept of history is no facile return to a history of  
ideas or to a linear periodization. History is not anthropomorphic.
 Said writes that “cultural events are not best understood as if they
 were human beings born on a certain day, the past itself is not a set of
 such births, and time does not move like a clock, in discrete moments”
 (p. 155). Rather, culture is a seamless web with an emergent past not
 reducible to
 
periods and discursive traditions, one dying as  another is  
born in linear succession.
Said passionately believes that the critic should attempt to re
­
create the bonds between texts and the world, to “give materiality
 back to...the strands holding the
 
text  to society, author, and culture”  
(p. 175). In short, Said emphasizes reconstruction rather than decon
­struction, and he is one of a small group of theorists—Fredric Jameson
 and Frank Lentricchia also come to mind—trying revitalize the cur
­rent state of literary theory. This is an important book.
Robert McNutt
 
Chattanooga, Tennessee
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R. D. STOCK. THE HOLY AND THE DAEMONIC FROM SIR
 
THOMAS BROWNE TO WILLIAM BLAKE. PRINCE
­TON: PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS, 1982.
395 pp. $27.50.
Although a simplistic view would distinguish between demons
 
and angels as malevolent and beneficent agents respectively, the
 daemon carries a less determinate moral value because of its myste
­rious intimacy with supernatural power. Morally ambivalent outside
 an orthodox Christian context, the daemonic suggests force, uncanni
­ness, a paradoxical melding of awe and fear. An occult source of
 energy, the daemonic can provoke fascination or vehemence; in its
 ancient setting the daemon served a positive or active, rather than a
 diabolical function. The classical concept of the daemon has been
 revived in almost every literary epoch, as such diverse scholarly stud
­ies as Robert H. West’s The Invisible World and Charles I. Patterson’s
 The Daemonic Experience of John Keats abundantly demonstrate.
 Tracing further the literary progeny of the ancient daemon, R. D.
 Stock’s study provides a
 
lively, informative, and engaging survey of  
the non-rational side of the Enlightenment.
Brief in his treatment of the classical daemon, Stock assays a
 
full-scale examination of religious experience in eighteenth-century
 literature. Besides the primary texts he
 
explicates with care  and skill,  
Stock draws heavily from Rudolf Otto’s The Idea of the Holy (1917).
 Richly describing spiritual horror, Otto distinguishes two manifesta
­tions of numinous experience: the daemonic suggests divine energy
 lapsing into terror; the holy signifies the numen as it acquires moral
 attributes. The numinous inevitably carries an emotional intensity
 alternating between anguish and reverence; man, confronting God as
 the wholly other, undergoes a ravishment or captivation of the soul.
 Stock’
s
 analysis of religious experience thus  challenges both compla ­
cent fideism and uncritical adherence to theological dogma. Within
 the twin poles of
 
the holy and daemonic, his chosen texts meaning ­
fully oscillate.
His individual analyses will hardly win unanimous approval.
 
Donne’s “The First Anniversary,” according to Stock, is no distressed
 lament over the onset of the new philosophy, but
 
an orthodox expres ­
sion of man’s degeneracy resulting from original sin. Neither emotion
­ally false nor a meretricious portrait of a sick soul, Edward Young’s
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Night Thoughts emerges as an intensely personal, highly rhetorical
 
expression of the aesthetics of terror. Likewise, the “glooms” of James
 Thomson’s The Seasons carry the agreeable excitement of numinous
 experience. Turning to fiction, Stock finds equal measures of religious
 wonder and horrifying dread. With its terrifying storms and assorted
 misfortunes, Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe proffers a daemonic quest for
 God’
s
 providence. Possessing no such orientation  toward divine  will,  
Richardson’
s
 Lovelace becomes impelled by daemonic energies  
beyond rational ken. Although such spiritual onslaughts may not
 comport with modern skepticism about religion, the holy and dae
­monic pervade the literature of the Age of Reason. Even as lurid a yarn
 as Matthew G. Lewis’s The Monk wins kudos from Stock, who sug
gests that its powerful sense of evil would do
 
justice to any religious  
education.
Singled out for Stock’
s
 special scorn, the Whig critics see the  
Enlightenment as a climax in man’s inevitable passage from supersti
­tion and ignorance to reason and 
logic.
 Puncturing such a stereotyped  
view, Stock offers Johnson and Hume as the century’s most authentic
 thinkers,
 
the latter exposing in his blistering attacks on prejudice and  
fanaticism man’
s
 unquenchable craving for wonder. A rare book for a  
university press to have published in light of its avowed religious
 sentiments, Stock’
s
 study stands as a bracing exception to W. B.  
Yeats’
s
 claim that “all’ s Whiggery now.”
Kent Ljungquist
 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute
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PHILIP
 
C. KOLIN. ED. SHAKESPEARE IN THE SOUTH: ESSAYS  
ON PERFORMANCE. JACKSON: UNIVERSITY PRESS
 OF MISSISSIPPI, 1983. 297 pp. $20.00.
Ably edited and introduced, Shakespeare in the South: Essays on
 
Performance
 
is an attractive, well-finished book with  thirteen essays  
in addition to Kolin’
s
 preliminary “Overview,” disposed under two  
rubrics: “Histories of Shakespearean Performances in the South” and
 “Some Southern Shakespeare Festivals.” Remedying the neglect of
 earlier histories of the theater that focused on the northeast, the
 essays treat performances in what are
 
largely coastal or river cities.
Though the first performance
 
in Virginia of Shakespeare was in  
Williamsburg, according to Aronson, with The Merchant of Venice in
 1752, Aronson believes that Richmond’s significance has been over
­looked, a number “of sources” having cited Junius Brutus Booth’s
 “American debut as being in New York when, in fact, it
 
was in Rich ­
mond.” In his account of Shakespearean production in Maryland,
 Thaiss notes that the presence of players in Maryland at Annapolis
 depended to a large degree on the reception actors received in Philadel
­phia and New
 
York.  When Quakers  in  Philadelphia or Calvinist min ­
isters in New York made for a hostile reception, the players found
 Annapolis with its “more relaxed moral
 
climate” a friendlier place to  
act. In
 
Jonas Green, editor  of the Maryland  Gazette, there  was one in  
colonial Maryland “who supported the stage more strongly than any
 other colonial journalist.”
Alone of the cities treated in Part I of the book, Charleston has two
 
essays. Though Nalley in treating the 1764-1799 period believes there
 has been too
 
much emphasis on “one brilliant season,” 1773-1774, and  
by the 1790s the actors who came to Charleston “were not America’
s best,” she notes nonetheless that “Available records from New York
 and Philadelphia indicate that neither city had a season of Shakes
­peare to equal Charleston’s in the early 1770s.” Continuing the chroni
­cle for Charleston from 1800 to 1860, Holbein notes the popularity of
 Hamlet of the tragedies, “the first performance of The Winter's Tale in
 the United States,” and the possibility that Romeo was played by a
 woman in Charleston before in New York. In a performance of Mac
­beth in 1844 the ghost of Banquo rose from a “trap door immediately
 at the seat designated” for him. Finally Holbein notes the perceptive
­ness of an unnamed editor who protested in print the adaptation
 (standard procedure at the time) of King Lear: “ ‘We put our veto
 against the vile alteration which this play has undergone....’ ”
 Though the City Council may have interdicted a proposed perfor-
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mance of Othello in Charleston in 1807, between 1809 and 1860 there
 
were sixty-four performances.
In New Orleans Othello was Shakespeare’s first play to be per
­
formed. Although here and elsewhere
 
in the south the tragedies  were  
most often performed, Two Gentlemen of Verona (26 December 1831)
 and Antony and Cleopatra (8 March
 
1836) were, according to Roppolo,  
first performed in the United States
 
in New Orleans. The Merchant of  
Venice, notes Toulmin, was the first “professional performance” of
 Shakespeare in Mobile on 1 June 1822. A play by Shakespeare was
 often only part of the entertainment for a night in Mobile and else
­where, with entertainment sometimes lasting for four or five hours,
 but J. Purdy Brown in Mobile had a custom which may be unique.
 When “a play—be it tragedy, comedy, or melodrama—appeared to
 'drag,’ ” he would send on stage “horses and circus riders 'to end the
 piece.’ ”
Concentrating on the “river cities” of Natchez and Vicksburg,
 
where most of the performances of Shakespeare occurred before the
 Civil War, with
 
more “than  40 percent of Shakespeare’s plays” before  
1860
 
“enacted in the brilliant three-season span of 1836-1839,” Orange  
notes the first performance of Shakespeare in Natchez to be of Othello
 by local actors
 
on 15 April 1814. Two playhouses were built in Natchez  
(the first one, completed in “1812
 
or 1813,” burned in 1821); the second  
one accommodating seven hundred as opposed to
 
five hundred for the  
first. The new playhouse, “constructed on the site...of a graveyard,”
 provided support for the staging of Hamlet. Orange notes that 
Sol Smith said “ ‘Human
 
bones were strewn about....In digging the grave  
of Hamlet, I experienced no difficulty in finding bones and skulls....”
 Sixty miles “up the river” in Vicksburg the Citizens Theater was
 completed “for the 1836-1837 season.” During the 1837-1838 season
 plays were presented “five (occasionally six) nights per week during
 the season....” Beginning his collegiate survey of performances of
 Shakespeare with a performance at
 
the  University of Mississippi on  
20 June 1899, Orange notes the participation of Alfred Hume and
 Stark Young. Hume later became Chancellor of the University and
 Young became a distinguished critic of the drama and a novelist.
 Orange concludes his account by noting a memorable performance,
 illustrated with
 
a picture of the cast, of The Taming of the Shrew with  
a “showboat setting” at the University of Southern Mississippi, 160
 years after “a presentation of it at
 
Natchez” in what “was probably  
the first of all showboat performances” of Shakespeare.
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Othello was the first play performed in Houston, (as it was in New
 
Orleans and in Mississippi), performed on 12 February 1839.
 “Scalpers” got as
 
much as twenty dollars for tickets to Edwin Booth’ s 
Hamlet in 1887, a highly admired performance of Shakespeare in
 Houston in the nineteenth century. Rice University has contributed to
 the performance of Shakespeare, first with Professor Axson’
s
 long  
reviews of the performances of Fritz Leiber, whose performance in
 Hamlet was held in high regard in Houston. McNeir said Axson’s
 reviews “revealed the virtue of the reviewer and the virtuosity of the
 reviewed.” In recent years there have been interesting performances
 of Shakespeare out
 
of doors on the campus at Rice “on the lawn beside  
Lovett Hall,” “by the Chemistry Building,” “by the Physics Build
­ing,” and elsewhere. Noting that Shakespeare has been presented in
 Houston “for nearly a hundred and fifty years,” and that he “has had
 bad times and good times,” McNeir
 
believes “The best times for  him  
probably lie ahead.”
Lower believes critics have sought
 
to simplify the complex prob ­
lem of the
 
color and makeup of Othello and the audience’s perception  
of and response to Othello. Lower considers it too easy a solution to see
 antebellum southerners responding to the play as a warning against
 “miscegenetic love” with the Moor having no more than “a good tan.”
 The first play performed in three southern states, Othello was only
 “slightly less popular” than Richard III, Macbeth, and Hamlet. As
 Lower sees it, “Theater was separate from the affairs of the day...Ante
bellum southern audiences regarded theatrical performances as Art,
 
quite distinct from life.” Othello could, and “did move those audien
­ces.” On the other hand, “No antebellum southern audience would
 have been prepared for the ‘untheatrical’ experience of a black actor as
 Othello.” Concluding his account of Othello on the southern stage,
 Lower describes the successful performance in Atlanta of the black
 actor Paul Winfield, who in “ritual robes of native Africa” in one scene
 chanted “over a pile of...bones, squatting to beat the stage floor rhyth
­mically, eventually collapsing from the intensity of the ceremony.”
 The success of the play contributed to increased support for the arts in
 Atlanta.
Champion’s “ ‘Bold to Play’: Shakespeare in North Carolina” is
 
the first essay in the second grouping treating southern Shakespeare
festivals. Beginning with some mention of the earliest dramatic activ
­ity in Wilmington near the end of the 1790s “on the lower floor of Innes
 Academy” and in Fayetteville “on the lower floor of the Masonic
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Lodge Building in 1801,” he moves to a questionnaire he sent to 111
 
institutions to ascertain whether “recent productions have been slant
ed...for particular regional appeal.” Conceding a response of “18 of
 
111” was a disappointment, Champion indicates that the responses
 nonetheless indicate “a rather vigorous Shakespeare tradition.” The
 most “significant Shakespearean news” now is “coming from High
 Point,
 
the home of the newly formed Shakespeare festival.” With some  
sensitive assessments of
 
performances in his essay, Champion con ­
veys his enthusiasm for an operation which has combined “rapid
 artistic maturation” with “prudent economic policies guiding each
 stage of its development....” He commends the festival as “an excel
­lent model for other stages interested in developing such cultural
 programs.”
Kay’s account of the origin and success of the Alabama Shake
­
speare
 
Festival notes “certain hallmarks” of this festival: “little tam ­
pering with the text
 
(usually the Arden edition of the play); gorgeous  
costumes; spare effective sets on a thrust stage; a rapid pace, and
 exuberant sophisticated staging of the comedies.” Less effective with
 the tragedies (Lear an exception) and histories, Kay notes that no
 Roman plays have been produced and comedies have been produced
 twice as often as all other genres. Though it is typical for
 
one of the  
comedies or romances
 
to be “relocated from its typical setting” during  
a season of the festival, Kay has found two of the ten to be wholly
 successful. This “astonishingly
 
successful festival” began with a five-  
hundred-doll ar loan and a first-night performance attended by
 twenty-four people in
 
a high school  auditorium that was not aircondi ­
tioned. It has developed into a festival with an attendance of
 
20,000 for  
a season and “national recognition from the New York Times, the
 Washington Post, and the Shakespeare Quarterly.”
The Globe of the Great Southwest in Odessa, Texas, is largely
 
attributable, according to Dachschlager, to Mrs. Marjorie Morris, “a
 one-time English teacher, life long devotee of Shakespeare, and an
 indefatigable money raiser....” The initial performance in 1966 after
 several years of intermittent construction (until more money could be
 raised) was Paul Baker’s “six performances of Julius Caesar by his
 Dallas Theater Company.” Among Dachschlager’s conclusions about
 the performances in this 418-seat replica of the Globe is that “the
 comedies are easily the most popular,” with A Midsummer
 
Night's  
Dream the most popular. When in 1980 the National Shakespeare
 Company presented Much Ado about Nothing and
 
Julius Caesar,  the
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Odessa American hailed the performance of Much Ado as having
 
exceeded “all previous efforts at the theater, both directorially and
 dramatically.” Illustrating the predominance of the comedies is the
 fact that of the tragedies only Julius Caesar, Macbeth, and Romeo and
 Juliet have been staged more than once.
Omans and Madden’
s
 final essay treats “Shakespeare in His  
Age,” an institute originating with the
 
University of Central Florida  
and funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities. With
 “Know thyself’ as the theme, conference members presented a concert
 of Elizabethan music, staged
 
A Midsummer Night's Dream, and pre ­
pared a 200-page guide “for the teaching of Shakespeare.” Consequent
 on the success of the enterprise, a second institute is being planned
 with “the question of the outsider” as the theme.
From the essays as a whole it may be learned that tragedies
 
predominated among plays
 
staged in the antebellum South but come ­
dies predominate in the contemporary festivals. Southern audiences
 then and now have responded favorably to good acting of Shake
­speare and do not need—and rarely get—performances calculated
 
to  
appeal to the region. For some plays of Shakespeare, as noted
 
earlier,  
the first performance in the South was the first performance in the
 United States. For a brief period performances of Shakespeare in
 Charleston may have rivaled
 
those in Philadelphia and in New York  
in quantity and quality. Finally, contemporary southern festivals
 have, on occasion, achieved national recognition for the quality of
 their performances.
Charles D. Cannon
 
The University of Mississippi
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GARY LINDBERG. THE CONFIDENCE MAN IN AMERI
­
CAN LITERATURE. NEW YORK: OXFORD UNI
­VERSITY PRESS, 1982. 319 pp. $19.95
Much like the slippery character he sets out to define and expli
­
cate, Gary Lindberg’
s
 treatment of the confidence man in American  
literature presents us with two faces. His is, first, a cultural and
 literary study. In addition, there is a discrepancy between the convic
­tion
 
of its benign  and smiling  surface, a tribute to the verve and relish  
of Lindberg’s prose, and its underlying elusiveness that finally raises
 as many questions as it answers.
Lindberg’s central thesis appears in his convincing and percep
­
tive analysis of the relationship between American culture and the
 confidence man. The con artist is presented as a figure “radically
 entangled
 
with the the  myth of the ‘New World’ ” (p. 4), especially in  
its emphasis on self-creation and social mobility. This emphasis,
 coupled with the weakening of “familiar patterns of identification” (p.
 5) that required man to possess the ability to convince others of who he
 is, resulted in a culture where the “acceptance of promise” became the
 “definitive
 
New World  transaction” (p. 6)—precisely the milieu of the  
confidence man. Having
 
established the relationship between Ameri ­
can society and the con man, Lindberg defines his subject as “a
 manipulator or contriver who creates an inner effect, an impression,
 an experience of confidence, that surpasses the grounds for it. In
 short, a confidence man makes belief" (p. 7). Furthermore, Lindberg
 suggests, the con man assumes many guises—booster, gamesman,
 self-made man, shape-shifter (or jack-of-all-trades), and gadgeteer.
With this definition, Lindberg proceeds to examine both the con
 
man as a literary character and the changes he has undergone as a
 result of the evolution of American society. Part I, on Melville and Poe,
 looks at “the confidence man as a representative figure”; Part II,
 “How To Do It,” examines “the development of the central aspira
­tions, beliefs, and habits that get
 
muddled together in the confidence  
man”; Part III, “Tricking Tricksters,” focuses on the “Souring [of] the
 confidence enterprise”; Part IV, “Contemporary Conning,” ends the
 book by
 
treating “American culture since 1945” (pp. 11-12). Tidy as the  
schematic outline may be, its twin strands of cultural and literary
 analysis do not always work effectively.
This is not to imply that Lindberg’s readings are not keen. His
 
remarks on The Confidence Man, The Pioneers, Huckleberry Finn,
 and the Snopes trilogy are insightful and add greatly to our under
­standing of these works and the centrality of the confidence game and
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confidence culture to them. In such instances, cultural and literary
 
analysis mesh nicely. Less satisfying is the chapter on Poe. Enlight
­ening in its examination of Poe’s manipulation of literary forms and
 his breaking down of imaginative restraints, it nonetheless ignores
 the many current readings of Poe
 
as an artistic confidence man; G. R.  
Thompson and David Ketterer reveal far more about Poe’
s
 artistic  
conning than does Lindberg’s model, William Carlos Williams. On the
 whole, however, one does not quibble
 
with  Lindberg’s usually astute  
literary analysis. Rather, the relationship of that analysis to the idea
 of the confidence man is not always clear or precise.
The reason for this blurring is that Lindberg’s definition of the
 
confidence man is, finally, too inclusive, the many guises attributed to
 him too encompassing. Ben Franklin may well be a perfect example of
 the self-made self, and his career may well be a paradigm of how to
 operate in a new country, but are we
 
then to see Franklin as a confi ­
dence man, or only as the exponent of a way
 
of living that makes  the  
confidence man possible? Emerson may be a spiritual jack-of-all-
 trades, but is he then also a confidence man? Similar questions
 
arise  
in Lindberg’
s
 handling of Thoreau, Whitman, Bellow’s Augie March,  
and Kerouac’s On the Road. Not that these readings are not stimulat
­ing and provocative—they are. But we are still left with the disquiet
­ing feeling that a necessary precision is lacking, that in making so
 many diverse
 
models fit within his definition, Lindberg has comprom ­
ised its usefulness. There is more to the idea of the confidence man
 than the inspiration of belief; the manipulation of that belief, as
 Lindberg notes in his definition,
 
is also crucial. Lindberg is at his best  
when he deals with the union of belief and its manipulation. He is
 more elusive when that union breaks down or is absent.
Despite my reservations, Lindberg has provided us with an impor
­
tant and stimulating
 
evaluation  of a major American hero-figure, one  
that goes satisfyingly beyond Susan Kuhlman’s too-limited Knave,
 Fool, and Genius. If The Confidence Man in American Literature
 reveals that we have more to learn about what may well be our
 archetypal literary
 
character,  that is  all to the good. One only hopes it  
will provoke additional study, and that “Something further
 
may fol ­
low of this Masquerade.”
Dennis W. Eddings
 
Western Oregon State College
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DONALD YANNELLA. RALPH WALDO EMERSON. BOSTON:
 
TWAYNE PUBLISHERS, 1982. 147 pp. $10.95.
This latest book in Twayne’s “United States Author Series” 
is
 an  
introduction to the anthologized Emerson, the “Sage of Concord”
 whose work from Nature to “Experience” and beyond is
 
marked more  
by continuity than reversal—“certainly not repudiation.” The new
 reader of Emerson will not find the Emerson that Stephen Whicher
 and Jonathan Bishop taught us to see—the Emerson whose
 nineteenth-century version of our mid-life crisis drove him to confess
 in “Experience” that
 
the “mid-world is best.” Here we have Emerson  
in the “middle region” of his being, with no beginning and certainly
 no end in the sense that self-reliance finally becomes God-reliance.
 The place to begin one’
s
 study of Emerson, Yannella advises at the  
outset of his book, is with the essays and poems. Recent scholarship,
 however, would argue
 
that an earlier and better place for meeting the  
man whose thought is sometimes well-nigh inscrutable is the pub
­lished early lectures and—for the very curious—the selection of pub
­lished sermons. Study of these works makes it easier to understand the
 trajectory of Emerson’
s
 philosophy. We see that his optimism grew out  
of a sense of failure in the particular life—in the loss of his first wife
 and brothers (a thesis borne out when the journals are added to one’s
 study of the early Emerson). We also come to see how his transcenden
­tal optimism
 
eventually had to fail, as his faith in the general fell back  
into a hope for the particular life. Yannella indicates some under
­standing of this paradigm when he says (echoing Carl F. Strauch and
 others) that whatever pessimism is found in the later Emerson is
 merely muffled in the early work. His point is to put Emerson’s career
 into a clearer
 
context, one that allows the bard to hobble off stage with  
many of his illusions intact. It’s a good
 
portrait for all those who don’t  
take Emerson personally.
It’
s
 also a good introduction in the sense that the works discussed  
are laid out for the reader clearly and concisely. Those in search of a
 quick context for Nature, 
“
the American Scholar” Address, the “Di ­
vinity School Address”—indeed for most of Emerson’s major works—
 will not be disappointed. Yannella’s chapter on the poetry is
 particularly useful—as is his fresh discussions of such overlooked
 works as English Traits. The book, as I said, is even-handed. It is also
 informative and—in spite of its search for a more harmonious
 Emerson—not without its original observations.
Jerome Loving Texas A&M University
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ERIK INGVAR THURIN. EMERSON AS PRIEST OF PAN: A
 
STUDY IN THE METAPHYSICS OF SEX. LAW
­RENCE: THE REGENTS PRESS OF KANSAS, 1981.
 xviii, 292 pp. $20.00.
This publication is timely, coming as it does during a renewal of
 
interest in
 
Emerson, occasioned in  part by the centennial of his death  
in 1982. That Emerson’s struggle with the “metaphysics of sex” was
 much more than an abstract theoretical question is amply docu
­mented by Thurin’
s
 analysis of Emerson’s friendships with men and  
women. The ambiguous, dialectical friendship—intellectual and
 emotional—of Emerson and Margaret
 
Fuller in particular was effec ­
tively dramatized by Laurie James and Dr. David Osborne at Bow
doin College last summer. As Thurin notes: “it is impossible to
 
understand Emerson by studying him alone....What is more, much of
the excitement of a prolonged involvement with Emerson definitely
 comes from these literary relationships, the opportunity and need to
 associate with the great minds
 
with whom  he saw himself identifying  
in love and aspiration.” Thurin’
s
 earlier involvement culminated in a  
dissertation at the University of Minnesota (1970), published as The
 Universal Autobiography of Ralph Waldo Emerson (Lund, 1974), of
 which the present volume is a reworking but not a replacement.
At the outset, Thurin clarifies his title and purpose: implicit in any
 
theory of love, not merely erotic love, is a theory of man
 
and his place  
in the universe. As the “priest of Pan,” Emerson identifies with the
 great poet-redeemer-mediator between heaven and earth. He does so
 in the broad syncretic tradition of hermetic-alchemic thought in
 which the feminine equates with the earth and the masculine with
 heaven, the ideal. With Emerson, as Thurin illustrates, the bipolaric
 “marriage” of these opposites typically yields to a monistic assimila
­tion by the Platonic ideal. In addition to the opening and closing
 chapters,
 
this study falls into four triadic parts of three chapters each.  
The first triad (chaps. 2,3, and 4) demonstrates the monistic tendency
 in Emerson’
s
 gender  ideology; the second triad (5,6, 7) deals with his  
dualistic tendencies and tensions; the third considers his imaginative
 speculations on human society raised above earthly concerns, sex
 included; and the fourth represents the monistic heaven within,
 “internal marriage.” The final
 
chapter (14) returns to the question of a  
possible balance between “Europe and Asia.” In his response to
 “Eastern” mysticism, “Asia” became a symbolic name for the eternal
 Feminine, the Great Mother, Mother Nature, the epic womb out of
 which a rebirth would be possible. But then Thurin finds “the insis
­tent suggestion that it is
 
really all the  elements together—those of the
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sky as well as those of the earth—that beguile him.” This concept of
 
the epic whole, the source of genius and power when man learns to
 draw
 
upon it, is represented by Father Bacchus and by “an old friend”  
(Thoreau as Pan), is symbolized by the stars (in contrast to the moon),
 and is identified with the Over-Soul, the natura naturans. In “Fate”
 (1860), Emerson’
s
 final statement on this matter and a continuation of  
the earlier “Nature” (1844), the stark conflict is once more posed
 between the East
 
(fate, matter, circumstance) and the West (freedom,  
mind, power, progress), with freedom
 
capable of triumphing over fate  
through the power of intellect. Thurin makes an important distinction
 here: in “Let us build altars to the Beautiful Necessity” Emerson
 meant not fate but the laws of
 
the universe. “Europe and  Asia,” the  
private and the public nature of individual experience, are seen finally
 in precarious balance, in “double consciousness.”
Eric W. Carlson, Emeritus
 
The University of Connecticut
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JEROME LOVING. EMERSON, WHITMAN, AND THE
 
AMERICAN MUSE. CHAPEL HILL: THE UNIVER
­SITY OF NORTH CAROLINA PRESS, 1982, x, 220 pp.
 $22.00.
The story of Walt
 
Whitman’ s sudden conversion in 1855 from an  
unknown Brooklyn hack journalist into the inspired American bard of
 Leaves of Grass has been told many times—and never quite the same
 twice. Always central, however, is Emerson’
s
 enthusiastic  letter—“I  
greet you at the beginning of a great career,” but that “long back
­ground” that Emerson intuitively suspected and the stormy conse
­quences of the later relationship of many years have never been
 explored in such a way as to leave the greatness of both men unsullied
 by the false bombast of the one
 
and the glum silence of the other. It is  
one of the great moments in American literary history that everybody
 apparently knows all about and nobody quite fully approves.
Loving has exactly the right temperament to tell the story for the
 
first time in full and without emotion or prejudice. He is not a docu
­mentary research scholar and he actually reveals nothing new. But
 his careful study of all the new source material and all the storm of
 interpretive and conflicting criticism that the past half-century has
 accumulated, allows him to produce a full, even-tempered, and well
 documented account. Consequently, he has produced an excellent
 introductory essay
 
for both  the elementary  and the advanced student  
of the poetry and poetic theory of both Emerson and Whitman—and of
 American poetry in general. It will serve as required reading for both
 the college freshman and the textual and research scholar in the field.
There are three stages in the story: (1) the development of Emer
­
son from Victorian preacher to Transcendental poet (1831-36) and of
 Whitman from journalist to prophet-bard (1850-60); (2) the actual
 relationship between the two in the crisis year (1855); and (3) the
 aftermath period when their joint focus on “character” and self-
 reliance tapered off in
 
Emerson to the “wisdom” of experience and in  
Whitman to the merger of flesh and spirit into a cosmic whole. All
 three are treated
 
with equal skill by Loving, but the first is of special  
interest to this reviewer because of personal involvement.
This first and, in many ways, most important stage relies heavily
 
on the three volumes of Early Lectures and
 
on the completely reedited  
Journals and Miscellaneous Note-books of Emerson.
 
As I follow Lov ­
ing’s subtle analysis of Emerson’
s
 development through his lectures  
on Science, Nature, Biography, Literature and finally Human Cul
­ture, I recall the days when Steve Whicher and I
 
met in the Houghton  
Library at Harvard to rescue the manuscript fragments of these
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unpublished lectures that Emerson himself so mercilessly cut, altered,
 
and pirated for his later work. Only because his literary heirs, Cabot
 and son Edward, had appreciated their importance and arranged
 them in neat and well-marked folders could 
we
 piece them together  
into these three volumes. Steve has gone
 
his way, but  I can still take  
comfort in the sense that our labors in the editorial vineyard have
 brought their
 
reward into the wine of insight in this revealing study.
From Emerson’
s
 first lecture on poetry in New York which Whit ­
man reported in 1831, to the meeting on Boston Common in 1860,
 when Emerson so earnestly and fruitlessly pleaded with his friend
 and one-time near-disciple to omit explicit passages from his third
 edition of the Leaves,
 
the details of the relationship were all there, but  
it took a real teacher-critic to
 
put the whole story together and to write  
a book that makes everything 
so
 clear  and simple that it almost gives  
the impression that it really did not need to be written
 
after all. But it  
did.
Robert E. Spiller
 
The University of Pennsylvania
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JOSEPH E. RIEHL. CHARLES LAMB’S CHILDREN’S
 
LITERATURE. SALZBURG: UNIVERSITY OF SALZ
­BURG, 1980 [“SALZBURG STUDIES IN ENGLISH:
 ROMANTIC REASSESSMENTS SERIES, NO. 94”].
 ix, 213 pp. $25.00.
Charles Lamb, surely one of the more widely read and enjoyed of
 
the English Romantic writers, has not been well served by recent
 literary scholarship
 
or criticism. Only now are his letters being edited  
and published in their entirety. His poetry is all but forgotten, his
 criticism ignored, even the essays of Elia praised rather than carefully
 analyzed. Nor have Lamb’
s
 works for children fared better. For  
instance, in Arbuthnot and Sutherland’s Children and Books (Scott,
 Foresman and Co., 1972), a widely used textbook for the study of
 children’
s
 literature, Lamb rates one sentence. Likewise, A Critical  
History of Children’s Literature (Macmillan, 1969) gives only passing
 comment to his stories and poems for children. Because of this neglect,
 Joseph Riehl’
s
 book is welcome.
Charles Lamb’s Children’s Literature is really three studies, uni
­ted by a common focus upon those stories and poems for children
 written by Charles and Mary Lamb. The first is the longest and most
 thorough. In this study, Riehl theorizes that Lamb lacked sympathy
 for the moralizing and sentimental stories written by the popular
 authors of his day. Rather, Lamb believed that stories should spark
 the imagination of children and
 
trust their intelligence. To prove his  
point, Riehl discusses in turn each of Lamb’
s
 works for children,  
demonstrating how each reflects its author’
s
 image of children, his  
theory of education, and his impatience with overt moralizing. Riehl
 admits, however, that the last of Lamb’
s
 works for children is also  
“disappointingly moralistic and didactic.” In the process of proving
 his thesis, Riehl also lays to rest the suggestion that Godwin—Lamb’s
 publisher—influenced Lamb’s writing.
The title of the second study, “The Relation Between Lamb’s
 
Children’
s
 Works and the Later Essays,” promises to make a signifi ­
cant contribution to Lamb studies. The section, however, is a disap
­pointment. Riehl confines his analysis
 
to thematic concerns, pointing  
out the subjects and themes that first appear in Lamb’s works for
 children and recur in his later essays. Riehl’
s
 conclusion to this sec ­
tion reveals his limited scope: “Lamb’
s
 children’ s writing  shed light  
on the later writings because they are often the first inchoate formula
­tions of later important ideas and opinions. They show, if not the
 growth of Lamb’s ideas, at least the first instances of those ideas in
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print” (p. 177). The third study compares
 
the attitudes  of Lamb, Cole ­
ridge, and Wordsworth with the ideas about children
 
discussed in the  
first two studies. It is an interesting, if brief, review.
What Riehl sets out to do—to study Lamb’s views concerning
 
children, their stories, and their education—he fully accomplishes. He
 examines these subjects from three perspectives; his research and
 scholarship are admirable. Because of Riehl’
s
 facility, it is too bad  
that he didn’t tackle a more formidable issue, a more significant
 aspect of Lamb’s literature for children. Perhaps it is unfair to criticize
 a work for what it is not. In the case of Charles Lamb's Children's
 Literature, however, one wishes the author had been more ambitious.
John F. Schell The University of Arkansas at Little Rock
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RICHARD BARICKMAN, SUSAN MacDONALD, AND 
MYRA 
STARK. CORRUPT RELATIONS: DICKENS,
 THACKERAY, TROLLOPE, COLLINS, AND THE
 VICTORIAN SEXUAL SYSTEM. NEW YORK:
 COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS, 1982. vii, 285 pp.
 $25.00.
Corrupt Relations challenges prevailing critical opinions that the
 
major Victorian male novelists were
 
unconcerned with woman’s role  
in their society except as a target for a satire on feminism. The authors
 convincingly argue that Charles Dickens, Wilkie Collins, William
 Thackeray, and Anthony Trollope are linked in their “reluctant, often
 unwitting exposure of the persistent victimization at the heart of
 Victorian society—crippling in its effects on both oppressors and
 victims, but most devastating in its impact on women” (p. viii).
The authors conclude that even more than the novels of the
 
Brontes, Elizabeth Gaskell, and George
 
Eliot, the fiction of Dickens,  
Collins, Thackeray, and Trollope reveals ambivalent attitudes toward
 the Victorian family structure and toward the rituals of courtship and
 marriage: “Two tensions are distinguishable in the presentation of
 the family by these four novelists: on the one hand, it is honored as the
 origin of Victorian ideals and their best representation; on the other
 hand, the family appears, more and more frequently, as the breeding
 ground for conflicts in sexual identity and for the forces
 
of oppression  
and repression which inevitably spring from these conflicts” (p. 8).
 This ambivalence
 
toward sexual relations is reflected in the novels  of  
the four authors “through oppositions between directly articulated
 fictional material
 
and implicit networks of symbolic motifs that differ  
from and often contradict the overt narrative”
 
(p. 237). The novelists’  
ironic methods—the use of ambivalent and obtuse narrators, sym
­bolic analogies and counterplots, and subverted stereotypes—all
 serve to expose “a corrupt system of sexual values and its particularly
 oppressive impact on women” (p. 33).
The individual chapters on Dickens, Collins, Thackeray, and
 
Trollope are the most noteworthy aspects of this study. The fresh,
 penetrating textual analyses provide some original insights into the
 complex “ ‘interior’ worlds” of the novels. In the chapter on Dickens,
 for example, appears a particularly lucid, well-documented interpreta
­tion of Great Expectations, which explains Mrs. Joe’
s
 puzzling behav ­
ior toward Orlick after the attack; the chapter on Collins offers an
 excellent analysis
 
of The Woman in White, focusing on the characters  
of Laura Fairlie and Marian Halcombe. The final chapter reviews
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recent feminist criticism to illustrate that although the four novelists
 
treat sexual relations ambiguously, “their fundamental perceptions
 support a feminist analysis of
 
literature and culture” (p. 238).
A few minor stylistic
 
problems, which might result from the col ­
lective effort, could distract some readers. A character is sometimes
 mentioned several times in the earlier chapters (Miss Barbary, for
 instance) before the character’s name is associated with its novel.
 There would be more consistency and less potential for confusion, had
 the novel been cited at the first reference to the character. Also the
 repetition is sometimes bothersome—most noticeably when observa
­tions about characters discussed in Chapter 2 (“The Ambivalent
 Novelists: A Question of Form”) are
 
repeated in later chapters on the  
individual novelists. For example, Walter Hartright’s
 
first encounter  
with Marian Halcombe is analyzed initially in Chapter 2 (pp. 37-39)
 and again, without substantial change or amendment, in Chapter 4
 (pp. 117-118).
The many strengths of Corrupt Relations, though, far outweigh
 
the weaknesses. Because Barickman, MacDonald,
 
and Stark consider  
Dickens, Collins, Thackeray, and Trollope as radical and revolution
­ary, they provide fresh approaches to such novels as Martin Chuz
­zlewit, No Name, Vanity Fair, and Phineas Finn, The textual
 analyses clearly illustrate that just below the surface of the traditional
 plots with conventional melodramatic structures, the novels “raise
 issues of identity, power, freedom, and human fulfillment that ulti
­mately call into question the whole system of sexual relationships in
 nineteenth-century England” (p. viii).
Natalie Schroeder
 
The University of Mississippi
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JOHN DIXON HUNT. THE WIDER SEA: A LIFE OF JOHN
 
RUSKIN. NEW YORK: THE VIKING PRESS, 1982.
 xvi, 512 pp. $25.00.
John Dixon Hunt’s biography presents a sympathetic portrait of
 
an unhappy man whose thoughts and writings helped shape the
 thinking and achievements of his contemporaries and that of poster
­ity. According to Hunt, Ruskin was denied a childhood of childish
 activities and was pushed by his parents into readings,
 
writings, and  
researches far beyond his years.
 
Encouraging Ruskin in his youthful  
forays into art and criticism, his parents also shielded him from the
 distractions of ordinary life—playmates and girlfriends. As an adult,
 Ruskin endlessly pursued his lost childhood: the little girls who
 reminded him of his childhood’
s
 one true playmate, the  silly games  of  
children, and the freedom from the responsibilities of everyday life.
 
He  
was selfish, demanding, arrogant, generous, helpful, and loving—
 with all the confused spontaneity of a small child.
In his close and careful analysis of the complex personality of
 
Ruskin, Hunt identifies two significant aspects that can account for
 many of the writer’
s
 contradictions and eventual insanity: one is  
Ruskin’
s
 emotional immaturity, and the other is his obsession with  
knowledge. Like Marlowe’s Dr. Faustus, Ruskin wanted to know all
 that was knowable; he wanted to show his readers that all the
 universe—both natural and human—was a unified whole; and he
 tried
 
to unify all that he could in himself. His callous treatment of his  
wife, his enormous literary canon,
 
his loyalty to and abuse of friends,  
his philosophies, and his madness are all connected by
 
Hunt to Rus ­
kin’
s
 immaturity and obsessive pursuit of knowledge.
The product of Hunt’
s
 insights is often startling—reaching  
heights
 
of thought and language worthy of its subject. The chapter on  
Venice (pp. 195-200) is a masterpiece of elegant language and con
­cisely expressed understanding: “But the drama to
 
which he gave his  
greatest energies was undoubtedly
 
the rise, fall  and decline of Venice  
itself.” Hunt’
s
 style makes the biography a literary work admirable  
for its own beauties and dynamism. Hunt blends the words of Ruskin
 and others adroitly into his narrative, subtly invoking an understand
­ing of the wit, intelligence, and fundamental unhappiness of his sub
­ject. The narrative takes off into brilliant combinations of language
 and ideas, as in the discussions of the young coquette, Adele
 
Domecq,  
and Ruskin (pp. 70-72) and of Ruskin’
s
 “Traffic” (pp. 300-302).
Hunt’
s
 narrative occasionally breaks down, as in the final few  
chapters where grammar and tone sometimes seem to escape him or in
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“The Scottish Inheritance” (pp. 9-19), which reads as though it were a
 
chore, but the biography’
s
 significant weaknesses are academic, not  
literary. Hunt presents a work written in a manner that should appeal
 to general readers, not just academic specialists, but he seems to
 assume far more knowledge on the part of his readership than any
 nonspecialist could rightfully be expected to have. Froude, for
 instance, pops in and out of the narrative without explanation of who
 he was. Hunt skips over significant events by calling them “famous,”
 
or,
 as in the  case of Ruskin’ s wedding night, “notorious”: “Effie found  
that she had her period. Perhaps it was this, rather than the notorious
 first sight of pubic
 
hair,  that upset Ruskin.” Someone knowledgeable  
in Ruskin’s life would find Hunt’
s
 remarks meaningful; others must be  
left to wonder.
 College students in particular will find The Wider Sea difficult to
 
use. Hunt does not provide a bibliography; indeed, his notes
 
indicate  
little of the secondary materials available to
 
students of Ruskin’ s life,  
even though primary materials are amply noted. Although Hunt
 shows himself to be a critical reader not easily taken in by the fiction
alizations of Ruskin’
s
 autobiography, Praeterita, college students  
could read his book and not know the important interpretations of
 that work, nor would they finish Hunt’
s
 biography with an under ­
standing of
 
how critics rank the importance of various works in the  
writer’
s
 general canon; Modern Painters, Fors Clavigera, and “Traf ­
fic” all seem equal in biographical and critical importance.
Hunt focuses on Ruskin’
s
 personality and often places the writer’s  
works in the background, sometimes creating the sense that only half
 a man is portrayed, since Ruskin’s obsession with knowledge often
 made him his work and his work him. Yet, to dwell too long on the
 disquieting faults of The Wider Sea would do it an injustice. Its
 insights are marvelous and its writing exciting, and it conveys an
 understanding of Ruskin with a brilliance that is rare in literary
 biographies.
Kirk H. Beetz Davis, California
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JOAN ABSE. JOHN RUSKIN: THE PASSIONATE
 
MORALIST.
 
NEW YORK: ALFRED A. KNOPF, 1981.  
363 pp. $18.50.
A biographer
 
of Ruskin has in this era a peculiarly difficult task.  
So many incidents in Ruskin’s personal life—his submission to his
 parents well into his middle age, his famous divorce, the notorious
 squabble with Whistler—appear ludicrous to an age specializing in
 individual emotional and sexual fulfillment. The easiest way to
 defend Ruskin (and incidentally to write a book of limited usefulness)
 would be to deny the validity of modern values, making the twentieth
­century’
s
 preoccupations a measure of its triviality and Ruskin an Old  
Testament prophet above such ordinary concerns. Partially by skill
­ful use of his diaries and letters, Joan Abse instead depicts an im
­mensely talented yet rigidly circumscribed man who elicits sympathy,
 pity, and frequently exasperation. Abse excels in common sense with
­out ever sacrificing a certain
 
delicacy of perception and precision. She  
constructs the patterns of Ruskin’s life with a steady accretion of
 detail unaccompanied by the dully portentous biographical
 
standby,  
“This was the first appearance of.” For example, Ruskin’s surpris
­ingly limited and rather repetitive travels abroad become, in
 
Abse’s  
presentation, an emblem of
 
his inability to transcend parental con ­
straints sufficiently to imagine and accomplish a trip essentially
 different from those of his childhood.
Abse notes many paradoxes in Ruskin’s character. His parents’
 
crushing expectations of his intellect and their devastating lack of
 emotional demands, his drive toward sensual enjoyment and fear of
 self-indulgence, his powerful literary self-assertion and private
 reliance on baby talk: all figured prominently in his personality. Abse
 nonetheless manages to make Ruskin’
s
 life coherent. The man capa ­
ble of describing the breakup of his marriage in these terms—
 “Perhaps the principal cause of it—next to her resolute effort to detach
 me from my parents, was her always thinking that I ought to attend
 
her,
 instead of herself attending to me. When I  had drawing or writing  
to do—instead
 
of sitting with me as 1 drew or wrote, she went about her  
own quests: and
 
then complained that I left her alone’ ”—could  also  
write tellingly of the need to re-sensitize oneself to the natural world:
 “We go through such processes of experiment unconsciously
 
in child ­
hood; and having once
 
come to  conclusions touching the signification  
of certain colours, we always suppose that
 
we see what we only  know,  
and have hardly any consciousness of the real aspect of the
 
signs we  
have learned to interpret. Very few people have any idea that sun
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lighted grass is yellow.” Ruskin chafed at being expected
 
to confine  
his
 
lectures at Oxford to the history of art. This man whose emotional  
development had been early arrested, who recognized but could not
 resist the forces of arrest, desired above all else to contribute to and
 guide his country’s development into a more humanely fulfilling
 culture.
The first two-thirds of this biography offer substantially more
 
excitement and insight than the last third. In part, this settling effect
 follows from the choice which makes the first sections so attractive.
 The last twenty-five years of Ruskin’
s
 life consisted mostly of the  
predictable operation of biological and psychological factors which
 had become evident much earlier. Abse’
s
 decision not to apotheosize  
Ruskin
 
then makes his final madness  a kind of Greek tragedy lacking  
the intensifying quality of heroic grandeur. To some extent, the bi
­ography reflects the included photographs of Ruskin; except that he is
 clean-shaven, the photograph of Ruskin at thirty-six shows almost
 exactly the same facial lineaments and expression as that taken at
 seventy-five.
Biographies seem to come in
 
five varieties—the literal transcrip ­
tion of minutely detailed notecards (Blotner’s book on Faulkner), the
 inaccurately imaginative (Gaskell’
s
 vision of Charlotte Bronte), the  
thesis-monger (Strachey’s attack on Queen Victoria), the finely
 touched portrait (Gittings’
s
 Young Thomas Hardy), and the inspira ­
tional re-creation (Bate’s Samuel Johnson). One of the fourth rank,
 Joan Abse’s John Ruskin: The Passionate Moralist earns the right to
 its dustjacket’
s
 portrait of Ruskin.
Missy Kubitschek
 
The University of Nebraska, Omaha
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PARK HONAN. MATTHEW ARNOLD: A LIFE. NEW YORK:
 
McGRAW-HILL BOOK CO., 1981. xii, 496 pp. $19.95.
Honan’
s
 book, the first full-length critical biography of Arnold,  
suggests answers to two questions of identity that tease the scholar:
 Who was that masked Marguerite, and how did the dilettante dandy
 revolve into the personification of Victorian respectability? Honan
 produces the real Marguerite with a flourish of forgiveable triumph,
 but the real person contrasts so prosaically with the mystery asso
­ciated with her that the reader quickly turns to other influences on
 Arnold’
s
 development.
To account for his subject’s diverse sympathies and divided per
­sonality, Honan suggests a rather standard Freudian picture of the
 rigorous father and the at least initially overindulgent mother. The
 influences of Mrs. Arnold and Matthew’s older sister Jane, as well as
 his ambivalence toward their emotional
 
support and implicit expecta ­
tions, obviously interest Honan more than the effects of the famous
 father-headmaster. The assertions of Thomas Arnold’
s
 influence on  
his son remain vague and
 
undetailed. The book’s best sections center  
on Arnold’
s
 ambivalence toward women (an attitude that Honan  
explores and documents through diary entries) and the vagaries of his
 friendship with Clough, who functioned by turns as aesthetic sound
­ing board, whipping boy, and critic. Although Matthew Arnold details
 the influences of Arnold’s parents and Jane, and portrays the Olym
­pian Matthew as a hopelessly indulgent
 
father, Honan rather scants  
the influence of Arnold’
s
 wife and  family life on his writing, perhaps  
because his work as a school
 
inspector had dramatic and  more easily  
traceable effects. Divided interests characterize Arnold’s life and
 work, of course, and Honan suggests no
 
really innovative interpreta ­
tions of either. Still, the reader rejoices in the workman-like demon
­stration of accepted tenets, for example the explication of the
 characters
 
in “The Forsaken Merman” as representatives of Arnold’s  
simultaneous impulses toward sensuality and exploration of the self
 on the one hand, and toward duty and communal responsibility on the
 other.
The divisions in Arnold’
s
 life never quite resolve into the various  
moods and interests of a coherent personality, a shortcoming reflected
 by organization in this biography. Honan rather arbitrarily isolates
 aspects of Arnold’
s
 life, the scholarly and  the  romantic, for example,  
only to reunite them rather clumsily with a statement that preceding
 information must of course be revalued in the context of Arnold’s
 other activities. This tic makes the whole book, especially the first
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half, halt and double back; the life seems less “a life” than “a study.”
 
The writing, though clear and informative, falls short of grace or
 inspiration. Arnold’s dictate that an essay must quote from its subject
 poses problems for any biographer, of course, since the force of
 Arnold’s writing almost inevitably dwarfs the surrounding prose.
 Oddly, given the infelicitious organization, Honan excels in condens
­ing into a page or two a description of an entire important event or
 ramifications of 
an
 era. The description of the French Revolution’s  
effects on Thomas Arnold’s philology or of the United States in the
 Gilded Age is among the best offerings. Rather ungenerous in his
 assessment of other scholars, Honan rarely mentions them except to
 criticize. Occasionally, his praise of Arnold grows irritating. His cas
­ual comments that Matthew Arnold really deals with metacriticism or
 leads 
the
 way to Roland Barthes are unnecessary justifications of the  
Victorian by association with the latest critical fad. Matthew Arnold
 will not fire undergraduates with a passionate understanding of
 either the Victorian age or Arnold, but for the professional scholar 
the book compiles information, both the known and the new, on Arnold’s
 life and suggests 
the
 major directions of his prose and poetry.
Missy Kubitschek
 
The University of Nebraska, Omaha
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KIRK H.
 
BEETZ. ALGERNON CHARLES SWINBURNE: A  
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SECONDARY WORKS, 1861-1980.
 METUCHEN: SCARECROW PRESS, INC., 1982. 238 pp.
 $16.50.
If Swinburne has not been
 
well served either in the popular mind  
or all too often by literary critics, neither has anyone who has sought
 to do a responsible job
 
of assessing the poet’s rightful place in English  
literature. Apart from the efforts of C. K. Hyder and Cecil Y. Lang,
 such essential research tools as a definitive edition and a reliable,
 conveniently available bibliography have not yet appeared. Although
 such an edition is apparently still far away, the bibliography has an
 admirable forerunner in Kirk H. Beetz’
s
 Algernon Charles Swin ­
burne: A Bibliography of Secondary Works, 1861-1980.
• The
 
third volume in the “Scarecrow Author Bibliographies” that  
Beetz has produced, this work definitely fills a need in Swinburne
 studies. Essentially a chronological listing of secondary sources,
 
with  
further subdivision by type (books, dissertations, periodical articles),
 the bibliography also lists which, if any, of Swinburne’s works were
 published in each year covered. The text is a direct reproduction of
 what is apparently Beetz’s final typed copy—a format perhaps “pro
­fessional” as what appears in more expensively produced bibliogra
­phies but
 
that avoids  the errors  in detail that all too  often creep into a  
bibliography between the compiler’s typescript and the printer’
s
 fin ­
ished product. The spacious layout of the entries on the page allows for
 quick reference. One’s ability to make rapid use of this work is aided as
 well by an author index, an especially useful subject index, and by
 Beetz’
s
 annotations, most of which are merely designed to clarify  
possibly misleading titles but some of which offer extensive comments
 on the content and value of the works cited. Beetz has helpfully
 included many non-English items.
Aside from the bibliographical listings themselves, the book’s
 
greatest value, especially for either undergraduate or graduate stu
­dents, is Beetz’
s
 introduction, which delineates briefly  but quite accu ­
rately the present state of Swinburne studies and identifies the
 essential secondary works one must master for any thorough study of
 Swinburne’
s
 achievement as poet, novelist, and literary critic.
Unfortunately, the introduction does not explain what
 
principle  
Beetz used in deciding what to include in this selective bibliography.
 The New Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature's selective
 bibliography on Swinburne, for example, has over twenty items not
 listed
 
in Beetz’ s work. Three of these are worth considering here. One
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is an important article by C. K. Hyder: “ ‘Laus Veneris’ and the
 
Tannhauser Legend” (PMLA, 1930). Its omission is surely an over
­sight. The other two items,
 
however, are  cited not only in NCBEL but  
also in Hyder’
s
 essay on Swinburne in  The Victorian Poets: A Guide to  
Researched ed., 1968), one of the bibliographical aids Beetz followed
 when compiling his materials on Swinburne. The first of these is
 Henri Peyre’s “Le Centenaire de Swinburne” (RLC, 1937), a copy of
 which Beetz may not have been
 
able to acquire; but the second is Ruth  
Marie Faurot’s “Swinburne’
s
 Poem ‘Love’ a Translation from Hugo”  
(N&Q, March 1954), which should be readily available. Assuming
 that these last two items were not also inadvertently omitted from
 Beetz’
s
 bibliography, one must wonder what principle of selection  
Beetz employed—the quality
 
of the source, his  ability to lay his hands  
on a copy of it, or some other principle?
Nevertheless, Beetz has produced what
 
is on the whole a compe ­
tent and necessary research tool. He has taken Swinburne bibli
­ography, which he has accurately labeled “a mess,” and given it a
 clear sense of order. In his introduction he cites those works that he
 thinks should be present in a
 
“basic  Swinburne library,” among them  
Philip Henderson’s biography, Cecil Y. Lang’s edition of the letters,
 and C. K. Hyder’
s
 Swinburne as Critic. Clearly, Beetz’s bibliography  
belongs on the same shelf.
George F. Horneker
 
Arkansas State University
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HERMAN MELVILLE. ISRAEL POTTER: HIS FIFTY YEARS
 
OF EXILE, ED. HARRISON HAYFORD, HERSHEL
 PARKER, AND G. THOMAS TANSELLE [“HISTORI
­CAL NOTE” BY WALTER E. BEZANSON]. EVAN
­STON AND CHICAGO: NORTHWESTERN
 UNIVERSITY PRESS AND THE NEWBERRY
 LIBRARY, 1982. 395 pp. $29.95.
MERTON M. SEALTS, JR. PURSUING MELVILLE, 1940-
 
1980: CHAPTERS AND ESSAYS.
MADISON: THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN PRESS,
 
1982, xi, 419 pp. $27.50.
The many facets of Herman Melville the literary artist are evi
­
dent in these books. Both are products of seasoned scholars’ long
 acquaintance with their subjects. Both offer valuables to those famil
­iar and those unfamiliar with the many mansions in the house of
 Melville. The
 
Herman Melville of these books is not solely the author  
of Moby-Dick, although that great work is by no means neglected
 
in  
either. We have instead the writer of historical fiction in the edition of
 Israel Potter and the magazinist who turned out some finely wrought
 short stories, plus the figure of the later years of Melville’
s
life and  
career, in the second book. Sealts in assembling essays old and new,
 published and unpublished, also produces what amounts to a history
 of Melville’s reputation and of Melville scholars and scholarship,
 features that offer essential reading for anyone who might seriously
 consider treading the paths of such pursuits. In both books too a
 Melville of obvious comic propensities appears (although we must
 remember that Sealts pioneered in giving that element in Melville’s
 writing a definable shape).
The Israel Potter volume is the eighth in the collective edition of
 
Melville’
s
 works in progress under Northwestern-Newberry mast ­
heading. The text is splendid (taken from the appearance in Put
­man's during 1854-55), Bezanson’s commentary concise and useful.
 Composition and publication history, plus shrewd
 
remarks concern ­
ing Melville’
s
 adaptations of  sources, are set forth in readable form.
Bezanson’
s
 paralleling  that theme of the times, the live “burial”  
of Israel, in Chapters 12-13, with like situations in Poe’
s
 Pym also calls  
to mind
 
the  Melville who took clear-sighted stock  of the reading proc ­
livities in his age. Such aspects of Melville are highlighted also in
 Sealts’
s
 book; circumstances from real life and, equally significant,  
from omnivorous reading play a great part in Melville’s literary out
­put. Like many other contemporaries, Melville tried lecturing. The
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impact of those lectures on his later work is solidly illuminated.
 
Sealts’s ground-breaking work on Melville’s short stories gains added
 respectability in the perspectives offered in
 
Pursuing Melville, as he  
generously cites the studies of many subsequent scholar-critics who
 have benefitted from his endeavors.
 
Other portions of Melville’s artis ­
tic bent, which remain shadowy still, after almost forty years of
 advocating otherwise by Sealts and a long-time circle of Melville
 devotees, are outlined here. This book furnishes a history of Melvil
lean pursuit not restricted to Sealts, but a pursuit traceable to a com
­
mon well-spring: the inspiration provided by Stanley 
T.
 Williams  
during the 1930s and 1940s to his own Yale students and through them
 to many more. Sealts’s letter to Henry A. Murray testifies to a genuine
 interest on the part of many Melvilleans toward maintaining
 “Humane Letters” in pathways too often envisioned as the
 
walks of  
Captain Ahab alone. The new essays in this book, on Melville and
 Platonic tradition and on Melville and Emerson, will doubtless pro
­voke additional thinking and rethinking in regard to their subjects,
 just as the renowned
 
essay on “I and My Chimney” ushered in a new  
dawn of work on Melville’s short stories. Both this edition of Israel
 Potter and Pursuing Melville stand as signal contributions to Melville
 research and scholarship. Their attractive formats and, in the Sealts
 book, a useful index, are not the least positive feature for Melvilleans,
 as well as for the larger audience
 
pursuing American literary study.
Benjamin Franklin Fisher IV The University of Mississippi
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LOUIS J. BUDD. OUR MARK TWAIN: THE MAKING OF HIS
 
PUBLIC PERSONALITY. PHILADELPHIA: THE UNI
­VERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA PRESS, 1983. 266 pp.
 $27.50.
Twain wrote that “our heroes are the men who do things which we
 
recognize, with regret and sometime
 
with secret shame, that we can ­
not do." By the time Twain died in 1910 he had already become
 
a hero  
to millions of Americans. Hundreds of editorial eulogies followed, and
 “among the many points of emphasis, vicarious bonding with the
 man behind his books stood out.” The intimacy between author and
 audience that Twain had developed was without precedent.
Louis Budd’s study examines how Twain created this intimacy.
 
Part of it was created through the style of his writing which, Kurt
 Vonnegut observed, “managed to imply that the reader 'was enough
 like him to be his brother.’ ” Additionally, his public performances,
 reported widely in the American press, reverberated
 
with an irrever ­
ence that struck at the social foundations of his age. As Budd com
­ments, “His posturing increasingly became a shared put-on of a
 decreasing pool of outsiders.” Twain’s humor, Budd continues, “oper
­ated as a liberating force
”
 for many Americans. Twain symbolized  
American nationalism, independent and brassy.
Twain gave much to his public, but he received much in return.
 
His public audience was much vaster than that segment of the public
 who actually bought and
 
read his books. Twain was certainly aware  
of this phenomenon and cultivated that
 
larger audience through his  
public speaking tours, his dress, his newspaper and magazine writing,
 and his often outrageous off-the-cuff comments to the press.
Liberally illustrated with newspaper cartoons and photographs,
 
Budd’s study will be indispensable
 
for those who wish to understand  
that complex relationship between Twain the writer and Twain the
 public personality. Our Mark Twain is the
 
product of a scrupulously  
conscientious, patient scholar, yet written with an unpedantic grace
 and ease that would have pleased the master himself.
Thomas 
H.
 Brown The University of Alabama, Birmingham
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EARL N. HARBERT THE FORCE SO MUCH CLOSER
 
HOME, HENRY ADAMS AND THE ADAMS FAMILY.
 NEW YORK: NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PRESS, 1982. 224
 
pp.
 $15.00.
EARL N. HARBERT, ED. CRITICAL ESSAYS ON HENRY
 ADAMS. BOSTON: G. K. HALL, 1981. 262pp $25.00.
These volumes, one written, one edited by Earl N. Harbert, add
 
measurably to an assessment of the place of Henry Adams in Ameri
­can letters, a reassessment which is perhaps overdue. The Henry
 Adams of The Education of Henry Adams and Mont St. Michel and
 Chartres is well-known. Both volumes are unique in our literature, one
 the climaxing study of the development of a fourth generation Adams,
 the other a record of a spiritual quest. But little
 
is known, generally,  
about Adams,
 
the historian, the novelist, the essayist, the editor, even  
the sometime poet.
Harbert’
s
 The Force So Much Closer Home, although no bi ­
ography of Henry Adams, does detail one significant aspect of the
 “education” of this grandson and great-grandson of American
 presidents—the burden of family in the shaping of an individual.
 Harbert states in his introduction: “Most of this book is devoted to
 studying precisely what Henry Adams learned about his place in
 
the  
family, and how he shaped that knowledge” (14). Observing that “five
 family interests were most pervasive: politics; religion and philos
­ophy; education; science; and literature” (5), he proceeds to examine
 Henry Adams’
s
 literary productions in the light of these interests.
While his ancestors had achieved greatly in politics and public
 service, Henry Adams achieved most in literature. Beginning with
 essays in the Harvard Magazine and helping his father edit papers of
 the great-grandfather, President John Adams, Henry Adams went on
 to essays in the North American Review; to biographies of Albert
 Gallatin and John Randolph; to two novels, Democracy and Esther;
 and to his nine-volume History of the United States During the
 Administration of Thomas Jefferson and
 
James Madison. In every ­
thing, Adams “was attempting to exercise an indirect power to influ
­ence
 
public opinion” (49). He was a literary man  who never lost sight  
of the family ideals of public service, nor the family faith in its own
 perceptions of what was best for the American nation. During the last
 thirty years of his life, after the tragic suicide of his wife, Adams
 withdrew more and more from public participation, writing essays,
 but mainly the two books on which his literary reputation has rested,
 the Education and Mont St. Michel. Of the first of these books, Harbert
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writes: “As an artist in words, he hoped to produce a work of timeless
 
value, which would continue to stimulate further progress in the
 sequential thought of men who, regardless of their names, would
 automatically incur an obligation to the Adams past” (204).
The main problem with the Harbert study arises
 
from  the format  
itself. The fact that Harbert
 
sets out to consider Adams’ achievements  
in the light
 
of five  “family interests” leads to a repetition which by the  
end of the book becomes somewhat stultifying.
 
Otherwise, the study is  
a genuine addition to the literature about Henry Adams.
The second book, the first in a series of collections of essays in
 
American letters, offers
 
sixteen essays and an  informative “Introduc ­
tion” by Harbert himself dealing with the life and accomplishments of
 Henry Adams. The essays are chosen with insight by the editor from
 over a century of public notices, beginning with Mrs. Humphrey
 Ward’
s
 review of the novel Democracy in The Fortnightly Review in  
1882. There are excellent essays by Henry Steele Commager, by Ern
­est Samuels, Howard M. Munford, by the Editor, and by Margaret J.
 Brown. Anyone wanting to know about Henry Adams will have to
 turn to this collection.
Louis E. Dollarhide
 
The University of Mississippi
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THEODORE DREISER. SISTER
 
CARRIE [THE PENNSYLVANIA  
EDITION]. GENERAL EDITOR: NEDA M. WESTLAKE;
 HISTORICAL EDITORS: JOHN C. BERKEY AND ALICE
 M. WINTERS; TEXTUAL EDITOR: JAMES L. W. WEST,
 III. PHILADELPHIA: THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYL-
 VANIA PRESS, 1981. 679 pp. CLOTH, $20.95. PAPER,
 $12.95.
 
Perhaps no other first novel suffered the attentions of
 
so many  
collaborators, desired and otherwise, than did Theodore Dreiser’s
 Sister 
Carrie.
 The Historical Commentary of the new  Pennsylvania  
Edition (P. E. hereafter) of the novel depicts the fledgling novelist’
s willing dependence
 
on his better-educated wife, Sara or “Jug,”  and on  
his friend and literary mentor, Arthur Henry. The extant hand
­written manuscript, now at the New York Public Library, discloses
 that Jug scrupulously read over her husband’s prose almost as he
 wrote it, not only repairing his lapses in orthography and grammar
 but effecting numerous slight “improvements” and muting sensual or
 profane references. Henry, a published novelist, skimmed through
 sections and urged larger-scale revisions affecting narrative flow.
 Henry arranged to have the thrice-revised
 
holograph  (for Dreiser too  
inscribed his own second thoughts on the
 
manuscript) turned over to  
agency typists, who added their own “improvements” as well as per-
 petrating the inevitable corruptions.
 The final typescript-revised further by Dreiser and his two
 helpers—met rejection nevertheless at Harper’
s.
 To improve chances  
at other houses,
 
Dreiser asked Henry to  make a first pass through the  
text, marking passages for excision; Dreiser subsequently adopted
 almost all of Henry’
s
 suggestions, which deleted descriptive or intru-  
sively philosophical passages as well as further subduing passages
 too sexually explicit. Thus pruned, the text went to
 
Doubleday, Page,  
whose reader accepted it only to have the senior partner attempt to
 renege after he found the book objectionable. Doubleday, Page finally
 brought out the book, but only after further changes were made,
 including a rewrite of the Montreal episode to stage a “marriage”
 ceremony before Carrie’s first night with Hurstwood.
The editors of the P. E. thus confront a classic problem in textual
 
editing: what to do with numerous revisions accepted but not initiated
 by an author
 
whose motivation for changing his first intentions may  
not always have been esthetic. Did Dreiser accept Jug’s and Henry’s
 
|
alterations because he believed together they were shaping a more
 marketable commodity, or did he wholeheartedly accept their revi-
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sions as
 
esthetically desirable? P. E. provides no definitive arguments  
to settle this question, and in the absence of
 
decisive evidence P. E.  
follows the most conservative contemporary editorial process of fol
­lowing the earliest extant form
 
of Dreiser’s text, the  holograph before  
any revisions—Dreiser’
s
 or another’s—were made. Into this earliest  
form are accepted all
 
those revisions affecting meaning and style that  
P. E. believes represent Dreiser’
s
 considered esthetic judgment. But  
from the resulting eclectic text are banished all subsequent changes,
 whether authorial or otherwise, that the editors believe were made in
 the interests of expediency, not art.
P, E. thus accepts as emendations of Dreiser’
s
 earliest recoverable  
intentions only those variants, usually Jug’
s
 or a typist’s, which put  
Dreiser’s spelling or grammar into correct forms. The changes in style
 or meaning that Dreiser himself initiates
 
(as  opposed  to following the  
advice of others) are normally accepted if the editors believe the
 author succeeded in reformulating more skillfully his original inten
­tions. This textual policy, the editors argue, presents
 
the three princi ­
pal characters, Carrie, Drouet, and Hurstwood, as more complexly
 motivated. And the refusal to accept the cuts marked by Henry and
 endorsed by Drieser leads to restoring about 36,000 words—70 pages
 in the P. E. text of nearly 500—of Dreiser’s original manuscript.
 
These  
restorations typically expand the character of Carrie, occasionally
 providing scenes which more transparently suggest underlying sex
­ual
 
drives. Also appearing for the first time are many more narratorial  
comments that enforce the naturalistic philosophy of Dreiser or
 proffer “scientific” explanations for how the protagonists act. Modern
 readers may take such editorial comments as unwanted intrusions,
 but they do keep readers attentive to Dreiser’
s 
view that the pursuit of  
the ideal is frustrated by the tragic fragilities of the human animal.
Although the editors recognize that no scholar can be certain
 
about how to treat each and every revision
 
of the manuscript, they do  
make a convincing case for being sceptical about the reasons why
 Dreiser,
 
in cutting, relied on the opinion of so  many others. Unlike the  
argument
 
for refusing to accept  the cuts in the manuscript, however,  
P. E. offers no credible reasons for overturning Dreiser’
s
 decision to  
revise the original holograph ending before publication. Indeed, the
 only evidence provided by P. E. concerning Dreiser’s reason for not
 ending the book with Hurstwood’
s
 suicide (the original manuscript  
version followed in P. 
E.)
 is the author’s statement, seven years later,  
that he found his first conception inadequate. Regretably, P. E, pres
­
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ents no evidence that in revising the conclusion Dreiser was respond
­
ing to anything other than his own esthetic instincts. Twice in com
­posing
 
the story Dreiser had hit blocks that arrested the tale for  long  
periods; his recorded satisfaction with revising the ending as first
 drafted seems of a piece with how he was able to overcome other
 temporary paralyses and proceed through to an appropriate closure.
 The manuscript conclusion depicts a much stronger interaction
 between Robert Ames and Carrie in the penultimate chapter, and
 concludes—perhaps as a foreboding to Ames’s fate
 
if he succumbs to  
Carrie—with Hurstwood’s despairing suicide. Dreiser’s revision of
 this initial conception is justifiable on two esthetic grounds: he had
 erred in making so
 
much of Ames, a relative newcomer to the story, at  
the end, and he had failed to put Carrie into the spotlight in the
 conclusion. His revised ending, always printed from 1900 on, shows
 less attraction between Ames and Carrie and adds a final vignette to
 the last chapter (already a collage of episodes), the famous scene of
 Carrie in her rocking chair dreaming of
 
the unattainable. The P. E.  
conclusion would be appropriate to a novel called
 
Sister Carrie’ s Vic ­
tims, but Dreiser’s revision is unassailable as the just conclusion to
 the book as titled.
The editors of the P. 
E.
 text candidly admit that they do not  
consider their version definitive, and point out they have provided a
 selective textual apparatus with which
 
interested readers can assem ­
ble other
 
versions of the story. Valuable  to beginning students are the  
historical notes, maps and pictures that help to document the density
 of Dreiser’
s
 insistent references to real people and places. Unfortu ­
nately, the typographers have set “jewelry” at 326.7 and “scarecely”
 at 331.16; neither is a form to be found in the OED, the standard by
 which Dreiser’s sometimes eccentric or archaic spellings have been
 judged. Apparently, like Carrie herself, the editors’ pursuit of the ideal
 has been frustrated by reality.
Lance Schachterle Worcester Polytechnic Institute
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SARAH BLACHER COHEN, ED. COMIC RELIEF: HUMOR
 
IN CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN LITERATURE.
 URBANA, CHICAGO, AND LONDON: THE UNIVER
­SITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS, 1978. 339 pp. $15.00.
The year was 1983. Praisers of the literary imagination who
 
believed that their praises should reflect some impassioned bit of the
 imaginative—those artist-critic-scholar-teacher out-of-sorts like Guy
 Davenport, or
 
Richards Gilman and Howard,  or George Steiner, or the  
brothers Fussell, for whom “excellence...is ever radical”—all these
 had been interned upon the new Sum-thin-Else Star. 
(To
 a neighbor ­
ing star, rumor has it, must eventually come Sanford Pinsker, Earl
 Rovit, Max F. Schulz, and Philip Stevick, especially if they insist on
 writing with a brio that places them in brilliant relief to the twelve
 others with whom they have presently, unfortunately, been asso
­ciated.) A few remaining disciples of letters and the fine arts were now
 relocated in the High Aesthetic Education Camp of the
 
One Galactic  
University Sandbox, Inc. “G. U. S.,” President Raquel Welch
 
wished  
to be quoted as saying, “well, like I
 
mean G. U. S. is just the center, you  
know, of glam.”
All classes, switched off from Real People and fed to satiety upon
 
the physical immolations and mutilations of That's Incredible,
 
switch  
on now for the academic, psychic permutations of such pastimes
 wherein, under penalty of deconstruction, former questioners are tor
­tured by questions culled from their professorial colleagues’
 Chattanoogachoochoo-evangelical or Amtrak-lugubrious redundan­cies (e. g., “essential to the kind
 
of realistic humor fundamental to the  
South” [italics mine, naturally]). Tonight the program’
s 
called Comic  
Relief; and to qualify as a contestant, one (1) must profess to extol
 global human unity while subconsciously hustling his/her peculiar
 subject’
s
 provincial division or subdivision (as obstreperously  
opposed to the subject’
s
 enemy’ s ill-claimed, ill-gained colony); (2) be  
able to do the text-crawl without once coming up for air; and (3)
 footnote oneself interminably (e.
 
g., “The concept of diabolical comedy  
has developed from my thinking since the publication of my....The
 germ of this essay will be found in ch. 6”; “In...I distinguish between a
 sequence of three imaginative structures”)—a special prize having
 already been awarded, however, to the assembler (not an author) of
 "Laughter in the South” for grossing the record of self-referential
 reverences in his footnotes 4, 6, 7, 9, 35 and 36.
But here’
s
 our first contestant and the first question.  What work of  
literature “attacks all forms of allegiance. It is sophisticated, yet
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primitive; traditional, yet innovative”; is “an ingenious union of con
­
ventional comic modes transformed by
 
the keen intellect of an inven ­
tive, learned, and serious artist”; “is a landmark...for its comic
 structure...built on irony, contradiction, and
 
absurdity”; is “slangy in  
one stance, academic in another, loaded poetically with imagery at
 one moment, mathematically bare of imagery in the next”; whose
 levels of meaning “are realistic, surrealistic, symbolic, mythic, exis
­tential”; whose humor “is achieved by irony”; whose “wit and liveli
­ness is maintained by the sense of timing”; whose “nightmare
 violence, hysteria, absurdity, the grotesque, word play, and
 
puns lead  
to a kind of epiphany”?
Silence. Then clanged the 
bell.
“The Waste Land!” the contestant shrieked in desperation.
“SOR-ry!”
 
the ringmaster responded,  motioning to the headsman  
waiting in the wings. “The answer is In visible Man, which—-audience,
 talk about life recycling criticism!—-is about to become your ‘actual
 condition’.”
“But that’s not fair!” the victim countered. “You didn’t tell me
 
if  
the comedy or humor (is there a
 
difference?) was  written by a man or a  
woman; or his/her sexual hang-ups, -ons, -outs; whether black or
 white, and a totally true, partially true, partially false, totally false
 black or white, or Catholic or Protestant or Jew, for that matter. And
 what backwater or province within what state within what.... And
 what language he/she reads, speaks, writes fluently; what dialect....
 And if he/she’
s
 a sci-fi, sitcom, porn, dreck freak. And, and, and....  
Give me one more chance!”
“Give him one more chance!” shouts the audience.
And so,
 
reluctantly,  the ringmaster does. “Then, what work ‘is an  
excursion into politics, psychology, sociology, myth, anthropology,
 history, occultism, blues, and
 
jazz—an amalgam of the  real, the fan ­
tastic, and the absurd’;
 
whose ‘humor is achieved by irony and contra ­
diction, by “impossible” situations and the constant collision of the
 sublime and the ridiculous, the solemn and the lewd, the bitter and the
 joyous’; whose ‘range...of imagination and the richness
 
of...allusions  
are at times baffling’; but which is clearly concerned with ‘the condi
­tion of humanity in western civilization—our loss of the
 
capacity for  
freedom, joy, and love, our substitution of artifacts for art, salesman
­ship for literature, imperialism for a sense of world community, pri
­vate gain for humane values’?”
And again, silence. But in the semi-second before the bell clanged,
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the contestant
 
exclaimed: “Oh—BLEEP—go ahead and cut off my—  
BLEEP—or is it—BLEEP!”
And 
so
 the successful premiere came and went, and came and  
went again, and again, scoring with all classes that could have it—
 like its t-shirts, its burg[h]lers, its fruity concentrates, its snap-crackle-
 pop miracle-oats—“its way,” any day or all day. Or so they think, or
 like to think that they think? To wit, from the well-placed terminal
 piece here alone: “There are also poets who are humorless—W. S.
 Merwin, Galway Kinnell, Mark Strand, and Robert Lowell, for
 example—and others, such as Sylvia Plath and her followers, for
 whom humor is so transparently lacking in delight that they fail
 entirely to be humorous”; “The great modern poets—Hardy, Hopkins,
 Yeats, Eliot, Rilke, Valéry, Mallarmé—were rarely humorous”;
 “Ammons is a poet who has successfully integrated humor into his
 poetry. Humor isn’t the main business of his poems, but without it
 they wouldn’t be the same”; “This variety, in turn, results in an
 eclectic variety of styles, eclectic enough that my division...into two
 groups is a bit too simple. Still, I’ll stay with it....” Comic Relief?
 Blessed Comic Relief Ammonsdine of some other Sphere altogether:
 “often those who are not good for much else turn to thought....”
Charles Sanders The University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
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CRAIG HANSEN WERNER, PARADOXICAL RESOLUTIONS:
 
AMERICAN FICTION SINCE JAMES JOYCE
 URBANA, CHICAGO , AND LONDON: THE UNIVER
­SITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS, 1982 x, 237 pp. $18.95.
 
Werner’s book, as the subtitle indicates, is a survey of Joyce’
s 
influence on American fiction, and, as such, Werner examines some
 twenty-three writers, mostly novelists. As is true of any survey, one
 wonders at the principles that guided selection, even when the deter-
 mining factor—Joyce’s influence—is clearly stated, for only Faulkner
 and Richard Wright represent pre-World War II authors—not John
 Dos Passos or Henry Roth, both obviously affected by Joyce, nor
 Ernest Hemingway, whom recent research has shown took more than
 wine with Joyce 
(see
 Robert Gajdusek’ s “Dubliners in Michigan: Joy ­
ce’s Presence in Hemingway’
s
 In  Our  Time”  in the Fall 1982 Heming ­
way Review).
Werner concentrates on post-war authors who
 
use some  aspect of
Joyce’s technique—myth, a variety of styles, encyclopedic
 
reference,  
the universal significance that can be expressed through scrupulously
 close observation of “particular characters in their particular
 situations”—to bridge that gap that Richard Chase has identified in
 American fiction, that between novel and romance, realism and sym
­bolism. Since Werner deals, for the most part, with authors who admit
 to having read Joyce and having been either inspired or provoked by
 him, he is protected to some extent from critics who question his
 inclusions, but only to some extent. Surely every literate twentieth
­century English language author has heard of Joyce, and
 
most of the  
writers Werner deals with were college educated. But Joyce is not
 alone in literature in dealing with the discrepancy between romance
 and novel,
 
the dream and the real: Cervantes’ Quixote, Voltaire’ s Can-  
dide, and Melville’s Ishmael, with the serene blue ocean over cannibal
­istic sharks—all struggle with the same problem; and for Werner to
 suggest that Joyce was the sole or even primary source of dealing with
 this dichotomy is
 
to do a disservice to his readers, a disservice hard to  
believe from one so well and broadly read.
Thus in discussing Faulkner, Werner speaks
 
of Joyce’s  influence  
on Mosquitoes, excluding that of Aldous Huxley. To cite Richard
 Chase, as he 
does,
 as having established the “dominant critical posi ­
tion” on As I Lay Dying, is
 
to ignore twenty-five years of more recent  
criticism, especially that by post-structuralists; to say that “stoic
 sufferer Cash and the brave but impulsive Jewel perform the heroic
 actions” of As I Lay Dying ignores the question of
 
whether that  
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bravery is heedless foolhardiness; and to speak of “the romantic
 
plantation mythology of ‘Was’ ” is to ignore the criticism implicit
 
in  
equating Turl—Buck and Buddy’s half-brother—with the fox as an
 object to be hunted. In his treatment of Go Down, Moses, Werner does
 not pay sufficient
 
tribute to Roth’ s mistress who, like Bloom, accepts  
love and loss as realistically inevitable; but he does posit a very
 interesting concept of Ike and Lucas as mutually balancing heroes,
 one more romantic, one more realistic, both limited.
To quibble again about
 
selection, now about more recent authors,  
if Joyce is the master who supplies the paradigm to balance the
 wished-for with the real, is his model followed
 
by Malamud in those  
mythic texts The Natural and The Assistant, by Heller in Catch-22, by
 Vonnegut? If Mailer has learned Joyce’
s
 lesson in Armies of the  
Night, is it still apparent in Why Are We in Vietnam? Further, Werner
 evaluates the authors he discusses only on how successfully they have
 balanced romance and naturalism, symbolism and realism; he does
 not evaluate the success of the writers in entrancing their readers,
 involving them with their protagonists. Thus his discussions at times
 are like well-written engineering reports, revealing structure
 
and sig ­
nificance, but not appearance and worth. Are Ronald Sukenick’s and
 Raymond Federman’
s
 experiments equal to Faulkner’ s and  
Pynchon’s?
I bother to ask these questions because Paradoxical
 
Resolutions is  
a good book, comparable in many ways to Tony Tanner’
s
 City of  
Words and Raymond Olderman’s Beyond the Wasteland; if it were not
 good one could
 
dismiss it, but because it is good one wishes it were still  
better. I especially liked—which means I agreed with—Werner’s read
­ings of Ellison, Bellow, and Pynchon, and I have learned from him.
 Even when I disagreed, I have to admit that he has a probing intellect,
 and that his conclusions force me
 
to re-evaluate my own  positions on  
the books discussed—always healthful. My criticisms express my
 disappointment in not learning more from this informative, well-
 written, jargon-free book.
Peter L. Hays
 
The University of California, Davis
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BROOK THOMAS. JAMES JOYCE'S ULYSSES: A BOOK OF
 
MANY HAPPY RETURNS. BATON ROUGE AND
 LONDON: LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
 PRESS, 1982. 187 pp. $17.50.
Brook Thomas’s provocative book may be the decade’s most frus
­
trating study of Joyce,
 
promising much but delivering only enough to  
underscore its problems. Using Fritz Senn’s classic essay “Book of
 Many Turns” as his point of departure, Thomas argues that a full
 appreciation of Ulysses demands recognition of both “the book as
 book” and “the book as world.” Like many other critics who apply
 recent developments in literary theory to Joyce’s canon, Thomas
 insists on the central importance of “the author’s self-conscious
 awareness of the reflexive nature of language” (p. 3). What distin
­guishes Thomas’s sensibility 
is
 his complementary insistence that,  
rather than serving as an aesthetic or
 
philosophical end in itself, the  
resulting “play of language” encourages both Joyce and his readers to
 move beyond solipsism into a recognition of the multiplicity and
 richness
 
of human experience. As a result, James Joyce's Ulysses: A  
Book of Many Happy Returns initially seems to promise
 
a sane syn ­
thetic view, tempering the equilibrium stressed by studies such as C.
 H. Peake’s James Joyce: The Citizen and the Artist with the insights
 provided by structuralist and deconstructionist criticism.
Unfortunately, Thomas fails to
 
realize this promise. The reasons  
are complex, and no one alone accounts for the failure. Rather than
 providing another “reading” of Ulysses, Thomas concentrates on
 several crucial scenes and patterns, most notably “Eumaeus” and
 “Scylla and Charybdis,” and most readers will emerge from Thomas’
s book with an enriched understanding of those episodes. Although
 Thomas is certainly correct
 
in  noting the redundancy of most “new”  
readings, his choice not to consider the entire book nonetheless seems
 ill-advised. For
 
what Thomas suggests is a new reading of  Ulysses, a  
reading that 1 believe would be more inclusive than any other cur
­rently in print. Unfortunately, the individual reader must construct
 this reading almost entirely on his/her own. Given Thomas’s pluralis
­tic stance, this may be a philosophically consistent demand. If so,
 however, an essay or monograph would have sufficed to present the
 basic elements of his sensibility.
In place of the chapter-by-chapter organization of the “reading,”
 
Thomas presents three sections focusing respectively on the
 
roles of  
author, text and reader in Ulysses. However appropriate in theory,
 this structure generates problems. First, since Thomas returns inter
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mittently to the previously noted episodes, the
 
book contains inordi ­
nate repetition. Reaching the final section, most readers will have
 long tired of the man in the mackintosh, for example. Second, and
 more serious, Thomas presents his discussions of critical theory in
 numerous brief segments. He devotes a few pages to Barthes and
 Culler in his introduction, a few to Derrida in part two, a few to
 Gadamer in part three. As a result, no consistent, or coherently eclec
­tic, critical framework emerges, and Thomas’s forays into critical
 theory seem at best telegraphic invocations of controversies the
 reader may or may not consider vital. At worst, they seem cynical
 attempts to authenticate his perceptions through fashionable name
­dropping.
Despite these shortcomings, James Joyce’s Ulysses: A Book of
 
Many Happy Returns is worth reading. It provides as many stimulat
­ing comments on the way Ulysses works as does any other recent
 study of Joyce. It may well be unmatched as a source of quotations
 likely to prompt discussions in Ulysses seminars. The reader should
 simply be aware that he/she will be
 
forced to test the validity of the  
generalizations without much help from Thomas.
Craig Werner
 
The University of Wisconsin, Madison
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